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In the Supreme Court of the United States
OcTOBER TERM,

1936

~
"

·~I

No. 324
THE VIRGINIAN RAILWAY

CoMPANY,

PETITIONER

I

vs.
SYSTEM FEDERATION No. 40, RAILWAY EMPLOYEES DEPARTMENT OF
THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR, ETC., ET A.L., RESPONIH~NTS

ORAL ARGUMENT
WASHINGTON,

,

D.

c.

Monday, February 8, 1937.
The above-entitled matter came on for oral argument before the
Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States, at 2:30 p. m.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Mr. James Piper and Nfr. H. T. Hall.
On behalf of the respondents: Mr. Frank L. Mulholland.
On behalf of the United States as amicus curiae: Hon. Stanley F.
Reed, Solicitor General of the United States.
The CHIEF JusTICE. No. 324, The Virginian Railway Company
against System Federation No. 40, Railway Employees Department
of the American Federation of Labor, and others. Mr. Piper.

I
I

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER
Mr. PIPER. If the Court please, this is a case which was originally
instituted in the District Court of the United States for the East.em
District of Virginia. A decree was entered in that court requiring
the defendant railway to recognize and treat with the System Federation No. 40, Railway Employees Department, as a representative of
the employees in six crafts, constituting the mechanical department
of the Virginian Railway. The decree also provided that the railway
should not, in connection with contracts relating to rules, rates of pay,
and wages, deal with anyone else than the federation. The decree
also provided for a restraining order restraining the railway from
influencing, coercing, or interfering with the free choice of the employees in the selection of their representatives. The facts are short,
and I will try to briefly summarize them.
In 1920, when the railways were turned back from the Government
to the owners, the Transportation Act was passed. Subsequently,
1
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on July 1, 1922, there was a national strike involving shop!Den on all
the roads in the United States. On July 3, 1922, the United Sta~es
Railway Labor Board, which had been create~ by the Tr~nsportat10n
Act of 1920, sent out a request to all the carne~ and th~rr. empl~ees
requesting the employees to organize for collective ba!~amtng.
h_at
request was posted on the bulletin board of the petitiOner, the Vrrginian Railway, and in resp!>~e to th~t req~es~ there ~as forme~ a
Virginian Employees AssociatiOn, which we will call the asso~Ia
tion''-it had a much longer term-and which functi<:med by en~enng
into an agreement between the emploY:e~ and th~ railway relatm~o
rates of pay rules and working conditions. This agreement, w e
not included in the 'record originilly, is in the record now at the request
of the respondent.
.
The Court will see that it is a very full, elaborate agreement, consisting of 112 rules, outlining working conditions, rates of P~Y'. O;lld
other matters relating to the position of the employees of the Vrrgm1an
on thatroad.
.
h v· ..
I might say that before the Janua!Y 1, 1922, ~trike t e rrgllllan
road was a union road; that is to say, 1t was organ1zed and ther.e was a
union on there, an affiliate of the A. F. of L. After the strik~ the
record shows that the strike was not a success and a great many, If ~ot
all, of the union men were replaced by other men and the ·road earned
forward.
. has a quite
· rmpor
·
t ant b eanng
·
to
At this point it seems to me 1t
understand wha~ is meant by the mechanical department employees
of this particular road. The mechanical departme~t employees are
divided into two . classes. .One class o.f mechanteal department
employees does running repair work, that IS to say, work on cahrs
engines to keep the traffic moving. The other class of mec antca
department employees does backshop work.
The strike of '22 was declared a shopmen's strike, but the shopmen
in tum are divided into r~ repairmen,, who at.:e sc~t~r~d over the
line of this road from its West Virginia t~rmmus to 1~s Vrrgrma.sea~oast
terminus, with groups of running repRll'men at dlffereD;t po~ts, the
back-shop employees, on the other hand, ar~ located In ~ceton,
which is not a division point, and they work ID a shop. The1r wor~
embraces so-called classified repairs and s~ore-order work. Clas~l
fied repairs, in the understanding of the busm~ss, mean heavy rep8ll'S
to locomotives and to cars, wh~re the locomotives and cars are taken
out of service, as the record will show, for 10~ days ~or one and 109
days for the other. They are cars or locomotives which have ceased
to be instrumentalities of interstate commerce and are taken to a shop
for major repairs, whic~ occupy on the average over 3 months, and
are then returned to serv1ce.
·
f
Now the other work done by the back-shop e¥lployees consists o
so-called store-order work, which meR!ls the ~aking of parts, such hs
nuts and bolts and thin~ of that kind, whtch a~e sent out to t e
various points on the road for use. T_he recor~ will show that as to
those articles made in the back shop, 1f the railway. can makk t~em
more cheaply than it can buy them, they make them 1n the hac s op.
Otherwise, if they can buy them more cheaply than they can make
them, they are bought on the market:
. .
The relations of the Virginian Railway wtth 1ts employees, ll!lder
this agreement of November 15, 1922, the record shows, were entirely
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satisfactory and harmonious during a period of 12 years. In the fall
of 1933 the American Federation of Labor, the record shows, sent
paid organizers on the property and attempted to organize the road.
While that was in progress, I mention in passing because the matter
becomes important later, the railroad posted a bulletin on its various
bulletin boards advising the men, in answer to inquiry, that so-called
company unions, such as this association, were not barred by the act
of 1926, the Railway Labor Act1 but were permitted. The organization of this road continued and the Mediation Board services were
invoked by the American Federation of Labor on July 5, 1934. At
that time a mediator came to the property and checked authorizations
handed him by the American Federation of Labor against the eligible
lists of employees in these six classes. This is important. The
mediator did not find a majority in favor of the American Federation
on that check, and therefore refused to certify at that moment, July 5,
that the American Federation had been chosen.
About that time Mr. Sasser of the railroad distributed amongst
employees a statement. This statement plays a great part in the
decision and opinions of the case. It is referred to continually, and
properly, ns the so-called Sasser statement. That statement undertook to set out the facts in connection with this labor dispute which
I am now discussing. It undertook to show, first, the strike and
difficulties under the previous arrangement, followed by the peace
and satisfaction under the company agreement with the association,
and then stated as further facts the advantages, in Sasser's and the
company's opinion, of company, that is to say, representation, by
employees in an association, rather than representations by outsiders
representing employees.
Following that statement the Federation made another request for
mediation, and the Mediation Board sent another mediator to the
property, and he undertook to conduct an election. That election
was to be conducted under the rule that a majority of the eligibles
were necessary to elect in any class. It did not go forward one day,
when a new· rUle was adopted, and a new election was started.
The new rule provided that not a majority of the eligibles should
elect, but a majority of those voting at the election should elect.
As a result of that election, the Mediation Board on September 13,
1934, issued its certificate statin~ that the federation was the duly
accredited representative of the SIX classes covered by the certification. The certificate, we argue later, is of no effect on its face, because it does not show how many eligibles were in each class but
merely shows the vote. The court held its rule was that if a majority
voted, then that majority voting could elect the representative, but
if less than the majority participated, there was no election. That
applied to one class, the carmen and coachmen. Less than a majority
of the carmen and coachmen voted at this election, and therefore the
court ruled that as to that class there was no election. In the case of
the blacksmiths, more than a majority of the eligibles voted but less
than the majority of the whole voted for the federation, but the
court held, the lower court, affirmed by the court of appeals, held,
that in that case the federation was elected.
Now after the election there was formed on the railroad an . ~ l ,
pendent shop crafts association. I just say in passing that the · r · ·
court-we think it was clear error-decided that the association r,.
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formed at the instance of and was dominated by the railroad. There
is not a scintilla of proof in the record that tho railroad had anything
to do with the formation of that association. I_n fact, all the .Pr~wf
is to the contrary. The same thing may be sa1d of. the ass'?e1at10n
which was formed in 1922. That has been referred to 1n the br1efs and
opinions as a figurehead, a dummy corporation, c~mtrolle4 by the
railroad. We say th.at it is clear e:r;ror; that the~e IS no eVIdence of
any kind that that IS a fact, but m fact the ev1d~nc~, even o_f the
federation's own witnesses, sho,~ed ~hat that assoc~atwn functiOned
without any interference or d~mmat10n from the railway. . .
.
As I said, the suit was instituted on May 2, 1935, resultmg m this
decree which I have briefly outlined.
.
.
.
.
The first point which comes up for consideratiOn ~y this qourt In
connection with this appeal is whether o.r not se~t10n 2, nmth, ?f .
the Railway Labor Act requires. us, that 1s, the rap.way, to meet In
conference with the representatives of th~ federatwn. The federation claims that we would not meet them 1n conference. The record
shows that on December 27 they met certain ~fficers of th~ rail~·ay
and delivered to them a form of agreement which had for Its ob] ect
the substitution of the federation under the existing agreel!lent for
the association and which also undertook to include certain other
mechanical-dep~rtment employees which were not included in the
six crafts in connection with which the ele~tion had bee~ held. . .
That agreement is interesting because It shows on Its ~ace-It IS
on page 31 o_f the,rec~~d-that there w~ to be no change In rates of
pay or work1ng conditiOns; that the ma1n. puryose of th~ ag~eement
was to substitute the name of the federatiOn In the captton In place
of the association; but in other respects the agreement was to con...
tinue.
. il
Nothing resulted apparently; the record IS s ent, anY'Yay, as to
what happened after that meeting and after presenting that agreement. We must assume that the parties did not come together, because 5 months later this suit was instituted.
Now we come back to section 2, ninth, of the Ra:ilway Labo~ Act.
Justice BRANDEIS. May I trouble you to state agam what the Issues
are in this case?
Mr. PIPER. Yes. The issues are sta.ted on pages 2 an~ 3 of <?Ur
brief and I think the quickest way to answer Your Honors question
would be to read those carefully. I was going to take them up one
by one, but I will read them all. .
.
.
The first question is whether sectiOn 2, nmth, ~f the Railway La~or
Act, which provides t~a.t a carrier sha~ treat With the representative
of a craft or class certified by the ¥ediatiOn Board- as _the r~presenta.
tive of such craft or class-in this case t~e federatlO~-nn~oses a
legallv enforceable obligation upon the earner to negotmte with the
representative so certified. We are arguing, Your Honor, that "treat
with as'' should be regarded as "recognize." The other side, the
respondent, and the Government to so!De extent, argue that ''t_reat
with as" means we must meet them m conference and negotiate.
Now, that is the first point.
.
The second point is whether, if section 2, ninth, of the ;Rail~ay
Labor Act requires the railway to. negotiate ~ith the ~ede:r:atron, Jt IS
unconstitutional, in that it depnves the railway of 1ts hbcrty and
property in violation of the due process clause of the fifth amendment
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of the Constitution of the United States. We are arguing that the
constnwtion given by the lower court and affirmed by the circuit
court of appeals-that construction, not the act as we construe it,
but that construction-violates our liberty of contract.
The third point we make in our brief is whether the Railway Labor
Act is unconstitutional in its entirety in that it attempts to regulate
labor relations between carriers and employees engaged solely in
activities intrastate in character which do not directly affect or burden
interstate commerce. That point is under the Employers' Liability
Case (207 U. S. 463). We are there arguing that these back-shop
employees are not themselves engaged in interstate activity, and their
actiOns have no direct bearing on interstate activity; that this act
makes no atten1pt to distinguish between matters over which Congress
had authority and over intrastate commerce, and therefore, under the
decisions of this Court, the act as a whole is unconstitutional.
Our next point relates to the certificate of the Mediation Board, as
to whether or not that was a proper certificate. We say it was improper, because the election was held under a wrong rule. We also
say that the finding of the lower court, the C. C. A., that a majority
of a majority of eligibles should elect, is in error. Our contention is
tlmt the act means a majority of the eligibles,and not a majority of a
majority.
We further say that it is impossible to tell from the certificate the
number of employees who could have voted or whether they were
back-shop employees over which we think Congress had no authority
to act or whether or not they were running repairmen.
The next point, and last point in the brief, relates to the construction of the N orris-LaGuardia Anti-injunction Act (c. 90, 47 Stat. 70;
U. S. C., title 29, sees. 101, et seq.) in connection with the relief
~iven under this case. We claim that the decree of the lower court
Is not l>ermissible in view of the limitations placed on the jurisdiction
of equity courts to grant injunctions in labor disputes. There are
several reasons in that connection. I think perhaps it would be better
to state the reasons for that objection.
Now that covers the scope of the basis of our appeal.
Justice BRANDEIS. Dealing all with questions of law?
Nir. PIPER. Dealing all with questions of law, Your Honor, except
insofar as, for instance, this back-shop work and running repair
work, it is necessary to show from the record the kind of work these
men did. I do not think there is much question of dispute of the
law there. That is a question of the application to the facts.
Justice BRANDEIS. It is a question of the interpretation of conflicting
evidence?
Mr. PIPER. That is right.
Then the next question is related to the other questions of fact to
a certain extent that are involved. When we get to the question of
the Norris-LaGuardia Act we have got to show by the facts of the
record on what basis or what facts the lower court based its decree,
and then show that those facts are protected by the Norris-LaGuardia
Act and should not have been the basis of the relief. granted.
I have finished the points now. I feel at this moment I have
covered them suffidently to sn.tisfy Your Honor.
In order to determine what section 2, ninth, men.ns-I was just
about to read it--it will be necessary to give a short history of the
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railway labor legislation commencing with the Transportation Act, in
order to find the basic purpose of the act which is now under review.
Section 2, ninth, which is the section we are now considering, was
added to the act of 1926 by an amendment of June 1934, which reads:

the same, and that no compulsion is now required under the terms of
this act which enables a court of equity to force an unwilling employer, or employee, for that matter, or representative of an employee,
into a conference and negotiations. We think it is perfectly clear
from the history of the act and from the cases, that it is only intended
and should be read that "treat with as" means "recognized."
We admit that if we proceeded under the act to change the rules,
rates of pay, or working conditions, and wanted to treat with the
employees, we would necessarily, if the act is otherwise constitutional
and an employee representative. had been duly certified, treat under
section 6 of the act with the representative so chosen; but we deny
the act was intended to mean that we would be forced to a conferen·ce
leading to a negotiation leadin~ to a contract.
We think that is fairly well illustrated by the factr.-that is to say,
we think that what Congress intended is illustrated by the factthat neither the Government nor the respondent argues that this
drastic right, which is drastic in view of the former statutes, comes
into effect unless there is dispute amonst the employees. In other
words, if the employees voluntarily and unanimously chose their
own representative, the right to a compulsory negotiation does not
exist under the act. The act only applies, as the Government and
the respondent admit, in case there is a dispute. Your Honors can
readily see that that might easily lead to a fake dispute in order to
get the Mediation Board to act, in order to have a representative
certified by ballot, in order to carry with it the right to be enforced
by equity to a negotiation.
Now, to us it seems impossible that Congress could have intended
to pass any act embracing such an anomalous situation. "\Vhy
should this right, which was denied in the Transportation .Act as an
enforceable obligation and in the act of 1928 as an enforceable obligation-why should this right only come into being in case of a dispute
amongst employees and a certification'? To me that interpretation
just does not make sense. It does not seem reasonable or possible.
We are further driven tO the conclusion that the act was not
intended to create an enforceable obli~ation by looking at the other
sections in the act, which we have a right to do, as I take it, in construing this section.
The act of 1934 carried forward the old act with certain anlendments, modifications, and additions. Section 2, General Purposesby the way, it is a very excellent arrangement of this act found in the
Government's brief. Page 108 of the Government's brief gives the
act of 1926 and shows interlineations and the changes brought into
the act of 1934.
The first and second paragraphs of section 2 were brought forward
from the old act of 1926 practically in substance; the third modified
but substantially the same; the fourth was modified but to a certain
extent new; the fifth new; the sixth was the same substantially as the
old fourth; the seventh new, and so forth. The ninth was a new
paragraph added. There was also added to the act--and this is
significant-a tenth paragraph, which ;provided a penalty clause in
case the terms of the act were not complied with; and it is also signific~nt that this penalty clause, which p~ovidcd that refusal to comply
with the terms of the act shall be a rmsdemeanor subject to fine and
imprisonment, was made to apply to certain paragraphs of the

If any dispute shall arise among a carrier's employees as to who are the repre~
sentatives of such employees designated and authorized in accordance with the
requirement of this Act, it shall be the duty of the Mediation Board, upon request
of either party to the dispute, to investigate such dispute and to certify to both
parties, in writing, within thirty days after the receipt of the invocation of its
services, the name or names of the individuals or organizations that have been
designated and authorized to represent the employees involved in the dispute,
a-nd certify the same to the carrier.

Now it is the next sentence that is the important oneUpon receipt of such certification the carrier shall treat with the representative
so certified as the representative of the craft or class for the purposes of this
Act.

That section, as I say, was added to the act of 1926. In 1920 the
Transportation Act, the section on which this whole section 2 in the
present act was based, was section 301. That says briefl.y-I will
skip itIt shall be the duty of all carriers, and their officers, employees, and agents to
exert every reasonable effort and adopt every available means to avoid any interruption to the operation-

and so forth.
All such disputes shall be considered and) if possible, decided in conference
between""'

and so forth.
the respective employees and the carriersJ

That was the inception, pointed out in Texas & New Orleans R. Oo.
v. Brotherhood of Railway Clerks (281 U. S. 548), of this labor legislation. It was followed by the act of 1926, which did not change the
scope or· plan of the original act, but gave in more detail the mechanics for carrying out the provisions of the Transportation Act
which experience had shown were necessary in order to make the
law effective.
We have a very full discussion of the effect and purpose of the 1926
amendments in the Texas & New Orleans case. In that ease the employees were objecting to interference, influence, and coercion by the
employer, and this Court held that, while the PennJylvania cases
(Pennsylvania R. R. Co. v. Railway Labor Board (261 U.S. 72), Pennsylvania Federation No. 90 v. Pennsylvania R. R. Oo. (267 U. S. 203)),
which had held under the Transportation Act the use of the language
"It shall be the duty" did not create a legally enforceable obligationin other words, it was an imperfect obligation-nevertheless, in order
to keep the voluntary scheme of the act, which His Honor, Chief
Justice Hughes, said was its essence, it was necessary to keep that
freedom; that interference by the employer with the self-organization
of the employee must be preserved and could be preserved by decree
~ ~1uity. Of course, we have no dispute with that decision, and we
t ·
that that decision, taken in connection with the history of the
act, supp_orts our present contention that no compulsion was required
by the Transportation Act of 1920; that no compulsion under the
two Pennsylvania cases and the Texas case was required by the 1926
act, and that the congressional plan, the plan of the act, has remained

1
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amended act, to wit, third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth paragraphs of section 2. You will note in applying t)lat penalt~ clause
that it does not apply to the first and second, wh1ch are earned forward from the old act, it does not apply to 2 or 6, which were sub-.
stantially carried forward from the old act, but it does apply to all the
sections which are carried forward, though modified, from the old act,
which have for their effect the recognition of collective bargaining
and the right of employees to choose their representative without
influence, interference, or coercion.
.
..
The main effect of the penalty clause, together w1th the proVIsion
commonly called the "yellow dog" provision, which was inserted in
this act as ~lll addition-the main purposes, therefore, of the penalty
clause, it seems, were to implement or fortify the sections relating to
collective bargaining and freedom f~om interference. It is not
controlling, but very significant, that the penalty clause is not made
to apply to 2, ninth. I say it is significant, because it is also not
made to apply to section 6 of the act, which is the section which
relates to the procedure for changing agreements relating to rules,
working conditions, and rates of pay.
As we read the act, section 6, which contemplates a conference,
does not require a conference, and we also argue, as we read the
act, that section 26, which also contemplates a conference, does not
require tt conference, and the penalty clause doe.s not attach to any
section in the act where apparently a conference IS contemplated.
Now if we read that in connection with section 5 of the act, which
was very different from ~he section of the ol4 act, you will fin~ the
forc.e of this point. Sectwn 5 of the act provides that the parties or
-either party to the dispute between an employee or group of employees and a carrie! may invoke the services of the Mediation Board
in any of the folloWing cases:
i

u...
,

(a) A dispute concerning chS:nges in rates of pay, rules, or working conditions
not adjusted by the parties in conference;
.
.
.
(b) Any other dispute not referable to the Nat10n~l Railroad AdJustment
Board and not adjusted in conference between the part1es or where conferences
.are refused.
"\~; e believe that Congress, in changing that section 5, must have
been aware of the fact that, under the decisions of this Court in the
Pennsylvania cases and the Texas case, conferences should be refused,
and they there set up a procedure to be followed when a conference
was refused, specifically. w·here conferen~es are refused .the procedure set up is what? Either party may Invoke the services ~f ~he
Mediation Board or may tender its own services. The MediatiOn
Board then is to bring the parties, if possible, into agreement .. Failing
that its last final action is to try to attempt to get the parties to an
arbitration agreement. The interesting part of that is. that the act
specifically provides in section 7 that t~e refusal to .a.r~1trate c!tnnot
be considered a breach of the act. I will read that m JUst a mmute.
'J:'hat is headed "Arbitration." It is the first section, the last paragraph, that I am reading, w~ere a controversy arises and an arbitration
is suggested. It says [rea(hng]:

Provided, however, That the failure or refusal of. eith~r party to submit _a c~m
trovers:v to arbitration shall not be construed as a v10lat10n of any legal obligatiOn
imposed upon such party by the terms of this act or otherwise.

All of which carries out the plan of the act as announced in the
Texas case. In other words, there is no compulsion in this act, as

ARGUlJ1.~TS
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we read it, from beginning to end. There are matters whieh are
protected by injunction, s-uch as the right of interference. There
are further matters that have been added by the act of 1934, '"·hicb
provided penalties in misdemeanors, but the scheme of the act is
unchanged and remains the same as found by this Court in the
Tex.as case.
The Government· apparently-we certainly got the impression fr01n
the Government's brief and the argument both that the Government,
as amicus curiae, agreed with our position that "treat with as" 1neant
"recognize." Reading their brief now, I am not quite sure what
position the Government takes, but I 1nust read this paragraph from
page 12 of the Government brief, in which the Governn1ent says
[reading]:
Every portion of the statutory plan ultimately depends for its success on the
willingness of carriers to confer with the representatives of their employees.

That is our whole case. We say that t~e willingness of the carriers
to confer with the employees produces peace; that a forced conference·
will not produce peace. We furthermore say that a court of equity is
without power to enforce a conference which depends for its results:
on the state of mind or the good faith; in other words, a decree to·
enforce a conference would not only be in practice unsuccessful in.
promoting peace under this act, but as a legal proposition, equitableproposition, it is a type of decree which a court of equity would not
grant. We have quoted cases in our brief.
Justice McREYNOLDS. I have been trying to follow you, but I must
confess I cannot do it.· For some reason or other I am inclined to
think you are assuming that I know a lot more about this statute
th~n I do, because I don't know anything about it except in a general
way. I cannot get it from what you have stated so far.
h1r. PIPER. Do you think I have not been particular enough in
describing the statute? I will take another try.
.Justice McREYNOLDS. No. You have not put in plain enough
language, I suppose, what you are after. What did the court
below do?
Mr. PIPER. The court below passed a decree requiring us to meet
in conference and negotiate with the federation.
Justice McREYNOLDS. That is what you are complaining about,
is it?
Mr. PIPER. That is one thing we are complaining of, yes; and the
main thing._
Just.ice McREYNOLDs. What is the next thing?
Mr. PIPER. They say that under 2, ninth, we require then1 to do
that.
Justice McREYNOLDs. All right.
Mr. PIPER. The next thing was, we complain that if that interpretation of the court is correct, then our liberty of contract has been
interfered with.
Justice McREYNOLDS. H the statute goes that far it is contrary to.
the Constitution?
Mr. PIPER. That is what we claim.
Justice McREYNOLDS. What is the next?
Mr. PIPER. The next point is, we claim the act as a whole is unconstitutional, because it covers in terms intrastate matters as well as
interstate matters; and there is no distinction. It is admitted that.
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the mnployees on this road are embraced by the act, all of them. We
hope to show Your Honors that SO'f!le .of ·those emp!oy~es-t~e backshopmen, in this case-are ~ngaged m mtrastate ~ctivlt~es ,which. have
no direct bearing on the mterstate part of this earner s b.usmess.
We propose to show, or expect to show, Your Honor, that th1s backshop-where these 222 men are employed-:could shut do:wn tomorrow
without any interruption whateve:t: to ~he mterstate business. .
Justice McREYNOLDS. That pomt 1s clear enough. What IS the
next point?
Mr. PIPER. All right. The next point, Your Honor, was the
.question of -whether the Mediation Board's certificate-Justice McREYNOLDS. What?
.
Mr PIPER. Whether the Mediation Board's certificate was In
'Pr~pe~· form, and whether the rule should be in electing a_ representative that that representative should be elected by a ~a)onty of all
of the eligible voters in each class or whether a maJonty of those
A.
voting. We claim that the lower cour~ ~ade an error an~ the C.
made an error in finding that the maJonty of those votmg, proVlded
a majority voted, was correct. .
.
rTustice McREYNOLDS, That IS the constructiOn of the statute?
Mr. PIPER. Yes.
Justice McREYNOLDS. What else?
Mr. PIPER. Then the next point was the question of the effect of
the Norris-LaGuardia .An~i-injunction Ac_t on. the type and s~ope of
the decree which the lower court granted m t.his case. We cla~m that
the matters on which the lower court base~ 1ts decree ~e.re pr?tected
by the provisions of the Nonis-LaGuardia Act, an InJunctiOn act
which was passed in 1932.
.
.
.
Justice McREYNOLDS. You mean that this was a d1spute on which
no injunction should issue? Is that what you mea~?
.
Mr. PIPER. Well, we say the co.urt bottomed Its decree on this
so-called Sasser statement. We claim that the Sasser statement ·was
giving publicity to facts. We claim that the Sasser state~ent and
other matters of that kind on which the col!rt bottome~ Its dec~ee
were permitted under the N<;>rris-La<;t~ardta Act, wh1c~ pet:nuts
either party to a dispute to g1ve publiCity to facts relatmg to the
dispute. That is number one.
.
Then we say that the other acts that the court con~tdered as the
basis for its decree were the act~ of the m!J-ste~ mechanic. and a fo~e
man, and the testimony on whtch they dis~uaded, ~r said .they dlSsuaded,. people from voting for .the Federat!on at this electiOn. We
-claim tha;t the Norris-LaGuard1a Act .Pr.oVIdes that that cannot be
made the basis of an injunction l!nless 1t 1s s~own by cle~r proof that
the acts complained of were either authonzed or ratified by the
railway, and we claim that the record shows to the con~ro.ry. There
is nothing in the record to s~ow.
. ..
.
.
Now the Norris-LaGuardta Act, as limitmg ~his a?t, Is. a more or
less technical defense, in a sense, b~t the act ~t~elf s~ys ~t must be
strictly complied with in the grantmg of a.n. mJ~CtiOn. In ~ labor
dispute, and we say that the ac~ cannot be stnctly comphed With, on
this record to justify the decree that the lowe.r court entered.
So we h~ve five main poin~s, Your Honor. .
?
Justice McREYNOLDfS. Which one are you gomg. to take up fir.st.
· Mr. PIPER. And th~ point that I hav~ been ~rgwng was the pomt of
what is meant by "treat·with as" in sectiOn 2, nmth.

Justice McREYNOLDS. That is the construction of the statute?
Mr. PIPER. Construction of statute; yes, Your Honor. And our
point is that "treat with as", when you view the history and look at
the language in the first place, view the history of the act as a whole,
and when you look a~ the decisions of this Court construing acts which
preceded this act, there can be only one proper interpretation of that
language, and when Your Honor spoke to me I was just explaining
that section 5 of the act-Justice McREYNOLDS. Where is it in the book, please?
Mr. PIPER. The copy of the act, Your Honor? I think the best
place to find it is in the Government brief, because it gives the old act
and the new. It is a very nice arrangement.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Page 31 of the Government's brief.
Mr. PIPER. That is the best place for it, I think. Counsel for the
Government has taken the trouble to put the 1926 act in as one.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Before you resume, let me ask you a question.
Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir.
Justice SuTHERLAND. If you eliminate from the act what you call
the employees who are not engaged in interstate commerce-Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir.
Justice SuTHERLAND. And lay aside for the moment the complaint
under the fifth amendment-Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Then would you say that this act was not a
regulation of interstate commerce under the Constitution?
Mr. PIPER. I would say the act was a regulation of interstate commerce.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Then so far as that question is concerned, it
depends wholly upon the proposition that it embodies employees who
are not engaged in interstate commerce?
Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir. There is no disagreement between us and the
other side on that law.
Justice SuTHERLAND. I just wanted to understand that.
Mr. PIPER. That eliminates the question of the application of fact.
Justice SuTHERLAND. I just wanted to be sure of that.
Mr. PIPER. Passing on to the question which I was just discussing
a moment ago, and that was that in the amendment of 1934 Congress
evidently had in mind the possibility of failure or refusal of either the
representatives of the employees or the railway carrier to go into a
conference. So they added to the act a procedure to be followed in
case a conference was refused. That is the procedure, we take it,
that should have been followed here. We say that a reasonable construction of the act, based on its history and its wording, does not
give the words "treat with" any such significance as argued by the
respondent and the Government. We say "treat with as" means
"recognize." We admit that if we want to change agreements under
the act and the act is otherwise constitutional, we must "treat with",
but we say there is nothing in the act, the penalty clause, or any other
provision in the act, even on the important subject of rates of pay
and working conditions, which requires a forced negotiation. We say
that section 5 was passed to cover this case where conferences were
refused. We say that the procedure now in the act where a conference
is refused permits either party to call in the services of a Mediation
Board. The duty of the Mediation Board is to try to mediate the
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dispute. The dispute here is whether or not we will insert the federation's name into the existing agreement-and I might call attention
to the fact that the existing agreement is in existence whether the
federation's name is in there or not-whether we will insert in the
eAisting agreement the federation's name and whether we will add to
the scope of that agreement other classes of mechanical department
employees which were not included in the Mediation Board's
certificate.
I have pointed out that the act as interpreted by the lower court
would produce the anomalous situation that, if there were no dispute
and no election, its compulsory obligation to treat could not be enforced; that if the act only applies to a case where there is dispute in
the certification, I also want to point out that. Congress particularly
gave its reasons for the purpose of section 2, ninth.
Section 2, ninth, was passed, in the view of the Commerce Committee report to Congress, solely to cover a situation which the employees found disadvantageous, where they claimed one representative
and the railway claimed another representative, and there was n(}
means in the act to detennine the proper representative, and section
2, ninth, was passed for that purpose and only for that purpose.
That is shown on :page 24. This is a report of the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Conunerce.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Page 24 of your brief?
Mr. PIPER. Of our brief; yes. This was the purpose of that section 2, ninth [reading):
"' Act of 1926, now in effect, provides that representatives
The Railway Labor

of the employees, for the purpose ·of collective bargaining, shall be selected
without mterference, influence, or coercion by the railway management, but it
does not provide the machinery necessary to determine who are to be such representatives.

Then it goes on to say that this has been denied, and it says thatr
"This bill is designed to correct that defect."
That is such a plain statement, and the section 2, ninth, itself is so
plain, that the only purpose of passing section 2, ninth, was to protect the employees in their right to choose a representative, and that
was the sole purpose.
It is perfectly true that the act says when a representative has been
selected we shall treat with that representative, but we say that that
means that we must recognize or regard, but it does not force us into
a compulsory negotiation, which is, as we view it, with all the othervoluntary features of the act, what the Chief Justice said in the Texas
case was the very essence.
Now, I must pass on to the next point, which I can discuss quite·
quickly. That Is the interference, if this interpretation of the lower
court is followed, of the fifth amendment. Briefly, we say, under
Adair v. United States (208 U.S. 161), and similar cases, we have the
right to have business relations with anyone we choose, or decline tohave them. If forced into business relations or conferences against
our will, it is a breach of our constitutional right of freedom. The
Adair case (p. 173), adopts a quotation from Cooley on Torts, in which
it says [reading]:
It is part of every man's civil rights that he be left at liberty to refuse business
relations with any person whomsoever, whether the refusal rests upon reason, or
is the result of whim, caprice, prejudice or malice. With his reasons neither the
public nor third persons have any legal concern. It is also his right to have
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business relations with anyone with whom he can make contracts, and, if he is
wrongfully deprived of this right by others, he is entitled to redress.

We say that under }.,forehead v. Tipaldo (298 U.S. 587), freedorn of
contracting is a general rule a.nd restraint is the exception. We say
that this is permanen~ railway legislation, nnd in this case there are
no exceptional circumstances permitting an infringement of that lib·
erty of contract. We sa.y, if a negotiation with the federation is not
exclusive, as this decree requires it to be, to some extent we get rid
of the ban of the fifth amendment. You see, the lower court held
that. not only we must negotiate, but we must negotiate exclusively
with the federation. We say that that requirement of the decree is
an interference with our liberty of contract; that we still reserve the
right, or should have the right, to negotiate with others; that the
right to give the majority the control over the minority in important
matters of rules and rates of pay is, as this Court said in Garter v.
Carter Goal Go. (298 U. S. 238), the delegation of an authority of the
most obnoxious kind. But that matter is a matter for the employees
to argue, not for us. I just merely mention it in passing.
Passing on then to the question of the unconstitutionality of the
act in its entire-Justice SuTHERLAND. Do you attach any importance to the fact
that the railroad company is engaged in a business charged with the
public interest?
Mr. PIPER. Oh, I do, Your Honor. I do indeed. I think that the
Congress can go further in regulating an interstate carrier than it can
in a private business, such u.s was done in the Garter Goal case. I
don't think that the fact that the authorities, as quoted by the other
side, hold that the carrier holds itself out and must do business with
anybody at all, has anything to do with this case; but I do think, as
was said in the first Employers' Liability case, the fact that it is an
interstate carrier does not commit all of its business to congressional
control, both interstate and intrastate. I do attach importance to
the fact that it is an interstate carrier, and I think, if we are wrong in
our assumption that back·shop work is not interstate and does not
bear on interstate commerce, why then naturally it would come under
such regulations.
Our point is no dispute with the law, Your Honor. We agree on the
law. It is the application to the facts. We claim that these backshopmen are situated at a division point at Princeton in a shop by
themselves. The running repairmen are in gangs out over the road
from West Virginia to V~nia. We claim that they are an isolated,
separated group of men domg work on articles withdrawn from interstate commerce. We claim their work is no different from work in the
repair shop of the Virginia Bridge & Iron Works or the Richmond
Locomotive Works, and the fact that they happen to be supplying
their carrier is of no significance, because we argue, and the record
shows, that that back shop could be shut down tomorrow and the same
work that is being done there could be done at the Richmond Locomotive Works and the Virginia Bridge & Iron Works.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Then qo' I understand you that your argument with reference to the fifth amendlnent is confined to the backshop employees?
Mr. PIPER. Our argument on the fifth amendment is confined toJustice SuTHERLAND. I meant the freedom of contract.
138858--37-2
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l\1r. PIPER. That is right; the freedom of contract argument is
that it is our r~ht to refuse business negotiations with any one, and
this interpretatwn of the act forces us into a negotiation. I had
lapped over then into the other constitutional point of the act being
void as a whole. I thought that was what Your Honor was inquiring
about.
Justice SuTHERLAND. You attack that on the ground it is a prohibition of the right to contract?
Mr. PIPER. That is right, sir.
Now the other point about the back-shop employees, the basi.s of
that argument is that this act covers interstate and intrastate commerce, and under the Employers' Liability Act case this Court cannot
make judicial legislation by adding words to withdraw the intrastate
employees from the scope of the act. If thev could strike out words,
perhaps yes, but the only way to make the~ act constitutional if the
first Employers' Liability case stands as a law, which it has for 30
vears, is to strike out, by excepting from the terms of the act, employees engaged in interstate commerce. In the Employers' Liability
case the Court took judicial notice of the fact that there were many
employees on an interstate carrier which were not engaged in interstate commerce, and the Court used by way of illustration this very
class of labor, railway employees engaged in shop labor, as one of the
illustrations where on an interstate carrier you could ·have men
working who had no direct connection with interstate activities.
I would say that that is our case here, and if that is a fact, the Court
cannot save the -statute by adding words of limitation, although
Congress in the first place could have passed an act leaving out of
consideration or out of the terms of the act the employees which were
engaged in intrastate commerce.
The court below, on this point of back-shop work, the circuit court
of appeals, used the strike standard as a test. The court below said
that if there was a strike in the back shop it would directly interfere
with interstate commerce. We reply that the strike test is not a test,
because any interruption to manufacture, no matter how local the
plant, does indirectly interfere with interstate commerce, and if this
work done in back shops is similar to local manufacture in other local
plants, the fact that it indirectly affects interstate commerce is not
conclusive. We further say that the record shows that the back shop
could be closed tomorrow and there would not be a single train which
would fail to move.
·
The Government argues, and respondent, that the act is separable
and that the infected parts may be taken from the act and the act
saved. I won't go into that further, because I have covered it slightly,
but in the brief we have the Trade Mark cases (100 U. S. 82), the ,
Election cases (United States v. Reese, 92 U.S. 214; James v. Bowman;
190 U. S. 127) and the first Employers' Liability case (207 U. S. 463),
and· Hul v. Wallace (259 U. S. 44), which in effect say that, even
with the separable clause in, you cannot add words of limitation to
save a statute.
I will next come to the certification of the Mediation Board. We
argue that that certification was held under an improper rule. It is
not so important in this case, as there is only one class involved, but
it is very important to the proper administration of the act, and I think
the Government will agree that a ruling on :what the majority vote
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in this act means would be most helpful, and it does directly bear on
our case.
The point at issue is whether, when the act says under section 2
fourth-! will read the exact language-'
Employe~s shall ha~e the right ~o organize and bargain collectively through
representatives of the1r o":n choosmg. ~he majority of any craft or class of
employees shall have the right to determme who shaH be the representative of
the craft or class for the purposes of this Act.

The guestion. t~ere _is, what ~oes. the act mean by "majority"?
As applied adpunistratively! u~til this case wa~ d.ecided, the DeP.artment concluded that a rnaJonty meant a ma]onty of the eligtbles.
In fact, when they se~t t~e media.tor on thi~ ~roperty, 1vir. Bronson,
he ~h~cked the authonzat10ns a;gamst the ehg~bles, and not finding a
ma]onty there, refused to certify. That was an administrative inter_pretation of what the word "majority" means.
We read it that a majority means a majority of the eligibles and
we come to that interpretation partly by considering the purpo~es of
the act, na!llely, to prevent strikes and to produce peace and contracts. If 1t does not m~an a majority of eligibles, it means you can
~o to a vote and use a diff~rent rule and say a majority of those votmg. Your Honors can readily see that that means that 26 percent in
number of employees of any class under the Government's interpretation ·can act for the whole class.
The CHIEF JusTICE. 'Vas there a majority of those eligible in any
of these cases?
Mr. PrPER. There was a majority in four out of the six classes, sir.
The CHIEF JusTICE . .Are both the other two classes here?
Mr. PIPER. One of the other two classes is here, because the Court
held as to ~h~t class that a majority participated and that a Inajority
of that ma]ontr voted.
The CHIEF JusTICE. That is the blacksmiths?
Mr. PIPER. That is right.
T~~ CHIEF JUSTICE. 'l'hat is to say, if a majority of the eligibles
partiCipated?
·
Mr. PIPER. That is right. Then a majority of those voted for the
federation and the federation was duly elected. In the car men and
coach clean~rs, where less than a majority participated the court
allowed them certifies tion though.
'
The CHIEF JusTICE. And that is not here at all?
Mr. PIPER. That has not been appealed from and that is not here at
all. '!he only thing that is before this Court is the blacksmiths.
That IS the only class. The other classes, if in other respects the election was proper, they have been certified.
The CHIEF JusTICE. What do you mean by "eligibles"?
Mr. PIPER. Why, I mean by "eligibles" the men that show on the
pa:y roll as eligible to vote.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. The statute does not say anything about
eligibles, does it.?
Mr. PIPER. No, sir.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. What are the words that it does use?
Mr. PIPER. It says, "A.majority of any class or craft of employees.''
Th~ only reason I ~se the word "eligibles", we have employees in
vanous classes, and m order to find out who is entitled to vote you
have got to go to the railroad company's books and get the names of
=
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the men in that class, which then entitles them to vote, and I merely
use the word "eligible" to show that the company's books show that
John Smith, machinist, is entitled to vote. .
.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. But you are gomg outside the statute on
that. The question is, What does that language mean?
~Ir. PIPER. The language means the majority of the employees of
any class, leaving the word "eligible" out.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. What is its exact purpose? It does not
say "eligible" at all.
Mr. PIPER (reading):
The majority of any craft or class of employees.

Justice VAN DEVANTER. Yes; "craft or class."
Mr. PIPER (reading):
Craft or class of employees shall have the right to det.ermine who shall be the
representative of the craft or class for the purpos~s of th1s Act.

I will pass on from that point, Your Honor, and briefly describe our
position on the Norris-LaGuardia Act. The Norris-LaGuardia Act
was passed in 1932. Its first section provides thatNo court of the United States, as herein defined, shall have jurisdiction to issue
any restraining order or t~mporary or p~rmane.nt injuncth;m in. a case inv~l';'ing
or growing out of a labor dispute, except m a strtct conformity wtth the proVIsions
of this Act; * * *.
.
.

Then announces the policy, and then goes on to lirnit the jurisdiction
of the courts of equit:y in the granting of injunctions in labor disputes.
We say that the act ca.n be construed--

The CHIEF JusTICE. Where is the text of that?
Mr. PIPER. It is in our brief, Your Honor, in the appendix, page
74 of petitioner's brief, excerpts from it, the ones that are important
in this case.
The CHIEF JusTICE. What is the language of the act that you say
prohibits this injunction?
Mr. PIPER. We say that the court bottomed its injunction on
publicity given to facts in connection with a labor dispute, and that
under section 4.pf the act., which is at the top of page 75 of o·1r brief,
there is especially the prohibition:
·
No court of the United States shall have jurisdiction to issue any restraining
order or temporary or perma:n~nt injunction in any case in~o!vin~ or gr?wing out
of any labor dispute to proh1b1t an:r person or persons part~c1patmg or m~erested
in such dispute (a.s these terms are herein defined) from domg, whether stngly or
in concert, any of the following acts:

*

.

*

*

*

*

*

*

(e) Giving publicity to the existence of, or the facts involved in, any labor
dispute, whether by advertising, speaking, patrolling, or by any other method not
involving fraud or violence.

The CHIEF JusTICE. What is the language of the decree which you
say is in conflict with the Norris-LaGuardia Act?
Mr. PIPER. The language of the decree-the decree is found on
page 27, I think, of the record.
The CHIEF JUSTICE. I mean the particular part of the injunction
which infringes this act, in your judgment.
Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir. It is section 2 of the decree at the bottom of
page 282, which, the opinion will show, is based on the bulletin, the
bare statement-The CHIEF JusTICE. Whatever it is based on, what is the language
of the decree which you say infringes the act?
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Mr. PIPER (reading):
That the defendant, its officers, agents, and emplovees, be and they are herebv
enjoined and restrained of a~d from~ directly or indirectly, in any way, manner,
-or forD?, or by ai~Y means whatsoever, interf~ring with, influencing, or coercing
.any of 1ts mechamcal department employees with respect to their free and untrammeled right of selecting or designating their representative or representatives for
the purpose of making and maintaining contracts with the defendant relating to
rul~s,, rate~ of pay, and working condi.tions, or for the purpose of considering and
<lemdmg disputes between the mechamcal department employees of the defendant,
and the defendant, as well as for any and all other purposes of the Railway Labor
Act.

Now our argument there, Your Honor, is that the lower court is in
clear error in taking as a basis for that restraining order the facts
which they gave as the basis for the order. The court gives in its
opinion and in its finding the basis for that restraining order, and we
say, our point is that, that sectiOn of the Norris-LaGuardia Act and
the following section, which does not hold the railway responsible for
an_y ac~s of employ~es unless a.pproved or ratified-we say those two
things m ~he N orns-LaGuardra Act ta.ke ou~ from this case every
fact on whiCh the lower court based the restra1mng part of its decree,
and we say that there is no inconsistency between the Norris-LaGuardia .Act and the Railway Labor Act, and, even though the
amended Railway Act was passed subsequently, the two acts should
be given some relationship and can and properly should be read
~og,ether t and it was perfectly p~oper fo! the Congress to pass an act
-~ 34 mth the ~orns-LaGuardu!' Act m front of it, which required
m these labor disputes other things thun facts, the publication of
facts, to show influence and coercion.
The CHIEF JUSTICE. Then is it your contention that, by virtue of
the Norris-LaGuardia Act and this act read in connection with it-Mr. PIPER. Yes, sir.
The CHIEF JusTICE (contmuing). That tmder this later net the
·Court had no power t.o prevent coercion or intimidation?
Mr. PIPER. No, sir.
_
The CHIEF JusTICE. What is it that prevents it there?
.
M~. PI~ER. Oh, no, sir. I merely say that if they actually prevent
coermon, influence, and so forth-The CHIEF JusTICE. That is where there is proof to support it?
Mr. PIPER. Correct. This is a question of proof.
· The CHIEF JusTICE. But a question not of a decree but the
foundation for it?
Mr. PIPER. Exact1y. I think we can roughly say, in view of that
record and in view of the Norris-LaGuu.rdia Act, there is clear error
in that decree of the lower court.
The CHIEF JusTICE. If there were sufficient facts to support the
finding of an influence or diversion of authority that was contrary to
the terms of the act, there would be nothing in this decree or thf
Norris-LaGuardia Act which could be complained of?
Mr. PIPER. That is right. This is again a question of application
of facts to this decree.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. You are not complaining of the tenns of
the decree at all? You are complaining that there is not a foundation
.at all for the decree, is that it?
Mr. PIPER. Speaking of one part of it, Your Honor.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. "Vhat is that?
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Mr. PIPER. Speaking of the restraining part.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. Point out the particular language. I have
not yet understood you to name 'that particu~ar language.
Mr. PIPER. In the Norris-LaGuardia Act you mean, Your Honor?
Justice VAN DEVANTER. No; in the decree. I have not understood
yet what language in the decree you complain of.
Mr. PIPER. We complain of the decree as a whole.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. The decree as a whole?
Mr. PIPER. The first part of the decree we complain of because it
forces us into a negotiation which we say is not justified.
Justice VAN DEvANTER. That I understood before.
:Nir. PIPER. Yes. Then the next part of the decree, which I am
now discussing, is the restraining part which restrains us from using
influence and coercion and forbids us from treating with anyone. I
say as to that part of the decree we certainly do not disagree with the
law that a decree may properly issue to restrain us from influence
and coercion-! say as to that part of the decree there is no basis for
the decree, and, to emphasize that statement that there is no basis
in the record for that restraining part of the decree, I call attention
to the Norris-LaGuardia Act, which states that the facts which the
court relied on, bottomed its decree on, namely, the Sass_er staten1ent,
was merely giving publicity to facts, which is permitted by the NorrisLaGuardia thing, and the other thing that the court laid stress on
were the two conversations of employees which tended to discourage,
and I say the Norris-LaGuardia Act as to those says, unless it is shown
by clear proof that the railway either authorized them or ratified them,
they cannot be considered.
My time is up.
ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS

Mr. MULHOLLAND. May it please the Court, the respondent, System
Federation No. 40, Railway Employees Department of the American
Federation of Labor, is a voluntary association-The CHIEF JusTICE. You appear for System Federation No. 40,
respondent?
Mr. MuLHOLLANn. Yes; consisting of machinists, boilermakers,
blacksmiths, electrical workers, sheet-metal workers, and car men
employed in the.mechanical dapartments of the petitioner.
This voluntary association was organized prior to 1922 and reorganized in about 1934. Counsel for the petitioners made a very fair
statement of the issues involved in this case.
I can readily realize it will be difficult to apply those issu~ without
some knowledge as to the Railway Labor Act. Perhaps we can short
cut with an understanding that the purpose of the Railway Labor
Act is to protect interstate commerce against interference by reason
of disagreements or strikes or lock-outs or matters of that kind occurring upon the railroads. It is not a new policy of Congress, but runs
well back into the last century, and I am sure that the Court is familiar
with the many statutes that have been enacted in attempting to accomplish that pu~ose. The matter has been before this Court, and
I believe that this Court has sustained the right of Congress to
encourage coll~ctive bargaining for that purpose.
On all the questions that have been raised by petitioner the respondent has endeavored to answer by brief. It will be impossible
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. to cover thern all in the time that is allowed me. The Government
h~ app~ared as the friend ~f .the Court, has filed an excellent brief,
With which the respondent lS m complete accord and which is to be
f'~1rther argued by the Solicitor General. In order to conserve our
trme and to avoid any duplication of efforts we have agreed that I
shall endea~or to present th~ facts. in the .cdse to. support our claim
that th~ ~ailway Lah?r Act, mcluding sectiOn 2, ninth, imposes upon
· the petitiOn~e:r an obligation. to trea~ ~th the respondent which is
enf?rc.eable m ~ cour~ of equ1ty, and if trme permits I will discuss the
maJonty questiOn raiSed under section 2 fourth and section 2 ninth
of the act.
'
'
'
'
The Railway Labor Act of 1926.by paragraph third provided:
. Repre~en~atives, for the purposes of this A~t, .shall be designated by the respecttv.e part1es 10 such ~an_ner as may be provided in their corporate organization or
unmcorp_orated assoCiatiOn, or by other means of collective action without inter·
fercnc~, m~uence, or coercion exercised by either party over the s~lf-orgauization
or des1gnat10n of representatives by the other.

That section came before ~his Court in the Texas case that has been
referre~ to. Paragraphs thtrd and fourth of section 2 of the act of
1934 rettera~e the provisions of the earlier act, and in addition spell
out the specific ~andatory and prohibitory features of these enforceable general duties.
With that i~ mind, I call the Court's attention to this fact: For
many years .P?or tc;> and up to ~he ~ing of the bill of complaint in this
~ase the petitiOner mterfered. With, mfluenced, and coerced its mechanIcal. dep~rtment employees In such manner as to prevent their free
des1g~at10n of ~epresentatives and denied them a right to organize and
bargain collectively.
.As .a means ?f accomplishing its unl~wful purpose, the petitioner
used Its aut~onty and power to orgamze, support, and main tam a·
comp~nJ_T ~on ~own as. the ~ech!lnical Department Association of
the Vugtman Railroad, With which It treated as the representative of
these em.ployees for t~e purposes of collective bargaining. ·
F?lloW1ng t~e .election tlu~t has been referred to and held by the
Natwn~l Med1at10n Board,. It refused to recognize or treat ·with the
federatwn as a repr~sentative of these employees, regardless of the
fact that the fede~at10n was selected by the overwhelming majority
of the emp~oyees In ~ s~cret ballot and the certification of that fact
by the N at1onal MediatiOn Board.
In defia.J?ce of the .m~ndate of the employees and the certification
o~ the NatiOnal Mediati?n .Board, the petitioners continued to recog-·
nize and treat the assoCiation as the representative of the employees
for the P.U~oses of the Railway Labor Act.
The distnct judge in referring to that situation said:
. The railway acting through. its o~cers ~nd agents, has persistently interfered
~1th the s~o_P craft employees m thCJr efforts to organize for the purpose of collective bargammg, one of the principal objects if not the dominant object of the Ra.il·
way Labor Act. T.~ns unlawf~l interference a"!lq purpose to influence its employees has .been ev1denc~d chtefiy through act1v1ties of the railway in creating
and _Promotmg ~a-called mdependent organizations both before and since the
election an~ by Its fixed determination not to recog~ize or treat with the chosen
representatives of the crafts unless they come from an organization under its
control.

Up?n proof of these facts and to meet this situp.tion the decree of
the. ~Istnct court ordered a mandatory injunction reqtiirin~ that the
pet1t1oner shall treat with the Federation, and further enJoined the
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petitioner from entering into any contract, agreem~nt or U?t~er
standing concerning rates of pay, rules, and working cond1 1ons
affecting its mechanical depu.rtment employees, except with the
Federation.
· ra!se
· d as t o th e
Now we submit that regardless of any quest1on
enforceability of sectio~ 2, ninth, discussed by Mr. Ptper, although
insistin that section 2, ninth, is enforceable under .the present act,
we say gthat the decree ?f the cou~t should be sustam~d as a proper
application of the provisiOns of sect1on 2, paragraphs thtrd an~ fourth,
protecting the employees in their right to freely select their representatives.
.
h
t t d b M
I am not in disagreement wtth the facts t .at. were s a e Y r ·
p·
but he has not stated all the facts, and 1t ts the fac~ th3:t were
n~~e~tated that I think present the economic situation tn t~s case
which if understood by this Court, the Court, I am sure, will find
very llttle difficulty in applying the law to.
.
We claim that followmg a resolution adopted by the Raihyn.y Labor
Board back in 1922, calling upon the employees ~f the carry.e!s of t~e
country to organize for the purposes of collect1ve b.argatnT~' tl?ii
etitioner proceeded to organize its own c?mpany umon.
e. trta
~ourt said of that organization and that attitude of the company· ·
W'th
t to the formation and activities of this Association the testimon[
J
respec
k
. t how or when he became a member thereo '
reveals that no employee ned JUS •d by members that meetings were held only
that no due~eree:;:ra:fth:n ~~:::ently for the s~le purpose of electing officers
~~de c~~~itt~I~en, that the notices of the elhections ~eret"os~n!:JI~!fute~~n~~~~
f th
] y that all expense incident to t e orgamza 1
~he As::~i!tto~ was defrayed by. th~ railway, and _that ~o substa~tial grievances
were ever taken up by the Assomattou representatives wath the railway· .

Justice SuTHERLAND. You are speaking of what you call the railroad
11 h
· t' n
association?
Mr Mu~HOLLAND. I am speaking of what we ~a t e .asso<?ta IO
menti.oned in the record and throughout the bnefs, which we say
was the company union.
h
t 1 f th
Justice SuTHERLAND. You say they were under t e con ro o
e
railroad?
Mr MuLHOLLAND. Yes, Your Honor.
.
vVbil
Thls conclusion was amply supported by the testimony.
. e
we haven't time to call attention to many of them,, I wan~ to JUSt
read from the record, from the transcript, the testrmony o one or
two witnesses.
· ·
hi.ni t ith
John w. Munsey, an employee of the petttwner, a m~c
s w
11 years of experience, testified, as shown by the r~cord._
1 did hold the offices ?f craft chairman and general chairman
ical Department Association-

that is the organization I am speaking of-

111

the Mechan-

. .

As 0 raft chail'IIlan 1 represented my particular local craft ofdmaclum1stsha,~nd ~
·
' h
t
all crafts I was electe genera c trm ...
0
a!de h!Ici : :
~~:b~;:n~;\~~~~r~~'!c:r:~tis~:! employed by the compa!ly · I n;:aer s±g;e~~
any application for mem~ership. As far as I k~o';, ~~e~:dceaa~~;n~~etin.g of the
~~c~=~~~ ~~fiert~~Yt~~s!~~~j~~~~iaJy ~~ ~ect officers. The meetings were
held in the shops on company t1me.

fle~~~:r c:,af~:~

~~:e :J ! ~~~6!;s~~\~~~so~?~n:'mi ~~~P!
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In our election the company printed or had the ballots printed.

So far as I

know, there has never been a group meeting of the so-called membership of the
association.

William M. Sarver was employed for 12 yea.rs, and from 1928 to
1931 served as the association's chairman, and he testified:
I cannot tell the court anything else that might have made me a member of
this association, outside of holding office in it. I never did fay any dues. I was
first elected to office in the association about 1928 or 1929.
was elected as chairman of the Sheet Metal Workers. I served 2 years as general chairman and 1
year as division chairman; that is, 2 years of each. At the time I was at the
head of this organization I cannot recall any meetings of the membership of the
association being held other than to get the men together to appoint the o·fficers
to succeed me. * * * The ballots were printed in the office, as far as I know.
I never saw the ballots until thev came out for election.

*

*

*.

*

*

"'

*

There were no general membership meetings where the members had a chance
to say anything. As treasurer I did not handle any money; did not have any.
There never was a cent in the treasury during the time that I was the treasurer,
that I saw. The Virginian Railroad paid the bills.

Harvey C. fiearne, who also claimed to be general chairman of this
association, and also general chairman of an organization we will
treat of later, the independent organization, the leader of the oppositio:r?- .of the A. F. of L. organization, was called as a lVitness by the
petitiOner.
In a. way I am just about as hazy as the other men as to how I became a member of the mechanical department association. We had a contract and bv-laws
that specified special crafts and it is my understanding that every man who~ was a
member of these crafts by that fact became a member of the mechanical department association. So far as I know I never signed any application any more than
any other man. My participation was to vote in the biennial elections.

No less than 10 witnesses testified as to the lack of formal membership n.pplications, meetings, and dues in this organization. The
carrier printed the ballots used in the biennial elect,ions of the association, supplied the meeting plaees where the elections could be held, and
sent. out notices for the association's affairs through the company's
mails, all at its own expense. In addition, it supplied cash to the
extent of at least $100 per year, and as an instrumentality in representing the em{>loyees in the adjustment of their grievances the association was entrrely ineffective.
The membership in the association was maintained largely through
the efforts of the carrier, inasmuch as employees working for the railroad were not permitted to affiliate with any other labor organization.
The association continued in existence without opposition till1927,
at which time these employees again began to organize themselves
into organizations affiliated with the American Federation of Labor,
and that continued until finally, after securing a number of authorizations, that is, voluntary, written, unofficial authorizations for the
employees themselves, they asked the services of the old Board of
Mediation created under the law of 1926 to mediate this dispute.
The mediator, as has been said, took these authorizations, checked
them with the pay rolls of the company, and discovered that they did
not constitute quite a majority, and that was in process of mediation
at the time the Railway Labor Act amendments of 1934 were enacted.
Shortly after the enactment of the Railway Labor Act and pursuant
to that. act, as provided within section 2, paragraph 9 7 which has been
read to this Court and which briefly provides that where a dispute has
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arisen among the employees as to the representative, the matter can
be referred to the National Mediation Board under the act of 1934 for
the purpose of investigation and centification, the National Medi~tion
Board took jurisdiction of this dispute. It decided, af~er a m~d1ator
had conducted an investigation, it would hold an electiOn, which was
done.
.
The district court found that all the testimony on that subJect
showed that the election was fairly and honestly conduc~ed, and ~hat
everyone entitled to vote had full opportunity to. exercise that nght
without hindrance or interference of the Federation or anyone conneeted with it.
.
. On page 5 of our brief you will fi~d the r~su).ts of the electiOn, ~nd
out of a total of 527 votes cast this assoCiation or company UlllOn
received 19 votes. In other words, the total of the election was 429
to 98. If you split that up into cra:fts, the sheet-meta~ workers, the
Federation 137 to 9; the carmen, 98 to 20; the blacksnuths, 222 to 8;
the electridal workers, 80 to 11, and the boilermakers, 51 to 9.
.
The National Mediation Board then on September 13, follo~ng
the election, certified System Federation No. 40 as the representative
of these crafts.
During the course of these events the carrier in many w:ays exerted
its influence upon its mechanical-departmen~ employe~s m an effort
to interfere with their choice of representatives and coerce them to
the end that they wmrld refrain from ~ecoming members of th~se
various unions affiliated with the FederatiOn, or select the FederatiOn
. .
as their representatiye.
In the fourth finding of fact of the distnct court he stated:
The court doth further find from the evidence that, by means of I?eraonal
interviews posted bulletins and by the circulation of a pamphlet callmg the
attention 'of its mechanical department employees to the disadvantages attendant upon membership
a standard lab?r organi~ation and .the advantages
of a company union, the def~D;dan~ so';lght to infi~e~ce 1ts. mechamcal department
employees against any partiCipatiOn m or assoCla~IOn With ~ s_tandard I!'bor organization and thereby to maintain a mere nommal assoCiatiOn or umon supported wholly by the defendant, and in the further effort to prevent its !Jlechanical-department employees from exercising their free aud untrammeled raght
to choose their own representative.

in

Justice BUTLER. Would you give me the recor~ reference to that?
Mr. MULHOLLAND. 281. The pamphlet ment1oned was. phe socalled Sasser statement to which my friend on the oppoSitiOn has
referred.
.
.
f h
This was issued by the superinte~dent of !UO~Ive power o t .e
Virginian Railway, J. W. Sasser, that 1s, ove'!" his stgnature, and he Is
the chief operating officer over these mecharucal-departmen~ employees. I asked him who prep~red that .st~tement and h~ testified t~at
it was prepared by a comnuttee cons1stmg of the pres1den~ and vtce
president of this railway company, its labor counsel, 1ts supermtendent,
of motive power, and its ~uper?ntendent of P.ersonnel. It ~ust have
been a very_ important situation that reqmred the attentiOn of so
many officials and when I inquired of the superintendent of personnel
why he had the general counsel there he replied, you will find in the
reeord on page 71: "We had our general counsel in on it because we
thought best, with the law that was confronting us, to be on the safe
side of those things.''
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Speaking of this pamphlet issued by Mr. Sasser, the court below
said:
I hardly think that anyone can read with an open mind the Sasser statement
referred to and quoted at length above without fairlr concluding that it was
printed and circulated to "use the authority and power' of the railway "to induce
action" by the members of the craft "in derogation of what the statute calls 'selforganization."' That it probably and naturally had the intended effect on many
of those to whom it was delivered is no more than a reasonable inference to be
drawn from the situation and power of the author over those to whom it was
addressed.

The personal interviews to which the court referred in its finding
of facts consisted of payments made by foremen of the carrier, referred
to by Mr. Piper, advising the employees to vote against the federation
if they wished to continue in their employment, and in further statements to the effect that to remain away from the polls on the election
day would be a vote in favor of the company.
The court in reaching the conclusion set up in its fourth finding of
fact carefully weighed this evidence, as is shown from the di"cussion
of it in the opinion. After the National ~1ediation Board had issued
its certification, certifying the federation as the representative of the
mechanical-department employees, the carrier refused to recognize it
-or to treat with the federation as such representative of the men.
The court said that instead the defendantBy and through its officers, agents, and servants, undertook, by means of the
circulation of a petition or petitions addressed to the National Mediation Board,
to have the certification of the National Mediation Board aforesaid, altered,
-changed, or revoked, so as to deprive its mechanical department employees of the
right to representation by said System Federation No. 40, Railway Employees
Department of the American li'ederation of Labor, so designated as aforesaid, and
thereafter did cause to be organized the Independent Shop Crafts Association by
individual mechanical department employees by circulating or causing to be circulated applications for membership in said Independent Shop Crafts Association
notwithstanding the certification as aforesaid by the National Mediation Board.

The Independent Shop Crafts Association referred to throughout
the record and the briefs as the "Independent" was ostensibly formed
by an employee named H. C. Hearne. The story of its organization
appears in the cross-examination of Hearne, who was a witness in the
court below. The trial court analyzed this testimony in its opinion
and state~ the following as its conclusion;
The indications from his actions and the testimony are strongly to the effect

that Hearne in organizing the Independent was not in good faith representing
the crafts but was in fact acting at the behest of the railway. And upon the whole
-case the evidence indicates unmistakably that the real contestants in the election
were the Federation and the railway, that such is the situation in the controversy
involved in this litigation, and that the parts plaved bv the Association and the
Independent in those contests have been very largely tliat of mere figureheads.

The election was held in August 1934. The certification was issued
on September 13, 1934, and from September 21, 1934 7 to the filing of
the bill of complaint in April1935, diligent efforts were made to secure
recognition on the part of the federation as the representatives of the
employees involved in this dispute; but, upon the persistent refusal
of the carrier to recognize the certification of the National Mediation
Board. or to ~reat wit~ t~e federation, and upon its persisting in its
long-tnne policy of building up a company-controlled labor organiza-
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tion among its mechanical-depart~e~t .empl?yees,_ re~pondents filed
this action in the district court seelong IDJUncttve relief m two respec~s:
First, they sought a prohibitory. injunction restra~ing the earner
from further acts of interference, mfl.uence, or coerciOn toward ~he
employees in question; and, second, they_ sought a ma~datory mj unction compPlling the carrier to treat _With the fe_derat10n as. the
representative of these empl?y~e~ as re~urred by,~ect.Ion 2, parag1aph
ninth of this same act, wherem tt Is p~ovtded that upon .receipt of ~uch
certification the carrier shall treat w1th the representative so c~rti:fie~
as the representative of the craft or cla~s for the purposes of this act ..
The relief prayed for ~as granted II} b?th respects by the lo~ei
court, and in reaching this result the dtst~ct court, as we have s11:1d,
entered into an exhaustive sur,Tey of the eVIdence and made extensive
findings of facts. In these findings the circuit court of appeals expressly concurred, saying:
The judge below heard the case fully and carefully and correctlya.!lalyzed the
evidence in his opinion reported in 11 Federal Supplement 621, to wh1ch we refer
as a sufficient statement of the facts.

And further the court of appeals said:
A careful study of the evidence convinces us that these findings are nmply
supported.

i,!:

We understand that it is a settled rule of this Court that where
two lower courts have con<!UITed _in their _judgment.s as t? the facts
in the case the Supreme Court "',n not diSturb therr fin~mgs unless
palpable error or manifest injustice has been done. I thmk that the
tbn.t of Peele Manufacturing Compa"!'y v. Gene~a! Motors Corp. (298 U.S.
648). It is also asserted as. a rule tn the dectsiOn of the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks case, to which many references have been made and
will be made in the course of this argument.
We hu.ve asserted that the decree of the district court should be
sustainfld as a proper application of the provisions of section 2, _paragraphs third and fourth, of the _act. ~ e no'! come to the conslde~a
tion of the question: Do~s s~ctton 2, runt~, Impose upon ~he?carrier
an obligation to treat wluch 1s enforce~ble m a co~t of equtty. And
this is the only phase of our presentatiOn that I will be n.ble to a:g;ue,
leaving the constitutional questions to be presented by the Sohc1tor
General, and, if the Court please, I did not note the time I started.
Was it a quarter of three?
.
The CHIEF JusTICE. You have taken half nn hour.
Mr.. MULHOLLAND. Half an hour.
.
.
Section 2, ninth, has been read several tJm~s. Pe~haps all_I w1ll
need to refer to, having in mind that by sect10? 2, ntnth, a d!spute
existing as to representatives, either party muy_tnvoke the serv1_ces ?f
the National Mediation Board to settle the dispute; an~, ~avm~ In
mind that the National Mediation Board as a part of ~herr ~vesti_ga
tion may hold an election of the e~ployees to ascert~m therr ch01ce,
and requiring the N a tiona~ MediatiOn Board to. cert1fy that fact tothe employees and the cn.rner, the act then provtdes:
Upon receipt of such certification the carrier shall treat with the repres~nta.tive
so certified as the representative of the craft or class for the purposes of this act.

As I have said, it bas been the expe~ence in ~he past _that intersta~e
commerce is subject to delays and 1nterrupt10ns which. have th~1r
source in disputes between carriers and employees, and which result 1n
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losses both to the participants and the members of the public. Congress has sou_ght _to rninimize o: eliminate these losses through a long
course of legiSlatiOn whose bustc J?urpose has been and is to provide
the ~eans wh~reby thes~ labor disputes Ina.y he settled before they
attatn p~oport10ns sufficient to jeopnrdize the carrying on of the
commercml process.
The statutory pla~ throughout ~his course of legis]ation has been
to e~courage the a~]ustn1ent of dtsputes in conference between the
part1es an~ to proVI~e for the formation of special tribunals to assist
1n s~ch ad.Justm~nts If private negotiations fail. The various statutes
deahng with tlus matter have naturally not been identical in their
details: As ~ne means of cnrrying out the bnsic purpose has been
found nteffecttve, another has been substituted, but the purpose itself
has not been changed, nor has the general plan for carrying it into
~ffect been fundamentally ~ltered. _Thi~ general pattern, running as
1t does throu~~ a whole senes of legislative enactments, constitutes a
valuable additiOn to the sources upon which the Court is privileged
to draw in interpre~ing the provisions of the contemporary statute.
T~e T_ransportatiOn Act of 1920 was enacted at. the time of the
tel'11lll?-utwn of ~eder!tl control, when the carriers were being returned
to thetr respe?ttve pnvate managements. Title III of this aet related
to labor !elatl(~ns between these carriers and their several en1ployees.
It co~truned, m t~e first pl11:ce, a statement of general duties, the
C!trrytng out of which would, It was believed, make for n.micable relatiOns between the parties.
.In addition, the statute provided for the formation of n, special
tr1bu~al known as the United States Railroad Lnbor Bou.rd whose
duty 1t was to give consideration to disputes between can·i~rs and
therr employees.
Thls statute came before this Court for interpretation in two cases
as has been said. Bot?- gre.w out of the same labor controversy
betwe.en the Pennsylvama Ratlroad Co. and its shop-craft employees.
The fust case was Pennsylvani,a R. R. Co. v. Railroad Labor Board
(26l_U .. S. 72) . . ~he action was one seeking to enjoin the Board from
pu~fu?hing_a dems10n adverse to the cnrrier. The Court decided that
an IDJUnctiOn had been properly refused. It held that the decisions
of the Board were unenforceable by legal process hence that their
publication was not enjoinable.
'
The ~econd Pennsylvania case was Pennsylvania Railroad System
Federf!iwn No. !JO v. Pennsylvania R. R. Go. (267 U. S. 203). The
question here d1d not relate to th~. enforceability of a decision of the
Labor ~oard but to the enforceabll!tY. of the general duties prescribed
by section 391. of tl~e act. The plamtiff sought to base an action for a
m~ndat~ry ID]unctton upon an alleged breach of the duties set up in
this sectiOn.
~ile the q~estion presented to the Court was not identical with
tha:t m.volved In the first Pennsylvania case, the Court considered its
!uling In the first c~se conclusive as to the second. It was accordmgly he!d that section 301 of the Transportation Act did not set up
a~.Y dut1es enforceable by process. lt was concluded that the mere
eXIstence of ~hese. ~nforcement provisions, invoking as they did the
force of public opnnon only as the enforcing medium for one portion
of t~e statute, argued that other portions of the same statute were •
not mtended to be enforced by legal process.
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It seems to us, therefore, ·that the

Pen~ylvania

cases thus estab-

lish no general rule of statutory construction to the effect that any

duties between carriers and employees set up by any a~~ of qongress
are not intended to be legally enforceable. The deClstons In both
cases are based squarely on the son>:ewhat unusual enforcement provisions contained in the Transportat10n Act.
Of course as we will all agree, it later developed that the congressional h~pe that the eco~omic interest of the public. would prevent the development of senous or Widespread labor dispu~ was
doomed to. disappointment. Either the members of the pubhc were
apathetic or the disputants showed less re.specp t!J.an contemplated f?r
public opinion. ln any event, the act failed m Its purpose, the Railroad Labor Board lost caste, its decisions were openly flouted by
both the employers and the employees, and the whole enforcement
.
.
.
.
machinery of the act broke down.
These facts gave rise to a dangerous s1tuatwn, of ':Vhich the carriers
and the employees were both aware, and after a senes of conferences
of the leaders on both sides, it was decided to request of Congress the
passage of a new Railway Labor Act. _The result was the enactment
of the Railway Labor Act of 1926,, which was sp?nsored, as I say,
jointly by the carriers and by the railroad labor un1ons.
The new statute preserved some of the features of the old·but ad4ed
a number of new ones. Title III, section 301 of the TransportatiOn
Act was substantially reenacted. _The United Stat~s Rail~ay Labor
Board. however, was abolished, and there was su?s~Ituted m 1ts p~ace
a tribunal known as the National Board of MediatiOn .. Its f~ct1on,
however was not to decide but to endeavor to mediate dtsputes.
Minor disputes relating to grievances or disagreements conc~r$f: the
application or interpretation of existing agre~ments between mdiVI~ual
carriers and their employees could be subnntted to boards of adJustment set up on the properties of carriers or groups o~ carriers and composed of representatives of employees and earners m equal.n~bers.
The establishment of such boards, however, was made penmsstve and
not mandatory. ·
.
.
The act further provided for voluntary arbitration of disputes, the
awards to be legally enforceable.
.
It provided also for the creation of em~rgenc! bo!lrds _and requrred
under certain circumstances that all part1es hold things m status quo
until the remedial features were put into <?peration. .
In addition, the act of 1926 contained thiS clause, which I have read:
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conditions, and to settle disputes with all expedition in conference between
authorized representatives, but added this distinct prohibition against coercive
measures. This addition can not be treated as superfluous or insignificant, or as
intended to be without effect.

Now, certain carriers were able to avoid the manifest intention of
the Congress as expressed in the Transportation Act of 1920. So were
certain of them able to avoid compliance with the same general intent
as expressed in the act of 1926.
The history of the Virginian Railroad, to which I have referred, and
its relation to the company unions, found bv the lower court to be
mere figureheads, is typical of this situationw in some of the railroad
companies in this country at that time. The methods adopted were
usually about as follows: A company union was organized and entered
into an agreement with the earner. Any claim of any other organization of a right to represent the employees involved was met with a
protest from the figurehead union. The carrier then stated that, in
view of this dispute, it must continue to recognize the company union
until the question of representation was settled.
Under the act of 1926 the only recourse of a party was to invoke
the services of the Board of Mediation, as was done in the early stages
of this case. The Board, as organized under the 1926 statute, did not
~ave any authority to decide anything. It could only meet. Media.tlOn cannot be successful where any party enters the proceedings with
a fixed det~rmination to yield nothing. Thus the whole matter of
representat10n could be successfully stalemated by a carrier through
simply refusing to recognize the claim of any other than its companv
union to represent its employees. This situation of stalemate existed
on the Virginian Railway Co.'s pla1nt and property at the time the
amendments to the Railway Labor Act of 1934 came into effect.
The existence of this and similar situations was called to the attention of the congressional committee which invest!gated the hill prior
to its passage. At page 27 of our brief we have called attention to the
testimony of Mr. George M. Harrison, appearing on behalf of the
21 railway labor organizations.
The CHIEF JusTICE. We will hear you on that tomorrow.
(Accordingly, at 4:30 p. m., an adjournment was taken until 12 m.
on the following day, Tuesday, February 9, 1937.)

Representatives, for the purposes of this a.~t, s~a.ll b~ designated by .the
respective parties in such manner as may be provided m their ~orpora.te org!l-mza·
tion or unincorporated association, or by other ~eans of collective act1on, w1th~ut
interference influence, or coercion exercised by either party over the self orga.mza·
tion or designation of representatives by the other.

As I said, this section was before this Court for interpretatiC?n in
the case of Texas&: New Orleans Railway Oo. v. Brotherhood, of Railway
Olerks (281 U.S. 548). It was argued that that pr?vision ~as not
in,tended to be an enforceable obligation, because 1t contamed ~o
specific provision for its enforcement. There also. the Pennsylvanta
cases were cited in support of this contention. This Court, h.owever,
did not sanction that position, and said:
It is at once to be observed that Congress was not content with the general
declaration of the duty of carriers and employees to make every .reasonable eff~rt
to enter into and maintain agreements concerning rates of pay, rules and workmg
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In the Supreme Court of the United States
OcTOBER TERM, 1936
No. 324
THE VIRGINIAN RAILWAY CoMPANY, PETITIONER

v.
SYSTEM FEDERATION No. 40, RAILWAY EMPLOYEES DEPARTMENT
OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR, ETC,, ET AL., RESPONDENTS
ORAL ARGUMENT

WAsHINGToN, D. C., February 9, 1937.
The oral argument in the above-entitled matter was resumed before
the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States, at 12:10 p.m.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Mr. James Piper and Mr. H. T. Hall.
On behalf of the respondents: Mr. FrankL. IVIulholland.
On behalf of the United States as· amicus curiae: Hon. Stanley F.
Reed, Solicitor General of the United States.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Proceed with the cause on argument, No. 324,
the Virginian Railway Co. against System Federation No. 40.
Mr. MuLHOLLAND. May it please the Court.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Mr. Mulholland.
ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS-Resumed

Mr. MuLHOLLAND. Prior to adjournment I was endeavoring to
direct the Court's attention to the historical background of the Rail.way Labor Act of 1934. I had called Your Honors' attention to the
provisions of the act of 1920 and the interpretation of this Court as
to the general duties prescribed in that act and as expressed in the
Pennsylvania cases. I directed your attention to the decision of this
Court as to certain enforceable duties that found their way into the
act of 1926. I now desire, and very briefly, in closing, to call the
Court's specific attention to those provisions of the Act of 1934 which
we think clearly indicate the intention of Congress to make the duty
to treat an enforceable obligation.
Section 2, ninth, it will be remembered, required the carrier to treat
with the representatives of employees for the purposes of this act.
We should consider, therefore, what are the purposes of the act and
138858-37--3
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what compulsion was placed upon carriers generally by other provi.
.
sions of the act in relation to these purpose~.
It is apparent that the purpose of treatmg, ~expressed m thiS act,
must be to adjust differences between the parties. The phras~ "purpose of this act", accordingly, must refer to the settlement of disputes
between carriers and employees. The system setup by ~he p~esent
statute for all carriers, regardless of whether a rel?res~ntat1on dispute
exists or not contemplates a measure of compulsiOn In the matter of
treating with representatives of employees in the settlement of these
differences.
.
.
For example, under section 2, paragraph eighth,, all carriers are
required to post notices to the effect that all ~abor dtsput~s, of whatever nature, will be handled in accordanc~ With the reqmrements of
this act. The provisions of paragraphs thll'd and fourth and ~fth are
made a part of every contract of employment bet~een a carrier a.nd
its employees. Changes in agreements are made In accordance With
section 6. This section clearly contemplates that ?onfer~nce~ are to
be held between the parties. The obligation of thiS sectiOn IS made
criminally enforceable ~P.on carriers !>Y section 2, paragra~hs seventh
and eighth. The proviSions of sectiOn 6 of the act relat':ll~ to conferences between the parties are certainly e.nforceable provtsion_s. .To
this extent unquestionably. Congress ha~ Imposed a _legal obhgat10n
upon all carriers to treat With employees representativ~s.
.
Other types of cases, that is, those relating to the. InterpretatiOn
and application of existing ~greements, are handled IP. a somewhat
different manner. The parties, however are here agam ?Ommanded
to confer with regard to the matter .. if conferences fail,. then the
dispute may be referred to the NatiOnal Board of Ad1u~tment.
Either method of procedure outlined by the st~tu~.results ul~~ately
in the J?arties coming into definite legal obligations . . DeciSIOn~ of
the N at10nal Mediation Board may be enforced by definitely outlined
procedure. Acts of the National Mediation Board are not thus
enforceable but the taking of jurisdiction by the Board places th~
parties under certain legal duties to maintain the status quo until
the functions have been performed.
In the Pennsylvania case this Court indicate.d that where a syste~
for the settlement of disputes resulted finally m n_o enforceable obligations the statements in the statute of general dut1es to b~ performed
in the course of the adjustment process would not be mtended to
create a legal obligation.
Th!3 converse of this statement must b~ equally correct. Whe!e the
ultimate control of a statutory process 1s the und~ubted c;reation of
enforceable obligations, general statements of duties a~e g1ven col<?r
by the proceedings to which theY. are relate~. .Accordingly, there 1s
specifically imposed upon a~ earners an obligatiOn to confer or tre!l't
with employees' representatives for the purposes. of the act, that .Is,
the adjustment of the disputes. These fa?tors, 1t seems to us, gtve
different significance to t~e langua~e of section 2, par!lgraphs first and
second interpreted by this Court, In the Pennsylvanw, c~~s.
I fe~l well fortified in that position because of the dec1s1on handed
down by Judge Parker as the unanimous decision in this cas~ by the
circuit court of appeals. That is the same court that demded the
case of Ma-lone v. Gardner (62 F. (2d) 15), where they held that the
same provisions that were befor~ thi~ Court in the Pennsylvania cases
did not establish enforceable obhgattons.
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But coming to consider the present case, Judge Parker, speaking
for the unaminous opinion of the court, said [reading]:
We think it clear that the act of 1934 did more than express a pious hope on the
part of Congress that the carriers would deal with the representatives which
their employees might choose. In providing that 11 the carrier shall treat with the
representative so certified (by the Mediation Board) as the representative of the
craft or class for the purposes of this act", it created a legal right on the part of the
employees to have the carrier recognize and treat with their chosen representatives for the purposes of collective bargaining and a corresponding duty on the
part of the carrier to recognize and treat with such represen~atives, so that the
purposes of the act might not be nullified by the carrier's refusing to recognize a
representative selected by its employees and certified as such. by the Mediation
· Board. And i-t is no objection to this view that the parties are not bound to agree
even though they may treat.
•

Petitioner, in spite of all of this, argues that this obligation to treat
is imperfect, in that it is beyond the power of equity to enforce.
Opposing counsel said yesterday that to treat implies negotiations in
good faith, and good faith is a state of mind. That is true, but it
seems_to me the courts are frequently called upon in many types of
cases to pass upon the good faith of a party and to estimate his state
of mind by his acts. There are no doubt many instances in which
good faith has been successfully concealed. That such may be the
case has never been accepted as a valid reason why courts. should be
barred from inquiring into the facts and from seeking to enforce the
la:w. The difficulty, if any, is one of proof and not of equity jurisdiction.
Furthermore, this argument of the petitioner is based :purely upon
the positive aspect of the statute and the decree of the district court·
and ignores the negative aspect. It must be kept in mind that in
this case the carrier was not only ordered to treat with the federation
as the representative of the employees in question, but as a necessary
corollary was ordered not 'to treat with the company union.
Not only is the negative phase of this decree definitely enforceable,
but it also assists in the enforcement of the positive phase. This
assistance grows out ·of the economic relations of the parties. In
dealing with numerous employees scattered over the many miles of a
railroad's system it has been considered necessary by carriers that
they negotiate general agreements defining the rights of whole classes
or crafts of employees as units. If a carrier is prevented from
treating with regard to the negotiation of such agreements with
other parties, its own economic self-interest dictates that it treat
for that purpose with the certified representative of the employees.
If a carrier may not be compelled to treat at least with representatives selected by the majority of a craft or class of employees, if it
may continue without limit to treat with a repudiated company
union, collective bargaining must inevitably fail, and the plan of the
Railway Labor Act to provide for the amicable adjustment of disputes will be nullified.
Sinee the act of 1926 there has been but one strike of any significance upon the railroads of this country, indicative surely that the
plan of Congress to protect interstate commerce from destruction by
reason of these industrial disputes has succeeded.
Now, if Congress had authority in the first instance to safeguat:d
the right of collective bargaining and make it an instrument of peace,
as said by this Court, further enactments serving the same end, only
more specifically, are neither arbitrary nor unreasonable.
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I close with this thought and call.the .Court's attet;ttion to the. fact
that the petitioner is .a comm~n .earner, In the op~ratwn of a busmess
peculiarly charged With public Interest. Its busmess may therefore
be regulated to a greater extent than is the case with oth.er industries
without infringing upon its constitutional guaranty of freedom of
contract.
.
.
The petitioners seem to assert at least a claimed nght t? refuse to
have business relations to any extent with anyone whom It chooses.
Yet no carrier would today insist upon the right to refuse to have
business relations with a shipper presenting merchandise for transport
when tendered the regular charge. Statutory regulations. have been
.upheld as constitutional whi~h prevent carriers from offenng to con~
tract with shippers on other ~h.an the basis of rates :ec~~tly fixed by
governmental authority: . Pnvlleges and rebat~s to IndiVIduals or lo~
calities have been prohibited, although established by the contract.
Carriers may not contract to grant passes other th.an to ~hose classes
prescribed by law. In many oth~r respect~ t~e pnvate rtgp.ts of carriers have been subjected to unique restriCtiOns confor~g to ~he
importance of the service which they render to the pubhc and the
liability of the public to harm if that service is not constantly and
justly rendered.
.
.
.
That the public is vitally concerned in labor diSputes. Invo~vmg
-i}arriers and employees is obvious. The Railway Labor Act IS desi~ed
to safeguard this public interest. The Railway Labor Act, unlike
some other statutes is very mild in form. It merely compels the
~arrier to negotiate ~r to refrain from ~egotia~ing with certain ;cp;esentatives of employees to the end that mdustnal peace and contmmty
of commerce may be 1naintained.
. Thank you.

has been a seeming conflict between the interests of management and
the interests of labor. This particular case is probably symptomatic
of many cases which have been and will be before this Court.
The Railway Labor Act, as amended (44 Stat. 577, 48 Stat. 1185,
U. S. C., title 48, sees. 151, et seq.), is, of course, based upon the
commerce clause. · It is attacked, first, on the ground that it is
unconstitutional in its entirety because of its wide extent, and that
it is impossible to separate the various provisions and applicutions of
the act. Further, regardless of the constitutionality of the act as a
whole, the petitioners question the enforceability under the act of
particular provisions of the decree, and assert that if the .act does
undertake to make enforceable the provisions relating to collective
bargaining and nondealing with certain employees, the act violates
the fifth amendment.
In the presentation that has been made at the bar the greatest
stress has been laid upon the latter point. I hope .that I will also
have an opportunity to say something in regard to the validity of the
act a.s a whole and as to its separability, but at this moment I would
like to take up the provisions of the decree and the question of their
enforceability under the act.
_
Your Honors will find the decree on page 282 of the record. It is
divided as to substance into three provisions. The first provision
relates to collective bargaining. The second provision is a negative
decree, prohibiting interference with the organization of labor unions
and with the choice by these unions of their representatives.
·
I do not think that I go beyond the record and the briefs when I say
that petitioners make no objection to this second provision of the
decree. When I say that, I assume that we have determined that the
act as a whole is constitutional, and I also assume that there is
nothing in those provisions which denies due process of law. Apart
from those questions, Texas & New Orlea.ns R. Oo. v. Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks (281 U. S. 548), is probably conclusive.
The third provision of the decree restrams the railroad from enter..
ing into any contract or agreement concerning rates of pay or working
conditions affecting its mechanical department except with the
respondent. This provision is, of course, in strong controversy. · .
We do not construe this provision of the decree to mean that the
employer is restrained from contracting with individuals, but that it
is restrained only from entering into agreements and undertakings
which affect the whole of any particular crafts. That interpretation
of the decree is supported by the last part of the opinion of the dis•
trict judge (R. 278). A reading of that paragraph of his opinion
will make it clear that in phrasing the decree he was thinking only
of negotiations and agreements between representatives of groups
of employees chosen for the purpose of entering into negotiations
with the railroad company.
The accuracy of that interpretation is also made clear by the provisions of the petition (R. 29). Respondents prayed that the railroad
be restrained-

,QRAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES AS
.
AMICUS CURIAE
; · Mr. REED. Ma~ it please the Court: In rising to present the
arguments of the Government in this case I have a de~p se~s~ of th~
responsibility that goes with that office. We are deahng, It IS true,
With old problems. Although there is little that I can h:ope .to ac!d
to your knowledge of the. case~, I would fe~l. that I had faile~ tf I ~1d
not convince you of the sincerJ.ty a!ld the .disi~terestedness wi~h which
the Government has asked and With which It now presents Its arguments in this case .
. Since Kansas v. Colorado (206 U.S. 46), it has been settled that tl;lere
are no unusual and sovereign powers in the Government ?f t~e Uruted
States over and beyond those delegated by ~he Const1t~t10n. Yet
extraordinary conditions may call for extraordmary remedies. !J.ome
Building & Loan Ass'n v. Blaisdell (290 U. S. 398). The ~onditiOns
that now confront the railroads and their employees in this country
.are not extraordinary in the sense that they have suddenly developed.
·They are extraordinary only when we look back 40, 30, or even 20
yearS at the problems of the relationship of management to labor
11pon 'our great systems of transvortatio_n. The incre~sin~ complex~ty
·Of the railroad system, due to 1ntegrat10n and combmat10ns, holding
~ompanies,. and the increased nu~ber.of employees, h~ve been counterbalanced by. a widespread o~gafi:lzat10n of labor umons. The resulf.
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from entering into any contract concerning rules, rates of pay, or working conditions affecting the mechanical department employees of the Virginian RD.ihvay
Co., with the mechanical department association of the Virginian Railway Co.
or independent shop crafts association of tlre Virginian Railway Co., or any
other association or "company union" so-called, as the representative of th~
said mechanical department employees, save only the complainant federation.
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Petitioners make some point of the language of the decree which
reads-

The 1926 act was a rather complete reorganization of the scheme of
prior acts. This Court in the Texas case pointed out that it provided
for enforceable arbitration; not, of course, that railroads were compelled to arbitrate, but that if arbitration was entered into it could be
enforced. Th~ a?t. also re.organized the .adjustment boards and the
boards of mediatiOn, but It kept the pnnCiple of the extraordinary
Board of Mediation that could be called when great problems of
interference with transportation arose.
The language of subsection third, which was under consideration in
the Texas Ca8e, closely followed the language of subsections first and
second and of section 301. In other words, there was no more express
language in subsection third which would lead the Court to conrlude
that that subsection waa to be enforceable than there was in section 301
Subsection third read:
·
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are further enjoined and restrained of and from, directly or indirectly, entering
into any contract, undertaking or agreement of whatsoever kind concerning
rules, rates of pay or working conditions affecting its mechanical department
employees, save and except only with the complainant, System Federation No.
40 * * *·
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Again, we regard that language as inapplicable to individual contracts with individual employees. It does not restrain the employer
from giving consideration to seniority or to skill. When read with
the petition and the opinion that accompanied the decree, it forbids
only those agreements which cover an entire craft.
I come now to the enforceability of the prohibitions of the act.
Probablv no difficulty would arise were it not for the history of railroad labor legislation and two important decisions of this Court:
Pennsylvania R. R. Oo. v. Railroad Labor Board (261 U. S. 72), and
Pennsylvania Federation No. 90 v. Pennsylvania R. R. Oo. (267 U. S.
203), both of which concerned the Railway Transportation Act of
192'0. That act marked, as this Court said in the New England Division Oase (261 U.S. 184), a change from a prohibitory attitude of the
Government toward the railroads to an affirmative effort to help the
roads and to help the conditions that might interfere _with the continuity of transportation.
In considering section 301 of that a'Ct the Court did say that the
railroads were not required to negotiate with their employees. However, in the first of the two cases it said that the Railroad Labor Board
had the right to hold o. hearing upon the conditions which had brought
about the strike; and it further certainly implied that the provisions
of section 307 of that act, which gave the Board the right to hear and
render opinions upon disputes as to working conditions was within
the power of Congress.
In the second case Chief Justice Taft again commented on section
301, and said that if there had not been language which made it clear
that there was no intention of enforcing the obligation, it might well
be held that section 301, in and of itself, stated an enforceable obligation on the part of the railroad company.
No other cases in the Court with which I am familiar have denied
the enforceability of a:ny provisions of the act. There is, of course,
the Te-r.as & New Orleans case, in which subdivision third of section 2
of the Railway Labor Act of 1926 was under consideration. The
Court is probably fully familiar with the fact that section 2, first and
second of the present act, which is the act of 1926 with the amendments of 1934, employs substantially the language of section 301 of
the Transportation Act.
The Transport.ation Act had not been successful in bringing about
collective bargaining or in removing interference with railroad labor
organizations. As has been detailed here in Court, Congress, in the
1926 act, made some additions to section 301 in order to car:ry- still
further the voluntary plan which had been first undertaken m the
Transportation Act of 1920. These changes appear in section 2, first,
of the present act, in which, after saying that, "It shall be the duty of
all carriers, their officers; agents, and employees to exert every reasonable effort to make and maintain agreements concerning rates of pay,
rules, and working conditions", Congress added, "and to settle all
disputes."
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. Repres~ntatives, for th~ purpo~e of this Act, shall be designated by the respect~ve part1es *
Without .mt~rference, i_nflue~ce, or coercion exercised by

* *

e1ther party over the self-orgamzat10n or designatiOn of representatives by the
other.

Quite plainly, it was not in the language of this subsection that this
Court found enforceability when it did not find enforceability in the
language of section 301, now section 2, first and second.
f'~~ enforceability came, rather1 from the whole plan, from the
a~a~t10~ that had been made to tne old plan, and from the growing
realizatiOn that Congress must have intended, in setting up a voluntary )~Ian, that it s~ould at least ha:re a chance to operate. The
proVIsion ~hat the railroad ~hould ~ot mterfere with the organization
or tho chmce of representatives of Its employees was said to be essential to the principle of noninterference.
In 1934 Congress gave further consideration to the operation of
the Railway Labor Act. I do not think that there were any fundamental changes made. Subsection second was left as it had been
with minor variations. Section 2, fourth, sixth, and ninth, wer~
strengthened. We have also to take into consideration section 6
which relates to the requirement that carriers give notice to their em~
pl~ees in case they intend to make any change in their agreements.
I would like t~ direct the Court's attention particularly to section
~, fourth, which 1s completely new. Insofar as it is important here
1t reads:
'
Eml?loyees shall have the ril{ht [I stre~s that word] to organize and bargain
collectively through representatives of theu own choosing. The majority of any
craft or c~B:ss of employees sha.ll have the right to determine who sha.ll be the
representatives of the craft or class for the purposes of this Act.

The word "right'' is to be weighed with the word "duty" which
apl?eared in section 301 and which is continued in section 2, sixth,
which reads:
.I~ case of a <!ispute between a carrier or carriers, and its or their employees
ansmg <;»ut of grievances or out of the interpretation or application of agreemen~
con.cernmg rates of pal, rules, or work~g conditions, i~ shall be the duty of the
designated r~pr~sentative or representa~IVes of s~ch earner or carriers and of such
employees Wit~n ten days after th~ receipt of not}ce of ~ desire on the part of either
party to confer tn respect of such dispute, to specify a tune and place at which such
conference shall be held * * *.

That language was not in the Transportation Act.
language of the act of 1926.

It was in the
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Then there is the provision of section 6, of which I spoke a moment
ago, requiring a 30-day notice of any intended change in agreements
affecting working conditions. Section 6 works both ways, for either
pa·rty must give notice. As a final clause showing the intention of
Congress that these should be enforceable provisions, section 2, ninth,
was added. That subsection required that if any dispute should arise
between the employer and the employee as to the representatives of a
craft or class, and that dispute should be submitted to the Mediation
Board and be decided and a certificate be issued-

not undertake now to settle all the problems that arise through
colleetive bargaining. Congress has taken a simple first step; a step
that merely requires the employer to treat with his employees, to
meet them in collective bargaining, and, I presume, to state frankly
his rosition, and h~ar the employees' side.
I we are to make progress in our voluntary scheme, we need sanctions such as ,were applied against interference with organization in
order to bring the employer and the employees together around a table
to discuss questions of interest to them both. Surely, to ask that
they take tliose steps by compulsion will not have any more effect in
keeping them apart than if they never meet. We grant, of course,
that either the employer or the employee may go into the conference
determined to yield under no circumstances, and that if either lived
up. to t~at determinati<?n, enforced collective bargaining would be a
futile thing; but we believe that men as a rule are riot of minds that
will not change. We believe that if this Court upholds the dutv to
bargain collectively, it will be accepted with good grace by employer
and employee and will go far toward affording machinery for proper
adjustment of differences between labor and management.
The fact that it is difficult to enforce collective bargaining seems
to me no reason for denying that it is enforceable. Certainly its
enforcement is no more difficult than the enforcement of a mandamus
addressed to an officer to require him to perform a discretionary act.
It may be that the judge or the Cabinet member ordered by the court
to exercise his discretion will be irritated; but certainly there must
be some process by which the exercise of discretion may be compelled.
Of course, we have illustrations of that frequently.
.
I turn now from what might be called the affumative provisions of
the decree to the negative provision which forbids negotiations with
any group other than those represented by the representatives chosen
at this election. I wish first to point out that our interpretation of
the provisions of this act requires that those negotia.tions should be
exclusive; that is, that it is only the representative of the employees
who has been chosen by the election of the employees that has the
right to appear and negotiate in regard to arrangements affecting
the entire craft or class which he represents.
The sections which lead us to that conclusion arc much the sume
as those o'f.which I have just spoken in regard to collective bargaining.
Section 2, fourth, for instance [reading]:
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Upon receipt of such certificate the carrier shall treat with the representative
r.P.rtified as the representative of the craft or class for the purposes of this Act.

Counsel at the bar yesterday inadvertently stated that section 6
was not enforceable. Section 6, as we understand it, is enforceable.
It is made enforceable not only by section 2, seventh, which provides
that the employer shall proceed in accordance with section 6 when
questions of agreements are under consideration, but also by section 2,
tenth, which places a criminal penalty UJ>On the violation of section 2,
seventh, which, in turn, makes enforceable the provisions of section 6.
That there may be no misapprehension of the position of the Government, I would also call attention to another statement made at the.
bar yesterday by counsel for the petitioner-that the Government and
respondent relied upon section 2, ninth, as the provision which made
collective bargaining enforceable. Of course, we rely upon that subsection as evidence of the enforceability of collective bargaining, but
as the Court will readily perceive from our brief, at page 54, we rely
not only on.section 2, ninth, but also "?POD all the language that I have.
referred to tn my argument. We believe that the ·strongest argument
is not to be drawn from the provisions of section 2, ninth, which is a
clean-up section to take care of a particular situation, but rather from
the entrre plan. It is that plan as a whole that we earnestly press
upon you as requiring a determination that the collective bargaining
must be undertaken by the carrier.
It is true that the plan is still essentially and fundamentally voluntary. The mere fact that by agreement the parties may submit.
to arbitration which becomes. binding after submission does not affect
the theory of voluntary action. The submission of controversies to
the Mediut.ion Board or to the Board· of Adjustment does not require
that the railroads should carry out the decisions vf those ·boards.;
Collective bargaining does not mean that an agreement must be
reached.
· Your Honors considered this phase of the case in the Texas case;·
you pointed out that for the success of a voluntary plan there must
of necessity be certain sanctions as to the preliminary steps, and
you enforced the sanction that forbade the railroad from interfering
with the organization of its employees. We now urge that the
same theory that made that sanction legally enforceable also makes
these provisions legally enforceable.
Comment is made in the briefs that these provisions are evidently.
not intended to be enforceable, because no criminal penalty is added.
Collective bargaining is new to our system of industry, new in the
sense that there are not many cases undertaking to say what collective bargaining is, how it shall be carried out, what shall be its results.
Both parties here approve of collective bargaining, but it is the ques-·
tion of enforceability that divides their minds. Certainly we can-
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Employees shall have the right to organize and hargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing. The majority of any craft or class of
employees shall have the right to determine who shall be the representative of
the craft or class * * *.

This act differs front the Wagner Labor Relations Act, which
specifically says that the chosen representative shall be the exclusive
representative. Yet we think the necessary inference from this
language of the statute is that these representatives of the en1ployees
are to be the exclusive representatives of the craft or class in the
neO'otiation of contracts and agreements.
Section 2, seventh, to which I have referred in comments on the
other phase of the decree, reads:
· N~ ~arrier, its officers or ag~nts shall change the r~tes of pay, rules, or working
eond1t10ns * * *, except m the manner prescrtbed * * * in section 6

* * *·
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We have commented on section 6 and section 2, ninth. And since
section 2, seventh, requires a discussion with representatives of
employees as prescribed in section 6, it is our position that that
representation is an exclusive representation. Of course, that accords with the ordinary method of dealing in railroad matters. Practically, it is impossible to have different contracts with different
groups of employees-to have representation of the majority and the
minority, or of individuals-because, after all, an agreement is the
object of the conference. Railroads would be at a. great disadvantage
in having different rates of pay for different classifications of employees. They may vary, of course, on account of age or seniority,
but for the same individual in one job to be paid differently from
another individual in an identical job is contrary, as I understand it,
to the present operation of the railroad system.
There is another reason that makes it almost essential that this
representation should be exclusive. That is the provision that in
case of disputes between the employees themselves as to whom they
will choose to represent them, there is to be an election by a secret
ballot, so that all the employees at least have an opportunity to
participate in that election. It may be that Your Honors will conclude that a majority of them must participate, and if so, there would
be no way of knowing which employees had participated and which
had chosen their representative.
·
Counsel who preceded me has referred to the fact that the last
clause of the second para~aph of the decree may be supported on
another theory, and that 1s that it was used not as an enforceable
provision in the sense of an exclusive power given by the act, but in
the sense of a means of prohibiting interference with the organization
of employees. Of course, in this case the employer has interfered by
undertaking to set up a second employee organization, which has been
referred to as the association, in contradistinction to the Federation
which is here before Your Honors.
What I have said up to now relates solely to the interpretation of
the act. Counsel for petitioner controvert our position. Further,
they say that if an act does require collective bargaining and does
keep them from bargaining generally with other representatives of
theu employees, then it is unconstitutiOnal under the fifth amendment,
as a deprivation of their liberty and property without due process.
Since American Steel Foundries v. Tri-City Council (257 U. S. 184)
and Texas & New Orleans R. Co. v. Brotherhood of Rauway Clerks
(281 U. S. 548) there has been no doubt as to the validity and the
propriety and the right of employees to organize. Speaking first of
the affirmative part of the decree requiring collective bargaining,
we do not see that there is any deprivation of liberty or property by
requiring merely negotiation and collective bargaining Without a
requirement of an ultimate conclusion or agreement.. From the point
of view of the petitioners, the contention must be that merely to
require an em:ployer to sit at the same table with his employees and to
enter into busmess negotiations with persons with whom he does not
care to is a deprivation of liberty or a deprivation of right of property
that is forbidden by the Constitution of the United States.
Of course, the employer has a ri&ht to operate his business free of
dictation. There is neither disposition to, nor authority or reason
for, raising any question as to that right. But this Court has said

in the Texas case that there was another right that was equally entitled
to the protection of the Constitution and the courts-the right of
employees to organize and to select their representatives.
And so here we have another instance of two undoubted constitutional rights. The employer is entitled to operate his business in
his own way, free of dictation either from the Government or from
labor, and labor is entitled to organize and to have its representatives
and to deal collectively, free of the dictation of the employer.
T~os.e _great clauses of the Constitution. that protect the rights of
the IndiVIdual have always been held by this Court to lack the quality
of absolute rights. In Home Building & Loan Association v. Blaisdell
(290 U. S. 398) it was forcefully stated that under modem conditions,
with the increase of industry and population, and with the changes of
unionization and consolidation, the problems of the relation between
the public good and the individual right must be weighed by the
courts. The Chief Justice, speaking for the Court, there said that
the increased use of the organization of society was necessary to
protect the very basis of individual opportunity.
It may be that there has come a time when we need to shift our
conceptions of the fundamental right of the individual or of the railroad corporation-not from the early views of what those rights are
in theory, but to a realization that those rights are not to be exercised
iri a manner inimical to the general welfare.
In this case we have those conflicting interests. Does the fifth
amendment prevent the Congress from infringing somewhat upon the
absolute right to be perfectly free in the operation of your ousiness
and in your dealings with your employees in order to assure continuous operation of tlie railroad systems-a great public necessity-a:..:d
to bring industrial peace to the country?
Your Honors in the Blaisdell case called attention to the fact that
the very statement of the theory that the meaning which would have
been placed upon the fifth amendment by the. Founding Fathers is to
control at this time carries its own refutation. The changing conditions that have occurred make very pertinent the oft-repeated statement from McCulloch v. Maryland (4 Wheat. 316), that we must
never forget in the interpretation of our organic law that it is a constitution we are expounding-a constitution intended to endure for
ages, and consequently to be adapted to the various crises of human
affairs.
Only recently, in Nebbia v. New York (291 U. S. 502), this Court·
reiterated the well-known statement in regard to the fifth amendment.
If I may quote just a sentence, the decision, after speaking of the fifth
and the fourteenth amendments, said (p. 525):

38

39-

They merely condition the exertion of the admitted power, by securing that the
end shall be accomplished by methods consistent with due process. And the
guaranty of due process, as has often been held, demands only that the law shall
not be unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious, and that the means selected shall
have a real and substantial relation to the object sought to be attained.

The books are full of interferences with the private rights of individuals. Bunting v. Oregon (243 U. S. 426), Muller v. Oregon (208
U.S. 412), Holden v. Hardy (169 U.S. 366), all the workmen's compensation cases, all allow some infringement of the personal liberty of
mdividuals in order that the liberty which had been guaranteed to the
individual might be available, not only for the particular individual,
but for all of the great company that make up this N a.tion.
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You said that the function of the courts in the application of the
fifth and fourteenth amendments is to determine~ each case whether
circumstances vindicate the challenged regulabo~ as a reasonable
exercise of constitutional authority or whether It appeared to be
. .
.
.arbitrary and discriminatory.
A curious instance of the advantages of negotiatiOns WI~h employees
comes up in this ve_ry record, pa~e 147,_ where the ass1stant to the
president eharged With labor relations satd on the stand tha_t he ~ad
never known that the employees of the road desired to negotiate mth
him in regard to certain hours tha.t they wished to have allowed for
their labor. He would not meet With them. They had attempted to
get in touch with him.
·. Counsel who preceded me has ~po~en of the good results that have
flown from railroad labor orgamzat10n ~nd f~om the act of 1926.
They have been successful, and the slight _Inter~erence WI.~h the
personal liberty of the raih:oad. manage~ent In asking that they do
not interfere with the organizatiOn of thetr employees,_ that ~hey meet
them in collective bargaining, and th~t they no~ nego_tiate With others
than the properly chosen representatives of therr. var~ous. crafts seems
a very minhnum that they could be asked to rehnqmsh In order that
we may bring about industrial peace.
.
It is said that Garter v .. Garter Goa~ Oo. (?98 U. _S. 238) forb~ds the
Court reaching a conclusiOn that this act 1~ not In ~ccord. Wl~h the
fifth amendment. It is true that :you took .m.to consideratiOn m ~he
Garter case the provisions of collective bargaining, but our contentiOn
is that they appeared in that case only incidentally. The fundamental
purpose of the statute in the Carter case was the settlement of_w~ges
and hours and allotments of coal an~ prices through negotiatiOns
whieh were mandatory on the whole mdustry when agreed to by a
certain proportion of the .ind~stry,. whether employer or emp~oyee.
It was that interference With rights m the wages and !:tour pro"V!s~ons
that led you to make com~~nts in ~e~ard to collective b!l'rgalD.lng.
There were collective bargaimng prov_ts1ons. there, but, as Wlll be seen
by looking at the sections of the act m whtch the~ ~ere stated, t~ey
were aimed a:t the greater and fundamental. proVIsions of the Bituminous Coal Act and were to be used to brtng about the wage and
hour provisions ~nd the allocation of coal that Your Honors found
to be not only beyond the interstate commerce clause but also an
arbitary denial of due process.
..
May I inquire, Your Honor, as to what time I .have left?
The CHIEF JusTICE. You have taken an hour, JUSt an hour of your
time.
Mr. REED. Thank you ~ery much.
. .
.
.
I now pass to the questio~ of the COJ?-Stitutwnality of t~e act as a
whole. It goes without saytng that this act. covers all railroad e.mployees from the minor official down. That IS made clear. by sectiOn
1, fifth. It defines "employe~" _in the terms of the regulations of th.e
Interstate Commerce CommiSSIOn. w~ J:tav~ referred_ to the proVIsions of those regulations of the Comnuss10n In our br1ef at· page 3!.
It includes not only the employees of the railroads the~selves, but It
includes employees of their subsidiaries when they are directly owned
.0 r controlled by the railroads. The petitioner contends that this makes
the act invalid. The circuit court of appeals, of course, held to the
~ontrary of petitioners' contention, both on the ground that all

employees were within the limits of the power of Congress, and also.
on the ground of separability.
There is no doubt that Congress has power to legislate not only
for the employees engaged in interstate transportation but also for the
employees who directly affect interstate transportation. There is no
doubt that there exists the power of Congress to carry its regulation
beyond those things that are directly concerned in the movement of
commerce not only so far as transportation is concerned, but so far as
the entire interstate commerce clause is concerned. Since the
Minnesota Rate cases (230 U. S. 352), Florida v. United States (282'
U. 84 194), and the Shreveport case (234 U. S. 342), there ha.s never
been any real question in regard to that.
Your Honors had before you in Southern Ry. Co. v. united States(222 U. S. 20) the Safety Appliance Act, and of course held it valid,
even when it affected operations of the railroad which were intrastate. You· also had in Baltimore & Ohio R. Oo. v. Interstate Commerce Commission (221 U. S. 612) the Hours of Labor Act of 1907,
and also upheld its validity upon a broad basis. In both of those·
cases it w.as perfectly clear that Congress had power to reach into
railroad labor situations that were beyond actual movement in inter-·
state cornrnerce.
·
Justice SuTHERLAND. Can you tell me in a few words just what these:
shop employees do?
Mr. REED. I think so, sir. "Shop employees" is a term that covers
all the mechanical employees of the railroad, as I understand it.
The issue here, however, is as to what are called back-shop employees.
I take it that no question would arise as to shop employees who make
running repairs upon the trains as they move upon the tracks. The
point is made against the back-shop employees, who are electricians,
blacksmiths, carpenters, and artisans of that class and craft and
.type.
Justice SuTHERLAND. What do they do for the railroad company?
Mr. REED. They do two things,· specifically: They repair engines
and cars withdrawn from the transportation service for repairs.
Justice SuTHERLAND. That is, temporarily withdrawn, and then
put back in the service?
Mr. REED. Yes; and I think it is proper here to say that those
withdrawals are for a long time, meaning that the record shows that
the average withdrawal is from 100 to 110 days in engine and car
repairs.
Justice SuTHERLAND. But with the ultimate purpose of putting
them back into the service?
Mr. REED. Correct. The other duty that they have is what is
called store work. They make a variety of small machinery, nuts,
and bolts and all the different supplies that the railroad mn.y need up·
and down its tracks. The back-shop work is of that type, as I under-·
stand it, sir.
Justice SuTHERLAND. But what they do goes back into the use of
the company in their operations?
Mr. REED. Yes. They are not manufacturing for other railroads.
or for other uses than that of the railroad itself in its transportation
service.
The CHIEF JusTICE. I suppose they manufacture for their own use
whatever they find convenient to manufacture in that way, instead
of buying from outside?
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Mr. REED. In most cases, sir.
The CHIEF JusTICE. And does the railroad depend upon what is
-thus manufactured for its own use, for its supplies that are necessary?
Mr. REED. Well, I don't know that I.could answer that question,
sir, except in this way: that they do use the things that they get.
But so far as the articles that are manufactured, so far as the record
shows they are minor articles that could be bought any place.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Yes; but what I mean is, having an organized
system-Mr. REED. They have an organized system.
The CHIEF JUSTICE. Whereby supplies of this character are furnished by the railroad from that source of supply, and they expect
their workmen to make the articles they need for current use. Isn't
that it?
Mr. REED. That is it precisely, and it is brought out even more
clearly when you consider the work of those employees upon engines
aad cars. It is essential to the railroad system that such work be
carried on under their own control, so· that they can bring out the
engine that they want, put it at work, rush the work on one, and defer
the work on· the ones that are not needed.
Justice SuTHERLAND. The particular thing I wanted to know, and
perhaps you have already stated-! understand you now to say that
nothing is made for the trade, nothing is made to be sold?
Mr. REED. Nothing is made to be sold, sir.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Nothing is made to be furnished some other
independent corpora. tion?
Mr. REED • .Absolutely nothing, so far as the record shows, and so
far as I know, either.
·
Now, Your·Honors will see on page 25 a table that points out the
excessive cost of having this repair work done at other plaoes. There
have been instances of back-shop men who have gone out on a strike,
and that table is the result of an investigation by the Interstate Commerce Commission oi the cost of such back-shop strikes. The difference in cost is almost inconceivable between the repair of your artiCles
in outside factories and the repair in your own shops. These backshop employees, it seems to us, come into such a direct contact with
the railroad that it is constitutionally possible for the Congress to
regulate their relations exactly as they would regulate the relations of ·
any engineman or fireman or other person engaged in the transportation facilities themselves.
Your ~onor asked about the work of the back-shop men-and I
think I have answered that in full-but this seems to me a very
interesting sidelight upon their relation to the railroad. The same
craft that operates on the running repairs of the road operates in the
back shop. The same apprentices work part of the time on running
repairs and part of the time in the back shop. The very agreement
that this petitioner has covers all classes, all crafts, whether they are
engaged in back shop, or whether they are on the railroad. They
have machinists and electricians, of course, that are used on the railroad itself, but the same agreement as to wages and hours and seniority
and apprentices that cover the back-shop employee, cover those that
are on the railroad itself. That is a. perfect example of the close
relationship and the direct effect of these back-shop employees upon
railroad operation. Moreover, as Your Honor said, these cars and
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engines are withdrawn only for repairs, and are put back upon the
same railroad as promptly as possible.
But, as I understand the contention of the petitioner, it goes further
than that. It goes to the point of contending that because this act
goes ever furth~r than the back-sho:p employees a~d takes up employee~ of the railroad whose effect nught not be so dtrect upon transportation, that t~at alone makes the act unconstitutional. There is,
o~ .course, authonty for that statement. The first Employers' Liability Act was held unconstitutional in The Employers' Liability cases
(207 U.S. 463), as I understand it, for that very reason. It was not
that Congress lacked the authority to regulate the employment
relations of those who were engaged in transportation, but merely
t!J.at Congress had gone beyond tho~e who were engaged in transportation and had made the statute applicable to all employees of railroads.
Of course, the~e is no doubt in regard to the Congress' power as to
those engaged m transportation, because you held that constitutional
in the Second Employers' Liability cases (223 U. S. 1).
It is not our contention that the first Employers' Liab~lity ca.'ws were
erroneously decided. We are not arguing that, of course, to the Court.
We are saying that the conditions and the aims of the two acts are so
fundamentally different that while the first Employers' Liabilitv Act
was unconstitutional, the present act1 although its language 1s admittedly practically as broad, is constitutional as a whole. And the
point that we make is this: that insofar as the right of Congress to
protect the employee from dangers and injuries is concerned, the conclusion might well be reached that the power of Congress did not
extend t? the protection of the stenographer and the elevator operator
~d station ma~. But in ~his cas~ the power of Con~ress is being exerCls~d from a different pol:flt of VIew-from the pOint of view of the
adJusttncnt of labor relatiOns, and, so far as labor relations are concerned., th~ e!fect of d!fficulties ~mong employees not engaged .in transportatlOn lS JUSt as direct and JUst as dangerous to the contmuity of
the transportation system of the country, whether it arises from shopmen or from elevator operators or from the engineers and firemen
themselves.
There is a striking instance of that fact in this case. In the railway
shopmen's strike of 1920 this very petitioner sought an injunction to
keep not only shopmen but clerks and employees of the railroad in
vanous nontransportation activities from interfering with the operation of the railroad. It is our contention that this act when
approached from that point of view, shows the direct etiedt upon
commerce of all railroad employees insofar as labor situations are
concerned.
But we say that, if we are not correct as to that, certainly the
provisions of the act are separable. We would call attention to the
fact that there was no separability. clause in the first Employers'
Liability Act, nor in the Trademark cases (100 U.S. 82). Here we do
have a se:J?arability clause, not only with respect to the separability
o! the vanous cl~~ses of the act, but also with respect to its application to any cond1tion.
We think that. the rule so tersely and accurately stated in the
Garter case is applicable here: That, so far as a separability clause is
concerned, it is not an inexorable command but merely a presumption, and that the fundamental test is the intent of Congress-what
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would it have done if it had thought that some of the railroad employees who are not engaged in interstate commerce would be omitted
from the provisions of this act?
In Railway Labor Board v. Alton R. Co. (295 U. S. 330), we have
very accurate statistics in regard to that, showing over l,lOO,oqo
railroad employees, of whom only some 211,000 are not engaged 1n
strictly interstate commerce. Many even of those 211,000 are of the
class of the back-shop employees, officers of the road, or clerks, and it.
was indicated in that case, at least in the opinion of the Chief Justice,
that these people were not so far removed from interstate commerce
as to be beyond the power of Congress. Probably, then, there are
only some 30,000 to 40,000 railroad employees out of many more
than a million who would be beyond what you might call those whodirectly affect interstate commerce.
.
.
For these reasons we feel, Your Honor, that the contentiOn m
regard to the unconstitionality of the act must fail: First, because all
whom it covers are closelv related to commerce; and second, because,
if you should reach another conclusion, certainly the provisions are·
separable.
That covers the parts of the case to which I wish to call Your
Honors' attention. I might add that the negative obligation in the
decree forbids a contract which covers any part as well as the whole
of a craft or class. This interpretation of the decree and the statute
is stated in the footnote in our brief at page 51.
I am grateful for the opportunity to have presented the case for
the Government.

why that amounts to an interference and we can properly be enjoined
from doing that.
Now, I approach the discussion of that question by simply stating to
the Court a few facts, especially, first, in connection with these two
organizations that the court below found that we organized, fostered,
and controlled.
Take first the mechanical department association, the one that
was organized in 1922. If the Cou1·t will refer to page 133 of the
record, the Court will find there a resolution of the Railroad Board
under the Transportation Act of 1920 which called upon and requested
the railroad companies whose employees had quit in that 1922 strike
to have their employees organize themselves so that they could
appear before the Board in the settlement of controversies.
All the railroad company did in connection with that organization
was to pass the information which had been furnished it by tbe Board
on to the employees. They got together and organized themselves
in~o an ~sociation. There is absolutely no proof here that the
railway company had anything to do with the organization, and if
the Court will look to page 231 of the record, you will find that the
question of a contract with this organization among the men was
requested by their general chairman. They were advised thnt the
organization would be accepted, and a tentative fo1·m of contract
was sent to them.
Now, there is some criticism made here of sending them the form
of contract. Well, the record discloses that that contract was drawn
in tentative form based largely upon the contract that previously
existed with the federation before the federation strike of 1922. But
that contract was not accepted and run down their throats, as would
be indicated here. But the representatives of the railroad companies
and the chairmen of the six crafts met in the city of Roanoke away
from the offices of the railroad company and spent 4 or 5 days going
over that contract and working out its different provisions, and
finally it was signed by all of these chairmen and by the representatives of the railroad company.
Justice BRANDEIS. What was the date of that?
Mr. liALL. That was in October 1922 that the contract was signed.
Now, that contract, regardless of what criticism is made here, the
federation expressed its willingness to take over, and the federation's contract that they presented desiring to take over that contract did not provide for any modification or anything of that kind.
It is true that they tried to ring jn several classes of employees that
did not belong to these crafts and who were not concerned with the
eJection; I mean not on the eligible list and did not vote in the c1ection, but they were willing to take that contract over as it stood.
Following that the railway company dealt with the representatives
of this association during 12 years. They had elections every 2 years.
They had an adjustment board that adjusted the. disputes between
them, and the federation's own witnesses here say that that board
did function; that disputes were heard and adjusted; that sometimes they got satisfaction or got what they claimed, and sometimes·
they did not; and the only instance of a failure to adjHst a dispute
is in regard to the 40-hour provision that they were to have each
week. In the hard times the shops all over the country were cut down.
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ORAL ARGUMENT IN REBUTTAL ON BEHALF OF THE
PETITIONER

Mr. HALL. May it please the Court: We are dealing with a decree·
here that can be best considered-rTustice SuTHERLAND. I am sorry, but I don't hear you.
Mr. HALL. If divided into three sections. One of the sections
requires the railway companv to meet and treat with the representatives of the federation, and fn addition to that there is a prohibitory
or restraining clause attached to the decree which· provides that th&
railway company cannot deal with anybody other than the representatives of the .federation or the representative rertified by the
Board.
·
Now, those two clauses of the decree must be considered together
in their constitutional aspect. We have certain other provisions of
the decree which prohibit the company from influencing, interfering·
with, or coercing the employees in connection with their labor relations.
We have another clause of the decree which prohibits the railway
company from organizing, attempting to organize, fostering, or
promoting labor organizations.
Now, I shall consider first those two last-mentioned prohibitory
clauses of the decree, because I think the Court has gotten a very··
erroneous idea of the situation from the facts that have been stated
here in connection with those provisions. If we bav~ been interfering,
influencing, or coercing these parties, then unquestionably, under the
Texas case, we can be enjoined from doing it. If we have organized,
promoted, and fostered these labor organizations, as it is claimed,.
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They did not have the appropriations and they could not keep the men
all employed, and of course it was necessary to do one of two things:
It was necessary either to cut down the time that those shops worked
or cut down the number of men employed. The defendant-! mean
the railway company-adopted the plan of cutting down the time so
as not to deprive anybody of employment.
Now, when.that questiOn. came up the cha~rmen of these differe~t
crafts met With the supenntendent of mot1ve power. They dts~
cussed the question, and the superintendent of motive power explained
to them his limited appropriation; that if they insisted on the 40
hours it would be necessary to cut off a lot of the men, and that that
was something that he wanted to avoid.
They were not satisfied with that, but the record actually showed
that they circulated a petition asking for the 40 hours and ~hat they
actually communicated with Mr. Eastman, the coordinator of the
railroads under the Emergency Transportation Act of 1933, before
that petition was withdrawn. Upon advice from him that t:p.ey could
not force an issue of that kind the petition was withdrawn.
Now, that is one of the complaints that they try to make much of
here.
We have never denied, if the Court please, that the rail~ay company did contribute certain amounts to the eXP,enses of thi~ adjustment board. The adjustment board met to consider these gnevances,
and the railway company paid the expenses of the labor members of
the board in attending these meetings, which actually amounted to
something less than a hundred dollars a year.
That was stopped as soon as the law _prohibited it. It was perfectly legal to do that at the time it was done.
They allowed the men to send out their ballots through train mail
in holding their elections, but the record here expressly shows that
they used no effort to influence or coerce those men in connection
with their selection of representatives and the voting. The federation witnesses testify to that, that no influence or coercion was used
upon them in connection with the selection of their officers who were
to represent them in their dealings with the company.
Justice BRANDEIS. How far are your statements that you have just
made inconsistent with the findings of the court.
·
Mr. HALL. With the findings of the court?
Justice BRANDEIS. Yes.
Mr. HALL. They are inconsistent with the findings of the court to
the extent that the court found that we organized, fostered, controlled,
and dominated this association. There is a similar finding in connection with the independent shop crafts association. There is absolutely-and I make this statement advisedly-there is absolutely
not· any testimony in the record to show that the railway company
had anything whatever to do with the organization of the independent,
the new company. On the contrary, the record absolutely shows py
positive testimony that the railway company had nothing to do w1th
the organization, that it had not recognized them, that it had not
treated with them, and that it had had no relations whatever with that
independent association.
Justice BRANDEIS. You say that the :findings of the court are without any evidence to support?
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Mr. HALL. Without any evidence to support. The findings of the
court as to the independent are absolutely without evidence to support, and the findings as to the association, the one organized in 1922,
are without evidence to support, unless the statements that I have
made in connection with the organization of that association consist
of support of the-organization.
Now, there are two other things that all of these inferences are
drawn from. One is the testimony of a man named Mazingo as to
Forbes, a car-repair foreman, having circulated a petition and having
told the men something about voting in the election, that explained
the election ballot to them.
Well, the court has found that testimony was controverted. The
court has found in favor of the testimony of Mazingo and that these
things were done. We do not question that finding.
Also in the case of Nevins, one witness testified that Nevins, a
master mechanic at Victoria, had influenced him in his voting and
kept him from voting for the federation by telling him that if the
federation won in the election the shops would be closed and that he
would have no job. Nevins denies that and explains .it, but there
the finding is against us, and this Court, of course, will accept the
finding of the court below.
But those findings were in the face of the fact that these men were
without authority to make any such statements, and in fact they
were acting against ~uthority, because _they ha4 been expressly
instructed in the bulletm, one of the bulletms of which so much complaint is made here, on January 20, 1934, at record page 180, that they
had nothing to do with labor relation~ and that .they ~hould .not try
to influence or coerce the men at all m connectiOn With their labor
relations.
Justice BRANDEIS. What did the court say about the testimony
to that effect?
Mr. HALL. What did the court say?
Justice BRANDEIS. Yes.
Mr. HALL. The court found that these officers-! mean that these
employees of the company, the master mechanic and the car foreman,
had exercised undue influence.
Justice BRANDEIS. VVhat did they say as to the evidence that their
exercise of that undue influence was directly contrary to instruction?
Mr. HALL. Yes.
Justice BRANDEIS. I say, what did the court say:?
Mr. HALL. The court did not say anything-did not say anything;
just said that the Norris-LaGuardia Act in the resp_ects claimed did
not apply to this situation. But we relied on the Norris-LaGuardia
Act and on principles of law that a principal is not bound by the acts
and conduct of an agent unless they have been authorized, and especially when they have been actually prohibited.
Now, there are two other things m connection with that undue
influence and interference, and one is that bulletin of January 20, 1934,
which I have just referred the Court to on page 180 of the record.
That is regarded as an improper and an undue influence.
Well now, the history of that bulletin is, as it appears in this record,
that the federation was-! suppose that the federation was making
its efforts to organize the shop employees all over the country, and
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the eastern coordinating committee of the eastern railroads established
under the 1933 Railway Act found that this misrepresentation had
gone to such an extent that they recommended sending out to the
carriers in the eastern division a bulletin identical with this one, if not
identical, substantially in the same form as this bulletin, in order to
apprise the representatives-! mean the mechanical department employees or laborers working for the railroad-that these misrepresentations were being made and that the so-called company union was
not outlawed or prohibited by any existing law.
Then the other statement that we come to is the one commonly
·
·
referred to as the Sasser statement.
The CHIEF JusTICE. We will hear you after recess.
(Accordingly, at 2 p.m., a recess was taken until 2:30 p. m'. of the
same day.)
PROCEEDINGS AFTER RECESS

(The recess having expired, the oral argument was resumed at
2:30p.m.)

ORAL ARGUMENT IN REBUTTAL ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER-Resumed
Mr. HALL. I was discussing the bulletin of January 20 and the
Sasser statement, for both of which the railway company assumes
full responsibility. If there is any infringement of the law in connection with the issue in that bulletin or the Sasser statement, why
then we are amenable to the charge of undue influence, coercion, and
interference.
I want to read for the benefit of the Court-eTustice BuTLER. WiH you try to speak a little louder, Mr. Hall?
Mr. HALL. I say I want to read for the benefit of the CourtJustice BuTLER. Yes; but I meant generally.
Mr. HALL. That bulletin of January 30, 1934, is on page 189 of the
record [reading]:
Reports have and are now being widely circulated to the effect that the law
or the Federal Coordinator of Transportation has outlawed labor organizations
or associations of employees whose membership and representatives are confined
to the employees of a single raliroad company or system. Such reports are
without foundation or justification because such organizations are not outlawed
by the statute.
·
All the labor organizations and associations at this time representing employees in their dealings with this company are duly designated and authorized
to represent employees in accordance with the requirements of the law.
Federal statutes provide that all employees are free to join or not to join any
labor organizatiol) or association and will not be penalized, disciplined, or prejudiced in any way by this company.
"All employees have the right, without interference, influence, or coercion to
designate their own representatives by such means of collective action as they
may see fit."

Note this particularly [reading]:

'

No person, whether an officer or employee of this company, or one not in the
service has the right to influence interfere with, or coerce any employee in his:
choice to continue or to surrender his connection with, or to join or not to join any
such organization or association.

Signed "James V. Sasser, superintendent of motive power."
The Court will note not only the occasion of this bulletin, on account
of these widely circulated reports, but it will also note the prohibition.
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in that bulletin of the officers using any influence or in any way interfering with the free choice of representatives by the employees.
Now, as ~o the Sasser statement, that is found on page 197 of the
record. It 1s r9;the! l?ng, and I shall of course not atte.mpt to read it,
but our contentw.n ISm respect to that statement that 1t was simply a
statement £?f facts a~d con~itions that existe~; ~hat it was fully justi~ed by the mformatwn which brought about Its 1ssue as to the circulatwn of t~ese rep~rts referred to in the ~ulletin, a~d in _order to give
the men mformatwn as to these matters m connectiOn w1th the active
effort on the part of outside organizers of the Federation of Labor to
come in and organize them into that association.
The circuit court of appeals said in connection with that that it was
not called upon to decide whether that statement alone would be sufficient evidence of influence or coercion; I mean the Sasser statement
~he intim~tion is very strong, I think, that the circuit court of appeal~
did not think that that statement alone would be the exercise of undue
influence.
The court said, couple that with these other things that I have
mentioned, the bulletin of January 20, the conduct of these two employees, the master mechanic, Nevins, and the car foreman, Forbes
and coupled together they did constitute undue influence. WeiJ now'
there has been some criticism here of the fact that the General Solicito;
~as ca~ed in to pass judgment on that Sasser statement, on the legalIty of It. Very naturally, a statement of thu,t kind, issued in view of
the Federal statutes that wero in existence, would be submitted to the
Ge~er~l Solicitor to got. his view as to the legality of it.
Similar statements, as the record shows, were issued by other railroads where this organization campaign was being conducted.
That statement was drawn and passed upon in the light of wlu1t
t~e Chief Justi~e had to _say in the Texas caRe in defining what con-.
st1tuted undue Influence, mterference, and coercion. He likened them
to fraud and ~u~ess and summed it all up by saying that the influence
that was prohibited must be of such a character as would override the
will of the employee. ·
The CHIEF JusTICE. Or corrupt the judgment?
Mr. HALL. What did you say?
The CHIEF JusTICE. Or corrupt the judgment?
. ~r. HALL. Or corrupt his judgment, yes; override his will or corrupt
his Judgment.
In other words, it did not prohibit the normnl relations between
employers and employees, and in the circuit court the counsel for the
Fede:ati~n even went to t~e extent of say~ in the oral argument
that It d1d not make any difference what kind of misrepresentations
or. misstatements of fact were ~i~c~ated among the employees, the
railway comp~n:t undor the pz:ohibitwns of_the 1934 act was prohibited
from contrad1ctmg those misrepresentatiOns and setting the men
straight.
. ~en we ~onsider. those two statements in the light of the proVlSIO~s. of tl.11s Norr1s-LaGuardia Act, why they are certainly not
proh~~Ited. That act contemplates that it is not an offense to give
pubhetty to the facts in connection with a labor dispute and these
statements both give publicity to the facts. Although these gentlemen have made a grea~ complaint _abo_ut these statements, they have
not seen fit to contradtct or even unp1nge any fact that is stated in
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them. They must be facts; otherwise they would have to be contradicted and controverted in this case.
Now the ether provision of the injunction act applies to the statement of these two men Nevins and Forbes. They were not only
prohibited by this bulletin and by the Sasser statement from in·
fiuencing or attempting to coerce the men in any way, but their acts
were not authorized and they were not ratified, and under the provisions of that injunction act it must appear that there was either
an authorization or a ratification before the company can be held
liable for ac.ts of this kind.
Now, I ·pass on to the other branch of the case, the injunction,
which our friends the Government try to divide into an affirmative
and a negative injunction., the affirmative part of it directing us to
meet and treat with the representatives of the Federation, and the
neg!Ltive part of it _prohibiting us from meeting with anybody else.
Now, of course, 1n effect those two provisions must be coupled together, and as to whether or not the railway company is denied its
liberty or equality of right in entering into contracts must be considered
in the light of those provisions of the injunction order. I think the
Federation brief rather facetiously remarks along that line that it is
like leading a horse to water but not being able to make him drink.
Well, if you lead him to water and he refuses to drink and you don't
let hin1 get water from any other source, I don't know of anything that
would be more coercive or more calculated to override the will and
coerce you to do something that you did not want to do.
I have no quarrel with our friends· on the other side about trying to
limit the application of this part of the injunction order to group
action rather than individual action. I will say right here in passing,
however, that the provisions of that prohibitive section of the decree
. are broad enough to prohibit the making of an individual contract.
We cannot make any contract. We cannot change any rule or working condition that applies to an individual worker, without transgressing that provision of the decree.
But suppose, for the sake of the argument, we say it applies only to
group action. Here, as a most vital and forceful illustration of the
effect of that proposition, is the fact that we are prohibited from
making any contract with the group of carmen who are held not to
be bound by this election and the repr~s~ntatives chosen~ t~e ~l~c
tion. But suppose we take the proposition generally that 1t inhibits
only group action. Is not the necessary effect of that an inhibition
~ainst the right of the individual or corporation to make a contract?
If it interferes only with group action, isn't it directly in the teeth of
the fifth amendment as it has been interpreted by the courts in cases
of this character? It destroys the liberty of contract and puts you in a
position where you are not free to contract with whom you please and
on what terms you please.
They also make the contention that times have changed, that things
that were considered beyond the power of CoJ!Jrress under changed
conditions have become subject to that power. Well, all I need say in
that connection is that, in the interpretation that has been placed on
the fifth amendment by this Court in a line of cases, times have not
changed so as to take away from the individual the right and liberty
to make contracts on equal terms.

They say that the act is coercive. We will admit for the sake of the
argument that it is coercive. It is coercive on absolutely unequal
terms. You cannot read this amendment without being impressed by
the fact that the rights of the railway company as previously interpreted by this Court have been restricted, have been disregarded; but
you find no restrictive or coercive conditions as far as railroads ·are
concerned.
When we come to consider the constitutionality of that act, the
Court will find tha.t throughout the briefs of both the Federation and
the Government the Texas case is relied upon as settling the constitutionality of the act. It is practically the only authority that is relied
upon, except probably something that· may have been said in the
dissentin~ opinion or something that was said and not controverted
in the opmiori of the court.
Now, that Texas ease-l should not take up the time of the Court
to make any particular reference to it if it were not for the fact that it
is solely, practically solely, relied on as settling the constitutional
question in this case and of overruling the previous decisions of this
Colirt.
Now, what was that case about? I wish I had time to go a little
more into the background. In that case this railroad company had
been dealing with the union, the brotherhood. It had been attending
their conferences and meeting with them and negotiating with them.
There was a case actually pending before the Railroad Labor Board at
the time, and the association or so-called company union was not in
existence. The company conceived the scheme of circumventing any
dealings with the brotherhood by organizing a company union and
actively participating in the organization. It sent its men out to
promote the organization and paid them for their services and all that
sort of thing. And suit was brought to prevent that interference
under section 2, third, of the 1926 act. In the lower court there was an
injunction restraining the company from conducting itself in that way
and organizing this company union and discharging men and influ~nc
ing the men contrary to the provisions of that section.
That did not stop the railroad company. They went ahead, and
on a contempt citat1on they were fined or-not fined, but placed under
certain conditions-in order to purge themselves of the contempt of
the court's order. There were conditions that were imposed. The
railroad company appealed. The Court in that case, in the very
outset, says that the circuit court did not go beyond its power in
imposing these conditions on the company in order to purge itself
from the contempt that had been committed, and those conditions
were imposed solely on that ground, requiring them to reinstate men
and to reestablish the company union.
Now, we come to the question of the constitutionality of this act
under the Texas decision. Right in the outset it is stated that this
suit was brought-stated by the Court-
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to obtain an injunction restraining the defendants from interfering with, influencing or coercing the clerical employees of the railroad company in the matter
of their organi.ziation and designation of representatives for the purposes set forth
in the Railway Labor Act of May 20, 1926.

That was the purpose of the suit, as stated by the Court.
Now, when the Court comes to define the issue that was submitted
to the Court in that case, it is said that "The bill of complaint invoked
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subdivision third of section 2 of the Ra~l~~y Lab~r Act, wbic~ provides as follows:" and then quotes subdiv1s10n third of the Rail~ay
Labor Act containing the prohibition against influen.ce and c?ermon,
the same as it is now, except the last sentence to sectiOn 2, thrrd, has
been added by the 1934 act.
.
.
Then what does the Court say, after quotmg that s~ct10~?
The CHIEF JusTICE. We will have to s~op.you at this pomt .. Your
time has expired. We will take your br1ef m the case, to wh1ch you
refer, and examine it.
.
.
(Whereupon, at 2:55p.m., oral arguments m this cause were concluded.)

In the Supreme Court of the United States
OcTOBER TERM,

1936

No. 365
THE AssociATED PREss, PETITIONER

v.
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONs BoARD, RESPONDENT

ORAL ARGUMENT
wASHINGTON,

D.

c.,

Tuesday, February 9, 1937.
The above-entitled matter came on for oral argument before the
Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States, at 2:55 p. m.
.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Mr. John W. Davis, Mr. William C.
Cannon, Mr. Harold W. Bissell, Mr. Edwin F. Blair.
On behalf of the respondent: Hon. Stanley Reed, Solicitor General
of the United States; Mr. Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr., special assistant
to the Attorney General; Mr. Charles Fahy, general counsel, National
Labor Relations Board.
Th.e CHIEF JusTICE. No. 365, the Associated Press against the
National Labor Relations Board.
Mr. ERNST. If the Court please, I am the attorney for the American
Newspaper Guild. We have filed briefs as amicus curiae. My client
is the real party at interest, sole beneficiary. I made an application
to the Clerk's office for time to argue to the maximum amount of
20 minutes. I talked the matter over with Mr. Reed, and Mr. Reed
will make a statement in regard to his giving up the time or the time
coming from elsewhere.
The CHIEF JusTICE. I may say now, Mr. Ernst, that we have made
a very liberal allowance of time here. We have allowed 2~ hours to
the respondent 7 the National Labor Relations Board, and we have
received your brief, which we shall consider, and if you can obtain a
conc-ession of any of the Government's time that we have allowed,
we shall be pleased to hear you orally, but we cannot extend the
time on your side of the case.
Mr. REED. May it please the Court, this matter has been under
consideration by the Government for some time. There have been
other requests for time to represent various labor organizations.
The Government has felt that, being impartial in this matter, we
53
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could not grant time to any party. Of course, they would not appear
the Governme~t, but it would be speaking on the Government's
time. Naturally, If the Court would desire to hear Mr. Ernst and
would indica~e that to us, we would be very glad to give such time as
the Court shall say.
The CHIEF JusTICE. We must allow you to be the judge of the
disposition of the time allowed to the Government.
Mr. REED. Then I must decline to relinquish the tllr..e, unless the
Court desires it.
f~r

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER

Mr. DAVIS. If the Court pleuse, this case is here on certiorari to
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
The only question involved, so far as we know and believe, is the
constitutionality of the National Labor Relations Act of July 5 1935.
The history of the case lies in short compass. On the 18th day of
October 1935 the Associated Press discharged one Morris Watson
who was one of its editorial employees in its New York office. A~
such an editorial employee, his duties consisted in reporting the news
when he was sent out for that purpose, and writing the news and
rewriting the news which came in from other reporters to the'New
York office of the Associated Press from those with whom it had an
exchange of news, in selecting. the news which was to be transmitted
to the m~mb.ers o~ t!Ie Associated Press f?r publicati!ln by them, and
on occasiOn. m "killing" the ~ews wh~n It was received, as being of
no substantml value, every editor havmg on his desk a lethal instrument known as a "kill hook" on which would be deposited, in mortuary fashio~, any n~w~ which, according to his judgment, did not
possess suffiment pubbc Interest to form a part of the news dispatched
to any section of the country.
He was discharged. He had been in the employ of the Associated
rress for 7 y~ars, first as a reporter in their Chicago office, and then
In the New York office as a reporter and an inside editor. According
to his own statement, he preferred reportorial duties, because they
b~tter suit~d his active and e~ergetic temperament, and he showed
himself quite reluctant to be tied down to an editorial desk, but his
duties were of both characters.
He had been since 1933 an active member of the American Newspaper Guild, which IS a labor organization composed of editorial and
reportorial servants in the newspaper world. In fact, he had been
one of the organizers ·of the unit of the guild in the office of the Associated Press and notoriously active in its enterprises. In the good
~ays of the~- R. A: h~ appeared repeatedly before the code authorities at ~ashi:J?.gton m Its behalf and urged, both before them and in
the public pnnts, a compulsory code for the Associated Press, his
employer.
His discharge coincided with the receipt of a demand from the
American Newspaper Guild for collective bar(?:aini~g. Demand was
served u~on the general manager of the AssoCiated Press in behalf of
the American Newspaper Guild, demanding the right to be reco~ized
for purposes of collective bargaining with reference to its editorial
employees.
When he was discharged, according to Watson's own statement
the terms of his discharge from his nnmedia te superior, Kendrick:
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w'!Io was the editorial supervisor, were "because we are dissatisfied
~th your w?rk, you are dissatisfied with us, and I am convinced you
will be happier elsewhere."
~en tlie testimony was taken before the examiner who was
appm~ted by the Board, as I shall state in a moment files of the
Associated ~ress were read by the regional director of the National
Lab?r RelatiOns Board, who reported the file with reference to this
partt~ular e~ployee co?tained a recommendation for his dischar~e
by his supenor, Kendnck, upon five different grounds and his discharge was a:uthorized by his ultimate superior, the ge~eral manager
of. the AssoCI~ ted. Pre~s, Mr. Cooper, in writing, endorsed upon that
recollll!lendation In. this lan~age: "But solely on grounds of his work
not b_emg on a basis for ~hich he had shown capability."
T~e report of the exammer to the Board called attention to the fact
that m that sentence the words "but" and usolely" were underscored
by way of emphasis, by the general mana~er of the Associated Press:
. On the 7th day o~ November next followmg his discharge the AmerIcan Newspaper Guild filed charges with the National Labor Relations
Board !1-ssertmg that ,his discharge was in violation of rights conferred
upc:m him by t~e ~ atwnal Labor Relations Act; that it was an attempt
t~ mterfere Wit~, tnfluen?e, and coerce him in his rights to organizatiOn ~nd collective bar~8Jlllng; and that it constituted an unfair labor
practice ~der sub-sectiOns 1 and 3 of section 8 of the act.
. CoJ?plamt w~s served upon. the Associated Press, and it· answered
m wnt~g denymg tJ:lat the discharge of Watson was for the reason
stated m the complamt, and asserted upon the same grounds which
we .shall urge here, that the Nationai Labor Relations Board or its
reg~onal division had no jurisdiction or authority in the premises by
reason of the fact that the National Labor Relations Act was obn'oxious to the Constitution of the United States.
.
. W ~ asserted that unconstitutionality under the tenth amendment
In ~his answer, on the ground that the act undertook to deal with
subJect matter not .coii?IDitted to the Congress under the commerce
~lau;;e of the Constitution; second, that the act was invalid because
It VIolated the fifth amendment, in that it deprived the Associated
Press of.righ~s and liberties without due process; and :finally, that the
act was D?-vah4 under the first amendment, in that it was a direct and
palpable mvas10n of the freedom of the. press.
The answer and. the complaint were then assigned to a trial examiner,
!tlld before th~t tnal exa~e:.; we moved to dismiss the entire proceedmg upon the sam~ constitutional grounds that were asserted in our
answer .. The motiOn·was overrt.Ued, and the Associated Press thereupon Wit~drew from tJ:Le hea~g. It did, at the request of the Board
and ~xammer, supply Its assistant general manager as a witness, that
he might fully state to the examiner and for the purposes of the record
the nature and character of the Associated Press its business its
~eth<?d o,f conduct, and the relations which Morris Watson, as o~e of
Its editonal employes, sustained to it.
Watson himself was heard. One of his coemployees who was a
member of the Americ~n Newspaper Guild, was heard. '
. Thereupol?- the exammer !eported that in his judgment he had been
discharged m .order to discourage membership in the American
Newspaper Guild i phat he had been discriminated against by reason
of that membersnip; that it constituted an interference with his
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rights und~r th.e act; and .he recom~ended .that we be required to
reinstate him wtth pay during the pertod of his absence.
.
.
The report went to the Board; and the Board1 ~fter consideratiOn,
confirmed the report .. It entered an. or~er r~qumng. us to cease and
desist from discouragmg membership 1n tlie Amencan Newspaper
Guild· from discriminating against any person by reason of that
membership; from interfering with, re~training, or .coercing ~~y of our
employees in the ~atter of me~bership or c?llecttve bargaim~g; and
affirmatively, to reinstate Morns Watson, With ~ack pay, durtn~ ~he
period of his suspension, at the rate of $295, w~ch he was redetvmg
at the time of his dischar~e, less any s:ums he m1ght hn:ve earned by
his own individual efforts In the meanttme.
We declined to comply. Thereupon the Board app~aled, as the
statute authorizes, to the circuit court of appeals, asking an order
directing us to comply with that order of t~e Board.
The circuit court of appeals, after heanng, affirmed the order of
the Board, and granted an order of enforcement, and from that order
of enforcement we are here.
. .
.
Now, before I get to the statute and our specific obJ~Ct~ons to It,
I think I should say something by way of further descriptiOn· of the
parties themselves, becau~e muc~ of the argum.en~ I propose to make
will turn upon the facts m r~latwn ~o the Assoc:Iated Press and the
facts in relation to the specific duties of the discharged employee,
Morris Watson.
Your Honors are already advised of th~ _nat~re and character of
the Associated Press as a result of other litigatiOn. You know that
it is a membership ~orporation under the laws ~f the State of New
York and that its members are newspapers pubhshed throughout the
United States, some thirteen hundred or more in n~mbcr; that for
those members the Associated Press collects, compiles, formulat~s,
and distributes intelligence or news, by specific contra~t between Itself and each of its members, under whtch they are requrred to a~ccpt
and pay for the proportionate cost of s_uch news as the Assocmted
Press may send them, an~ _are .also. requl!ed t.o forward to t~e ~sso
ciated Press any news ongmabng m therr neighborhood which IS of
general interest and importance. .
.
The Associated Press· has a highly decentral~zed _or broken-~own
organization, as the report of ~he .Bc:>ard descnbes ~t. There IS an
eastern division the office of which IS In New _york Ctty, the. s~n!thern
division in Atl~nta central division at Chicago, western dtvtsion ~t
San Francisco a s~u thwestern division at Kansas City, a ~ur~au 1 n
Washington, ~nd foreign services in a great many countries In the
·
world.
h f ·
It also has exchange arrangements with some oft e orei~n agenmes
of the same character: Reuters in England; the Canadian. Press,
which is organized on much th~ same line; a~d ~he D?mei-.Tsuchm-Sha,
if my Japanese pronunciation 1s correct, whiCh IS the mtelhgence agency
in the Empire of Japan.
From these sources news is interchanged from office to office and
from office to newspape~.
.
. .
The Associated Press IS not a sellmg orgaroza~IOn. By ~he ~erms of
its charter it is forbidden to make a profit. It IS an _orgamzation conducted at the cost of its members; and they are reqw.red, by a method
of computation based upon the populations which they serve, to con-

tribute proportionally to the cost of the enterprise. It serves its
members and its members only. It does not operate for itself any
instrumentality of interstate commerce or means of communication.
Its uses the telegraph lines, the telephone lines, the radio to some
extent, the mails of course. It has what are called "leased wires", a
· term which is a colloquialism and not a description of fact. It has
service contracts with the telephone and telegraph companies by
virtue of which they agree to supply over their wires and with their
facilities a certain amount of communication at rates that are fixed.
It is not in any sense, therefore, an agency or an instrumentality of
interstate commerce, and, as I shall say later on, it bears no analogy
whatever to the railroads, the telephones, or the telegraphs, which are
common carriers dedicated by the law of their being and by their own
consent to the continued service of the public at large.
The Associated Press, so far as any legal obligation is concerned,
could suspend any part or all of its service tomorrow and there could
be no objection, except perhaps some contractual obligations with
individual members which had not been fully carried out. ·
It is not a mere conduit of news. The news comes into these
divisional offices, as I have said, from one source and another, and
goes to the editorial desks, where it is written, rewritten, formulated,
sifted, selected, or suppressed, and in that intermediate process the
news which finally emerges may be, in form if not in fact, entirely
different from the news which comes in.
That is rapid, it is true. Transit is very rapid in case of such an
event as the death of a foreign ruler. A flash from abroad on the
death of the King of Great Britain would probably emerge with
practically no formulation within the New York office within the
space of a very few minutes. Or it might, if the news was not of
such nature as to be of an emergency character, go through the process
of formulation, depending entirely upon the nature of the event and
the character of its report. But some suspension of transit occurs
inevitably as it goes through what I describe as the sifting and formu~
la.ting process of the editorial desk.
The New York office is divided into two distinct divisions. There
is, first, the traffic department, and that department looks after the
dissemination of the news It is headed by a so-called "puncher."
The "puncher'' hands the news to the telegraph operators or the
telephone operators for transmission, and then it takes its :flight over
the wires, over the air, to its ultimate destination.
The other department is the news department, in which these
editors and reporters play their part. In the news department
they collect, write, rewnte, formulate, select the news that may come
in. As the Board's witness, Hippelheuser, described it, he himself
being one of the editorial employees, the editorial employees are engaged in production, the others in the dissemination of news and
features and photos, and as the Board said in its report touching
these editorial employees, the operations of the editors and editorial
employees require a high degree of skill, for they must be able to
determine the news value of an item and to rewrite copy with speed
and the utmost accuracy, and I need hardly repeat to this Court
the boast--and· I think the -perfectly warranted boast-of the Associated Press, that it aims, above anything else,· at impartiality and
accuracy in the news it delivers; so much so that I believe it can be
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said without undue boasting on their part that to the reading__ public
of America the letters "Associated Pre.ss:' or the symb~l "A. ~·" is a
guarantee to the reader th!Jot .he is rece1vmg un~~lored, nnpart1al, and
accurate news within the limit.of human capa~ilit~.
. .
Now I have stated to the Court our constitutiOnal obJeCtiOns to
this act, and before I ta.ke up the act itself1 as I pr<_?pose ~do, p~ra
~aph by paragraph, I want to lay. to one s1de .certam su~J~cts which,
when I state them to the Court, will at once disclose therr Irrelevance
to the questions which .we are about to discuss.
.
." .
This case does not turn in any sense on the sub]eC~ of co~ect1ve
bargaining, its. m~r~ts, o~ its. demeri~s, i~s wisdom or .Its unWisdom,
its blessings or Its InJury, Its Vll"tue. or ~ts VICe, or on the nght anrl; power
of laborers of all character to umomze for common purpose~ lf they
see fit. The right to combine for such a lawful purpose ~as m m!lnY
years not been denied. by. any court, said .Your Honors 1n Amertcan
Steel Foundaries v. Tn-Oity Trades Counctl.(251 U.S. 184), _and n<?t
since the antique doctrine that a ~o~binat10n of men to .raise the1r
wages constituted an illegal restraint of trade finally. penshed from
the reports has the right itself, so f~r ~s .I kn~w, the pght.per se, the
naked right, been denied by any JUdiCial tnbunal. m tl:lls country.
It may be abused, no doubt has been abus~d, b~t 1ts enstenc.e does
not derive from any declaration contained m this sta~ute or. m .a~y
other, because it antedate~ the statutes ~nq was the subJect of JUdiCial
recognition long before this act or any similar act was passed.
What is involved here is the power of the Feder~l Gove:nment ~o
make collective bargaining compulsory in all the mdustnes of this
country. We challenge that power.
.
This case does not turn, in the second place, on the q?est10~ 'Yl~eth~r
or not the Associated Press is engaged, as to some of Its acttvtttes, In
interstate commerce. Some of its a:ctivities may be concede~ to
constitute interstate commerce. It IS egually. clear, as we think,
that some of its activities do not con~titut~ m~erstate commerc~,
and we think it to be clear that as to Its editonal employees their
duties are no more interstate commerce than that of a drafts~a.n
engaged in drawing plans for a steel mill or the tenders of looms In a
textile factory.
And, in the third place, this case does not turn ~pon the rea~on !lr
unreason of Watson's discharge. There was nothin~ about his discharge which could give any right of action under thiS act. Be was.
an employee at will for no fixed term, and both he and employer had
the right at la~ to terminate. that relationship ":h~~~ver they saw fit,
without incumng any finanCial !lr other respons1bilit1~.
Nor was it such a relationshtp as any court of eqUity could have
enforced, for, of conrse, the doctrine only needs to be stated that a
court of equity will not enforce a contract for the performance of
· h.
personal services.
The case does not turn on whether or not the reasons wh1ch IS
superiors gave for discharging him were true. or false, whether when
they declared his work not up to. the capac1ty, up to the level for
which he had shown capacity, that statement was true or false. I
think that now is entirely inconsequential.
Whether the Board was right in holding that WB.! a mer~ excuse
and that there lay behind it some other ingenuous purpose IS of no
consequence.
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I would say this, that I think if Your Honors would take the time
to read the testimony of Watson himself before the Board or its
examiner and look at the picture he there drew of himself, Your
Honors will have no difficulty in concluding that a prudent employer
was justified in severing his relationship.
But all that aside-the question here is whether the Federal Government has the power, through its agencies, to compel his reinstatement in this relationship that his employer chose to terminate.
Now such power as there may be is the power that underlies this
act, which is asserted, as I heard the learned Solicitor General say,
in the analogous case of the Railway Labor Act, to be bottomed
solely upon the commerce power.
We assert that it is not a valid exercise of the commerce power,
either in general or in its application to the Associated Press. We
assert that the act by its scope outruns the commerce power and is an
effort to regulate matters that fall far outside of the field, and that
that appears by the act from its preamble, from its definitions, from
its operative or effective sections, and from its legislative history,
and that there shines through the act a c1ear and studied purpose on
the part of Congress to bring all the industries of the country, as far
as lallg'Uage can accomplish it, within the reach of the supervision of
the N ationnl Labor Relations Board.
Now, with so much by way of preface, may I invite attention to
the act?
It is entitled "An act to diminish the causes of labor disputes
burdening or obstructin~ interstat.e and foreign commerce, to create
a National Labor Relat10ns Board, and for other purposes", a t.itle
which, taken with the act itself, speaks plainly as to what can be
brought within the compass.
The first section of the act, by way of preamble, is denominated
"Findings and policy", and I invite the attention of the Court to
the findings and policy which are an expression of the congressional
hopes, and I shall argue that those findings and policy are not satisfied
by a confinement of the act to legitimate commerce between States.
Says the act:
The denial by employers of the right of employees to organize and the refusal
by employers to accept the procedure of collective bargaining lead to strikes and
other forms of industrial strife or unrest, which have the intent or the necessary
effect of burdening or obstructing commerce by (a) impairing the efficiency,
safety, or operation of the instrumentalities of commerce; (b) occurring in the
current of commerce; (c) materia.lly affecting, restraining, or controlling the
flow of raw materials or manufactured or processed goods from or into the channels
of commerce, or the prices of such materials or goods in commerce;

Reaching back of their injection into the channels of commerce and

attempt~ to reach causes that touch their quantity and their ulti-

mate pnce.
or (d)-

We get farther and farther awaycausing diminution of employment and wages in such volume as substantially to
impair or disrupt the market for goods flowing from or into the channels of commerce.

Interstate commerce is to be regulated by avoiding a diminution of
employment and wages, which would lessen the purchasing power of
the worker and theoretically at least diminish the ultimate market.
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The inequality of bargaining power between employees who do not possess full
freedom of association or actual liberty of contract, and employers who are organized in the corporate or other forms of ownership association substantially
burdens and affects the flow of commerce, and tends to aggravate recurrent business ·depressions, by depressing wage· rates and the purchasing power of wage earners in industry and by preventing the stabilization of competitive wage rates and
working conditions within and between industries.
Experience has proved that protection by law of the right of employees to organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce from injury, impairment, or
interruption, and promotes the flow of commerce by removing certain recognized
sources of industrial strife and unrest, by encouraging practices fundamental to
the friendly adjustment of industrial disputes arising out of differences as to wages,
hours, or other working conditions, and by restoring equality of bargaining power
between employers and employees.
It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to eliminate the
causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerce and to
mitigate and elimhiate these obstructions when they have occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective bargaining and by protecting the
exercise by workers of full freedom of association, self-organization,.and ·designation of representatives of their own choQsing, for the purpose of negotiating the
terms and conditions of their employment or other mutual aid or protection.

That is a recital of purposes and reasons coextensive with the entire
industrial and commercial life of the country, and no regulation, presumably, which could attain that end could possibly reach these
objectives unless it were all-inclusive. Regulations devoted only to
those employees who could be found to be engaged in the active commerce could not preserve the economic level of the country alone or
prevent this alleged injury to the general market and the maintenance
of prices.
But the preamble, of course, is not a part of the statute, except as
it may indicate the atmosphere, if you please, in which it is to be
read.
Now we get to the definitionsThe term "employer'' includes any person-

there being no limitation on that phraseacting in the interest of an employer, directly or indirectly, but shall not include
the United States. or any State or political subdivision thereof. or any person
subject to the Railway Labor Act, as amended from time to time,-

taking out of the sGope of the act all of the railroads of the countryor any labor organization (other than when acting as an employer) or anyone
acting in the capacity of officer or agent of such labor organization.
·
The term "employee" shall include any emploYeE', and shall not be limited to
the employees of a particular employer, unless the act explicitly states otherwise,
and shall include any individual whose work has ceased as a consequence of, or
in connection with, any current labor dispute or because of any unfair labor
practice, ·and who has not obtained any other regular and substantially equivalent
employment--

An employee who has been wrongfully discharged remains an
employee under the terms of the act until he has found another job.
And then we get an exclusion which by its very terms shows the
all-inclusive character of the original phrasebut shall not include any individual employed a.s an agricultural laborer, or in
the domestic service of any family or person at his home, or any individual
employed by his parent or spouse.
·

- If it was the purpose of this act to include employees all and sundry
why sl).ould it have been necessary to exclude agricultural laborers.
and domestic servants, notoriously people who are not .engaged in
anything· that could ·be remotely called interstate commerce?
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The term "commerce" under section 6 of the definitions- ·
means trade, traffic, commerce, transportation, or communication among the
several States, or between the District of Columbia or any Territory of the United
States-

in quite the orthodox form. I make no complaint of that definition
of "commerce."
Section 7, however, we advance from thatThe term "affecting commerce" means in commerce, or burdening or obstructing
commerce or the free flow of commerce, or having led or tending to lead to a labor
dispute burdening or obstructing commerce or the free flow of commerce.

And I postpone comment on that because I want to mention it
later in connection with the power of the Board.
The ~e~m "labor dispute" includes any controversy concerning terms, tenure
or cond1~10ns of .en;tploym.ent, or .con~e;ning the association of representation of
persons .n~ negot1atmg, :fixmg, mamtammg, changing, or seeking to arrange terms
or condtt10ns of employment, regardless of whether the disputants stand in the
proximate relation of employer and employee.

It would see_m that the disputants may not maintain toward each
othe: the relatiOn of employer and employee, yet in some mysterious
fashion the employer and employee who are not concerned in the
identical dispute are to be brought within the compass of the act.
. No~ I submit that thos!3 definitions can only be read as an aiimclusive effort to draw the Industry of the country within the borders
of the act.
,
We come to the definition of rights and wrongs, which are the real
core and center of the act around which the act revolves. .All else
might be said to be adjective. This is substance.
SEc;wN 7. Emplo~ees. shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join,
or ~sslSt labor o~·gamzatwns, to bargain collectively through representatives of
thetr ~wn choo~Il!-g, and to engage in concerted activities, for the purpose of
collective bargammg or other mutual aid or protection.

Which I ~ub1nit is a declaratory section and can confer no new or
substantive right.
SEcTIO~ 8. It sha.l~ be an u~fair labor pr~ctice for an cmployer(1) To mterfere w1th, restram, or coerce emplovees in the exercise of the rights
guaranteed in Section 7.
·
(2) To dominate or interfere with the formation or administration of any labor
organization or contribute financial or other support to it.

He ne~d not form a company union, he need not dominate a company uruon, but he dare not make any contribution to a union of his
employees, no matter how independent it may be.
Provided, 'rhat subject to rules and regulations made and published by the
Board-

And only subject to such rulesan ':mployer.shall not b~ prohibited from permitting employees to confer with him
durmg working hours Without loss of time or pay.

He may not contribute to their organization, but he cannot let them
confer with _him witho~t loss of time or pay, save subject to such rules
a_nd regulatiOns governmg that approach as the National Labor RelatiOns Board may see fit to prescribe, and I assmne that under this if
the employee came to confer with his employer about his working
hours or whatever, the employer would first have to look to the rules
138858-37--5
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and regulations and see whether ~e was authorized tc? speak .to him,
and if not within the rules, to tell him that he was on his own time and
it would be taken out.

sha.ll be the exclusive representatives of all the employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining in re~>pect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment: Provided-

(3) By discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any term or
condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership in any labor
organization-

Provided That any individual employee or a group of employees shall have the
right at ~ny time to present grievances to their employer.

That covers, of course, the whole life of the employee. There must
· be no discrimination as to hire or tenure or any condition-no shift of
work no assignment from one shop to the other, if there is an underlying'purpose thereby to encourage or discourage membership in any
labor organization.
It confers, as the Circuit Court of Appeals of California has said,
and undertakes to confer, a civil-service status upon every employee
so that whenever there is any shift in his relationship toward his
employer, he may assert a coercive purpose and may take his case
before the National Labor Relations Board or its divisions.
Then we come to a provisoThat nothing in this act, or in the National Industrial Recovery Act, * * *
as amended from time to time, or in any code or agreement approved or prescribed
thereunder, or in any other statute of the United States, shall preclude an employer
from making an agreement with a labor organization (not established, maintained,
or assisted by any action defined in this Act as an unfair labor pract~ce)-

That is, with an outside organizationto require as a condition ?f employment membership ~here~n, if s~ch labor '?rganization is the representat1ve of the employees as prov1ded m sect10n 9 (a), In the
appropriate collective bargaining unit covered by such agreement when made.

He may not discharge his employee because of his membershif ip.
an organization. He may not discriminate against him because o his
membership in a labor organization. But he may make a contract
with the labor organization by virtue of which he will discriminate
aaainst those who are not mem'bers of it.
.
oln other words, it is an open d~claration, we think, that the purpose
of the act is to make the closed shop universal and compulsory.
(4) To discharge or otherwise discriminate against an employee because he
has filed charges or given testimony under this act.

And:
(5) To refuse to bargain collectively with the representatives of his employees,
subject to the provisions of section 9 (a).
.

Those sections against which the order in the present case runs are
sections 1 and 3. The trial examiner of the Board held that there
should also be an order against us under section 5 requiring us to
bargain collectively with the American Newspaper Guild, out the
Board very properly said that there was no such charge made in the
complaint under which the proceedings were originated and it would
postpone that to a later date.
Now in those effective clauses I called to the Court's attention,
under the subject I am now discussing, there is no limiting phrase
whatever which confines the employers and employees at which the
act is directed to those who are engaged in the act of interstate commerce.
The next section of the act provides for the representatives and
elections:
Representatives1 designated or selected for the purposes of collective barby the majoritv of the emnlovees in a unit aoorooriate for such purposes,

~ining

Here is for the unfortunate minority a crumb of comfortThe minority .w~o do not belong to the unit se~ected as the excll}siva-.
agent for bargammg but are to be bound by 1.t neverthel.ef!!s, eitherindividually or as a group, are preserved the nght of petitwn-:-an~
nothing more-for under the terms of the act the contract which~·
made by the selected majority is binding upon them and upon theu
employer as well.
Then we come to(b) The Board shall decide iD; each ca~e. whether
priate for the purposes of collective bargammg-

* * *

the unit appro-

and I call Your Honors' attention to the fact that no standard is set
up by which the B?ard ~ay-exercise.that duty of s:electio~; no guide
is offered to them 1n deciding what Is the appropnate urut, whether
it is the factory unit or the trade unit or the craft unit or the plant
unit. The Board is given uncontrolled discretion to name the unit
appropriate, and when the unit has been named a majority of that
unit binds everybody in the plant.
Now we come to section 10 (a): The learned Solicitor General insists that I, in reading the act, as I have jus~ done, and as we read
it in our brief, were entirely too literal about It; that the act bears a
construction more benign than we would give to it; that we must
start with the assumption that Congress did not intend to exce~d its
jurisdiction over interstate commerce, and that there are lodged m the
act technical phrases upon which that con~truc~ion ca.n be bas~d.
Whether that construction would save them m this case 1s a question
I shall come to in a moment, but as to the all-inclusive character of
the act it is asserted that the definition defines interstate commerce
in the ~rthodox terms· that it then passes on to a section in which
they undertake to define "affecting commerce", being careful, however, in that definitive clause not to mention the words "directly
affecting commerce."
And finally we come to section 10 (a):
The Board is empowered, as hereinafter provided, to prevent any person from
engaging in any unfair labor practice (listed in section 8) affecting commerce. This
power shall be exclusive, and shall not be affected by any other means of adjustmentor prevention that has been or may be established by agreement, code, law,
or otherwise.

The employer and employee can no longer .set up their myn arbitrary machinery. The power of the Board Is to be exc~usrv~e. In
that there is the phrase "prevent any person from.engagmg m any
unfair labor practice affecting commerce"-not "directly affecting
commerce", not "affecting commerce" as that phrase has been ~efined
by the prior decisions c;>f this C~>t~rt. And if we ":ant any lig~t on
the subject as to what, m the opm1on of the Board, 1s to be the Interpretation of that clause, we only have to turn to their terms. Says
the learned Solicitor General:
That clause imposes upon the Board a duty to inquire in each case whether
the dispute does or does not affect commerce;
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that it is left to the Board by what he is pleased to call an ad hoc
application of the statute to determine whether the ins·tant controversy
is within or without the congressional intent.
But as for producing industries in the country, the decisions of theLabor Board, which are now available in printed form as a public
document, demonstrate that the only test the Board has ever applied
as to whether any controversy, large or small, affected commerce, was
whether the raw materials of the industry, all or part, were drawn..from
without the State, ·and whether the finished products, in whole or in
part, were shipped without the State after they were finished.
And wherever the Board has found those circumstances to exist it
has declared, as the basis of its jurisdiction, that it had detected a
:flow of commerce, and as you read the decisions of the Board you can
only conclude that the word "flow" is to them the grand, omni:fic word
that disposes of all their doubts and controversies, and wherever they
find any prior or any subsequent movement in interstate commerce
they describe the result as a "flow'', and they proceed to adj·udicate.
The discharge of a few girls in the canvas-glove factory in Brooklyn,
the refusal of a reconditioner of soiled burlap bags to bargain collectively, the statement by a soap maker in California to one of his men
and to men in general that they ought not to "join this damn on~
horse union", discharge b~ a manufacturer of woole~ underwear m
Richmond of two out of his five cutters-all those things and many
more are held by the Board to have affected the flow of commerce.
I make no complaint of the triviality in many of these cases .. If
this law is a law at all, it must apply to the great and the small ahke,
and if this theory of interstate commerce can support this sort of
intrusion, then it must be clear that no workm.an in the United States
in any of its productive industries can be di~charged, or ~ven the terms
of his daily labor altered, and the place, w1thout a heanng before the
National Labor Board; and the very magnitude of the probable task
ought to be enough to make men of average humility shrink from its
assumption.
·
The universality of this act, reading its preamble, reading its effective clauses, is its very bone and sinew, and it appears so from the
reports of the committees of Congress that had it in their charge.
It seeks-

Says the Senate,
t~ prevent unfair labor practices, whether they hurd~ interstate commerce, by
causing strikes or by occurring in the stream of interstate commerce, or by overturning the balance of economic forces upon which the full fiow of commerce
depends.
As a regulation of commerce we are to penetrate into the econo~c

life of the country and undertake to preserve the balance of economic
.
forces upon which the full :Bow .of co~erce is said to depen.d.
Now, if the act lacks the universality that I assert, a ~ntversality
which must be necessarily fatal to it, if it admits the construction
which the learned Solicitor General would put upon it in order to
preserve some part of its efficiency, will that construction, applied to
the instant case, make out of the relations between the Associated
Press and its editorial employees anything that, by the remote stretch
of the human imagination, can be considered commerce between
States?
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I take it that there are some axioms which have settled into the
jurisprudence of this country too firmly for disturbance. I take it
tha~ no man would pretend that the power of Congress is not confined
to Interstate commerce and those matters which directly affect it;
that interstate comn1erce itself is an act performed, as one of the
derisions says, by the "labor of man with the help of things, and that
it is only when men are engaged in the act itself or when they are
engaged in activities that directly affect the performance of that act,
by others, that they come within reach of the Federal power.
And I suppose, contrary to what one sometimes hears, no one will
seriously try to argue in this Court that the right to engage in interstate commerce is a privilege and not a natural right. Antedating
the Constitution as it does, it is not to be granted or withheld at the
mere will and pleasure of Congress; it is to be protected against
interruption; it is to be guided by rules appropriate to its exercise,
and its abuse is to be prevented by acts which would be injurious to
the public welfare.
But so far, and no further, as I contend, can the congressional power
extend.
What is the pedigree of necessities that they think support the act
so far as the Associated Press is concerned? They say the Associated
Press is engaged in interstate commerce. This act regulates the
Associated Press. Therefore, this act regulates interstate comn1erce,
and, if the faint glimmerings of my collegiate logic remain with me,
I think that syllogism has the fallacy of the undistributed middle.
The Associated Press is engaged in the dissemination of news. The
dissemination of news constitutes interstate commerce. News cannot be disseminated unless it is gathered. News after it is gathered
cannot be used until it has been written. Editorial writers are necessary both to edit and to gather the news, and if no news is gathered
no news can be transmitted. Editorial writers, being like most
artists, perhaps temperamental, must be content, of a contented
mind, before they can efficiently perform their duties. A contented
mind can only be based upon satisfactory working conditions, hours,
and terms of payment. Satisfactory working conditions, hours, and
terms of payment can only be brought about by collective bftrgaining.
Ergo, to force the Associated Press to engage in collective bargaining
is a bona-fide regulation of commerce. And that, I respectfully submit, is nothing but a repetition in argumentative form of a nursery
rhyme of The House that Jack Built. You can stretch out the relation
of cause and effect, according to the philosophers, to the very beginning
of time, for I understand their theory is that there has been no interruption of cause and effect since the water first rolled back from the
land, and probably beyond that we get to the cause. But those are
nofthe revolution by which the Constitution of the United States can
be interpreted or by which Congress can broaden its power to subjects
that were never committed to it.
I repeat, ~s I said before, a.nd as I shall perhaps repeat in another
branch of this Rrgtl!llent, the ~ssociated· Press is/not an instrumentality
of commerce. It 1s not a rallroad. And I shall not enter at all into
the scope of the congressional power in regulating the labor relations
bet~een the railr«?ads !tnd their empl_?yees. They, it may be said, are
dedicated, by then bemg and by thell' consent, to a continuous public
s~rv~ce, and it may. be th~t a!lything necessary to preserve the contmulty of that servlce wh1ch 1s the law of theU" nature is within the
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power of the regulatory body. But there is nothing of that sort with
this Associated Press here. It is not a carrier for hire.
The circuit court of appeals, deceived by this analogy, said it was an
interstate system devoted to interstate communication. Admit all of
that, and as I see it, it does not advance the argument for the application of the law to the Associated Press and its editorial employees
in the least. They are engaged, these editorial employees-I used the
phrase in the court below that they were engaged in the manufacture
of news, and the double implication of that caused me some embarrassment, and therefore I do not use that phrase here-they are
~n&'aged in the_produc~ion of news, in i.~s ~btaining, ~its formulation,
m 1ts preparat1bn; but as truly a productive enterpnse as that of the
roller in the steel mill or the herder of cattle on the western plaips or
the agricultural laborer on his farm.
Now, of course, the Government is driven to some very old means
in order to sustain their contention on this subject. We hear again
of the "throat" cases, Stafford v. Wallace (258 U.S. ·495), and the rest.
We hear of the railroad case, Texas & New Orleans R. Oo. v. Broth~r
hood of Railway Clerks (281 U.S. 548). We hear of the strike cases,
Coronado Goal Oo. v. United Mine Workers (268 U. 8. 295), and so on.
Your Honors are so familiar with that that a word in differentiation
would indicate our point of view. There is no throat here. There is
no current here. We do not sit like the stockyards, abreast a current
of commerce which other men s.re trying to conduct, and which by
the Stock Yards Act they were forbidden from inteiTUpting. This is
our commerce, and what this law proposes when applied to us, is to
regulat.e us, not in order that we may be prevented from interrupting
the commerce from other people, but to regulate us, in order that we
may be prevented from interrupting our own business-which is a
horse of a very different color.
The railroad cases stand on their own footing. And I was interested
to see the effort made by the learned opponents' brief to bring the
doctrine of the strike cases to the support of this act. In the strike
eases, as Your Honors have pointed out, there was a clear intent to
interrupt interstate commerce, and interstate commerce was the
object of attack.
·
Now here is the reasoning by which this act is supposed to bear on
this situation: "consequently", says my learned friend, "where the
situation in a particular enterprise"-and this act, if I am right, embraces all enterprises-"presents a reasonable Iikelihood"-no question here of certainty or inevitable result-"a reasonable likelihood
that a dispute would occur which"-and we are supposed to imagine a
dispute-"would involve an intent"-this hypothetical dispute would
involve a hypothetical intent to restrain commerce-"to restrain
commerce"-then the Board can apply the statute to that enterprise.
There is a chain of hypotheses. We must first hypothecate a
reasonable likelihood. We must next imagine a dispute. And third,
as a third hypothesis, mounted upon the other two, must imagine
that those who engage in the dispute would have an intent to restrain
comn1erce; and then on that hypothesis we take possession of the
enterprise and regulate it.
So much for the interstate-commerce features of the act, which I
lay aside.
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The second point is that the statute is a direct violation of the fifth
amendment.
Justice SuTHERLAND. What amendment?
Mr. DAvrs. The fifth amendment. It is so because it is an invasion of freedom of contract between an employer and an employee
who are engaged in a wholly private occupation. And as to which
invasion no emergency exists or is so much as alleged.
·
It is a sweeping undertaking to regulate the right of men to sell
their labor, and the right of men to buy it.
We understood that under Adair v. llnited States (208 U. S. 161),
Coppage v. Kansas {236 U.S. 1), and Wo(ff Packing Oo. v. Oourt of
Industrial Rela#ons(262 U. S. 522), the power of the legislature to
compel continuity on a business can only arise where the obligation
to continue service by the owner and his employees is direct and is
assumed when the business is entered upon. That is the criterion.
And that in normal relations between employer and employee no
Government, the fifth amendment standing, can undertake to step in
and make contracts in their name.
We assert that the act is bad under the fifth amendment not only
because it imposes this compulsory collective bargaining from which
all permissive features have been removed, not only because of its
sc<?pe, but because of the methods to which resort is had.
Now the learned Solicitor General says that question is not in this
case; that we are not concerned with the compulsory bargaining which
the act undertakes to make, because that hand has not yet been laid
upon us; that we are only entitled to concern ourselves with the
discharge of this particular employee and the effort for his reinstatement.
To which our answer is, first, that the act is an entiretY.; that it is
impossible to read the act and hold that it is susceptible of any
separation; that the whole object and purpose of the act, the declared
object and purpose, fall unless· compulsory collective bargaining is the
end and aim; that, moreover, in the order which the Board entered
against us requiring us to reinstate this employee they also required
us to abstain from restraining, interfering, or coercing him In his
right to bargain collectively, as declared by section 7 of the act.
I shall skimp this part of my argument partly in deference to the
learned Solicitor General's assertion that I am quite outside the
latitude of facts, and partly because this case is to be followed by
others where I know learned counsel will develop this subject at
greater length.
But let me indicate what are the specific points on which we think
these provisions of the act are arbitrary and unreasonable.
· First is that the employer, and the employer alone, is reached by
this mandate. It is only the employer who is compellable to bargain.
No such mandate is laid upon his employees or upon any association
or union they may choose to form. On the contrary, not even is the
duty of observance, after a bargaining has been had, laid upon the
employees, for the thirteenth section of the act specifically provides
thatNothing in this act shall be construed so as to interfere with or impede or dimin-

ish in any way the right to strike.

A collectively bar~ainin.g employee may refuse to collectively
bargain. The collectively bargaining employee, after he has collec-
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t~vely barga~ed, has lost none of his right. He is given the co~lective
nght to strike whenever and wherever he sees fit. He arbttrarily
says that he is subject to the majority rule. After a unit has once
been chosen the vote of the majority of that unit makes them the
exclusive bargaining agent.
Now, that is sought to be defended on the ground that that is
democracy; that the system of majority rule i~ one which in this
country, under our democratic institutions, we have become thoroughly accustomed to, and for which there is no substitute, and therefore, su.y the proponents of this act, it is quite formal and proper to
write into the act the majority shall control for all.
But the analogy, if the Court please, is utterly lacking in foundation.
Majority rule prevails under democracy in matters of government
solely because no other organ has been found by which a democracy
may e~press its will. There is no other method under a democracy
by whtch the officers of the Government·may be peacefully chosen,
except by an acquiescence in the will of the majority. It is an integral
part of democratic government ex necessitate, but there is no reason
that because of that it is ex necessitate a part of the dealings of the
individual men, with their individual rights of person and of property.
There is no reason, because a man is compelled by the very existence
and form of his government, to yield to the majority, why he should
be compelled against his will to appoint some other agent to dispose
of his own individual rights. When a law undertakes to deprive a
m_f!.jority, large or small it matters little, of their right against their
will, and their own labor, and their own terms, and their own conditions, the fifth amendment is clearly invaded.
And it is not, may I say, a thing of which the employer cannot
complain. Becal!Se, of course, to deny the minority the right to deal
with the employer is to deny to the employer the right to deal with
the minority. There is a reciprocal relation, and it is as much the
invasion of one as it is the invasion of the other.
I have referred to the closed union shop. I have referred to this
arbitrary selection of bargaining units. I have referred to the outlawing of company unions, and I pass that whole subject to go on to
what seems to me perhaps the most important subject I have to
present to this Court.
I assert this act, as applied to the Associated Press, is a direct,
palpable, undisguised attack upon the freedom of the press.
Now, let me remind Your Honors of the nature and character of
the parties involved in this controversy. The Associated Press, it is
true, publishes no newspaper; but, as the Government has been at
great pains in their brief to demonstrate, it is the largest of the newsgathering agencies of the country, and its activities are Nation-wide.
It supplies, under contract with its members, a very large part of the
news they furnish the reading public of America, and under contract
which requires them, if they take it at all, to take it as the Associated
Press gives it, and so much as they publish to publish in that form,
with credit to the Associated Press.
The Labor Board was at pains to admit copies of newspapers here,
there, and elsewhere, showing how many columns of their news bore
the credit line of the, Associated Press. That was in support of the
argument that a suspension of news in the Associated Press office
would cut off the newspaper, for which, may I say in passing, thera
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is a lack of factual basis. Desperate effort wa.s n1ade to get the
manager of the Associated Press to admit that if the employees
stopped in the New York office where Watson was employed, that
would tie up the system, and he quietly declined to agree to that.
The Associated P.r.ess in the news columns is as integral a part of the
press of the United States as the Washington Post or the New York
Times. Indeed, without derogating from any individual publication,
it may be said to be far more important than any one of them. There
is no agency in this country that surpasses-I question greatly if there
is any paper or agency in this country that equals-it in its furnishing
of the information to the American public.
Who is Watson? Watson was not a mechanical ernployee. He was
not a telegrapher whose only function is to send over the wires what
is given him. He was not a man to whom manuscript was sent, and
he had nothing but a mechanical function in connection with it. He
was the writer, the reporter, the rewriter, the composer of headlines.
As he himself said, he wrote the "leads." As I understand that newspaper phrase, it means the opening paragraphs of a story where they
are supposed to give you the whole gist of it for tired businessmen in
a few sentences. And I think somebody-! won't risk the name,
because I would probably be wrong-but some epigrammatist says
"If I may write the songs of a nation, I care not who makes its laws."
And I think it might be said in the newspaper world that "If I write
the news of the nation, I care not who writes its editorials." And
I think we might pass on from that still further and say, "If I may
write the headlines and the leads of the news, I care not who writes
the rest of the two-column story."
That is the business in which Watson was engaged. Now it is proposed to say to the Associated Press, "You cannot put somebody else
in that chair. You must take Watson and Watson's work and Watson's
selection, broadcast that over your channels of communication
throughout the United States."
Is that an invasion of the freedom of the press, or is it not? What
is the freedom of the press? Why, the learned Solicitor General says
in hi~ brief a newspaper publisher does not have a special immunity
from the application of ~eneral legislation, nor a special privilege to
des.troy the recognized nghts and liberties of others. And of course
he does not, and who would so contend. But he does have a right to
live under the law, and the law, the supreme law, is that the press
shall be free-not partially free-not free "'ith discretion in this or
that public officer-but free- not only free from advance censorship
which says what shall be published or how much, but, broader than
that, that it shall have the right to formulate, to disseminate, the
news of the day to the people of the United States, so long as it does
not invade the laws of libel or incite to some form of crime.
And nothing less than that can be guaranteed by the freedom of the
press-not as a privilege to the newspaper only, not that he may stand
a class apart above his fellows, but, as Your Honors have said, if we
fetter the press, we fetter ourselves, and in order that democratic
government inay be fed with the only thing which can keep it alive
the Constitution forbids the invasion of this field.
Now, I need say no more in defense of that doctrine. What about
its application? They say that our only complaint of any invasion
is that Watson would be biased as a labor-union man in the news he
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might ~ollect, ~nd therefore we rely solely on bias. As the brief of
the amicus c~ae states, we are reduce~ to the status of asserting
that a labor-uruon man would be more biased than a nonunion man
and ?f course that has nothing to do with it in matter of principle:
It. IS. not that he may be ~ore biase~, not that he may be less biased,
but It IS that those who pubhsh and pr1nt the news must have the right
to choose the people by whom the news is to be written before it is
printed. For you cannot divorce in this field the author from his
product. You cannot have Dickens' novels without Dickens and
although that lies in the field of creative fiction, when it com~s to ~
report .of fa~t yo~ cannot have Macaulay's novels without Macaulay.
What ts wntten IS the news, and the man who writes it is utterly inseparable from it. Two men may go and witness the same state of
facts !JCularly, and they write their stories. One story may be live
~nd VIbrant and appealing to the public ~aooination, or, if you choose,
It may be slanted and colored so as to distort the facts; and another
man who sees exactly the same thing will write something entirely
different.
Can the newspaper be free if it is not able to choose between those
authors? Suppose one of our dictator neighbors in Europe should
say-and I have no 4oubt it has been. said-to the press of Germany
~r of Italy or of ~us~ta or .what you will-to ~he newspaper publisher,
You shall not disnnss this man because he 1s a member of the Nazi
o~ the ~as~ist o~ the Communist Party. Of course, you may do otherWise, disnnss hrm for any other reason, but you cannot dismiss him
for that reason." Is it conceivable that that would leave the press
free? Is it conceivable that that would not be an invasion of the newspaper proprietor's rights, if he had any? Indeed, what more effective
engine could dictatorial power take than to name the men who shall
furnish the food of facts upon which the public must feed?
Another illustration: The fifth amendment forbids the establishment of~ reljgion or any law prohibiting the free exercise thereof. If
some legiSlative body were to enact that no congregation-or if it had
c~10sen under its church polity to set up an administrative, ecclesiastical a~ency for the purpose-that no minister should be dismissed
fro~ his congregation because, forsooth, he had joined the Ministerial
. qu1~d: Woul~ that prohibit th~ fr~e exercise of religion? Would it
dimtmsh the nght of free exerCise if the congregation who is to sit
under .the ministration of t~ minister were. rolibed of the right to
s~lect. m any respect the minlSter they chose to take? Could it be
disgw.sed that that was an effort to prohibit the free exercise of religion,
the thing which the Constitution puts not within the qualified reach of
Congress but absolutely beyond their approach?
."Now", said the court of appeals-and I am sorry to say they gave
this branch of the subject very short shrift-in fact, I am not sure they
mentio;n~d it-':The act", says the court of app~als, "does not hamper
the ]eg1tn:~ate right of the employer who may d1s~harge his employees
for Inefficiency or any other cause agreeable to him, provided he does
~ot use the power of discharge as a weapon for interfering with the
nght of employees to organize and bargain collectively. The employer
retains full control to bargain with his employees over the wage he shall
pay and the. working conditions he shall furnish, and he remains", in
the conceptiOn of the court, "the master of the operation of his
business."
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How can one remain the master of the operation of his business if
his right to hire and discharge is qualified in any way whatever other
than by his own voluntary contract for employment at a term? How
can a newspaper remain the master of its business if the right to select
those who compose its editorial page-and even more important, as I
understood, from the standpoint of the effect upon the public at large,
those who shall compose its newspaper columns are no longer within
its choice. A man who is publishing a labor journal has a perfect
right to do it. He has a right to make his labor journal just as partisan
in the interest of labor as he chooses, and if he is wrong about it our
American theory of the truth must ultimately prevail. Shall we say
that, without impairing his freedom, "You shall not discharge any
editorial or news writer or reporter simply because he refuses to join
a labor union, simply because he is entirely out of sympathy with the
cause you are trying to promote? You can discharge him for any
other reason-the color of his eyes, if you please, but you cannot discharge him for that." Would or would not that invade the freedom of
the man who is publishing that journal?
· Why, put it in a sentence, if the Court please: that the author in this
field, the maker, and the thing made, the author and the product, are
one and inseparable. No law, no sophistry can divide them, and if
you restrict the right to choose the one you have inevitably restricted
the right to choose the other.
I submit that whatever may be said about this act, whether it is
as fatally inclusive as I contend, whether there is a field where its
operation may lawfully be effected, if there is one field under the
Constitution of the United States that escapes congressional intrusion,
that field is the freedom of the press, which the order entered here
clearly and directly invades.

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT
Mr. WYZANSKI. May it please the Court, in the course of my
argument I shall begin with an exposition of the statute to deal at
once with the question whether the act is fatally defective, as the
petitioner has said, on the ground that it is universally applicable.
.After that I shall consider whether the Associated Press comes within
the terms of the act in connection with its editorial employees in the
New York office. And then I shall pass on to consider the first main
constitutional question; that is, whether the regulation here applied
is a reasonable regulation of commerce. And lastly, I shall discuss
the point whether, from the commerce angle, the statute is separable.
My associate, Mr. Fahy, will take up the question whether the act
as here applied violates the fifth amenament, the seventh amendment,
or the first amendment.
I turn at once to the statute, and I shall be brief in discussing it,
for Mr. Davis has read most of its provisions to you. At the outset
is the first section to which Mr. Davis has referred as a preamble,
but it is entitled "Findings and Policy." He has read to you the four
par~~phs which constitute that section. I shall not go over them
m detail, but shall point out that they discuss one situation in two
very different aspects. The situation is the refusal on the part of
employers to bargain collectively with their workers and the refusal
to iillow their workers the right of self-organization. From that one
situation it is said that two consequences follow.
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The first is that the refusal promotes industrial strife which burdens
and obstructs commerce. The second evil which is said to follow is a
demoralization of wage rates on account of inequalities of bargaining,
and that that demoralization aggravates depressions and the like.
Now the first evil upon which the power of Congress is based-that
is the ~onstitutional foundation for the act. It is only insofar as
industrial strife burdens or obstructs commerce that this act by its
terms is or was intended to be applicable.
'The second evil, the demoralization of the wage stru~ture, ID!tY. have
something to do with the reasonableness of the regulatiOn, h11;t 1t 1s not
the foundation of or the source of congressiOnal power. In VIew of the
rulino-s in Schechter Gorp. v. United States (295 U.S. 495) and Garter v.
Carte~ Coal Co. (298 U. S. 238), we make no contention here that the
demoralization of a wage structure has anything to do with the source
or foundation of congressio~al power.
. .
. .
The second section contams a number of definitiOns, one of which
I will return to later. Then follows section 3, which sets up the
National Labor Relations Board, consisting of three persons appointed
by the President and confirmed by the Senate.
Sections 4 5, and 6 relate to the internal mechanism of the Board.
None of tho~e sections is here involved. They merely relate to the
work of the Board the administrative work of the executive board.
I shall return to ~ections 7, 8, and 9 shortly, but I turn to section _10,
which in our opinion is the crux and heart of the statute. SectiOn
10 (a) provides thatThe Board is empowered, as hereinafter provided, to prevent any person from
engaging in any unfair labor practice {listed in section 8) affecting commerce.

Now there are two critical phrases in that sentence. First, it must
be an ~fair labor practice listed in section 8, and second, the :practice
must be affecting commerce. I shall deal :wJ.th each of ~hem~ tur~.
Mr. Davis has read to you the five unfarr labor practices hsted m
section 8. Only practice i and practice 3 are here involved, and they
are the only ones which at this ll}Oment .I will stop to discuss. .
The first one makes it an unfarr practiCe for an employer to Interfere with coerce, or restrain his employees in the rights guaranteed
in sectio~ 7 · and section 7 provides that err1ployees shall have the
right to self~organization, to form, join, o~ assist lab~r organizat~ons
to bargain collectively through r~p~~sent~t1ves of therr own choos1~g,
and to engage in eoncerted ~ctiVlties for. the purpos~ of co.llcctive
bargaining, or other mutual aid o_r protection. That IS tied In, as I
say, to the first unfair labor pr~ctlCe. . .
.
.
'l'he third unfair labor practiCe which lS also mvolved m t~e c_ase
at bar makes it an unfair labor practice for an employer by discrimination in reaard to hire or tenure of employment or any term or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership in any
labor organi1ation.
. .
.
.
To that thir.d unfair labor practice 1s attached a prov1so to which
petitioner has referred and to which I shall very briefly advert. The
petitioner has said the proviso is intended to set up the closed shop.
Mr. Fahy will deal with that point at greater length, but I mer~ly
want to point out that the proviso has no such effect. The proVIso
merely states that no Federal statute other than the Railway Labor
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Act shall be considered to curtail the power of the employer to enter
into a closed-shop contract. In other words, it leaves the h;w,. t~e
local law, just as it was always. If 9: State statute or State Jl!diC~al
decision outlaws the closed shop, this statute does not legahze 1~,
and if an employer does not choose ~o. ~ave a clQsed sh<;>p there IS
nothing in this act which by any posstbtlity can compel him to have
a closed shop.
. . .
·
·· 1
Now I have described the frrst of the two hnutatwns 1n that critic a
sentende in section 10 (a); that is1 that the. Board is e~powered to
prevent certain unfair labor practiCes, that 1s, those which are en':lmerated in the statute. It has no general power to prevent unfair
labor practices of any kind.
. . . . . .
.
I come to the second limitation, and this linutatwn 1s, m the highest
sense of the word, a jurisdictional limitation upon t~e Board and a
limitation upon the scope of the statute. The practice may be prohibited only when it is "affecting commerce." Now t~e ~erm "affecting commerce" is defmed in section 2, seventh, and It Is defined as
follows:
The term "affecting commerce" means in commerce, or burdening or obstructing
commerce or the free flow of commerce, or having led or tending to lead to a labor
dispute burdening or obstructing commerce or the free flow of commerce.

That language, about which I shall have .a. great dea~ more to say
tomorrow, is language taken from the decisions of this Court. In
our opinion there can be no doubt whatsoever .tha~ the language
restricts the Board and the statute to the constitutiOnal sphere of
Congress. Now, there may be a difference of opfuion as to how broad
that language is, but there can be no ques~on at a~ th~t .the language
restricts the Board and the act to s1tua twns which this Court has
already- sa.id are within the power of Con~ess. .
'
.
In addition to section 10 (a) and the alhed sectwns to which I have
already referred, there are certain miscellaneous secti_?ns in th~ statute,
suc.h as section 9, which provides that w~en a questiOn affectmg commerce arises with respect to representatiOn of employees the Board
shall have jurisdiction; and then.secti?n 11, ~hich provides. for the use
of the subpena power In connectiOn With section 9 and sectiOn 10; and
section 12, which imposes a criminal penalty upon persons who
physically resist agents of the Board.
But the heart of the statute is section 10 (a), and when the Board,
acting under ~hat section, fin~s that a person has violated it,_ it issu~s a
cease-and-desist order or requires the person to take affi.rmat1ve action.
Such an order carries no penalties and is not self-enforcing. Exactly
like an order of the Federal Trade Commission, it may be taken by
the administrative agency to the c!rcuit court of appeals for ~nforce
ment, or an aggrieved party wh~ obJec~s to the order may take 1t to the
circuit court of appeals to have It set as1de.
The general nt;tture o~ the ~tatute bein~ cl~ar, I come to the question
whether this petitioner In this case was Wlthm the terms of the statute.
The nature of the enterprise of the Associated Press has been thoroughly dealt with by the petitioner in hi~ a:t:gument. At the s~me time
I wish to cover some of the ground agam, m order to emphasiZe a few
points which were not stressed in the petitioner's argument.
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The Associated Press is, of course, the largest of the news-gathering
agencies in the world. It has some 1,300 members, and it operates
through various offices in different parts of the country and abroad.
Its main office is in New York City. It has important divisional
centers in Kansas City, in San Francisco, in Chicago, and Atlanta. It
has, in addition, an office here in Washington, and it has a bureau in
various capitals throughout this country and the world at large.
This might be a convenient place to stop.
The CHIEF JusTICE. We will hear you further tomorrow.
(Accordingly, at 4:30 p. m., an adjournment was taken until 12 m.
of the following day, Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1937.)

In the Supreme Court of the United States
OcTOBER TEnM, 1936
No. 365
THE AssociATED PnEss, PETITIONER

v.

N .ATIONAL

LABOR RELATIONS BoARD, RESPONDENT

ORAL ARGUMENT
WASHINGTON, D. c.,
Wednesday, February 10, 1931.
The oral arguments in the above-entitled cause were resumed
before the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court
of the United States, at 12:10 p.m.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Mr. John W. Davis, Mr. William C.
Cannon, Mr. Harold W. Bissell, and Mr. Edwin F. Blair.
On behalf of respondent: Hon. Stanley Reed, Solicitor General of
the United States; Mr. Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr., Special Assistant
to the Attorney General; Mr. Charles Fahy, General Counsel, National Labor Relations Board.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Proceed with the cause on argument, no. 365,
the Associated Press against National Labor Relations Board.
ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT-Resumed
Mr. WYZANSKI. May it please the Court, when Your Honors rose
yesterday I had finished the preliminary exposition of the statute
and pointed out that it only applied in those cases where the practice..
either occurred in commerce or 'had led or tended to lead to a labor
dispute which burdened or obstructed commerce, and I had started
to discuss the facts in this case in order to show whether or not they
came within the terms of the statute.
In general, the workings of the Associated Press have been adequately described by the petitioner, but I want to go in some greater
detail into the methods emp]oyed in the New York office where these
unfair labor practices were found to have occurred.
All forms of communication are used by the Associated Presstelephone, telegraph, mail, and messenger service, but the most common form of communication is by what are colloquially referred to
as "leased wires", that is, trunk wires which various telegraph companies contract to allow the Associated Press to use. These trunk
75
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wires are depicted on a map which is embodied in our brief at page
32, and stretch throughout the country. In addition to the main
trunk wires, there are various subsidiary regional wires. The wires
are not operated by the .Associated Press Co., but to them are attached teletype machines. In many cases these teletype machines
are owned by the Associated Press, and in all cases they are operated
by "punchers" who may be called telegraph operators, if you please-punchers who are employees of the Associated Press and in its traffic
de:Q_artment.
The way news is received in the Associated Press office in New
York varies. Sometimes it comes over the teletype machine. Sometimes it comes by telephone, as the record at page 189 shows very
clearly. When it comes by telephone the rewrite employee is assigned
to go to the telephone, take the message over the telephone, and take
it down. In the case of a message which comes in by teletype it is
taken by the traffic department and ultimately finds its way to the
rewrite employee .. When the rewrite employee gets the dispatch he
edits it so much as may be nepessary. Often this process of editing
is very brief. As the petitioner's counsel himself has told us, in an
important case the matter may be handled in between 8 and 20
minutes. It may be handled in even less time than that in very
exceptional cases.
When the rewrite employee has finished his work he takes it to
the supervising editor, who has an executive desk in the Associated
Pr~ss office, and from ~her~, ~fter such correction !JrS the. supervising
editor may choose to give, 1t IS passed on to the filing editor.
A filing editor stands in charge of each of these trunk lines which
moves out of the city of New York. I don't mean to say that he
operates the teletype machine, because he does not, but he determines which of the news that is given to him shall go over that line.
His duties are well described at page 119 of the record, and it is
shown that from the thousands and thousands of words which he
is given every day he determines which part shall go over the line in
order to make a balanced report
. for the particular line which he is.

filin g.

It is in this setting that the editorial employees work and that
Morris Watson, the employee whose discharge gave rise to this proceeding, was working. He at one time was a filing editor, but at the
time of his discharge he was a rewrite editor.
.I am not going into any great detail on the question as to whether
or not his discharge was an unfair labor practice. At the bar yesterday
counsel for the petitioner admitted that that question was not here.
The question is not specified as error in the petition. Moreover, the
findirigs of both lower tribunals are· that the discharge was an unfair
labor practice. And, in view of a well-settled rule in this Court, I
am gomg to assume that there is no need to go through that evidence.
Moreover, it is briefly summarized in our brief at pages 26 and 27 in
the footnote. ·
I am going to devote my attention so far as the facts are concerned
to the question whether this company's principal business is interstate commerce and whether its relations with its editorial employees·
affect interstate commerce.
There can be no question that not merely the transmission of news
but the person whose news is transmitted is in interstate commerce.
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From the time of Gibbons and Ogden to the present time it has been
well settled that not merely the facilities of communication but the
enterprises engaged in interstate communication are in interstate
commerce. A well-known case is International Textbook Oo .. v. Pigg
(217 U. S. 91), and a more recent expression from this Court is in
Fisher's Blend Station v. Tax Commission (297 U.S. 650), where there
is a dictum by this Court at page 654 that a person who speaks over
a long-distance telephone or over a radio is engaged in commerce
quite as much as the facility itself.
The petitioner has suggested that for various reasons. this particular company, though· engaged in interstate commerce and engaged
in two aspects, both in communicating and in operating-so far as the·
teletype machines are concerned-an instrumentality of commerce,
although it is in both those aspects engaged in commerce, it is not
subject tq -.the regulatory power of Congress. Several reasons are
advanced.·
First, it is said that this company is not engaged in business for a
profit. Second, it is said it does not hold itself out to serve the public.
And third, it is said that it is engaged solely in commerce with itself.
Now, I submit that none of these three arguments is tenable. It
has been long settled, sihce Oaminetti v. United States (242 U.S. 470),
that it is of no consequence so far as the regulation of commerce goes
whether the person engaged in it is operating with or without a pecuniary motive. And, moreover, if it were necessary to show a pecuniary
motive it would be easy to do so on the facts in the case at bar, !for the
Associated Press not only in its incidental contracts, as for exa.mple
with the Canadian Press and with the Keystone View Co., operates for
a profit, but its whole enterprise is for the benefit of newspapers which
operate at a profit, and, as this Court recognized in the 248 United
States Reports, International News Association against Associated
Press, the members operate at a profit, and presumably the money
which they contribute to the Associated Press they recoup out of the
profits of their own enterprise.
The second distinction which is attempted to be made is that this
enterprise does not hold itself out to serve the public, and hence is
not subj~ct to regulation under the commerce clause.
A sufficient answer to that contention is supplied by the case· of
United States v. Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal (249 U. S. 296),
where the question was whether the Federal hours of service law could
be applied to a ternrinal which did not hold itself out to serve the·
pubhc generally but which had special contracts with 10 interstate
carriers and with sundry steamship lines. This Court held that the
Federal hours of serVice law could be applied to that company, and it
indicated its approval of lower-court decisions holding that the Federal
safety appliance act could be applied to carriers which were not
holding themselves out to serve the public..
·
Moreover, it is very doubtful whether, even if there were any
doctrine such as that for which· the petitioner contends, the petitioner
would be within it; for, though it does not hold itself out directly to
serve the public, it does serve its members, who in turn serve the·
public.
.
Incidentally, it is to. be remembered that the Associated Press·
communicates not only with itself but with its members, and the
138858-37-6
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dealings between the corporation and its shareholders are not to be
regarded as dealings by the corporation with itself.
Moreover, there are a number of cases which hold that, even where
a person is engaged solely in dealing with himself, he is within the
scope of"the regulatory power of Congress under the commerce clause.
A good example is furnished by United State8 v. Simpson (252 U. S.
465), where an individual carryin~ for his own purposes, for his own
consumption, in his own automobile, intoxicating liquor, was held to
be within the scope of the regulatory power of Congress.
Moreover, there are the well-known Pipe Line Oases (234 U. S. 548),
in which the petitioner's counsel, when he was the learned Solicitor
General, made the point that there could be no q_uestion at all that a
person engaged in transporting his own goods in mter~tate commerce
was subject to the regulatory power of Congress, and this Court agreed
with his contention advanced in that. case.
It being clear that the petitioner's principal business is interstate
commerce, I come to the question whether the petitioner's editorial
employees in New York are within the scope of the act.
As I have pointed out, these employees sometimes receive directly
over the telephone the news as it comes in. If Your Honors will turn
to page 189 of the record you will see that this very employee received
over the long-distance telephone from New Jersey at various times
messages in interstate commerce. He was clearly in interstate commerce at that time. .Also he was at various times a filing editor, and,
although the petitioner's counsel has compared these editorial employees to persons who work in a steel mill or persons who work in a
textile mill, I think the analogy is not sound. If a filing editor is not
sui generis, he resembles more closely the man who dispatches freight
and determines how much baggage shall go on a train, rather than
resembling a factory worker, for his duty, as the record plainly shows
at page 119, is to determine how much shall go over the line and to
keep the line balanced, which is very closely analogous to the work
which the train dispatcher or baggage dispatcher performs.
Not only are these employees often themselves in commerce, b"t~t
they are constantly about commerce. If they were to cease their
work there could be no question at all that there would be an instantaneous dam to the flow of business, as the lower court phrased it. It
seems to us clear that there can be no question that these employees
with respect to this company are much closer to commerce than the
stenographers, janitors, and filing clerks, who were held in the Texas
and New Orleans case to be within the scope of the co:rgmerce power.
But even if these employees are not regarded as themselves in or
about commerce, we submit that they stand at the heart, or at the
very nerve center, of a well-defined stream or flow of commerce.
Petitioner's counsel has suggested that the flow of commerce
theory does not apply, for .a number of different reasons, to which I
shall briefly advert.
First of all, it has been suggested, perhaps not very directly, that the
flow, if it exists, stops at the teletype machine. There is a decision in
this Court to the contrary. In Western Union Telegraph Oo. v.
Foster (247 U. S. 105), it was determined that ticker symbols, which
at that time were sent by Morse code, did not cease to be in the flow
of commerce while they were being translated from ticker symbols
into the English language, and that the flow continued. Hence we

say ~at the flow does not stop here at the teletype machine but
contmues.
It has been suggested also that the flow stops because there is a
likelihood or a possibility that during this process the filing editor
will kill the news-by a "kill-hook" which the petitioner's counsel
referred to as a "lethal instrument operating in a mortuary fashion''.
If there were anything in the doctrine of lethal instruments of a
mortuary character, Stafford v. Wallace called for its application, for
there little pigs were slaughtered by butchers' knives and turned into
sausages, and nonetheless this. Court held the flow of commerce did
not stop.
It also has been suggested by th~ petitioner that the flow of commerce does not include a case in which a man's own goods are being
carried; that the flow of commerce applies only where somebody
else's goods are passing through some ,Public market.
In the case of Federal Trade Oom.m~ssion v. Beech-Nut Packing Oo.
(257 U. S. 441), that very contention was made, and this Court at
page 453 applied the flow of commerce analogy to the case of a man
selling his own goods, trade-marked goods.
Finally, it is suggested that the flow of commerce theory applies
only where goods or services or information pass through a single focal
point, and so does not apply to this "broken down, decentralized
system." That is, the petitioner says that the fl.ow of commerce
doctrine cannot properly be applied, because there is no single focal
point through which everything passes.
But this Court wclllmows that the Packers and Stockyards Act has
been applied not merely at Chicago but at St. Joe and Kansas City,
and would be applied at any other market, whether located in Chicago
or some other focal point.
It being our contention that the petitioner, with respect to its editorial employee, is within the. terms of the statute, I turn to the first
major constitutional inquiry: Is the statute as here applied a reasonable
regulation of commerce?
. .
"Your Honors will recall that there is involved in this case only the
first and third of the unfair labor practices. Those unfair labor practices are intended, if I may refer to them in summary fashion, to protect freedom of association and freedom of representation. They do
not go beyond that. .They are not intended to fix wages, hours, or
other substantive working conditions. It may be true, and it is
certainly. the hope of Congress, that people once allowed freedom of
association and freedom of representation will be able to agree upon
wages, hours and working conditions voluntBJ'ily and apart from any
congressional or legislative edict; but the statute itseH does not fix
substantive working conditions.
In considering whether or not this regulation reasonably relates to
commerce I shall advance three propositions:
·
First, that history, expert judgment, and common experience teach
us that many labor disputes will be avoided if freedom of association
and freedom of representation are allowed.
My second proposition will be that freedom of association and
freedom of organization and representation have been recognized as
a matter of law as having a reasonable relation to commerce; where,
as here, the parties are engaged in commerce.
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And my third proposition will be that what is a reasonable regulation
of commerce does not cease to be reasonable because it does not cover
all the conceivable causes of industrial strife.
Now, as to the first proposition, the question of history, expert
judgment, and common experience: It has long been recognized that
one of the most important causes of labor disputes in this country is
the denial by employers to employees of the right to organize and to
adopt the procedure of collective bargaining. Several dramatic
instances are stated in our brief. I shall refer to only two of them.
In 1918 the telegraph employees were denied by one of the principal
telegraph lines of this country the·right freely to associate·and freely
to select their own representatives. The situation .was so serious that
in April1918 the President, acting under his wartime powers, found
it necessary to take over the communication systems of tbis country.
Moreover, the most famous-or perhaps notorious-dispute in
the history of this country, the dispute which culminated in the
Debs case (158 U. S. 564), the Pullman dispute, was caused by the discha;rge of five employees who came to see the management with respect
to grievances and merely asked the privilege of being heard.
More important than these dramatic instances is the evidence
furnished by statistics. If Your Honors will turn to the last page of
the brief, page 144, you will see that in the last two decades between
20 and 50 percent of all of the labor disputes in this country have been
caused by these organization difficulties, and what is true of the country generally is particularly true of the commerce in news, as is shown
by this record at page 342.
Although this difficulty in labor relations has long been recognized,
there have been relatively few steps taken with respect to it. The
most important, of course, is the Railway Labor Act which has been
described fully at the bar of this Court in the last 2 days. I am not
going to go over all the railway acts from 1888 to the 1934 amendments to t4e Railway Labor Act. It will be sufficient for me to remind
you of what was said at the bar of this Court yesterday and the day
before, that under the procedure set up under the Railway Labor Act
there was not in the fiscal year 1935 a single st~e on the railroads of
this country, and in the year 1936 the only strike involved less than 30
people. That is not because the railroads were immune from the
general economic difficulties which existed throughout the country
and throughout commerce. If Your-Honors will turn to page 58 of our
brief you will find that at the very time when peace was existing on the
railroads of this country there was a succession of strikes in maritime
and other forms of transportation.
---.
The application of the. principles of freedom of organization, freedom of association, freedom of representation, has been consistently
recommended by every commission of inquiry which has considered the
problem.
·
·In 1898 ·a commission appointed by Congress recommended that
those rights should be preserved. After 1898 there were several com-·
missions dealing with special subjects, anthracite and steel. In 1912
another ·general commission was set up by Congress; again Congress
recommended that freedom of association and freedom of representation be protected.
More recently, in 1934, a Federal commission of inquiry headed by
Governor Winant has recommended the same course, and a special
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report prepared by experts engaged by the Commonwealth Fund have
come to the same conclusion.
These principles have been and can be applied outside.of the railroad
industcy. Your Honors will recall that during the per1od ~f the w~r
the National War Labor Board, acting under the co-cha~anship
of Chief Justice, then Mr. Taft, and Frank P. Walsh, applied these
principles.
.
More recently, in 1933 and 1935, the~e princ~ples were applied by
the National Labor Board under the chairmanship of Senator W~ner
and including in its membership people such as Walter Tea~le, P1erre
du Pont, Louis Kirstein, and Gerard Swope, as well as various other
industrial and labor leaders.
But it is said that these principles, though reasona~l~, b«?ar n;o
reasonable relation to comme1·ce. We answer that the deciSions m this
Court are to the contrary, and we point specifically to a case not yet
7 years old, Texas & New Orleans R. Oo. v. Brotherhood of Railway
Ole1·ks (281 U. S. 548).
.
. .
.
Now it has sometimes been said that this case may be diStmgUIShed
becaus~ freedom of association and freedom of representation were
there protected in order that the arbitration might be ~arried on .. ~he
opinion of this Court does not 1·est o~ so narrow a b.asis. T~~ opnnon
points out at page 570 that the ob]~Ct of the act IS to facpitate the
amicable settlement ·of disputes which threaten the serVIce of the
necessary agencies of interstate transportation.
There are several ways of amicable adju~tment, not only in. gen~ral
but in the Railway Labor ~ct. Th~re IS not. l!lerely arb1t~at10n.
There is mediation. There Is collective bargammg. There Is the
mere elimination of discriminatory practices.
.
This Court apparently was aw!l're that there w~s more t~an arbitration in the act, for at page 567 It referred to "amtca}?le adJustm~nts
and voluntu,ry arbitration", and .at page 570 it, refer~ed. at ,vartous
times to ·the purpose of the act With r~sl?ect to ' ~egotiatiOn.
Moreover, in a passage on page 57q It lS also pOinted. ou~ that for a
long time empl9y~es have .h~d t~e ~ght to s.elf orgamzat1on and to
collective bargammg, and It 1s. said m the ~prmon of t?e Court th~t
Congress was not reqtrired to .Ignore that right but rmght. s~feguard.
it. Hence this Court recogruzed that freedom of ~ssoc1~at10n and
.freedom of representation had a bearing on other things than mere
arbitration.
It has also sometimes been suggested that the Texas &; New
Orleans case rested on the narrow groun~ that there was .an ~ctual
dispute. In fact there was no actual dispute. An exammat10n of
the record makes' that clear. And an examination of the opinion of
this Court makes it clear that your Honors were talking about threatened disputes no less than about actual disputes.
But the petitioner says, ~egardless of '!hat the Texas &; N,ew
Orleans case holds, the prinmple tht:;re apphed may not be a:pphed
to an enterprise which does not hold Itself out to serve the pubhc and
to an enterprise which is not engaged in the functions of an instrumentality of commerce.
.
.
We submit that the quest10n whether or not the enterpnse serves
the public is entire!y irrelevant. That is sho)Vll by the Brooklyn
Terminal case to which I have already referred, m which the hours of
service act w~s applied on the theory, as this Court pointed out, that
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the evil is the same whether the commerce be the commerce of the
general public or the commerce of a few enterprises or the commerce
of a single company.
Th!3 second point, that the Railway Labor Act and the principles
therem embodied cannot be applied unless the enterprise is an instru~entaijty. of commerce, is to ignore the reaso~g which, from the
trme of Gibbons v. Ogden (9 Wheat. 1) to the present time has been
followed by this Court in subjecting instrumentalities of co:nmerce to
the power of Congress.
The reasoning of this Court has been, we submit, as follows: Conwess has. the pow~r to preveD;t commerce from interruptions. An
mterruptton of an mstrumentality of commerce would interrupt commerce. Hence Congress has the power to protect the instrumentalities
of commerce from being interrupted.
The power which existed in tlie Texas & New Orleans case is derived
fro!D: a power to regulate commer~e gener~y, as well as the instrumentali~I~s of commerce and there.~ no logical or other support for the ·
position advocated by the petitioner that what bears a reasonable
relation to i:ilstrumentalities of commerce does not bear a reasonable
relati~n to c~mmer~e itself. I am not talking, of course, about the
qu~stwns . which anse und_er th~ due-process clause, which may be
entirely different. I am discussmg merely the question whether this
sort of regulation bears a reasonable relation to commerce .
My third proposition is that what bears a reasonable relation to
commerce does not cease to bear a reasonable relation to commerce
merely because it does not go further and cover other evils than those
embraced in the statute.
·
_No'?", it. h~s been ~uggested by the petitioner that this statute is
defective m Its relatiOn to commerce on the QTOund that it covers
only employer practices and on the ground th~t it does not outlaw
strikes.
We submit that Co~o-ress can deal with some causes of an evil
without dealing with all causes of an evil, and that experience appare~tly justified ~ongress in fin<li!lg. that interferences by employers
mth employees freedom of assoCiatiOn and freedom of representation
occurred more frequently than interference by employees with employers' freedom of association and freedom of representation. The
fact. that the statute ~d not cover ~mployee practices therefore was
JUstifi~ble on the basis of the exp.enence shown before congressional
colllllllttees.
The point is also made that the statute is defective because it does
not outlaw strikes; that is, does not outla\V the industrial strife itself
but merely deals with the causes thereof.
,_
'
Every preventive statute deals with the causes and not with the
evil itself~ . That is the meaning of a preventive statute, and no one
has suggested that the Packers and Stockyards Act is bad because it
does not outlaw monopoly but merely eliririnates the practices which
are likely to lead to monopoly.
So here, this statute is not bad because it does not outlaw strikes
if it eliminates some of the causes thereof.
'
Bef<?re I p~~s to my next general su~tect I want to say one general
word m additiOn to the three propoSitions to which I have already
referred.
Several times I have emphasized the fact that in this statute Congress is not governing the substantive terms of the employment con-
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tract. It is not determining hours, wages, or wor~g conditions.
Congress believes that those matters can be det~rmmed by. selfgovernment, and in order to prot~ct. self-government It has establis~ed
the principles of freedom of asso01a~on and !reedom of representation.
There seems nothing unreasonable m the be!ief on the part of Congress
that working men freely allowed to assoCiate and freely allowed ~
select their representatives will choose, no less ~ha~ emP.loyers will
choose, to protect the free flow of commerce which IS therr c?mm~n
interest. Freedom of association and freedom of represe~tat10n will
beget responsibility, and free people acting t~ough ·responsible leaders
will choose peace m commerce no less than m the world at large . .
I turn now to the next major field of inquiry; tha~ is, ~hether th~s
statute, if applicable to the _petit~oner i~ nonetheless mval~d bem~use It
cannot be applied to other sttuatwns, etther at ~he ba~ or 1~ the rmaglnation of counsel. Of course, the statute has m ~ect10n 1.> the us~al
separability clause, which est.a?lishes the presumpt10n, though notbmg
more, in favor of its separability.
. .
_
I draw attention to the fact that the five crrcU1t courts of appeal,
before whom this matter has been brou~ht,_ ha~e all agr~ed th~t the
statute is separable and capable of applicat10n m some, If not. m all,
situations.
·
d
Moreover, it was well known to Congress, to the Executiv~, an ~o
this administrative board, that the statute would . be app¥cable m
some and not in all situations. The Senate comm.1ttee pomted out
that the exact ambit of the statute would have to. be marked by
judicial decisions.· The Chief Executive, in appr<?VIng the _statute
on the 5th of July 1935, emphasized the fact that this act appli~s.only
where th'e practice burdened commerce and was not, as the petittoner
has urged, generally app~cable. ·
Moreover the Board Itself has known that the st~tute cannot be
universally ~pplied and there is collected in the footnote on pag~ 116
material frt~m the ~aport of the Board indicating that the B!>a~d ~~elf
recognizes that the statute has limitations. Wheth~r those limitatto~
in the mind of the Board are the same as in the mtnd of the 9ourt IS
not the point here, for the statute uses the very words of this C?urt
in limiting its jurisdiction, and if ~e Board. h~s err<?neously conceiyed
the meaning of the language of this qourt, It IS subJeCt to ~ppropnate
correction.
I think it proper before concluding my ~ranch of the ,~rgum.ent to
say a word more about the. ph~ase "afiectmg co~m~rce , as defined
in the act· for though I think m the case at bar 1t IS necessary only
to refer U: th~ first clause, that is, that a practice affects· comme!ce
when it is in commerce, the petitioner has cons~de~ed the me~
of the clause generally, n.nd other cases at bar will mvolve an mterpretation of the clause generally.
.
So though the first phrase standing alone is enough, and Is s~parabl~ enough, to support this application ~f ~he act·, I want to say JUst
a word about what the clause may mean m Its broader aspects.
"Affecting commerce",, as ~ said to Your Hono~ yesterday, is
defined in the act as meanmg "m commerce, or burd~mng or obs·t~ct
ing commerce or the free flow of commerce, or havmg led or tending
to lead to a l~bor dispute burdening or obstructing commerce or the
free flow of commerce."
·
Now, that is the language of this Court, and the ques~on !a' "'\Yh~t
does it mean? We submit that it means first that a practice lS Within
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the power of Congress when it occurs in commerce, and also in three
other general situations. Before turning to these situations let me
emphasize again that our construction of the statute, whether correct
or not, has nothing to do with the validity of the act, which is fundam~ntally, in our view, con~titutional, sine~ it us.e.s the language of
this Court. Our constructiOn may be entn•ely rmstaken, but I am
merely stating what construction we place upon the language.
We say that a dispute burdens or obstructs commerce if it is a
dispute with an intent to affect commerce, or if it is a dispute that
has a necessary effect on commerce, or if it is one of a recurring series
of disputes which affect commerce.
Now, a word about these three situations. It is well settled by
decisions in this Court, including the second Coronado case (268 U.S.
295) and the various boycott eases, that industrial strife with an
intent to affect commerce is within the control power of Congress.
If a practice is being employed in a situation which is going to lead to
a strike with an intent to affect commerce, Your Honors have held
that Congress has the power to deal with that situation. I don't want
to elaborate this point, because it is going to be elaborated in subsequent arguments at the bar. I just want to sketch it very briefly.
We next say that this Court has recognized in a number of different situations that, even where there is no specific intent to affect commerce, if the necessary effect of an industrial dispute is to affect commerce, Congress has power to control the industrial strife. Now
what the exact scope of the necessary effect principle is has never been
fully elaborated in the decisions of this Court. We have suggested,
particularly in the Jones & Laughlin brief, that a necessary effect on
commerce exists, or may exist, in any one of three alternative situations: First, where there is a well-defined stream of commerce; second,
where the effect of a dispute would be to interrupt a substantial
amount of tbe commerce in a particular commodity; and third, where
the effect of a dispute would be to interrupt a substantial volume of
goods, whether or not the substantial volume was a substantial part
of the total of the commerce in a commodity.
.
And finally, we suggested in the Jones & Laughlin brief that it is
possible that the term "affecting commerce" may be applied to a situation in which it is shown, as it has been shown in the evidence before
Congress, that there is a recurring series of industrial disputes which do
burden and obstruct commerce.
I turn from that general description of "affecting commerce" bitck
to the facts in this oose, and I want particularly to draw the Court's
attention to the _point that the petitioner did not during the course of
his a_rgum.ent refer to, and I submit he was quite proper in not referring
to, either the Garter case or the Schechter case. The problems in those
cases are not the problems in the case at bar. This is an enteryrise
whose principal business is in commerce. . It is an enterprise utilizing
a practice in COD)lection with employees who are either in or about
commerce. This case is ruled by Texas and New· Orleans against The
Brotherhood of Railway Olerks so far as the commerce features of the
case are concerned, and so the nearest authority in point supports
rather than is opposed in any way to the position taken by the Government in this case.
.
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Mr. FAHY. If the Court please, in presenting the argument for the
Government on the due-process issue involved in this case I shall not
go over the ground covered by ~r. "ryzanski upon the ~ommerce
clause, which also bears upon the Issue ?f due proeess-thf!-t Is, th~ real
and substantial relation of the regulation ·to the protectiOn of mterstate commerce, the end sought by Congress-but shall go to th~ other
issues raised with respect to the fifth amendmen~, ann that _Is, Are
the means provided by Congress for the accomplishment of Its purpose unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious?
.
The order in the case at bar was based on the author1ty of the
Board to prevent any one or more of the five unfair lab_or pr.actices
listed in section 8. The particular .practices involved m this case
~e only the first and third o_f those five practic~s. For that reason
it seems unnecessary to consider the other practices. They have n~t
been invoked with respect to petitioner, the order before the Court 1s.
not based on them, and they are separable.
But if the Court please, m view of the general nature of the attack
on gro~nds of due process made by the petitioner against all of these
practices, I shall discuss each of them.
.
The first practice prohibited by the statute or authonzed to be
prevented by _ceas~ and desist order~ a general p:ohibition in gener~
language agamst mterference, restrrunt, or coer<}Ion of_ employees }11
the exercise of the well-known rights set forth m section 7, that Is,
the riO'ht of self-organization, freedom in the choice of representatives
for p~oses of collective bargaining, and collective bargaining.
The second practice, not involved, however, is this:
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It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer to dominate or. interfere wi~h
the formation or administration of any labor organization or contnbute financ1al
or other support to it.

It will be seen that this is but a particularization of ~ method of
interference which no doubt could have been prohibited under the
general provisions of the first practice. ·
,
And the third listed practice is but another specification by Colf~ess
of a method of interference which no doubt could have been prohibited
under the general terms of the first practice; that is, discrimination
with respect to the hire or tenure of emp~oyment or tet:ms. of employment, so as to encourage or discourage membershi~ m a labor
orl!'anization.
·
.
As to the first three practices, which lend themselves to jomt consideration, we submit that the decision of this Court in the Texas &
New Orleans ·case has settled their validity as against any contentions
which may be raised under the fifth amendment. . .
.
I shall not go into the 4etails of that c~se, which IS so fresh m
the Court's mind but desrre merely to pomt out that there were
two questi~ns on '~he qu,e-process is~~e n~cessa!Y to be decided by
this 9~~rt m the ~pos~t10n of. that httg~t10n: Fll'st: Was the general
prohibition. cont.amed m sec~1on 2,. third, of ~he act then und~r
review, agatnst mterference,, influence, or coe!Cion of employe~s 1n
their right of self-organizat10n and free cho1ce of re_Presentatives,
valid? And second: Was the particular conduct which the lower
courts had found the railroad had engaged in, such interference, and
could it be prohibited notwithstanding the fifth amendment?
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Now, the Court upheld the validity of the general prohibition,
similar to the first unfair labor practice in this statute. Going to
the particular conduct in which the carrier had engaged in that case,
we find that it consisted of the discriminatory discharge of five
leaders of the brotherhood, the union, because of their activities in
connection with ·that organization, and further, the efforts of the
carrier, through various forms of favoritism and sponsorship, to set
up and control a rival organization to the brotherhood and substitute
it in the place of the brotherhood as t}le representative of the employees;
a.nd the Court held that that conduct constituted interference with the
self-organization and freedom of the employees in their choice of
representatives, which is exactly the same thing which is prohibited
by the second and third unfair labor practices in this act.
Two distinctions have been attempted in the opposing brief in this
case to the application of that decision here. It has been said th~t
the requirements of the Court that the discharged employees be reinstated was in order that the carrier could purge itself of contempt for
having violated a previously issued injunction, but the Court did not
rest its decision upon any such basis, but upon the validity of the act
itself, and in its opinion said that the interference found to have
occurred by reason of this conduct was interference prohibited by the
statute.
The other distinction1 which has been mentioned by Mr. Wyzanski
and really disposed of, is that the freedom of the representatives
protected by the Railway Labor Act was merely for purposes of
negotiation before one of the boards created or authorized by that
statute, but the Court in its opinion disposed of that by stating that
the protection of the right of freedom in the choice of representatives
was for the purposes of negotiations between the employees and the
carrier, and indeed it was those negotia.tions directly between the
employee and the carrier which was the first line of defense of the
statute aga~st industrial strife which would interrupt the continuity of
trans porta.tion.
But if the question of the validi:ty of these first three practices
were to be considered apart from the Texas &: New Orleans case,
it is submitted that they would be held valid when the nature of the
rights protected by this statute is considered in relation to the rights
.
claimed to be infnnged.
In the earlier case Qf American Steel Foundries v. Tri-Oity Oentral
Trades Council (257 U. S. 184) this Court said that unions grew up
out of the necessity of the situation of the employee; that the individual employee, being ordinarily dependent for his livelihood upon
his daily wa~e, often was obliged to acce:pt a wage which he did not
think was frur. So that he joined with his fellow employees in order
to leave the employer in a body, in order to seek better terms of employment, and the Court said that the right to combine for such a
lawful purpose ·has not been denied by any court for many years.
And of course these principles were strongly reaffirmed in the Texas
& New Orleans case.
.
So that the employee has the right to combine to strike or to engage
in boycotts; and, on the other hand, the employer has complete
freedom of self-organization in the corporate form, in mergers, or in
trade associations, and complete freedom in the choice of representatives; and the employer may lock out his employees, lawfUlly; but

lock-outs and strikes and boycotts cause injuries to commerce, and
when the commerce is interstate or foreign, the matter becomes one
of Federal concern, and has always been so considered.
And so here Congress-, in order to avoid the industrial strife incident
to the effort to protect these essential liberties of employees, requires
that the employer be not _permitted to use his ovetwhelming economic
power over the individual employee for one purpose, and one purpose
only, and that is, as a weapon to destroy the right of self-organization
of the employee or freedom in the choice of his representative. Unless
that right may be protected by law there is only the recourse Ito strike
in order that it may be protected by combat.
The principle of protecting these rights has become very firmly
embedded in the public policy of the Federal Government, as shown
by repeated enactments of Congress. For instance, the NorrisLaGuardia anti-injunction statutes.
Justice SuTHERLAND. The what?
Mr. FAHY. The Norris-LaGuardia anti-injunction statute; the
Act for the Coordination of Railroad Transportation, the bankruptcy amendments of 1933 and 1934; and they were restated in the
N a tiona! Industrial Recovery Act.
Going farther back, these same principles were adopted by the
War Labor Board as the working conditions of industry during the
World War; they were used on -the railroads at the same time, and
were recommended by the various commissions mentioned by Mr. Wyzanski, which made exhaustive studies of the causes and effects of
industrial strife and made recommendations for their solution. ·
The petitioner, however, makes certain specific objections to the
provisos to sections 2 and 3 of section 8, particularly the proviso to
section 8, third, the so-called closed-shop proviso, which it is contended
·
imposes a closed shop.
It is submitted that petitioner entirely misconstrues the proviso.
The closed-shop agreement is a matter of contract. In the first place,
it would seem that the only party 'who could be injured by it would be
an employee who claimed that It injured his rights, and not the employer who might enter into the agreement; and the petitioner is not
here representing any employee.
. In the second place, and perhaps much more important, the proviso
does not encourage pr foster the closed shop. The closed-shop agreement, being a matter of contract, is valid or invalid in accordance with
the law of the State where it is entered into. It is valid in the State
of New York, where petitioner does business, and in other States where
petitioner operates, and so Congress did not feel called .upon to do
other than to leave the closed shop where the statute found it; that is,
the question of its validity to be determined in accordance, as now,
with the law of the State where the contract is entered into. ·
I should gualify that, however, by saying that there are certain
possible limitations placed upon the closed shop by the proviso,
mstead of any extension or fostering of it, because under the proviso
the Board is not precluded from finding discrimination if the closedshop agreement is entered into with minority employees or with the
representatives of ·employees dominated and controlled by the employer in violation of other provisions of the act; and it is clearly
seen that such a closed-shop agreement might be considered the grossest form of discrimination prohibited by 8-3.
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Petition~r makes some partic~ar objectioD: also ~ its. oral argument
to the proVISo to the second unfarr labor practice, which IS that, subject
to ru~e~ and regulations, an employ~r shall not be prohibited from

representatives for the purposes of collective bargaining, may not be
protected unless collective bargaining is made compulsory. Coll~c
tive bargaining may not be made compulsory. Therefore, collective
bargaining, protection against interference with the right of selforganization1 and freedom in the choice of representatives may not be
validly proVIded for by qongress.
. .
.
We submit that that IS a wholly untenable positiOn, and if I may
refer again to the Texas and New Orelans case, that that decision
completely disposes of it. For this reason: There was a provision
in the Railway Labor Act involved in that case which said that it
should be the duty of the employer and the employees to seek settlement of their differences, and yet this Court did not feel called upon
in that case to decide whether that was a legally enforceable obligation, or, in other words, that it compelled collect.ive bargaining as a
matter of law; and yet the Court did not hesitate to decide that it
was valid to protect the right of self-organization and freedom in the
choice of representatives.
In its brief petitioner raises certain objections by reason of the
seventh amendment, which go to the provision of the order requiring
the petitioner to make whole the discharged employee for his loss of
pa.y suffered by reason of his discriminatory discharge, and the petitioner says that the seventh amendment compels a trial by jury in
such a situation.
The seventh amendment protects the right of trial by jury only in
actions known to the common law. Obviously, this is not an action
at common law. Here is a special statutory procedure to protect
rights unknown to the common law. There is no private right here,
in the discharged employee, for wages or damages. There is no right
of action, even by the Government against the employer, for damages
or penalty. Here is a public right enforced to protect interstate commerce, emorced by cease-and-desist orders. The provision supplementary to this equitable remedy of cease-and-desist order permitting
the restoration of the status quo is no more than was permitted by
this Court in the injunction sustained in the Texas and New Orleans
decision requiring such restoration of the status quo, and this affirmative action required of petitioner is purely supplementary to restore
a status disturbed by the wrongful act which was at the basis of the
cease-and-desist order.
If the Court please, may I inquire as to my time?
The CHIEF JusTICE. You have now had on your side an hour and
27 minutes.
Mr. FAHY. Before taking up the question raised by reason of the
first amendment, I desire to refer to several other general criticisms
made by petitioner as to the statute.
.Counsel yesterday criticized the provisions of section 9 (b) as being
an unlawful delegation of authority to the Board. I should perhaps
go into some little detail as to section 9 in its relation to section 8 (5),
also bearing upon the question whether or not this Court need in this
case decide anything with respect to section 8 (5).
Before section 8 (5) comes into operation at all a number of occurrences must transpire, and the method of working these out under the
statute is contained in section 9. Collective bargaining, of course, must
be carried on through representatives. .All of petitioner's employees
could not wait upon him together. So this statute provides in section 9

perrmtt~g employees to confer ":lth him during working hours without
loss of trme or pay. That proVISo follows the requirement that the
employer shall not dominate or interfere with the formation of or
administration of, a labor organization. The reason for the provis~ if
the Court please, was simply this: It was not the desire of Congress,' of
course, to prevent conferences between employers and employees.
On the c<?n~rary, that was the c~ntral purpose of the act. However,
the penmttmg of conferences Without loss of pay, on company time
unless t~ pr~viso had be~n inserted, might have been construed to b~
the contribut~on of financial support to an organization.
Now, ~hat Is all that that proVISo means. The fact that the right to
confer rmght be abused occasioned the placing in the act of the right of
the Bo~rd to subject it to rules and regulations; but no such rules and
regulations have been found necessary, and none are in effect and it
would. s~em the. petitioner could not possibly be injured by any
noneXIstmg rule m that respect.
We come now t<;> the f<;>l!l'th unfair labor practice. But petitioner
do~s not attack t~. proVISIOn of the statute, so I need not defend it.
It IS merely a proyts}on that ~t shall ~e an unfair labor practice for an
employer to discrunmate agamst or discharge an employee if he testi!ie~ before the Boa!d or files a p~o~eodir~g with the Board; so that
It Is merely protective to the administration of the remainder of the
statute.
That brings us to the fifth and last of the listed practices which
may be prevented and around which a great deal of the objections of
the petitioner concentrate.
The fifth practice which may- be prevented is the refusal of the
employer to bargain collectively with the representatives of his
empl_oyees, su.bject to the provisions of section 9 (a). Section 9 (a)
proVIdes that m an appropriate bargarin.ing unit where a majority of the
e!llployees select representatives they shall be the exclusive representatives ?f. all the employees in that unit for the purposes of collective
bargammg.
.
But thiS provision is not invoked against the petitioner in this case.
The order in. this c!lse in no respect rests upon this provision of the
s~atut~. It ~.entirely .~eparable fr~~ the .other provisions, petitioner IS not mJured by It, and a decision on Its validity would .seem
clearly unnecessary in the disposition of this case unless it is so interwoven with the remaining provisions of section 8 that a decision on its
constitutionality is necessary as an abstract question of constitutional
law.
We submit that is not necessary, for this reason: Each of the unfair
labor practices li'Sted in section 8 is a separate means of accomplishing
the :purpose of Congress to a void strife and to further collective barg~ng. . 'fhe separability provision ?f t!J.e st~tute provides that if
any proVIsion should be held llliconstitutional It shall not affect the
validity of the other provisions.
Petitioner's contention that this l>rovision is so interwoven with
the remainder that it may not be lmd aside in this case amounts to
t!lls: Collectiye bargaining, v<!lun~ary collective bargaining, protectiOn of the nght of self-orgamzation, and freedom in the choice of
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.where contz:over~y arises as to the representatives a hearing on
petition, as provided .m. the rules a:J?d regulations of the Board, may
be ha4, and of course It IS necessary m determining the choice of representa~Ives that t~e~e .~e some bargaining unit, which really goes to the
q_uestion of the ehgtbili_ty of those who may participate in the designation of the representatives.
·
So a hearing m~y be had on that question and the employer as well
~s the emploY.ee IS entitled to participate ~~d reserve all their legal
rights for reVI~w by the courts. . That h~anng goes to the question
of the a.ppropriatenes~ of a particular umt as a bar~aining unit and
the q~estion of who, If anyone, a~e the r~pr~sentatives, which may
ma~e It nece~sary to ~ol~ a~ election, which IS permitted under this
section, and if the maJ.onty In the election designate representatives
th~n those representatives become the representatives of all in that
umt.
But befo:e any proceedings could arise under section 8 (5) those
representatives must s~ek to bargain with the employer and they
must be ;efused that nght, and then, if so advised, they' may file a
charge with the ~oard of an u~air labor practice under 8 (5). Then
the Board may Issue a complamt and a notice of hearinO' and then
tJ:tere would be a hearing on the question of whether 8
had been
VIol~ted, and the Boar~ perhaps,. dete;mined by what occurred at the
hearmg and.by the testiiDony, m.tght ISsue a cease-and-desist order.
Now,. durmg all of thos~ proceedings, including those involving the
approJ?nateness of. t?-e umt and the election or designation of representativ~, ~he petitioner would have the right to reserve all possible
legal obJections, a~d before any enforceable obligation came about
p.e .coul~ hav_e a reVIew by an appropriate circuit court of-appeals and
m Its discretiOn ~y this court, to determine whether or not during an
of these proceedings any rig~ts of pepitioner had been infringed.
y
It. would seem c~ear that ~ penmtting the Board, on notice and
hearmg a~d the ~airing of testrmony, to determine the appropriateness
of th~ unit constitu~es no unlawful delegation of any authority but is
the ~d of pr~cee~gs w¥ch this court in the Scliechter case r'eferred
to as appropnate when It compared the procedure like this of the
Federal Trade Commission, with that of the National Industrial
Recovery Act.
. Petit~onm:_ finally contends that certain provisions of the order
VIolate Its nghts protected by -the first amendment and infringe the
freedo~ of the press. As. ~·understand _petitioner's contention in thft(t'
regard, ~tIS that the P!<?VISion of the or~er supplementary to the ceaseand-~esiSt order, requmng the restoratiOn to employment, or the offer
of remstatement of employment to the discharO'ed employee violates
the freed!>m of the press.
·
b
'
Now, if th~ court pl_e~se, what is the freedom of the press, in its
broadest possible definition? It. is the freedom of the circulation of
news. and the freedol!l of e~r~ssion of news the petitioner may desire
~d m any m~nner In '!hich It may desire to express it. It is subrmtted t~at this statute IS not concerned with and does not affect that
freedo~ m any respect.
·
Petitioner .does not contend, as I understand it that the first
amen~ent li!ts the commerce clause from petitione; or that a valid
re~ation of mterstate commerce, of general application in the :field
of mterstate commerce, may not be applied to it, but it does contend
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that under this order the req1;1ire~ent of ~estoration of_ the c:Uscharged
employee is a particular applicatiOn of this statute which VIolates the
' freedom of the press.
.
. .
..
The statute, obviously, has no special application to t~e pe~1t10ner,
and so its position amounts to th~s, th~t Wa~so~ was diSqualified, or
is now disqualified, from perform.mg his dut1es m such a manner !is
would permit the petitioner tl;e f~llest fre.edom of the p_ress-that Is,
the expression of the news as It nught desll'e to express 1t.
But the difficulty with that contention ~th respect to the order
before the Court is this: Watson was not dischar~ed for. any reason
having to do with the e?CPre~sion of news. or the Cir~ulatiOn of new~.
It is an established fact m this case, as pointed ou~ by~: )Vy~anski.,
that Watson was discharged be~ause h.e engaged m a~tiV?tles m connection with the Guild, and the unm~d~ate c_ause o~ ~s discharge was
his efforts to obtain collective bargammg Wlth petitiOner. . .
Now what has that to do with the freedom of the petitiOner to
express' the news entirely a~ he may d_esire to do so, or to deliver the
news in any manner which It may de~rre?
.
.
If petitioner's contention is that, smce the record m this case was
made, Watson has become biased or. undesirable, th_en he need _not
retain Watson. The order of restoratiOn, of course, gtves no C?J?-tmuin~ status to the employee, and it is not possible by any proVISI<?~ of
this act to give status of that sort to any empl~yee. The proVIsion
of restoration is merely ·to restore a st~tus disturb~d for reasons
proved in this record, which have· n?~hing to do w1th the man:s
qualifications or the desire of the petitiOner to express the news m
any manner which i~ d~sireq. .
.
.
.
Petitioner argues m 1ts bnef m this connection that It has not been
found by the Board th~t the emp~oyee is now qualified to do the work
which he was performmg; but, if the .Court please,, he presumably
was qualified to do that work at the trme he w~s ·discharged .. The
petitioner had placed him there. He was not discharged _for me:£1?.ciency or for any other reason than that fof!I1d by the Board. So m
ordering him now to be restored on the basis of the record the order
merely places the man where the petitioner_had placed him and ~ro~
which place the petitioner had removed him. me~ely ·beca"';lse of_ his
Guild activities, and if it is no~ found that he Is b1ase~ ?r disqu~ed
in any way he need not be retamed so far as any proVISIOn of this act
is concerned, or of this order.
·
It seems that in the last analysis petitione~'~ argumeD;t based on
freedom of the press amounts to the co11:te~tu>n that It m~st . be
conclusively presumed that mere m_embership m.a labor orgamzat~on
disgualifies the person from expr~!'mg t~e news m the manner..which
petitioner desires. And yet pet~t10ner 1t~elf has ans'Yered thi~ contention in its own brief by pointmg out, mdeed boasting, that 1t has
many Guild members among its employees.
.
.
The sum and substance of it is, if the Court please, that the n~ht
of self-organization and collective bargaining s~ply. has no relation
whatsoever to the freedom of the press or the ~fnngement of ~he
freedom of the press. Here is a man named Morns Watson worlri.J:lg
for the petitioner. He is a capable employee. T!:te record p~oves It.
He was one of their star men who was brought m from Chicago to
New York because one of the officers, one of his superiors, knew the
quality of his work and wanted biill in the New York office. He had
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been working for the Associated Press for some 7 years. He had been
given the most important assignments, and he had faithfully discharged his duties to his employer. But he was one of the men who
thought that he had the right to associate with his fellow employees
in the Guild, and the petitioner did not like this, and, though he had
fully performed his duties and been complimented, and was entirely
satisfactory to the petitioner so far as the quality or nature of hiS
work was concerned, he was dischar~ed for the sole reason that he
had engaged in these organization activities.
Now, what has that to do with the freedom of the press? The
freedom of the press is indeed a great freedom, and Watson and the
Guild to which he belongs will fight as long and as hard for its maintenance as the petitioner will. Under the first amendment the
petitioner exercises the greatest freedom, &~d it should, and it exercises great freedom in other respects in the conduct of its vast operations. It has the freedom of the seas in the collection and dissemination of the news, and of the land, and of the air, and now even
of the ether, and it is submitted that yetitioner may not raise the
first amendment as a shield behind whtch it may claim the right to
stand protected while it stifles the freedom of the individual employee
to associate with his fellow employees for mutual aid and protection;
that thia is a right which Congress may protect in such a. statute as
this, and by so doing protect petitioner in its far-flung international
and interstate enterprise from the interruption through industrial
strife which follows upon the denial of these essential liberties of
employees.
What is the liberty which petitioner claims here? This statute
imposes. n~ terms of employment, it fixes no wages, it makes no agreements, 1t Imposes no employee upon any one, except as a supplementary enforcement measure, supplementary to a cease and desist
order to right a wrong ab initio which has occurred in violation of the
statute.
The liberty claimed by the petitioner is really not the liberty that
the Constitution protects against invasion; it is the liberty to interfere
with and coerce and restrain others in the exercise of liberties which
this Court has long recognized and characterized as essential. And
all that the employer is asked to do under this statute, should the
Court, after full judicial review, approve any particular order made
under its terms, is to restrain the full and absolute exercise of ,its
liberty so that by its side th~re may exist these essential liberties·
the employees too· and this is done under this statute under the
strong power of Congress under the commerce clause to regulate
~t~~tate comm~rce. With the power to regulate. it goes the responSibility of adopting reasonable means to protect It, and it has been
found and it cannot be controverted, and It is not controverted, that
the denial of these essential liberties leads to bUI"dens and obstructions
to interstate commerce.
May those burdens and obstructions be prevented by the law, by
the protection that this Court afforded under thE' railroad legislation,
to these liberties of the employees, so that the controversy over them
may cease to be the causes of these recurrent and ever-devastating
obstructions to commerce? If that may not be done, are we faced
with the situation that these rights must go on being fought for
through industrial strife? That is the alternative, because, as this
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Court has said, the rights are essential. They cannot be abandoned.
They are necessary. They have long been recognized.
.
May they be protected by law, or must the employees be left to
the- protection of them only through industrial controversy leading to
the burdens and obstructions to commerce which this statute seeks
to avoid?
It is submitted that when the separate provisions of the statute
itself are analyzed it will be found that they are reasonable, that .they
are not arbitrary or capricious, that they go no further than is reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose of Congress, that they place
no undu·e limita.tion upon the full freedom of the employer, and that
the statute emerges as a reasonably well designed plan to afford
the protection to interstate commerce which it was the object of
Congress to achieve.
It is respectfully submitted that the circuit court, in the reasons
that it gave for sustaining the order in this case, and in its decree
sustaining the order, was correct, and its decree should be affirmed.

ORAL ARGUMENT IN REBUTTAL IN BEHALF OF PETITIONER
Mr. DAVIS. If the Court please, in view of the arguments which. are
to follow, I shall make my reply to counsel of the very btiefest sort.
My brother Fahy expresses disappointment that in the course of
mx argument I did not dilate on the Carter and the Schechter cases.
AU I have to say on that subject is that I have never found it helpful
to utilize the time of this Court in reminding it of its o·wn decisions,
particularly decisions that are so recent in time and so thoroughly
considered as are those. I leave that function to the brief, and the
opinion is expressed in our brief in words too plain to be misunderstood, although there may be disagreement with them, that the reasoning of the Carter and the Schechter cases dooms this statute beyond all
reasonable hope of recovery.
In the Carter case Your Honors differentiated the "throat" cases
and the strike cases and the transportation cases in a manner to which
I have nothing now to add.
N9w my. brother says that our ohj~ction to section 3 of paragraph 3
of section 8 of the act is that it forces closed shops, whereas, says he, it
does. nothing of the sort. While we believ.e that the closed shop is the
intended result of that section and of this act, we make no pretention
that the act in turn renders the closed shop mandatory. But our
objection to section 3 is that it is on its face arbitrary and unreasonable,
because by its language i:t forbids discrimination against employees
because of their membership in a union, and countenances and encourages discrimination against them because of their nonmembership in
the union. That is the term and language of the third section and its
proviso, and a statute which draws a distinction bet\veen the rights of
men based simply upon membership or nonmembership in a labor
union is by its terms arbitrary and unreasonable under the fifth amendment to the Constitution.
My brothers have said, so far as the freedom of the press is concerned, that our contention here is that the first amendment lifts from
the back of the press the power of Congress to regulate commerce,
and my answer to that is that, so far as the power of Congress to
1388{)8-37-7
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regulate commerce embraces the freedom of the press, the .first amendment not only lifts it, it abolishes it, because the power to regulate
commerce, like every other power granted in the Constitution, must
be exercised and can only be exercised within the limitation of the
Bill of Rights, and whenever Congress, under the guise of the regulation of commerce, undertakes to impair the freedom of the press, it
is met at the gate by that constitutional immunity, and it dare not
advance a step further. That is our contention here.
Mr. Fahy says that the question is one of the qualification or disqualification of Watson, which, as I tried to make clear yesterday,
in our opinion, has nothing whatever to do with the case. He may
have a heart as pure as Galahad and be as wise as Solomon, but if he
is forced upon us by law to formulate and write what we must publish, we are no longer free insofar as the outgivings of the Associated
Press ·are concerned.
If that may not be done, that you cannot, as I undertook to make
clear :yesterday! our poip.t of view, cannot separate the authorfrom
the thing he wntes, and if the law may say to the newspaper publisher,
"You shall employ this, that, or the other person to compose your
output" the law has effectively controlled the output at its very
source.
It is suggested that there is no forcing of an employee on us here.
What i~ the language or mean~g of this order? It is that you must
ta;ke this man back, and take him back for exactly the purposes and
uses, and functions and position that he occupied at the moment of
his discharge. Now, of course~ he is left free to come or not as he
pleases. We are rcqlftred to offer him th~t employment and he may
come baok as a vindicated martyr; or he may stand out as one too
proud to return to the place of his disaster. But so far as we are
concerned, our option in the matter, according to this order, is at an
end; and we must accept him at the hands of the National Labor
Board, no matter what our opinion may be about his capacity, his
impartiality,. or his continued loyalty. The Constitution does not
say that Congress shall pass no law impairing the partial freedom of
the press. It doeCJ not say that Congress may pass a law which will
affect a portion of the functions of the press: It says that the press
sha.ll be free to furnish to a democracy the only pabulum upon which
democratic opinion can feed.
(Whereupon oral argument in this ca.use was concluded a.t 1:45
p.m.)
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wASHINGTON, D. c.,
Wednesday, February 10, 1931.
The above-entitled matter came on for oral argument before the
Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States, at 1:45 p.m.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Mr. Robert E. Lynch, n.nd Mr. William
J. Hughes, Jr.
On behalf of the respondent: Hon. Stapley Reed, Solicitor Ge~eral
of the United States. Mr. Charles Fahy, General counsel, National
Labor Relations Board.
The CHIEF JusTICE. No. 469, Washington, Virginia & Maryland
Coach Co. against the National Labor Relations Board.
ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER

l\1r. LYNCH. May it please the-Court, ~his case is here from a decree
of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, which ordered the petitioner
here to put in force and effect and to operate under the order of the
National Labor Relations Board.
That Board in March 1936 held a hearing, which hearing was the
result of a ch~e and com~!aint which had been filed against the
company, the Washington, Virginia & Maryland Coach Co., by a
local labor union, or branch of a local labor union.
The complaint was issued as a result of the charges, and the petitioner here filed an answer and raised certain constitutional points,
jurisdictional points, and the answer was filed and the hearing was had.
After the first hearing, which was held before one of the men1bers of
the Board, Mr. Carmody, approximately a month later we had a
notice of another hearing, which was held before a different tnember
of the Board, and we responded, and additional testimony was taken;
and a third hearing was also held, additional testimony being taken
en.ch time.
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Thereafter the Board rendered its findings and conclusions and held
that. the respondent had violated sect~?.ns 1 and 3 ?f section 8 of_ the
act. Those provisions are that they 1n~er~ered w1th and ~estrau~ed
.or coerced employees in the exercise of therr nght guaran_teed 1n ~ec~~on
7". which is the right to or.ganize, and so on; and the thtrd one IS, by
.discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of e~ployment or any tef!ll
·or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership
in any labor organization."
Justice BRANDEIS. Mr. Lynch, would you state very briefly the
main facts out of which this <-:ontroversy arose?. .
.
~1r. LYNCH. Yes, sir. This company, as dtstmgmshed f_rol!l ~he
Associated Press Co., is probably one of the smallest and most tnstgndicant there is in the country. It has no_ po~er.. ~t .ru~s busses fr?m
Washington over into the nearby counties 1n Vtrgi.ma tn the morrung
·and they return the people in the evening who live over there, tnostly
Government employees.
.
.
It has been in business approximately 10 years, starting With
-originally 9 busses and 'approximately_ 20 employees, and at t~H~
present time it has 50 busses and approXImately ~0 employ~es.
The principal place ~f business of t~e company. Is located 1~ Clarendon, Va., just a few Jmles the o~h~r s1d~ of the r1ver, where 1t has an
office consistina
of one room divtded 1nto two parts, and a garage
0
immediately to the rear thereof, where it_ services busses.
.
The busses run principally bet'Yeen Arlmgton County and W:a~hing
ton. One goes to Fairfax County, if I :ecall_correctly. One on~ally
went. to Winchester, .but it has been dtscontmue~ at the p~esent·ttme.
So the furthest extent is approximately 18 miles to Farrfa~ Court
House. They bring the people into Washington in the mormng and
take them back in the evening.
.
The charge was that the petitioner here, the company, had discharged 21 employees, some drivers, s?me g~rage workers, and _soll!-e
mechanics because of their connect10n With and membership ~
Local 1079 of the Amalgamated Association of Street, Elect~ic Ra~l
way and Motor Coach Employees Union. The company d~nted tl?is.
The facts were these that--or rather there were two things gomg
on a.t the same time, if I may put it ~hat way.~ F!t'st we have from the
union standpoint a m~n .named griffin commg m t~e employ. under
the guise of a mechanic m the wmter of ~935. ~nd 36. ?e \\as the
one who first discussed with them the adVISability of a tuUOn. After
talking with the foreman and other persons there he left.
The next that appeared on the scene is the fourtl?- vice president of
this international union, one Clark, who C<?ns~~~ w1th the. foreman of
the shop and others in the shop on the adVIsability of a uruon. . Th~re
are conferences held during the first part of the year 1936, culmmat1ng
in an organization meeting on the 24th day C?f Fe~ruary 1936. Clark,
by the way, held some of th~ con~erences at .mght there when. the
president was away in the prestdent s office durmg the company trm~.
The organization meeting was on the 24th of . February. Then
cha.rter was received on the 3d of I\.1arch. The discharges occur~ed
on the 3d, 4th, and 6th of March. The company learned of the e~t
ence of a union on the 27th day of February, ? days !1-fter the orgaruzation meeting. That information came to Its act1v~ ~lanager~ Mr.
England. At the terminal one of the drive:r:s asked him ~at about
the union?" Or what the company was gc m,g to do a.bout It, and he
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said he never heard of it before, and then asked him what he did about
it, and he said, "I didn't do anything about it. I had a da.te to go tQ<
the wrestling matches, and I went to the wrestling matches." So he
did not regard it was important. This company, at the same time
these -union activities were going on, from their viewpoint they were
doing this: They had, commencing with the latter part of 1935, an
increasing number of complaints, as testified to by the president, wh<>
was active in the company and the sole owner practically, and the
organizer of it, and a pioneer in the bus industry; England, the manager at, the plant, and also at the terminal G. Wilsey, the superintendent
at the shop. They testified in great detail as witnesses for the Board
that over a period of months there was a growing inefficiency among
the drivers and the mechanics.
Now the road calls-that is, the calls that the shop people had to go
out and repa.ir a bus, which they called a road call-they had increased
to a point where in 15 days, from February 15 to March 1--for the
time when this union was active-they had reached the amount of 61,
which was the highest-,Justice VAN DEVANTER. Sixty-one what?
Mr. LYNCH. Road calls.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. Sixty-one in number?
lVIr. LYNCH. Sixty-one in number, yes, Your Honor. This was true
. in spite of the fact that they had put on in recent years a great deal of
new equipment, and they had discarded some of the old ones.
There was also some evidence in regard to the drivers, each one of
them separately, which I will come to in a few moments.
Justice McREYNOLDS. Are you undertaking to show that there was
no evidence to support the conclusion of the Board?
Mr. LYNCH. We take the position, Mr. Justice, that the findings
and conclusions of the Board were erroneous.
Justice McREYNOLDS. Do you think there is evidence· to sustain it?'
Mr. LYNCH. We think ~here is; yes, sir. We think there is, and we
cite some cases in our briefs which we feel sustain us on that point.
The court below, the fourth circuit, did not view the evidence as we did.
The CHIEF JusTic:m. This was not a case where the employment of.
these men in interstate commerce was in question?
Mr. LYNCH. That was not involved; no, sir.
The CHIEF JusTICE .. They were in interstate commerce?
Mr. LYNCH. That is right.
The CHIEF JusTICE. On that aspect, if the act of Congress was a
constitutional act, the matter of ascertaining the particular facts was
left to the Board, and it made its findings upon evidence, .and the
Congress has said that its findings made upon evidence shall be conclusive. So what is the ground upon which you appear here? You
are not here with any constitution& right on that aspect of the case?
Mr. LYNCH. We think we have a constitutional right to hire and
discharge the people and conduct our business in our own way, petitioner has, and under the decision of this Court in Orowall v. Benson
(285 U. S. 22) and also under the decision in St. Joseph Stock Yards
Oo. v. United States (298 U.S. 38), we feel that we do have that right.
Justice McREYNOLDS. And you feel that you are in a position to
ask us to decide whether you can discharge them as you see fit?
Mr. LYNCH. Yes, we think so, -because I '\\ill show you in a iew
mmnents.
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Justice McREYNOLDS. I am just trying to get your theory. You
are asking us to pass on that as an original question?
Mr. LYNCH. Yes, sir; or else reverse it and have the fourth circuit
pass on it. In other words, we feel that we have a right to have some
judicial tribunal determine the facts in the case, where these people
are required to reinstate these people they do not want to employ
and to put the1n to work and to pay them all their back salary from
the time they went away from work.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Upon the question of whether Congress has a
constitutional right to provide for the re~ulation of transactions in
interstate commerce that is here provided, if it has that constitutional
right and the employees are in interstate commerce, and if the act
applies to them and the facts necessary to be determined have been
determined upon evidence, what position are you in in arguing facts
to us in regard to the basis of the charge?
Mr. LYNCH. \Ye think, may it please the Court, that in many
instances the Board did not follow the evidence at all, and I hope to
show that in some instances their findings were not based upon any
evidence, and they have taken, for instance, their own '\'\itnesses, such
as England-·
The CHIEF JusTICE. You say in some cases. You mean in this
case?
Mr. LYNCH. In this case, in some respects.
The CHIEF JusTICE. The court of appeals has said that their findings were upon evidence. You say there was no evidence to support
the findings?
Mr. LYNCH. We say that there was no evidence to support certain

of these

:findin~.

·

The CHIEF JusTICE. That their findings were erroneous by not
being based upon evidence?
Mr. LYNCH. In part, yes; and we n.Iso say that, and we hope that
the Court will follow that view, under those decisions I have just
referred to we will have the right in some judicial tribunal to have the
court consider the evidence in full and give its own estimate of what
it ·believes the evidence to be.
•
Now, for instance, probably at the very outs.et let me say tllis:
The trial examiner in this case was Mr. Carmody. He.was a member
of the Board, and during the hearing this is what he~aid [reading]:
You see, I am not a lawyer, and I am disturbed by this business of trying to
build a whole case out of evidence, because it is not to me very scientific, and
we kno'w-

I don't know whether he meant himself personally or the other
members of the Board, but he saidwe know, those of us who have done management engJineer'ip.g, that we can determine all the evidence that is necessary in a case, not from witnesses, but from
factual material that we examine in a research sort of way, and I know that we
have got to go through this process of wasting a lot of time, because we are tied
in with court procedure. So we go through the process and I endure it as an
examiner. But I know that there are many elements that will enter into this,
and I think we all k'now that. So you may have a lot of tall proving to do, and
these men may have some questions to ask.

N owJ we take if from that statement that he was not going to
bother so much about what the witnesses said, but from his "factual
research sort of way" that he acquired knowledge which was not in
the record.
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The CHIEF JusTICE. You mean that is his mental attitude?

Mr. LYNCH. That was what he said.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Now, the point is, what evidence did he have?
The court of appeal~ has said that the Board did have evidence, and
I understand that your position is that it had none. I will hear you
on that, but so far as I am concerned I do not think the authorities
that you refer to have any relation to a ease of this kind. One was a
jurisdictional case; the other was a confiscation case. If this act is
constitutional, then the question is whether there was evidence to
. support the action of the Board acting under the act and in accordance
with its terms.
Mr. LYNCH. There was some evidence-! will say this-for
.instan~e, there were some wit~esses, these discharged employees,
who said "I was told that I was discharged by reason of my connection
with the union." Now, that certainly is some evidence. But we
say that the great overwhelming evidence was to the contrary and
that there should be something more than an impartial labor board
that hears the evidence and determines it. We should· have some
judicial tribunal that will pass upon it. And if the Court takes the
position that I cannot argue it, of course, I won't go into the detail of
the evidence, but I am prepared to do it.
For instance, as an example, a great deal of time-The CHIEF JusTICE .. The hour for recess has arrived.
(Wbereupon, at 2 p. m., a recess was taken until 2:30 p. m. of the
same day, at which time the oral argument was resumed, as follows:)
The CHIEF JusTICE. Mr. Lynch, the circuit court of appeals, as I
understand it, held in this case that there was evidence to sustain the
findings of the Board. You are at liberty, of course, to contest that
ruling tlnd endeavor to show to us, if you so desire, that it was erroneous, but if it be granted that there was evidence thab the court of
appeals found to sustain the findings of the Board, we do not wish to
hear you upon the conflict of evidence.
·
Mr. LYNCH. Well, with that statement of the Court~ may it plellse
the Court, Mr. Hughes, who is going to argue the legal points, will
proceed.
·

FURTHER ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE
PETITIONER
Mr. HUGHES. Of course, I would only like to invit~ the attention of
the Court in that. respect to the fact that the jurisdiction of the court
below was at issue, dependent upon whether the facts in the case
showed an unfair labor practice.
.
·
The CHIEF JusTICE. The act of Congress places the duty on the
Board of making determination of the facts, and the circuit court of
appeals has sustained the finding of the Board on the facts. Now, if
you desire to argue the validity of the act of Congress, not with respect
to the conflicting evidence upon the facts to which the Board addressed
itself, why of course I assume that that will be your effort.
Mr. HUGHES. In that respect, of course, Your Honor, we rely upon
the various arguments already made in the series of cases being heard
at the present time, in respect to the validity of the act insofar a.s the
fifth amendment is· concerned, and the seventh amendment. T·he
question I would like to argue is the sol~question of inseparability.
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In other words, in the event that this Cour~ should hold that the present act is unconstitutional with respect to mtrastate c!->mmerce, .as "':e
use the word, in other words, in these present comparuon cas.es, if t~s
Court should determine tha~ by reaso~ of those cases n?t Involvmg
interstate commerce the act IS unconst1tut10nal,. I ~oul~ hke to ar~ue
the question of whether, in that event, the act IS likewise unco!lstitutional by reason of inseparability .in resP.ect of .the present adnnttedly
interstate case. Of course there IS no dispute m the present case that
the present bus company, the petitioner, is engaged in interstate
commerce.
Justice l\1cREYNOLDS. What was the order in the case?
Mr. HuGHEs. The order was to cease and desist in unfair labor prac.
tices and to restore the individuals to duty with back pay.
Justice McREYNOLDS. You discharged some of them?
Mr. HuGHES. We discharged 19 or 18 employees at· or about the
time of the formation of the labor 1mion.
Justice McREYNOLDS. What were they doing?_
Mr. HuGHES. They were worki~g on the busse~. Some were bus
drivers; five of then1 were bus dnvers, the remamder of them mechanics·.
·
·
· · I
Justice McREYNOLDS. I am trying to get your case m mtnd If can.
Mr. HuGHES. Yes, Your Honor.
.
Justice McREYNOLDS. These people were discharged, and the order
did what?
.
~fr. HuGHES.· The order compelled us to restore thexn to duty wtth
back pay.
.
.
Justice McREYNOLDS. Do you understand the meanmg of tha~
order to be that y_ou are to put them back as drivers on your busseP.
11r. HuGHES. That is right.
.
.
Justice McREYNOLDS. Is that admitted?
Mr. HuGHES. I think it is admitted. That IS the meaning of the
order. It is perfectly clear. The order itself co;mpels us to restore
them to duty and to give them back pay, deductrng, I assume, w~at
they made in the meantime in some other employment. In reali~y,
the act says to order them to restoration of dut:y. Of course, ~hen.
t,hcy compel them to be rest?red to duty, an~ t~at IS one of our clarms,
that the order is entirely unilateral, and while 1t compels l!S ~o rest?re
them it does not compel them to work for us. So that It Is outside
the scope of the usual concept of duty in that respect, with respect
to the personal ~ervice .contract. . .
.
On this question of Inseparability I w~uld like first of all to show
how the thing arises, because the statute In the present caseJustice SuTiiERLAND. Before you come to that, you say that there
are provisions of the statute that apply to interstate commerce and
other provisions that apply to intrastate ;matters? .
.
Mr. IluGHES. No; J don't mean to give that Impress10n, Your
Honor.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Or is it a question of whether the act when
couched in general terms can be properly applied to intrastate matters?
Mr. HuGHES. That is precisely the point.
.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Your case is one that does not Involve mterstate transportation?
Mr. HuGHES. It does.

Justice SuTHERLAND. And the language of the statute covers your
case; whether it covers more is another question?
Mr. HuGHES. That is true.
,Justice SuTHERLAND. Then it is not a question of whether the general language of the statute should be limited to interstate commerce
over which Congress has jurisdiction and not extend to intrastate
matters?
Mr. HuGHEs. Well, we claim as to that, Your IIonor-,Justice SuTHERLAND. In other words, is it not really a question of
separability of the provisions of the statute?
·
Mr. HuGHES. Well, of course, I think all questions of separability
can be viewed somewhat conversely, or obliquely, if you want to say
it, from the viewpoint of constructiOn.
In other words, if the. object of this present act is to achieve something which cannot be achieved unless it is applied to all commerce,
intrastate as well as interstate, I say we have the right to argue that,
if you should bold that it is inapplicable to ordinary manufacturing
companies in the companion cases herein, then I say we have the
right to argue whether it is applicable to the interstate bus company
that we represen·t.
Tlie CHIEF JUSTICE. Is there anything in this act which in terms
makes it applicable to intrastate people?
Mr. HUGHES. There is nothing in terms which makes it applicable,
but the object of the act-The CHIEF JusTICE. If in any case it is held that it applies to a
class of employees who are in some intrastate activity, it would have
to be because of the effect of that activity upon interstate commerce?
Mr. HuGHES. That would be true, but of courseThe CHIEF JusTICE. In other words, it would be by the terms of
the act applying to what suggests an injury to interstate commerce
or the transactions in interstate commerce, and not because the terms
of the act applied to intrastate activities as such'?
Mr. HUGHES. That· may be true, but you must accept the definition
of "intrastate commerce" as given by the act. In other words, if the
act shows on· its face that it was intended to apply to what we all
colloquially call ordinary manufacturing concerns or industrial concerns located here, there, and everywhere, and if the administrative
construction of the act is to apply it to _that, you have got to presume
that Congress intended the act to apply to intrastate commerce,
and then if you should hold that that construction is unwarranted
and that Congress had no such right, we say, if the object of the act
itself cannot be achieved by applying it to oursP.lves, then by cutting
down the application of the act to ourselves in effect the a.ct is diverted
to un entirely different object than the act itself reveals. That is the
substance of our argument.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Then under the conclusion that you draw
nevertheless it does not include you?
Mr. HuGHES. It does include us, but it includes us for an
object which is all-inch1sive, and it cannot, in the situation we are
postulating, achieve-Justice SuTHERLAND. You say you are relying upon arguments
made on behalf of other people. This case has no connection with
other people, at all?

•
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Mr. HuG!fES. I ~dmit that, Your .Honor, but we point to severtll
case~ wherem practically the same thing·has been held by this Court.
For mstance, m the Trade Mark cases (100 U. S. 82), Your Honors
~e~d that the stat.ute that was intended to apply to trade marks, both
In mtr,state an4 ~terst~te commerce, could not be applied by judicial
exception or exCisiOn tC! Interstate commerce, and the reason you said
so .was because the obJect of the act was, as you said, to achieve a
umversal scheme of trade-mark protection.
N o_w, I sa.y tha~ the present act shows on its face-and I would
not lik~ to argue It, because I thin~ it will ~e better done by the
succe~ding c~unsel-but I say the obJect of this act shows on its face
th_at ~t was Intended to apply everywhere; it had a universal applicatiOn.
Juspice.STONE. Is not the act by its terms restricted to emplovment
affectmg Interstate commerce?
..
Mr. HuGHES. It is, Your Honor, but, as I say1 in ·respect of that
.
:word " a ffe~ t"mg " ~e h. ave got to rea d Into
that word "affecting" the
znte11?retatwn which Is COf!.tended for by the Government, wliich is
that mtrastate cases, for mstance the Jones &. Laughlin case the
manufacture of steel, affects interstate commerce.
'
~d so I say that,~ you say that that construction is not warranted,
an4 If you hold that 1t .cap.not b_e made to apply to those cases, we· are
entitle~ -to argue that 1t IS no~ mtended to apply to the present case.
Just1~e S'!'ONE. DC! you .think we ought to interpret the act as
unconstit~tiOnal or s~ply mterpret .it to apply only to those employments. wb}ch affect mterstate commerce within the m~aning of the
Constitution?
Mr. HUGHES. I naturally adhere to Your Honors' decisions which
of course are well founded, _to t~e effect that you ought not to in'terpret
acts of Congress unconstitutional where you can resolve them in
such a_way as to hold that they are constitutional.
Justice SToNE. But they should not be given any more latitude
than the Constitution will permit?
Mr. HuGHEs. Precisely. But of course, if you take the conflict
~etween the word "affe9ting, in the definitions and the' other objects
In the act, as re:vealed m the preamble, and if the pi'eamble of this
act set~ forth o]>Jects of ~he act which are to be achieved only through
~he regnnentat10n of all mdustry, it does not seem to me that "affectmg" can be given the l'estricted definition Your Honor contends for.
~he CHIEF JusTICE. The prea~bl~ merely states, as you put it,
ob)e.cts, and for t~e purpose ~f achievn~g those obje9ts ce:t:tain definite
~hmgs are aut~or1zed or req}llf~d, and if those definite th.mgs author-.
Ized and reqm.red are constitutiOnally authmized and required, would
you say that r~~ort should _he had to the preamble and objects for the
purpose of holding the entire act unconstitutional?
Mr. HuGH~s. Well, the difficulty of that, Your Honor, is the fact
that .t~e two mteract. The preamble affects the definitions and the
def!.nitwns affect the preamble. It is an inextricable puzzle'to me as
to JUS~ how to res~Ive.that conflict. But I can only leave these broad
and difficult constitutiOnal questions to the Court and say that, in the
event that you should come to the conclusion that it is inapplicable
·to what I call roughly these intrastate cases-and of course it is just
~ quarrel a,s to words _as to what the meaning of "intrastate eases"
Is-I refer to these vanous cases here as intrastate cases, and if Your
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Honors should deternline that it is inapplicable to those cases, the
point that I would like to argue is whether, in that event, it is applica.ble to the interstate cases such as the present.
Now, the court below-passed on the thing, and the question is c~m
plicated, which I think should be brought to Your ~onors' a~tent10n
right away, by the method the ?ourt _passed upon. The questiOJ?. w:as
raised and fully argp.ed below 1~ br~efs a:p.d In ~rgumet;tt, and In Its
opinion the court said the followmg m rulmg on It [reading]:
The respondent also attacks. the act on the. ground ·that, as eonstr~ed ·by t~e
Board it applies not only to mterstate commerce but also to local mdustry m
manufacture and production, and that therefore the whole act falls in spite of the
separability provision in section 15.

Now, here is the point that causes the. difficulty [reading]:
There would be some basis for the application of this line of reaso?ffig in the
pending case if the Board's construction of the act were tena?Ie and tt we!e. r~a
sonable to interpret the act as applying to intrastate as well as mterstate acttv1t1es.
But as we have endeavored to show in an opinion filed this day in Fosler Bro.~.
Manufacturing Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, the power conferred upon
the Board to prevent unfair labor practices, as set out in section 10 (a) of the
act, is restricted to. u.nfair labor practices affecting commerce, and commerce
is defined to mean t'Gae, traffic, commerce, or transportation ~mong the several
States or with foreign countries. Congress therefore did not mtend to regulate
intrastate as well as interstate comm~rcc, and there is no ~ound for the argument that, an important and inseparable part of the act havmg been condemned,
the whole act must fall.

Now in the Foster Bros ..opinion, which in effect is made part of
the pr~sent opinion on this particular point-and the Foster Bros.
case was a purely intrastate case as we are using the term here--the
court says [reading]:
It is not the position of the Board that the act applies to all industry or to a.U

employers and employees, ~ut th~t by its terms i~ is .applicab~e only wh.ere int~r
state or foreign comm.crce·ts subJect to substantial mterrupt10n from mdustnal
strife arising out of the unfair labor practices which the act prescribes. However,
it is contended that when a substantial portion of the raw materials or of the
finished products of a manufacturing business move in interstate or foreign commerce so that the flow thereof will be hampered or obstructed by industrial strife
in the' factory, Congress has pow~r !lnder the commerce c~ause t? ado~t by legis·
lation appropriate methods to elimma.te or reduce such mdustnal strife, on the
ground that it constitutes a direct and substantial burden upon such commerce.
In view of this contention, it may be immaterial-

the Court says-

l

I

I

it may be immaterial whether the question to be now decided is cons~dered to be
one of statutory·intcrpretation or of constitutionality. But since it may not be
supposed that Congress intended to pass an unconstitutional law, ~e shall dispose of the case by determining whether the employer was engaged m interstate
commerce within the established meaning of the phrase when it did the acts for
which it was brought before the Board.

Now, we contend as to that, Your Honors, that if the basis of the
decision below was that the act was not intended to apply to what we
call the intrastate cases, if Your Honors should determine that it was
intended to apply but was unconstitutional in that respect, then we
sav we have a right to a.rgue that, so applied, the act is unconstitutional by reason of inseparability to the present case.
Now, of course, we are aware of the fact that there is a separability
provision in the act, section 15, and that section is entitled to just
as much effect as any other section in the act; but of course the
difficulty in the present act is that, unlike the act involved in the
Carter Coal Co. case, the present act has only one object so far as we
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can see, the object contended for by the various petitioners herein,
and the object which I think is revealed by the object and purpose of
the act as revealed by the act itself. .
In the Garter case there were several objects. There were, first of
all, the labor provisions, and secondly, there were the price-fixing provisions. And so you might say that in that case the separability provision would save one where the other was declared unconstitutional.
Justice McREYNOLDS. How can the separability point arise here?
'There are no separate paragraphs referring to intrastate commerce,
.are there? They are all together, are they not?
~fr. HuGHES. I concede that, Your Honor; they are all together.
Justice McREYNOLDS. I was trying to follow your argument.
The whole act applies to whatever the Court says It is intended to
.apply to? .
1\fr. HUGHES. That is true.
Just,ice ·1\ticREYNOLDS. And if the Court construes the act as only
:applicable to interstate commerce, what would there be to separate
them?
· Mr. HuGHES. Excepting insofar as the apparent object of the act
in the definitions is to include in interstate commerce what really is
intrastate conllllerce.
N-ow, as I say, I don't care whether it is viewed from the view~oint
of unconstitutionality or the intel.ltion of Congress, I say that 1f the
object of the act is to achieve the broad results which can" only be
:achieved by applying it to all the little local manufacturing concerns
:that it really is being applied to in practice at the present moment,
;and if Your Honors should hold that it is unconstitutional in that
.respect, then I say that you have got to come to the conclusion that
··Congress never intended it to apply to the few outlying forms of
jnterstate commerc.e whic.h remain after you have eliminated all the
local eoncerns.
In other words, I don't think you can interpret this act into a
merely internal regulation of bus companies or communication systems.
In other words, Congress never intended--there is not a word to
show it-this ac.t to do, for instance, for bus companies, ·wh~t the
Railway Labor Act did for the railroads. There was not the slightest
attempt to regulate internally the affairs of bus companies, communication systems, or anythlng of that character. It was just for
the purpose of helping them out. The object of this act was bigger
and better than that, and I think we might as well confess it in reading
it over.
·I say that on the basis of the Trade lllark cases, and in particular
on the basis of Butts v. Merchants & }.,finer's Transportation Co. (230
U. S. 126), this Court ha.s recognized the principle that I am now
contending for, which is that the object of the act is what governs
this Court in determining whether it IS constitutional on the question
.of separability. In other words, if separating the unconstitutional
part gives to the means prescribed by the act a diffe-rent object from
the act itself, as provided in the act itself, in effect you are dividing
the act and placing it in an entirely different sphere from what it
·wa.s in tended.
In the B·utts case this Court had before it the question of whether
the Civil Rights Act prohibiting the discrimination against a colored
person for the broad .purposes outlined in the Civil Rights .Act, which
must have read into 1t the aftermath of the Civil War, whether that
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act was constitutional as applied to a coastwise vessel travel~ from
Boston to Norf~ll~; an~ this Court held that ~tts!fiuch as it had already
held that the Crv~ Rights Act was unconstitutional as applied to the·
States, on the basiS of the very plea we now appeal to you on which is;
the object of the act, as revealed in the preamble Your Ho~ors held
~hat the object of that Civil Righ~s Act was somethlng, as I say, more
rmportant than the mere regulation of the convenience of a person
traveling from Boston to Norfolk.
~d so you refused to apply it to the purpose ascribed to it in that .
partiCular case, and of course supporting that is Your Honors' decision
in Rai~ro~ Retirement Board v. Alton R. R. Go. (295 U. S. 330), where
you said m general terms that an act could not be put to a different
purpose than that disclosed by the act itself .
ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT:

.l\fr. FAHY. If the Court please, the position of the Goverrunent·
wtth respect to the argument just made is that indicated to me from
the questions of Mr;· Justice McReynolds and ~fr. Justice Sutherland
that it is not a. que~t.ion of separability, it is a question of application~
.The. act by 1~s terms B:.PPlies to no one in particular. It is an act
the pnn1ary object of which, as show"ll by the preaw.ble is to prevent
industrial strife burdening or obstructing commerc~. The only
jurisdictional provisi_ons in th~ act are those where they were necessary to be placed to gtve authonty to the Board to prevent the practices
under certain circumstances; that is, affecting commerce.
Now that phase, as shoWn in the committee reports, is used. o.s a
shor~ ?ut for the wl~ole a.ct, wh~re there was a question of jurisdiction,
and It was defuied m the portiOn of the act rein ting to. definitions· so
th~t ~he. d~finition w~uld .not have to be repeated wherever there was
a JUnsdictiOnal questiOn m the act itself. It is defined as "in com!llerce, or burdening or C!bstructing co~erce, or having led or tendIng to lead to a labor dispute burdemng or obstructing commerce"
and "commerce" is defined in the traditional sense of interstate and
foreign comnterce, with the one addition that in the District of Col1;1mbia a~d in the TeiTitories the plenary power of Congress is exerCISed, which accounts for and made necessary the broad definition of
"emplQyees" contained in the de.fimtions ~f the act. Except for that
broad. de~nition of "e~ployees", the plenary power of Congress in
the D!Stnct of Columbm and the Territories could not be exer<:~ised.
It is clear from the structure of the act that it must be applied under
the ~acts of e·ach particular case, )and the facts of each case must be
brou~J?.t within the commerc~ ~ower as expressed in the jurisdictional
p~o"!l81ons of the act .. Now It Is true that the Board has taken jurisdiCtiOn and Is presentmg to the Court for its deterntination those cases
which th~ pe.titioner in this case calls so-c'alled intrastate cases; but·
~he. q~es~10n IS ~~eth~r or not the ac.t applies to those cases under the
JuriSdiCtiOnal hnutat10ns of the act, and that is the sole question
th,ere.
''l'h~ conten~io~ t~a~ the a_ct. ha~ such a broad purpose, notwithstanding the JUnsdictiOnal llinitattons, that, even if applicable to
certain types of indust1ies, it must fall completely, would seein to be
lffi:SO~nd both. in reason and from the precedents. The precedents
prmc1pa1ly relied upon for that proposition are United States v. Reese
(92 U. S. 214), the Trade Mark Oa.ses (100 U. S. 82) and the first
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Employers' Liability Oases (207 U. S. 463)". The Court will recall
that in each of those cases the language of the statute was general and
indivisible, as the Court described it; so that in order to bring the
st.atutes within the constitutional power of the Federal Government,
the Court said it would haYe to read into the statute in ea('h. case
words of limitation, which it was not called upon to do. Whereas
in this statute Congress itself has read into the statute, has placed
int.o t,he statute in the jurisdictional proyisions themselves, the very
words of limitation, ·within the Federal power, which were omitted
in each one of the statutes considered in the Reese case and the Trade
]l;fark cases and the first Employers' Liability cases.
Obviously, the purpose of the act being to pi.·otect interstate and
foreign commerce by this means, it is--not onlv from these precedents
but from principle-unreasonable to say that Congress did not intend
to do the very thing that it was seeking to do; that is, to protect
interstate and foreign, conunerce frmn the burdens and obstructions
{)f industrial strife.
Now the contention is made by the petitioner that Congress, I
suppose, thought that power extended where it did not extend. It
may be that Congress so thought; hut ill order that the statute which
it enacted should not cro beyond that power,. whatever it was, and
however broad a scope Congress might have hoped that it would have,
it plac.ed in the statute the constitutional words of limitation bS:scd
upon the com.merce clause.
·
· If this act were limited, as we contend it should not be limited,'
because we contend the commerce power itself is not so limited, to
industries akin to that now before the Court, the act would be applicable to a larger number of employees than the present Railway Labor
Act. There would be approximately 2,000,000 employees and their
employers subject to the act, even if it were limited to interstate
transportation and communication _and the maritin1e industry.
Now the Congress having enacted special legislation for the railroads
along this line, is it to be assumed that in endeavoririg to extend, to the
full extent of the commerce power which may be exercised in this
respect, the benefits of such legislation, it did not want to extend those
benefits to such industries as the tremendous interstate motor-vehicle
industry, the tremendous interstate communication industries, and
the whole maritime industry, to mention only a few.
In view of the fact that the question as to the findings of the Board
was disposed of in the manner in which it was, I will, of course, not go
into any discussion of the facts of the case. I simply would like to
make this statement on behalf of tlie Board-that if the Court were
called upon to review the findings of fact made in this case, it would not·
only find that those findings were·supported by the evidence, but that
the conclusion reached by the Board was inevitable; that the Board
arrived unquestionably at the truth, which was all that it was seeking
to arrive at; and, notwithstanding the statement of the trial examiner
cut out and read to the Court this morning, the Court would find, if it
reviewed this record, that there was a tremendous amount of evidence
permitted to be introduced by witness after witness, and there was not
the slightest curtailment of the fullest opportunity to be heard in the
development of the case.
(Whereupon, at 3:05 p. m., the oral argument in this cause was
concluded.)
.
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WASHINGTON,
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U'edne8day, February 10, 1937.

. 'fho. above~entitled matter came on for oral argument before the
C~cf Justice and Associate Justices of. the Supreme Court of the
Umted States, at 3:05 p. m.
Appearances:
On b~half of the petitioner: lion. Stanley Reed, 8:->licitor General of .
the Umted States; Hon. J. Warren Madden, Chairman, National
Labor Relations Board.
On behalf of the respondent: ~·fr. Earl F. Reed, JYir. Charles Rosen,
Mr. W. D. Evans, and Mr. John E. Laughlin, Jr.
The CHIEF JusTICE. No. 419, National Labor Relations Board
against the Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation.

ORAL ARGUMENT ON. BEHALF OF PETITIONER
Mr. !YfA?DEN. lVIa:y it please the Court_, in January 1936, a cha·rge
was -!lied With the regiOnal office of the N at10nal Labor Relations Board
at Pittsburgh by the .Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin
Worke!B, Beaver Valley LOcal Lodge. I shall hereafter call this lodge
the umon.
This charge alleged that the respondent herein, the Jones & Laughlin
Stee~ Corporation, had violated section 8, subsections 1 and 3 of the
N at10nal Labor Relations Act·, in that it had interfered with restrained
and ~oerced i~ employees in their right to self-organization, and i~
th~t It had disc~arged a ~umber of its employees because of their
un1on membership 8Jld activity.
·
The Board, after investigation, issued a complaint against· the respon:dent alleging these same violations. The respondent filed a
special appearance and .ans.wer, in whic~ it .denie~ the reasons alleged
by the Board for the disnussals, aJthough 1t admitted the dismissals,
107
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and in which it raised a number of constitutional objections to the
act and to the act's application to this respondent.
The Board held a hearing and the respondent participated in that
hearing only during the stage when evidence was being introduced as
to the nature of the respondent's business. When that evidence was
completed the respondent made a motion to dismiss the complaint
upon the ground that the evidence had shown that the Board has no
jurisdiction and that the act had no application to the respondent.
That motion being danied, respondent withdrew and took no further
part in the hearing.
·
The hearing continued, and the Board made a decision and order
to the effect that the respondent had violated these sections of the
act by interfering with, restraining, al)d coercing its employees, as
charged in the complaint, and that as to 10 employees it had discharged
them because of their union membership and uctivity. ·
The Board further found that, due to the nature of the respondent's
business and of the other facts in the case, these unfair labor practices
were 1mfair labor practices affecting commerce within the meaning of
the National Labor Relations Act.
The Board then filed its petition, pursuant to section 10 (e) of·tb.e
statute, with the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, the
circuit in which the respondent does business, asking that court to
issue its order enforcing the order ·of the Bonrd. That court denied
the Board's petition upon the ground that the statute was not applicable to this respondent in this situation. The court later denied the
Boa.rd's petition for a rehearing. The Board petitioned this Court for
certiorari.
The questions presented in this case are whether the N a tiona! Labor
Relations Ae-t is applicable or can be applicable to this respondent in
this situation under the provisions of the commerce clause of the
Constitution, whether the act is in violation of the fifth amendment
as a deprivation of the respondent's liberty or property without due
process of law, whe~her it is in violation of the seventh amendment as·
denying·the respondent the right of trial by jury, and the first amendment as denying the respondent the right of free speech, and as to
whether the respondent can bring into question other provisions of the
act than those \vhich have,·been applied to it, and if so, whether those
other provisions are separable.
The respondent is the fourth largest company in the steel industry
in the United States. Its assets consist of some $180,000,000. It is,
according to its own statement., filed with th'P. Semuities and Exchange
Commission, completely integrated, owning and operating iron-ore
mines, transport boats, limestone and coni mines, a railroad, the mill
at Aliquippa where the events in question in this case took place.
These things will be further described in the statement.
The plant of the respondent here in question is located at Aliquippa,
Pa. That is on the Ohio River about 12 miles below l'ittsburgh.
The plant is a large plant, covers about 4 75 acres, and extends up
and down the Ohio River about 5 miles. It is one of the two plants
of the respondent, the other one being of about the same size and
being located at Pittsburgh.
The Aliquippa plant employs about 10,000 employees. It is located
at a strategic commercial location near the junction of the Ohio and
the Monongahela Rivers and with access to the Pittsburgh & Lake.

Erie Railroad, which is a part of the New York Central Railroad
System. There is in the plant itself and wholly owned by the respondent a railroad consisting of some 43 miles of trackage, together with
the locomotives and cars, and having about 450 employees.
The respondent obtains its iron ore from mines owned by itself
in Michigan and Minnesota. Its other principal raw materials are
li:qre~t~ne and coal for coking purposes. The iron ore is .brought
from the mines by industrial railroads which depend almost entirely
upon this ore business to the upper lake ports of the Great Lakes.
It is from those ports transported by special ore cartiers, some of
which are owned by the respondent itself and some of which are
apparently common carriers, t.o Ashto.bula, Ohio, where the respondent maintains docks. There the ore is unloaded, mostly directly
into railroad cars, for transportation to Aliquippa. Sometimes, depending upon the needs of the situation, some ore is stored at the
docks at Ashtabula.
The coal is obtained from·the respondent's. coal mines, which are
located up the Monongahela in Washington County, Pa., which are
there operated by a wholly owned subsidiary of the respondent.
'Ilhe•·coal·is. transpor.ted (rom those mines in the responde-nt's own
equipment, barges and towboats, to the river adjacent to the Aliquippa
..
plant.
Respondent's limestone is obtained from its quarries in West
Virginia principally. It also has quarries in Pennsylvania. It is
transported by .rail to the respondent's plant at Aliquippa.
In October 1935, which was a representative month, 6,222 carloads
qf.:·m,e.;tAJ:i,~l~·cam,e into th~ respondent's Aliquippa plant. Something
more. than 200 carloads per day. Ninety-seven percent of the business
done by the P. & L. E. Railroad at the Aliquippa station is attributable
to this respondent. The respondent is the largest customer of that
railroad anywhere on its line.
The incoming shipments are unloaded by the respondent's own
employees and are handled continuously through this steel mill.
Outgoing shipments take place from practically every stage of the
process: In other words, semifinished materials and materials in
other stages of finish down to the ultimate product are loaded out
arid~~shipped .:out· ·at ·an ·stages. Each· department of tl1e ·mill ·has its
own shipping department.
Blast furnaces are the first step in the process, and there, by the
mixture of iron ore, coke, and limestone, the pig iron is made. The
pig iron emerges and is never allowed to cool, but it is transferred
immediately to the Bessemer converters or the open-hearth furnaces
for the making of steel. Out of these furnaces the steel comes in
molten state and is poured into i11got molds, but there again is never
allowed to cool, but goes immediately into the soaking pit, where it
is given a uniform temperature for the purposes of rolling, and from
t~ere .it ·gq~s into· the .various rQ)l4lg pr~cesse~, th~ first process being
either.slabs 'or blooms, and some of- ·those are shipped away-, l<Yaded
on cars and shipped away to customers from that point. The rest
of it is further processed, some of it completely processed into pipe
or wire or nails.
Practically all of its business is done on customers' orders, the respondent manufacturing practically nothing for stock. Ordinarily
customers' orders are filled within a week after they are received.
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Respondent itself states that 100 industries look to Jones & Laughlin for steel. Part of its products are shipped out by rail, some 60
cars a day of steel and other products gQing out of the mill. A very
large amount of its .products .are ·shipped· out by. boat -down ·the{!)hio
and Mississippi Rivers, and that by the respondent's own equipment.
Respondent maintains warehouses in the large cities along the Ohio
and Mis~ssippi Rivers, also in Chicago, Detroit, and Long Island
City, N. Y. From these warehouses products are transshipped by
rail to the customers. In two of these warehouses are fabricating
shops for further processing of the materials.
Respondent's sales are throughout the United States and many
foreign countries, and are arranged through 20 sales offices maintained
by the respond~nt in the principal cities throughout the United States.
These sales offices, as I understand it, arrange the order8, which then
come into the plant, and the shipments are made from the plant or
from the warehouses which I have mentioned. Sales are: made .at a
delivered price. .
·
Here we have then a Natio~-wide·enterprise drawing materials frotn
a number of States, transporting these materials to a considerable.
extent in its own equipment, processing them, again transporting and
marketing the products, marketing the products through its .own
organization, and to a considerable extent transporting through .its
own organization.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. I may have misunderstood you, but· J
ga.thered from your statement that they are not engaged in transporting any but their own products?
Mr. MADDEN. That is right, yes, Your Honor. They are not
engaged in transporting for others.
.· : . . :
Justice SuTHERLAND. These materials are to be employed in manufacture?
.·
Mr. MADDEN. To a considerable extent. There will be some
further statement about that.
Now, consider for a moment the steel industry as a whole, of which.
this respondent is a very considerable unit. The whole industry
shows on a la.rger scale substantially the same pattern. Nearly all
of the ore, .85 percent of the ore, which is· used in the steel mills· of this
country, is obtained from Michigan and Minnesota. .Most of the
steel is manufa.ctured in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, ·and Illinois,
some in Alabama. None of those States except Pennsylvania and
Alabama have supplies of coking coal. So that there is this constant
movement of ore from Michigan and Minnesota over the Great
Lakes to the steel ntills, and a constant movement from the other
direction of the coal for coking purposes from the western Pennsylvania area to the mill, and again the movement of limestone of the·
same kind. And out of all. of the mills the same sort of current of
commerce occurs in the products. of the mill.
The entire steel industry involves an investment of some five
billion dollars, and in 1934 used some 50,000,000 tons of material..
I may say that the respondent itself over a period of 10 years prior to
1930 averages 3.% million tons of iron ore per year.
·
·.
The steel mills are located on the cheap water transportation of the
Ohio River and of the Great Lakes. Whatever migration of t;he steel
industry there ha.s been in recent years· has been along the path of thffi,.
current of commerce, moving away from the Pittsburgh t:tr~a and
closer to the sources of supply of the ore, along the Great Lakes.
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The president of the United States Steel Corporation said:
.The productio:t;l line of t~e automobile indust~y now. begins back in the· ~te~l
mills, and we are m accord w1th any effort to keep 1t runmng more steadil;rthiotigh
the years. ·
·
·

It see~ to me that the pattern of commerce which we have ·here
fits admirably the language which this Court used in the case of• Stafford v. Wallace (258 U. S. 495), when it said:
·
The application of the commerce clause of the Constitution in the Swij{~ffae.·
was ~h;e result of the na~ur~ developmen~ of int~rstate commerce under modern
conditions. It was the mev1table recogmtion of the great central·fact that such
stre~ms of ~omm~rce from one part of the country to another which are :ever.;\
flol!lng are. In t~e1r ~ery e~sence the commerce.among the States and '\'\'"ith foreign
na~wns whtch bJstortcally It.was one of the chief purposes of the Constitutioi:i to
brmg under natwnal protection and control.
· ··

I observ~ ·tha~ in t_his statement not only does this Court suggesf
th&:t there lS .a nght m the Congress of the United States ,to protect
these great s~re~ms::Gf commerce, but there. is a duty, it having been,
o~e .o~ tJ:t.e·.PI¥tC~P~. P!U'Poses for the creatJon of the Nation out -of
the group of separate States for it to do just these things.
.. ·. . ..
'!he Beaver Valley Lodge of the Amalgamated which we call the.
umon, wa~ ~hartered in ~934. Immediat~ly the re~pondent counte~cl·
by. oppos1t10n. It set 1ts company police upon the leaders. of, the.'
~on. It followed them about. It followed them even to neighbo:r~
mg towns when they went t~ere to. meet visiting organizers •... .An,
e!D-ployee o~: .~~e. ~o~:p.an:y st~ t~oned hi}Dself at the house of. the;.;pliii~
c~p~ mover m the uruon actiVIty, takiilg down the names of all who.
VISited th~ house and quest~oning some of them .a~ they Cf!<ille;awaji.,'."'~
The u~Qn officers,. ~d higher officers of the umon, national-offi.ceiS
of. the umon, were vilified. The employees were warned as .to. what.
wo.uld · be the c<?nsequences of the growth of the union or .of their
umon membership. One employee at least was warned that he would..
not longer be able to let his rent remain in arrears if he joined the
union, and that his. credit in the local stores would be destroyed.
Ove~ a ~omparat1vely short period 10 employees of the respondent
were disnussed for what the Board found to be union activities. In
each, of co1:1rse, the supervisor gave on the occasion of the dismissal
SO!Jl.e other reason for the ·disrnis·sal. His reasons are shockhlaly
tr~vtal, one man of many years standing having been disnussed for
failure to close a door, another for lep,ving his kevs lying on the desk
near the cr~e.. The '!"hole thing is in a-:r;ather familiar pattern. At
t.h~ first slight infraction of rules the dismissal comes, for reasons
which, I. think1 Y?ur ¥onors would agree no enli~htened employer
~ould reallY: disrmss ~ employees. The picture 1s very much the
picture which the district court had iit the Texas & New Orleans case
when ~h:e men involved ther~ ~ere dis~ssed, the company in each
cas~ gtvmg reasons for the disnnssal which the court simply did not
believ:e were the true reasons for the dismissal.
.. The Board, as I sQ.i.d, ordered the respondent to-I should have said
With reference to your question that these workers who were disrnissed
were engaged in various duties about the plant, some of them operatinocranes .which mgeneral moved the materials forward from one depar~
m~nt of the plant to the other, but. which were also used to load
materials out of the plant (if they were sold at that stage of the
proces~), some. inspecfi!ng motors, some driving tractors, one at least
oper~ting a nail ~~~e. The Board, as I said, ordered the respon-
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dent to cease and desist and reinstate .these men, and that order is
the subject of this litigation.
The statute and the Board's order were based ·upon the commerce
clause of the Constitution, and so the question arises what had the
respondent's conduct to do with commerce among the several States?
In the first place, Congress has found, and history and experience
show beyond question, that the conduct. which the respondent was
found by the Board to be guilty of in this case does produce industriol
strife. There certainly can be no serious argument about that question. If you do these things to your employees what is the expec~d
reaction? We submit that in the absence of a law such as this the.
employees have one of two choices: They can either lie down and give
up their ambition to protect themselves by unionization ttnd collective
bargaining; or, on the other hand, they can strike.
Now, thi~ Court in American Steel Foundries v .. Tri-Oity Central
J'ra~s Council (25? U.S. 184), which h~ been referred t<? m~y tjmes
m this case, has said that they have a nght to have their umon and
that they have a right to organize for the purpose of protecting themselves, and if the employer does interfere with that nght trouble may
be expected.
_
.
These employees did not resort to either one of those ·al1rerna:ti~es.
They did not lie down and they did not strike. They brought their
case to an agency of the Government which they thought had jurisdiction to right their wrongs in an orderly fashion.
The problem for the Board then· was not whether this kind of thing
tended to produce industrial disturbance. The Congress had settled
that, and had settled it in accordance with all history and all experience. The question for the· ·Boaro~wa'S·rather, Does·-tn.is..coildnct.of
the respondent in this situation affect commerce within the meaning
of the Constitution? If it does, it affects it within the meaning of
this statute and the Board has a right to apply the statute to the
situation. I need not go into the language of the statute again on
this point. That has already been covered.. But we argue it was
the evident intent of the Congress; Congress had no apologies for
this law; it thought that it was a good law; it thought that it would
bring, or tend to bring industrial peace, a.nd it wanted the application
of the law to be as broad as it co~stitutionally can be -~aiie, and it
used this language that has ·been referred ·to, that iri situations affeeting commerce the law shall be applicable.
Obviously, in the administration of the law the Board must look
to the decisions and opinion of this Court with reference to the·
situations to which it could constitutionally ap:ply the law, finding
~xact pre?edents where it could, drawing analogies which seemed to
1t to be farr. That, then, has been the Board's source of authority for
the position which it took in this case.
Now, an examination of the precedents of this Court with reference
to the power of the· National Government in relation to industrial
strife, the difficulty with reference to the precedents is this, that in
the pa.st, except for .the experience in: the railway industr.y, the
National Government's dealing with industrial strife has been only
on a penal or control basis; that is, on the basis of going in and
attempting to do something about it after the strife had broken out.
This statute, of course, is obviously a preventive statute. It is
entirely possible that· in this case it has prevented .labor toubles by
allowing the men to bring their case to the Board and to this Court.

!liS

Counsel for the respondent say in effect the National Government
being a government of limited powers, it cannot act until it has a
specific situation to act upon. Again and again in respondent's brief
this is stated in effect: "You talk about solving industrial strife, but
there is no industrial strife. There was no strike in our plant." We
think that this idea. would prevent the ·National Government completely from extending any sort of preventive remedy in the direction
of ~du~trial. strife, and we think t~at this is a. counsel of despair,
which IS neither reasonable, pract1cable, nor In accord with the
pracede~ts·l of, this Court.
·
·We- have no doubt that to whatever extent the National Government could constitutionally deal with industrial strife after that
·strife had broken out, it has the power to prevent such strife if there
is a reasonable likelihood of strife of the sort which it could deal with
after such strife had broken out.
The history of th~. Packers and Stocky!trds .Act is here as an example. After many years of effort by the National Government to deal
with particular conspiracies after the conspiracies had been made,
the Government went into the preventive business and established
somewhat meticulous regulations for the operation of 'all these stockyards an~ wiped ou~ .the whol~·difficulty in one act.
We think 'the ·dec1s1oils of -this Court approve the application of the
Federal power to the following situations involving industrial strife:
(a} Where such strife involves an intent to affect commerce.
(b) Where such strife has the necessary effect of substantially burdening
commerce.
(c) Where such strife is an example of constantly recurring indnsftial 8trife .
which is a burden upon interstate commerce.
·

.. In this ·cas.e there is a very considerable probability of a strike with
mtent. to a~ect commerce. The ?olicitor General is going to deal with
that s1tuat10n, and I pass over 1t. But the National Government's
power is not limited to cases of intentional strikes. If that be tn1e that
would be a m?st rem~rkable lim~tation upon the power of the Co~gress
to de!il effectively With the NatiOn's commerce. It would mean this,
t~at if two sets of persons ~nder exactly identical physical situations
did exactly the same acts w1th exactly the same effects upon jntcrstate
commerce, t.he power of the National Government would reach to one
set of those persons but would not reach at all to the others. This
Court has laid down no such doctrine. On the contrary, in the first
Coronado Coal case (259 U.S. 344), this Court said:
·
_ Coal mining is not interstate commerce and obstruction of coal mining, though
1t may prevent coal from going into interstate commerce, is not a restraint of
that commerce unless the obstruction to mining is intended to restrain collllilerce
in it or has necessarily such a direct, material and substantial effect to restrain it
that the intent reasonably must be inferred.

Again, in Indu~triol Association v. United States (268 U. S. 64), the
Court repeated Wlth approval the same language, and again in United
Leather Workers v. Herkert & Meisel Trunk Go. {265 U.S. 457) is the
same language.
~he respondent recogni~es ~hat "necessary effect" may be just as
valid a reason for the apphcat10n of the commerce power a.s "intent."
On page 91 of the respondent's brief apperu'S this language:
If this were a proceeding against striking employees under the antitrust laws
the connection between strikes and stoppages of commerce might be legitimately
urged as a reason for inferring an intent to restrain the movement of commerce,
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but here there is no actual or threatened strike such as the petitioner supposes to
~~

.

Suppose, when the circuit court of appeals decid~d t~at the ~oard
had no jurisdiction and that this act had no applicatron to tbJs respondent, the workers involve~ in this __ case. had said to the:r:nselve~,
"W-e thought we had three chorces. We thought we could e1ther lie
down or strike or resort to the law. Now we have found that we have
only two choices, and we choose to st~e." .
. ·
.
This extract from the ref!lpondent's bnef which I have:Just read you
indicates that this would be the respondent's counter to such a strike;
it would go into the Federal_Di~trict ~ourt ~or the We~tern _Distr~ct
of Pennsylvania and file a bill m eqwty say1ng something like thiS:
"A group of men down at our plant have m;ttered into an atp"eem~nt
in restraint of commerce. The consequence IS an enormous disruptiOn
of the commerce of the Nation. Orders cannot be filled, goods cannot
.be shipped, mines in ~innesota and Michigan ~annot oper_ate, boats
on the Lakes are stopped, railroads have nothing to transport ~nd
nowhere to unload it if they do; transport it Boats on the Lakes are
stopped. Telegraph and telephone messages are coming in all the
time from every State in the Union 'Where is the steel that I ordered? 'It should have been ready for shipment by this time.'" ':A
disruption of commerce which is almost inconceivable.
The petitioner there, or complainant, says, "We are.eBtitled to ~~
injunction against these people. They have no right to enter into an
agree1n:ent. which thus disturbs the commerce ~f the Nation. Our ·
authonty Is the language of the Supreme Court m the Coronado case.
These men are well informed. They must have known when they
struck that this would be the effect upon commerce, and therefore the
necessary intent will be inferred." Suppose the Court says, "On the
authority of the Coronado case you seem to be entitled to your inj.unction, but, by the way, what caused this strike?" '~Well," these workers
say, and the Labor Board found, that '~the strike was caused by ·a
rather small incident. We discharged 10 men because they joined
a union." The judge says, "Was that a violation of the National
Labor Relations Act?" Counsel says, "It would have been, except
that the National Labor Relations Act had no application to the case.
The case had nothing to do with interstate commerce."
And we have a situation which it seems to me is quite illogical, that
the very thing which cn.used the strike, which caused it immediately,
arid as a result of which it immediately came about, that thing is held
by the circuit court of appeals as having no su:fficien~ relation ~o
commerce so that the Federal Government .can do anythilig about It.
Now, the conseguence of such a ruling is this, that in no circumstances can the N at.ional Government do anything about employerlabor practices in these industries which ship goods in interstate
commerce and as to which striking workers may be prosecuted or
enjoined by the National Government under the operation of the
Sherman .Act.
This doctrine, then, of "necessary effect" as being the equivalent of
"intent" is the doctrine of this Court. It is )~= then that this
Court has not placed any spurious and crippling · ·tations·upon the
constitutional grant of power to Congress to regulate commerQe.
I desire to return for the moment to a discussion of Stafford v.
Wallace (258 U.S. 495), which is an analogy the Board has resorted
to in the decision of its cases.
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· Can there be any doubt that industrial strife in a stockyard which
would stop the stream of commerce through that stockyard would be
a proper subject for the cognizance of the National Government?
Justice VAN DEVANTER. "'-ould you say that again, please?
Mr. MADDEN. Can there be any doubt that labor trouble in a stockyard, which labor trouble stopped ·the flow of commerce through that
stockyard, would constitutionally be a proper subject of control by
the National Government? ·
·
Justice McREYNOLDS. If the men in that stockyard were employed
at something which may not interfere with interstate commerce, how
far would you go?
Mr. MADDEN. There is always, of course, in considering these.
problems, jus~ as there has been when this Court considered the labor
eases under the Sherman Act, not merely the constitutional question
of the limitation bu~ }he question of the wisdom and practicability of
it.
Justice McREYNOLDS. I am asking you ·about the power. Does
Congress have the power to say to these men-Mr. MADDEN. I should say that if they said to a man there, "You
cannot quit your job," you would be in difficulties there with the
thirteenth amendment to the Constitutionf I should say that if you
said to- a group of men there, "You cannot enter into an agreement to
quit your jobs, although individually you may quit them," there you
would face no problem of constitutional power at all, but merely a
problem C'f the wisdom of its exercise.
Now I should say that it would be unwise to so exercise the power
unless you had first done all that you could by way of prevention of
the difficulty.
Justice McREYNOLDs. We are not going to decide the wisdom of
Congress. Did Congress in the Stockyards case interfere with the
interstate commerce clause because they did not pay sufficient wages
and say that they must pay each one of them $10 a day?
Mr. MADDEN. No; I should suppose not. I could imagine that there
might be a sufficient connection between the wages and the labor
troubles, thet·eby stopping the flow of commerce, but I see no such
intimate connection whatever as there is between strikes and the
flow of Commerce.
The statistics which we rely upon here show that a very large
number of strikes are not based at all upon problems of wages and
hours and substantive conditions, but are based upon the desires of
the.men first to organize themselves into unions, so that they can
speak to their employer with some authority with reference to their
conditions.
.
May I ask you about the time?
The CHIEF JusTICE. You have used 40 minutes.
Mr. MADDEN. It does seem to me that if the National Government
really has the power to protect the flow of commerce through the
stockyards, for example, by the meticulous regulation which it has
imposed in the Packers and Stockyards Act, if the overcharge for the
use of the stockyards of the amount of a few cents or a few dollars
is really of interest to the National Government, then I cannot
con~ive of how some other activity which would stop the flow of
commerce completely, instead of levying a little additional financial
charge upon it, but which would stop it completely-! cannot con-
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ceive why that would not be of equal. interest to the National Government.
H
'
1
If you will indulge me, I want t.o read from Your onor s own anguage in the-.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Is that the basts of your argument, that 1t
completely stops the flow of commerce?
::vir. MADDEN. That is the basis of my particular argument.
Justice SuTHERLAND. In relation to this case?
.
.
Mr. MADDEN. Yes. No; that is not all that there ts to be satd for
this case. That is one of the·aTgwn.ents.
Justice SuTHERLAND. In other words, that is the basis of the argument you are making now?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes. If Your Honor will indulge n::e, I ~ant to
speak p.bout that in connection· with some language whtch this Cow·t
itself used in Stafford v. WaUace.
The object to be secured by the act-

That was the·Packers and Stockyards Act, of courseis the free and unburdened flow of livestock from the ranges and !arms of 'tbc West
and the Southwest through the great stockyards and slaughtermg centers on ~he
borders of that region, and thence in the form of mea~ prod~cts to the consum~ng
cities of the country in the Middle West and ~ast, or, .s~lllas h ves~c~, tq t\le.fef\~g
places and fattening farms in the Middle West or East * * *.
c·

Now if Your Honor please, it seems to me tha.t the flow of c~l!l
merce ~hich is described in that lu.nguage and which was the fact m
those stockyards cases was a flow of contmerce not only through the
stockyards but through the meat factories, through the packing plants.
The consequence is that the analogy which w~ draw of the flow of raw
materials into and through and the flow of fimshed products out of the
steel mills seems to be a logical one.
Justice SuTHERLAND. So far as the cattle are concerned, how far
could you go? You say that that is an analogous situation?
l\1r. MADDEN. That IS right.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Taking it back, for .instance, to the herder;
suppose the herders rnising cattle organized a union. Could Congress
regulate that?
~Ir. MADDEN. I should say not, Your Honor. I sh?uld. say that
you have with reference to the commerce of the -qruted States a
problem somewhat similar-and certainly you have With reference to
the extreme concept which this Court has t~S~ll-you have.a .prob~em
somewha.t similar to that which you have Wlth reference to phys1cal
streams of water. The water after it becomes a stream gets a w~olly
different sort of protection from what it gets when it is S';Jrfac~ 'Yater or
when it is percolating through the _ground. At that time ~~ IS practicnlly any man's property and it has very little p~otectwn from
destruction. When it becomes a stream, however, It then comes
under the scope of a different set of legal po"'~ers.
.
Now this process of drawing lines between 1ntrastu.te and mterstate
activities, it may well be-it is not for us, of eourse, to cut the patt~rn
for Your Honors-but it may well be that an analogy someth1n~ hke
that may be useful in determining the extent ~o wh1ch_ the Natwnal
Government can go in the control of the things. which. affect the
commerce of the Nation-how greatly affect, how Immediately, how
directly, if you will, and so forth.
·
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Now it does seem to me that by your oWn authority the meat
factory is in the stream of commerce. The stream of commerce
flows through it. I can imagine no reason ·why the Government,
which has not only the right but the duty to protect that great flow of
conunerce, cannot protect there as well as it can just before it reaches.
that point or just after it reaches that point. Indeed, it seems to me
that the attempt of the N ationa! Government to protect its great
streams of commerce is futile if there is somewhere uiong the stream, a
point where the hand of the Government is stayed and where stupid
State regulation, or lack of regulation, may dest1·oy the whole stream
which the Government has so carefully conserved up to that point,
and which it is going to pick up again and conserve so carefully beyond that point.
·
I just cannot see why the Government, which undertakes to protect
this thing, should allow it to get out of control at some stage in the
course of the stream and then perhaps permit it to be destroyed,
which would be exactly what would happen, of,course, to our enormous
stream of raw materials con1ing into this steel m.ill and our finished
products going out ..
If labor trouble should stop this mill, ther-e is no question but
what transportation ·would stop, communication would stop, boats
would be tied at their docks, interstate orders and shipments could
not be made.
Now,· why should the Government interest itself so n1eticulously in
all of these things just before they enter the gates of this factorv and
then allow the whole work of conservation to be-,lost while th~y are
inside it?
We no more assert that manufacturing is interstate comm.erce than
did this Court in Stafford v. Wallace assert that meat packing or
soap making or feeding hay to cows is interstate· ClUlimerce. We
merely assert that the Government, which has the responsibility,
cannot have the factory gates slammed in its face and have it said to
it, "Inside here you have lost your control, and whatever happens
to yolll' great stream of commerce is none of the National Governmeltt's' business."
A grave problem for this Court, of course, is the p~eservation of
our very useful American system of dual sovereignty, but it does seem
that where the United States has found its responsibility~ certainly
one of its grave responsibilities is to foster and protect the Nation's
commerce, that where it has found that responsibility the States
must give way· to wha.tever means it develops as necessary f~r the
National Government to adequately protect those strelJ.nis of commerce.
I would like to say just a word about some of the points made in
respondent's brief. They cite a large number of State taxation cases.
It seems to us quite evident that those cases have no bearing whatever
upon the matter. Your own opinion in Stafford v. ~Vallace, compared with Minnesota v. Blasius (290 U.S. 1) indicates what~ I mean.
In Stafford v. Wallace you held that the National Government should
regulate the stockyards. In Minnesota v. Blasius you held that the
State could tax animals in the stockyard. · It was perfectly evident
·that .,those animals, although they were in the flow of commerce,
because by custom and history they would go on to other States,
nevertheless, they were not in transit within the meaning of the other
line of cases which would relieve them from State taxation.
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It seems to me that Arkadelphia Milling Oo. v. St. Louis S. W. Ry.

(249 U. S. 134), which the respondent relies upon, is simp~y another

illustration of something which may. or may not have been m the flow
of commerce but which certainly was not in transit, and· therefore
beyond the State's power to tax and the State's power to regulate in
a nondiscriminatory fashion.
FURTHER ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER
11r. STANLEY REED. May it please the Court, in Virginian· Ry. Go.
v. System Federation No. 40, Your Honors had before you the Railway Labor Act from the standpoint of the extent of congressional
power over interstate commerce, the separability of the act, and its
Interpretation, and whether or not the provisions of that decree were
made invalid by the fifth amendment.
·
In The Associated Press v. .ZVational Labor Relations Board almost
the same questions arose, except that no questions of the interpretation of the statute were raised.. In the series of cases that we are now
discussing we hn.ve a situation which requires that we give thought
to the power of the Federal Government to reglila~e interstate c!>mmerce and to protect its flow, even though to do so It ~u.st.. reach mto
the industrial and manufacturing enterprises of the Nation. In the brief for respondent in this case an effort is made to discuss
not only the precise issues which we conceive to be_ presented to Your
Honors at this time, but also the entire theory of collective bargaining,
its effects upon industry, and the right of the Government to interfere
in the rather intricate employer-employee relationship.
It seems to me that the same point of view was presented in The
As.r~ociated Press case-that you were asked to consider not the particular instances that are before the Court in these cases, and not_ the
particular sections of the act which we shall attempt to bring before
this Court, but the broad field of labor relations.
Now, quite obviously, there are go~ to be many problems arising
in the field of labor relations that will at some time be considered
by this Court, but it does not seem to us that this act, phrased· as it
is, permits the entire theory of collective bargaining to be raised in
these cases. ·
There are other provisions of the act that are criticized. The section as to exclusive representation-·that is not before the Court at
this time. It is our position that this act, w~ich is a regulation an~
protec.tion a.nd control and encouragement of mterstate commerce, 1s
an tmdertaking to protect that commerce through dealing with those
labor relations that directly affect that commerce.
'Whether that is separable from collective bargaining I do not intend
to urgue at length. I do, however, wish to make this conunent-·that
collective ba1·gaining is not the ultimate end of this act. It is phrased,
of course, as a regulation of commerce.. It is, from our point of view,
a regulation of cormnerce. It deals with labor relations as they
directlv affect c01nmerce. And in labor relutions as they are known
today "to· all men nothing iS of more importance than the right of
freedom of organization and the right to be free from dictation or
coercion in that organization and the right to select representatives
to deal with employers, whether through coercive collective bargaining processes or oth~rwise. We make this distinct point, therefore,
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that regardless of collective bargaining provisions and regardless of
provisions as to exclusive representation, this act sufficiently ma:qifests the intention of Congress-and the intent is the test of separability-that even though collective bargaining might be found to be
contrary to the due process clause, certainly there is, nevertheless,
sufficient virtue and sufficient good to be found in the provisions dealing with representatives and with freedom from coercion or interference in the choice of those representations or in the organization of
unions to justify their separate enactment.
.
The legal principles, counsel for the respondent and ourselves would
probably state in almost the sa1ne language. We do not contend, of
course, that this act is based upon any power except that derived
from the commerce clause. They certainly would not say that due
process requires that everyone should be left absolutely free from the
power of -~~ernment to protect the general good. It is in the application of those different theories that we find ourselves in disagreement.
The brief of respondents treats lightly the importance of firing
10 or 11 men out of 20,000 and asks how that could interfere with or
affect interstate commerce. I thought I heard the same thought
expressed in The Associated Press case. It was quite reminiscent of
the things that were ·said in the earli days when the Government
UJ.idertook the regulation and contro of the railroad systems. A
doughty old commodore of transportation expressed his opinion of the
interests of the public in language that no one has forgotten. We had
expressions of the intolerant attitudes of railroad operators with respect
to the snooping activities of the .. Interstate Commerce Conrmission,
when ~hey came to investigate the railroads' books in regard to political
donat1ons.
And now we have that same attitude expressed through the opposition of these respondents to the action in this case-the right of an
employer to protect his own business, to hire and fire as he thinks wise,
free of the meddlesome interference of Government on behalf of ills
employees. We take it that it is clear that there are certain rights that
employers must allow the public and their employees, even though it
does affect their own constitutional freedom and property and due
pro.cess to a reasonable degree; provided, of course, that we exercise
that interference for an aim that is legitimate and within the constitutional powers of the Government.
The ~tatistics ?n st~es ove:r a period of ye~s show clear!~ the
great problem which strikes create. On the last page of the .AssoCiated
Press brief and on the last page of the brief in this case Your Honors
will find two different tables. They point out that strikes brought
about because of a desire to organize or because of interference with
organization make a growing percentage of all the strikes in the
country. They I>Oint further to the fact that in some years almost a
million and a half men are affected by these strikes, and, broadly
speaking, an average of about 15 days each year is lost through strikes
for each. man affected.
Of course, the Court is thoroughly familiar with the seriousness
of the strike situation. 'V\'~e might expect that because we have a
serious situation we would find that the Government has power to
provide a remedy. '\i\'e need to go farther than that. Consequentlv
there has been a long-continued interest of the Federal Governme:xi't
in the strike situation, and in the industrial situation as a whole, that
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reaches back to the Industrial Commission of 189.8 a~d comes on
down to the N a tiona! Industrial Recovery Act. .A typical result_ of
those continuous investigations will be found on page 65 of our bnef,
where we refer to the report of the President's Industrial Conference
of 1918. All of these matters were before Congress. N.ot only were
the Meznbers of Congress as familiar as we are with the constant
research and investigation into the strike situation, but they ~eld
prolonged hearings_ in which they discussed the problem of the stnke,
its effect upon the 1ndustry and the conuner~e of ~he country, and the
steps which might be taken to remedy the SltUH;tlOn.
; .
Now we are to consider whether or not this act was ·within the
power ~f Congress, whether its provisions apply ~o the re~p~ondents
in this case whether we can separa.te the collect1ve-bargammg provisions, if.n~cessary, and whether or not the provisions of this decree
or order deprive the respondent of due process. M~y of those
things have been commented upon before, and I do not mtend to go
into them in detail again. _
.
. .
Justice l\1cREYNOLDS. What .does the order reqmre, M~. Sol~citor?
Mr. REED. It requires, sir, if I may a.nswer your questiOn without
quoting the order, that the employees. who have been discharged should
be restorerl to their places.
,Justice McREYNOLDS. The man who works on a crane sho~d be
put back on the crane where he was working?
.. - .
Mr. REED. It does not say, of course, on the crane, but 1t ts eqmvalent to saying his same position.
, .
Justice McR.EYNOLDS. So-that he may be put back to work which
he had before?
~1r. REED. Correct, sir.
Justice McREYNOLDS. That is the effect of the order?
.
~1r. REED. The effect is to make the man whole. H~ ts to be
paid for the time he lost insofar as he lost any money. It 1s to make
the man whole because of the unfair labor practice which was found
~~&~.
.
'
Justice McREYNOLDS. I am trying to get at the effect of the order,
if you will be good enough to tell me.
.
. .
Mr. REED. The effect of the order is to restore hun to the pos1t10n
that he was in before.
Justice ~1cREYNOLns. What does that mean?
. .
Mr. REED. That means that he gQes back the~e on t~e crane, 1f
you please, in that sense, and is therefore at that mstant m the same
position he was before.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Employed at will?
Mr. REED·. Emp]oyed at will.
.
The CHIEF JusTICE. And can be discharged the next da:y? .
Mr. REED. Provided he is not discharged because of his umon or
labor activities.
.
The CHIEF JusTiCE. Exactly; but employed at will?
Mr. REED. Employed at will. I think that answers the whole
question. The en1ployer is also requi~ed,_ of course, to cease and
desist from interfering with t4e organiZat10n of labor and to post
notices to that effect.
.
'\Ve find the constitutional bases for the act in the sections that have
been called to _your attention.. The most important ones are in section 1. I hardly think it necessary. to do any more than to call atten-
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tion to the fact that it is based particularly on the statement that the
refusal by ~mployers to accept t~e proc~dure ?f collective bargaining
leads to strikes and other forms of 1ndustnal stnfe or unrest which have
the intent or the necessary effect of burdening or obstructing commerce.
Tha,Jast,pamgrap&:..of. that·•ssme section statesIt is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to eliminate the
causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of interstate commerce.

As has been repeatedly said here, this act is based on the commerce
clause and on this declaration of policy in the act. ~Ioreover the
act is limited in its application by section 10 (a) to conditio~s of
. industry or labor which directly affect cmnmerce.
Congress cou-ld have approached the problem in either of two ways:
It could have dealt with each strike situation after it arose or it could
.have had a pr~ventive bill which sought to stop strikes before they
started .. The Shelman Act (26. Stat. ·209, 15 U. S. C., sec. 1), of
course,
one of the best examples of the prohibitory or punitive
pow;er of Congress. The Feqeral Trade Commission Act (38 Stat. 717,
15; U. S. >f'·~,·eh.··2); the·Grmn··'Futnres Act (42 Stat. 998, 7 U. S. C.,
ch. 1 ), and the Packers and Stock Yards Act (42 Stat. 159, 7 U.S. C.,
ch. 9), are examples of .the preventive power of Congress.
It has never been thought by Congress, by the Executive or by
the Board, that this act applied to all strikes or to all the ca'uses of
any strike. It applies only to labor situations that develop-and affect
commerce. The closest analogy to this· act has already been referred .
to from .th,e.bench. That is,.oi-.co.urse, the Fe~leral Trade Comn1ission
Act, in ~~ic~ practically the same language, of "in co1nmerce" ·or
"competition m commerce", was used to outline the jurisdiction of the
Commission ..
Se~tio~ 10. (a) of. the present act deals with its application, and its
application IS preCisely the same .as. the application of the Federal
Trade Cmnmission Act. In Federal Trade. Commission v. Beech-Nut
Packing Go., (257 U.S. 441) andJi'ederal Trc~de Commission v. Raladam
Go. (283 U. S. 643) this Colll't considered the jurisdiction of the
Federal Trade Commission under the terms of· that act and reached
the .conclu~ion, of course,, that the act could properly extend to
d~~~gs w~~.h .matters whiCh affec.ted commerce or which were in
commerce.
This act has the sn.me procedural· provisions as the Federal Trade
• Commission Act. A charge is made l>y ~mployees who are affected.
That charge becomes a complaint on the part of the Board. There
is a. hearing, there i~ a finding, and ~hat finding cannot be enfol'ced
until a court determmes that the act10n. of the Board was within the
terms of the act and that the acts of the employer were such as affected
commerce insofar as their employees were concerned.
Now, ~he ~rucial q'!-estion in ~his case com~s just at this point: Is
the applicatiOn of thlB act--whiCh we submit Is thoroughly within
the power of Congress-to this sn1all group of employees in the Jones
& .Laughlin Co. a condition of labor o~ of employment that does affect
commerce? The Board found from the evidence that it did. Its
order was entered on that basis, because, after an examination of this
particular situation, it concluded that this labor situation directly
affected commerce.
TI;tere '!ere reasons for that conclusion, to which we must give
cons1derat10n. They have been stated already. We think that these

Is
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activities directly affected commerce, because commerce may be
regulated and protected from strikes that have a.n intent to interfere
with that commerce.
In our arguments in the lower court the court has frequently asked
us at that point, "Well, is there evidence in this particular case that
this was a strike with intent to interfere with interstate commerce?"
And the answer, of course, is that there is no such evidence in this
record.
The theory upon which Congress has control and may regulate
strikes with intent to· affect interstate commerce is .quite clear and
quite well known. First Coronado Case (259 U. S. 44), Second
Coronado Oase (268 U. S. 295), Loewe v. Lawlor (208 U. S. 274),
Duplex Printing Go. v. Deering (254 U.S. 433), Bedford Om Stone Oo.
v. 61one Gutters' Ass'n. (274 U. S. 3?').
We contend that Congress has an equal right to protect against
strikes with the intent to interfere with interstate commerce even
when the strike has· not taken place, or when ~he intent has not
actually developed; that is, that Congress has a right to protect
interstate commerce not only from the attack that has already
gathered force, but also to go back into the causes that cre_ate strikes
with intent.
c·
It was that thought that was in the Court's mind in Stafford v.
Wallace (258 U.S. 495), when you'said (p. 520):

steel industry toward employee organization and representation is
well known to the Court; it is shown here in exhibit 44.
· We ~<? not rest our ar~ent upon the question of intent, nor upon
the ability of Congress either to protect the flow of interstate commerce from strikes with intent or to eliminate the causes that lead
up to strikes with intent to interfere with interstate commerce. But
we say that. from the decisions o_f this Court, Congress might reason~
ably, and did, reach the conclusiOn that where there were conditions
~he necessary effect of whi~h was to bring about an interference with
mterstate co~e~ce, then ~thad the ~ght to protect that commerce
from those condit1ons. This Court srud as much in the first Om·onado
case, when you spoke of the "direct, material, and substantial effect"
that was necessary -before the Sherman Act took effect and you said
that that act took effect if the obstruction was ''intended to restrain
commerce" or ~a~ "necessa~y such a direct, material, and substantial
effect .to restram It that the mtent reasonably must be inferred "
That language is repeated in Industrial Association v. Unitei States
(268 U. S. 64, 81), and you also spoke there of the·

The language of the law shows that what Congress had in mind primarily was
to prevent such con13piracies by supervision of lhe agencies which would be likely
to be employed in it. If Congress could provide for punishment or restraint of
such conspiracies after their formation through the antitrust law, as in the Swift

Case, certainly it may provide regulations to prevent their formati~n. 11:te
reasonable fear by Congress that such acts, usually lawful and affectmg only
intrastate commerce when coll6idered alone, will probably and more or less
constantly be used in conspiracies against interstate commerce or constitute a
direct and undue burden on it, expressed in this remedial legisJation, serves the
same purpose as the intent charged in the Swift indictment. * * *

We think that the same thing is implicit in the· Grain Futures Act
and in Board of Trade v. Olsen (262 U. S. 1), where you relied, in
concluding that· the statute was a valid control of commerce, upon the
fact that dealing in futures was a means by which people had undertaken to create monopolies and conspiracies in restraint of interstate
commerce, nnd thn.t therefore Congress had power to reach into the
conditions that caused those monopolies and conspiracies and thus to
protect interstate commerce from injuries before they .o~curred.
Now we say that the Board, when a case such· as this lS presented
to it, has a right to go into the question as to whether or not there is
a strike with intent, or evidence of a conspiracy to interfere with
interstate commerce, or evidence of conditions that would reasonably
be thought to lead to a strike with intent. We say that such an
intent is very likely to .be found in a wholly integrated organization
·such as we have in this case-one that begins in Minnesota and
Michigan and runs through the whole stream of commerce that has
been detailed to the Court. Many of the empl!)yees are actually
engaged in tro.nsportation itself. The boats of this organization run
down the Ohio and the Mississippi. It operates its own intraplant
railroads and loads its cars by its own employees.
Situations such as that which developed in In re Debs (158 U. S.
564), can easily develop in these cases. Of course, the attitude of the

·
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abse~ce of proof of !'n intention ~o res~rain it or proof of such a direct and substa.ntia.l.effect upon 1t, that su~h mtent10n reasonably must be inferred.

. Now, may ·it please the Court, that is not a repetition of the a.rgument. of intent. We. are. spen:king now of the necessary result of
~ertam lab~r and strike s1tuat10ns .. T!tat necessary result, while it
!f5 couched m language that would Indicate that it was based upon
mtent, must necessarily depend solely upon the effect because to
say that .acts which have the necessary effect shall be ~onstrued to
h,a:ve ·aD: mtent to interfere with interstate commerce is exactly the
~ame thing as to say that the necessary effect of such acts is to affect
mterstate commerce.
.hi the Industrial, Association case the Court went even furt.her and
said that-

*. * * it i~ not enough tha.~ the object of a combination or conspiracy be outstde the purv1ew of the act, if the means adopted to effectuate it directly and
unduly obstruct the free flow of interstate commerce.
In United States v. Patten (226 U.S. 525), it was held to be unneces~ary. to ~ege an intent in the indictment. If an intent is necessary,
1t Is ?hVlous that the P<?Wer of C~mgress is circumscribed by the state
o~ mmd of t)le people mvolv~d m the conspiracy or strike or labor
difficulty which we C!lntend directly affects interstate commerce.
Now, o~ the que~t1on whether or not the necessary effect of a strike
or ~abor difficultY. IS to aff~ct co~erce, we think that the. Board is
~nt1tled to t~ke mt~ cons1derat1on the mechanics of the particular
Industry against w¥ch the co~plaint has be~ made. I spoke a
!lloment ago of the direct, matenal, and substantial effect on commerce
In t~e Ooronado and in the Induririal Association cases. There is aols
United States v. Reading Oo. (226 U.S. 324) in which you commented
l!pon the fact ~hat those who w_ere in competition with the Reading
Co. were practically all brought mto the one agreement as evidencing
the necessary result of such an agreement upon interst~te commerce .
Your Honors have bee~ very generous in giving time to the GoYernmen~. We· are appr~ach}n~ the end of these cases, and the two succ~eding cases are qmte s¥J~ to the case at bar. I believe that it
will make for better orgamzat10n of the argument if I may be permitted to borrow some of the Government's time from the succeeding
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case Counsel in both the Frmha.uf case and the Friedman-Ha"Jl
Marks case are here and have heard the al·guments ~f thes~ cas.es. If
th~t would be agreeable to the Court, it would, I believe, sunplify ~d
expedite the hearing·
·
d
d · ?
· The CHIEF JusTICE. Very well. How Il!-uch tune o you esrre.
Mr. STANLEY REED. We have an hour m each of the other ~wo
cases.
. ·
·
· hi
The CHIEF JusTICE. You have 35 m1nutes left of your t1me m t s

before you: The commingling of the limestone and iron ore and the
coal, the constant flow through the particular plants, the many people
in the enterprise who are engaged in transportation activities; the
close relation between the transportation facilities and the flow of the
material; and the movement of the steel down the Ohio and the
Mississippi to be distributed to the various consumers throughout the
eountry.
Whether or not that is a stream of commerce in the sense that the
phrase is used in Stafford v. Wallace (258 U. S. 495), and Board of
Trade v. Olsen (262 U. S. 1), I think is immaterial on this particular
point. V,Vhat we are saying is that this stream of commerce-whether
or not it is a stream of commerce that is in and of itself subject to the
regulatory power of Congress which is so gigantic in size, and which
reaches not only a particular locality, but also runs across State lines
from the iron ore production, from the limetsone production, from the
coal production, to distribution throughout the country, must be an
important factor when we come to determine whether or not industrial
disturbances in this particular enterprise are likely to or will probably
interfere with commerce. Of course, disturbances in such an enterprise do disturb commerce~
There is another factor~that we wish to comment upon, and that
is the recurrent nature of the strikes which have an effect upon interstate commerce, whether direct or not. As phrased in Oarter v.
Garter Ooal Oo. (298 U. S .. 238), there is no doubt of the magnitude
of the effect upon interstate commerce. The problem is whether the
effect upon commerce is direct. Just as Congress has the power to
control strikes with intent and strikes the necessary effect of which
is to interfere with commerce, so we contend that the recurring nature
of industrial disturbances gives further power to Congress to act
upon such situations.
The particular industry here is a striking example of recurring labor
difficulties. The great steel strike of 1919 and 1920 is still fresh in
our minds with the stoppage of transportation; the stoppage of production of steel and iron; and the inability of the factories and industries which depended up'on the steel industry for their raw material
to draw from their usual source of supply.
It is our contention that Congress, because of the fact that there
are, in particular industries, constantly recurring strikes and difficulties, has power to act to protect commerce from those recurring
difficulties. We point to instances where this Court has recognized
such situations as being within the power of Congress.
In Hopkins v. United States (171 U.S. 578), and Anderson v. United
States (ll71 U. S. 604), this Court declined to admit the application of
the power of Congress through the Sherman Act to control the situations in the stockyards in those two cases. They involved exchanges
which had certain agreements among themselves as to commissions,
as to handling the business, and as to who was to partake of the
business in the stockyards. Control of that was felt to be beyond
the power of Congress. Yet later, in Sta.fford v. Wallace (258 U. S.
495), the Court commented upon the fact that Congress had taken
into consideration the recurring nature of .the difficulties that occur in
the stockyards and the likelihood that those difficulties would lead to
conspiracies in restraint of trade or monopoly, indicating that they
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caMr STANLEY REED. I hope I won't take .t?o long a time. J. will
conde.nse the argument ~o the best of my ability, but 1 prefer not to
be limited to the exact t1me.
d h .
all tt d
The CHIEF JusTICE .. Whatever you take beyon t e ttme o e
in this case will be deb1ted to you m the othe~.
.
Mr STANLEY REED. That is my understanding.
.
I aiso have a new Government publication ~f the N_at10nal Labor
Relations Board which under~akes _to summanze cert~ argu~ents.
I have discussed the matter With.counsel:·On,:th;e•o.ther~sid.e,···an<kif--.tihe
Court will permit, we would like to f~sh this to the Court as part
of the record.
.
. t'
. Before adjournment yesterday .I ha.d tned to s~ate our postmn as
to the separabilit' of the respective ~lauses of. this act, and to make
it clear that the mdustrial cases must be conSidered from. the standpoint not so much of what the act co~ered, a~ of ~the nght o~ t~e
Board to determine whether or not particular SituatiOns. were JVlt~
or affected conrmerce. I pointed out that Congress ~ad th~· rtght to
control strikes, and to control situations that led to strik~ w1th Intent
to interfere with commerce, and that the same power which Congress
h d 'thin the ambit of the commerce clause w~s granted to the
B~a.rdin their consideration of situations which were presented to
thihad spoken also of the strikes with the necessary effect of burd~n
in and obstructing interstate commerce, and _had. undertaken to dlsg the factors which entered into the determmat10n of w~ether such
~~rl~es were within the co~trol power, and if within the control po~erd,
were within the preventive power of Co1;1gr~. I had · cQrollleP.$~
upon one factor, the magnitude of the op~rat10n. I had called the
Court's attention to their own statement~ m the first Coronado case.
and in United States v. Reading Company (226 U. S. ~24}. .
.
1 pass now to another factor, the size of the enterpnse In 1ts r~lat10n
to the entire industry. We conceive that to be of nnportance m considering whether or not these strikes with ~te~t or necessary effect _do
affect commerce, be~ause whe!e an e~ter:pnse ts a la~ge part of ~n Industry it is quite obvious that 1ndustnn.l disturbances In tha~ partiCular
enterprise have a large effect whether or not they h9:ve a direc~ effect£
Here we have an enterprise which is a large factor m the busmess o
The facts have ~een pre.sented to the Court, and I do
1naking steel.
not intend to go over them aga1n.
)Ve have also discussed here the probl~m of the ~t~eam of coml?erce,
and we have suggested that as a factor 1n. detefl!lllllng wheth.er mdustrial disturbances in a particular enterpnse which we co~ce1ve to be
within the stream of commerce will have a ne~esso.ry effect upon CO!flmerce. The enterprise now before the Court 1s one of the most. striking examples of an industrial stream of commerce. The details are
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at least gave form and added to the reasonableness of the undertaking
by C~ngress of the r~gu~ation of those causes which had led to conpiraCies and monopolies m those cases.
There were similar recurrent natures in the Grain Futures Act (42
Stat. 998,7 U.S. C., ch. 1). Again this Court stated t~at distll!'bances
which directly burden and obstruct commerce fro!ll time to trme are
within the power of Congress to act upon. In Untted Leather Workers
v. Herkert Trunk Oo. (265 U. S. 457) you summed up the effect of
those two acts-the Grain Futures Act and the Packers and Stockyards Act-upon the basis of the recurrent character of the difficulties which obstructed commerce.
:
Of course, we do not contend that the mere continuous recurrence
of difficulties is sufficient to give Congress power to ~egulate a. particular industry, nor do we ~ay that mere r.ecurrence1 m and of Itself,
is sufficient to give Congress power to pass acts which undertake to
eliminate the causes· of those difficulties. It is only when those recurring practices are ?f. a type ~hat would com~ ~thin the ~ontrol
of Congress, by repetition, by the danger of bnngmg about:· mtent,
by the danger of creating situations which will necessarily affect
commerce, that the const&ntly recurring dilliculties fall within the
power of Congress.
You commented upon that in Stafford v. Wallace when you said:

Swift & Co. v. United.States (196 U.S. 375).; United States v. Patten (226 U.S. 525);
United States v. Ferger (250 U. S. 199); Railroad Commission of Wisconsin v.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. Co. (257 U. S. 563); and Stafford v. Wallace
(258 u.s. 495).
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And then you added:
It is clear from. these cases that if Congress deems certain recurring practices~'
though not really part of interstate commerce, likely to obstruct, restrain, or
burden it, it has the power to subject them to national supervision and restraint.

The r~asonable fear by Congress that such acts, usually lawful and affecting
only intrastate commerce when considered alone,· will probably and more or less
constantlv be used. in conspiracies against inters:tate commerce or constitute a
direct and undue burden on it, expressed in this remedial legislation, serves the
same purpose as the intent. * * *

That principle would apply in cases like the Coronado cases, or Loewe
v. Lawlor, or Duplex Printing Go. v. Deering.
It is our contention that there is no difference between recurrent
local practices affecting transportation and recurrent local practi~es
which affect commerce among the States. By that I mean that msofar as recurrence is an argument for the exercise of the preventive
power of Congress to protect interstate commerce, the fact that the
recurrence of labor difficulties occurs in transportation does not place
them any more under the control of Congress than if they had oc·
curred in industry. I think that idea was in. the mind of the writer
of the minority opinion in the· Garter case, where it was said, speaking
of Texas & New Orleans R. Oo. v. Brotherhood (281 U. S. 548), that
"Congress thus has adequate authority to maintain the orderly con·
duct of interstate commerce and to provide for the peaceful settlement of disputes which threaten it."
We have become so used to the employment of the word "direct"
in its relation to the power of Congress over interstate commerce
that I think it might be useful to c8ll the Court's attention to the
fact that in the first Coronado case you considered that the acts which
were held to be within the power of Congress, because carried out
with an intent to affect interstate commerce, were actually indirect
obstructions to commerce. Moreover, I desire to point out that we
can see a difference between an indirect obstruction to commerce and
a direct effect which acts m.aterially upon commerce.
You said in the Coronado case:
We have had occasion to consider the principles governing the validity ~f
congressional restraint of such indirect obstructions to interstate commerce m

i ~~

In the present case we say that the record makes it very clear that
we have a situation where there is a reasonable probability that
strik~s will develop with. the intent to interfere with commerce; that if
they do develop they will have the necessary effect of burdening and
obstructing· commerce. These facts, together with the recurring
difficulties in the steel industry, the large size of respondent's operations,· and its important place in the steel world, justify the finding
on the part of the Board that the labor disturbances in this enterprise.
·
would affect commerce.
That brings me to what I conceive to be one of the two important
and critical questions in this case; that is, whether or not labor·
disturbances in industries, such as we are discussing here, so directlyaffect commerce that Congress has power to provide for their ameliora;...
tion, if not their elimination.
We are faced with the decision of this Court in Garter v. Garter
Ooal Go. (298 U.S. 238), in which you said that wages and hours and
labor conditions in that industry were beyond the power of Congress
because they had only an indirect effect upon interstate commerce
and that _however. great the ~agnitude of the effect might1 be, it wa~
not suffiCient to gtve congressional power unless the effect was direct.
We conceive that the Oarter.case turned upon the question of the
purpose of that Bituminous Coal Act. The Court said that "the
primary contemplation of the act is stabilization of the industzy
through the regulation of labor and the regulation of prices." If
that was the purpose of the Bituminous Coal Act, as stated by Your
Honors, its aim was at a situation different from that which is sought
to be cured by this act. We do not seek to argue contrary to the
Garter case. For the purpose of this argument we feel that the
Garter case may be taken, as stated by the Court, to be directed at
the control of labor conditions and prices. We submit that when
you considered the Garter case you considered it from the standpoint
of t~e. power of Congress to reach in and .c~I!-'trol a wage or a labor
condition as a part of the scheme of stabilizmg the industry which
was undertaken by Congress.
·
Here we have an act with a different purpose, aimed at a different
evil. It is merely repetitious for me to say again that this act sought
to control strik~s which had the intent or the necessary effect of
interfering with commerce, not the labor relations in and of themselves. The act is not, in other- words, directed at a regulation of
wa~es or ~our~, but at the e)imin~tion of the causes of those types
o~ m_dustr1al disturbances which this Court has repeatedly said were
Within the power of Congress. Therefore, to us, the Garter case is
not a bar to the consideration by this Court of the merits of this
pa:ticular act. This act is aimed, within constitutional limits, at
things that Congress has power to protect-the flow of interstate
commerce and the carrying on of these great enterprises. So there is
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a distinction between the Carter case, which was directed at the control
of wages and hours, and this case, which is directed at .the removal
of obstructions, or the removal of causes of obstructiOns, to the
movement of interstate commerce.
.
.
It is not necessary that the Garter C<!'se shoul~ be overrule~ 1f t~s
act is upheld. Nor is it necessary~ think that if we can go this farm
protecting commerce from obstructiOns because of the power.to regulate strikes with intent or with the necessary effect of obstructing commerce that we need open the door to go further into control of wages or
hours 'or conditions of labor. It may well be that wages or hours or
conditions of labor, as such, are beyond ~he P.ower of Congress, because to interfere with them would be a vwlat10n of ~h~ due-process
clause; or we may say that wages and hours are so distmc.t and separate from interstate commerce that. they do not .have a direct eff~ct
upon it under any circ~stances, while l;t~re the r~ghts of lab.or whi~h
are protected fit dire~tly lJ?-to labo.r conditiOns which result directly m
interferences and obstructiOns to Interstate co~erce.
I now pass from the problem of directly affecting commerce 'to that
of the due-process clause, insofar as t~s particular dec.ree is conc~rned.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Before you pass to that pmnt,_ what 1s th.e
primary effect of a strike in a steel ririll? Is it not to srmply curtail
production?
Mr. STANLEY REED. Certainly; that is. one of the effects_.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. Isn't that the pnmary effect, the rmmed1ate
effect?
·
Mr: STANLEY REED. Well, I should saY. it was the first.effect. I do
not mean to split hairs. Of course, that IS one of the pnmary effects
of it.
.
ail
d
Justice SuTHERLAND. That is the pnmary effect, to curt pro uction and then the curtailment of production in its turn has an effect
•
,
t.:
?
upon' interstate commerce; lSn
t tuat
true..
. .
.
Mr. STANLEY REED. As I understand 1t, no.. The stnke ts not
something that is a momentary ch~e of, but .mstantaneously and
at the same time that it stops productwn stops mterstate colllD?-erce.
It is a sinO'le thing that happens, and that stoppage of work stops Interstate co~merce right at that instan~.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. It affects Interstate commerce JUst as the
cessation of work in a coal mine. The .Primary e:ffec.t of that, as
suggested in the Garter ca-se, was to curtail the J?roduct10n, and t~en
the secondary effect which came from the curtailment of product10n
was the effect upon interstate commerce.
.
.
Mr. STANLEY REED. Well, if we were undertaking to defend this
·act on the ground that Congress had t?e power to regulate labor c~n
ditions as such, I would fully agree ~th what Your ~onor has satd,
but our contention is that Congress 1s not ~dertaking to. regulate
labor conditions as such; that it is undertaking to protect mt~r~tate
commerce from situations that develop from. those .lah?r conditiOns,
and that the causes which lead to these stnkes w1th mtent, and to
strikes with the necessary effect, to interfere with interstate commerce
are within the regulatory power of Congress.
.
.
Justice SuTHERLAND. If by sOine means .you curta!J. the product!on
of wheat the immediate effect, of course, 1s to curtail the product10n
of wheat; and that in its turn has an effect upon interstate commerce.
So would you say that Congress could step into that field and regulat~
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the production of wheat under the commerce clause or under some
other power?
Mr. STANLEY REED. I am sure that what I would say would not
bar Congress on it, but it seems to me that there is a great distinction between whether Congress can regulate production as such and
whether Congress can regulate conditions which might interfere with
the transportation of agricultural products after produced.
I will say this: That although this act does not apply to agricultural
production, probably, if Congress had undertaken to control situations
that had for their purpose the stopping of such production, the same
rule would apply. Fortunately, we do not have to reach that far in
this case.
The present decree directs that these parties cease and desist from
interfering with the organization of their employees; that they cease
and desist from discrimination in regard to their employees; that they
restore to their places the men who have been discharged; and that
they post notices. I direct myself now at the question whether such
orders are a denial of due process.
We take the position that insofar as the decree forbids interference
with the organization of. respondent's employees the question has been
resolved in favor of the act by Texas & A'ew Orleans R. Oo. v. Brotherhood (281 U.S. 548). That is controverted in respondent's brief. It
is their contention, as I understand it, that the Texas case did not decide that it was within the power of Congress under the due-process
clause to interfere with employer-employee relationships; that the men
were ordered reinstated in the Texas case as a punishment for a violation of a temporary injunction which had been entered against the
employer, and that there has been no consideration, and certainly no
conclusion by this Court, as to whether the order of reinstatement
of a man discharged for any reason or without reason is within the
power of Congress.
Our contention is that the Texas case decided that the order was not
a denial of due process when the congressional interference with the
right of discharge was part of a scheme of voluntary labor conciliation,.
Our reason for that statement is this: The temporary injunction
which was entered in the Texas case was in almost the exact langu~e
of the Railway Labor Act. There was no prohibition against discharging an employee. There was no reference to that situation. It.
was simply an injunction against interference with the organization of
the employees of railroads.
With that injunction in effect, the railroad then discharged emp_loyees, . and it was called upon to purge itself of that contempt.
Those discharges would not have been a violation of the injunction
unless they were also a violation of the act. The injunction and the
act being in similar language, and the railroad being punished for
violation of the injunction, necessarily this Court concluded that the
violatbn of the injunction was a violation of the act, and that a
violation of the act by interfering with employees was consummated
by the discharge of certain employees.
We do not contend that the Texas case determines whether it is a.
violation of due process to require a man to be reinstated by an
e~ployer who has violated an act such as the Railway Labor Act or
this act. It was not necessary under that decision for this Court to
determine that the employer must restore the employee to his place,
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because of course that might have been only a method of purging the
. em~oyer of his contempt. . .
.
.
.
We do say, however, that 1t 1s consistent With due process to reqmre
reinstatement of an employee by an employer who has violated a
constitutional act and has interfered with the organization of his
employees by discrimination a~ainst union employees in their discharge-we say that that, while not definitely and finally ruled
upon by this CouTt, is within the due-process clause.
That brings me to a co~sideration of the second ~eries o! cases whi~h,
like the Garter case, I think are at the heart of this part1cular controversy. I refer, of course, to Adair v. United States (208 U. S. 161),
and Coppage v. Kansas (236 U. S. 1).
We do no.t think that the Oop1!!!1Je or the Adair cases are necessarily
overruled by the Texas case. We realize that that case throws a
grave doubt upon their validity, but the same problem that arises as to
whether or not interstate commerce is directly affected by these acts
comes up under this due process clause. It arises because of the fact
that in the Coppage and the Adair cases we had h3gislation which was
directed not at a complete scli.emc, not at the protection of the rights
of the employees, but was directed at the right of the employer to
discharge .or hire such employees as he pleased for any reason which
he pleased.
I know, of course, that the Erdman Act (30 Stat. 424), which was
involved in the Adair case had a somewhat broader scope than the
purpose which I have just stated, but a careful examination of the
Adair case will show that this Court considered only section 10 of that
act, and that the opinion is written and the language is directed at the
violation of due process in undertaking to interfere with the employeremployee relationship as such.
In the Coppage case a different situation developed, and of course it
was taken up under the fourteenth amendment. But in the Coppage
case itself this Court pointed out that it was not determining whether
()r not the coercive provisions of the Kansas act were applicable to the
situation or not, and it says:

*

We do not mean to say *
* that a State may not properly exert its
police power to prevent coercion on the part of employers toward employees, or
vice versa.

And in the Texas case there is implicit in the language of the Chief
Justice the distinction which I am seeking to draw. He said that the
Coppage and the Adair cases were directed at the right of the employer
to select its employees, while the Railway Labor Actis not aimed at this right of the employers but at the interference with the right
e>f employees to have representatives of their own choosing. As the carriers
subject to the act have no constitutional right to interfere with the freedom of the
employees in making their selection, they cannot complain of the statute on constitutional grounds.
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and p~oper .in the~ ch~ract.er ~d are not capricious. They are aimed
at a S1~uat1on wh1ch lS Within the power of Congress to control in
protect~g th~ co~e:ce of the country from these recurring and
huge diSlocatiOns ansmg from the various strikes that afflict the
Nation.
We leave to the employer all the natural rights which he needs to
regulate and opera~e his ~usiness. .He is not. forbidden to discharge
an employee. He IS forb1dden to discharge him for only one thinghis labor relations. The employer has great powers of course. The
empl~yee h!lS ~eet;t permitted, an? I believ~ .that this Court has appro.v~~~ uruoruzatiOn and collect1ve barg8JlllD.g and ordinary labor
actiVI~les.. The workman. has been found to have rights-rights of
orgaruzat10n to protect himself against the overwhelming material
force of the e~ployer. To ask the e~ployer to give up but a trifle of
the power ~hi~h he ha~, to compel )rim to keep his hands from the
labor or.gamzat10ns of his wo~km~n, IS, in our view, not a deprivation
of any liberty or property which IS beyond a ·reasonable interpretation
of due process.
That covers the contention of the Government in this case We feel
that through this ac.t there has been an exercise of the pow~r of Congress to regulate and protect interstate commerce from obstructions
that have· a direct and immediate effect upon it. The word "direct"
runs through all the cas~s. in reg_ard to the power of Congress under
the commerce clause. If 1t 1s poss1ble to compress the entire philosophy
of the power of Congress over commerce into one word I presume that
the word "direct~' supplie~ the need as well as any that ~ould be chosen.
And yet a w~rd Is somethin~ more than six letters of the alphabet. It
has connotations-connotatiOns that bring to our mind the use of this
power of Congress in many situations: To regulate the grain and the
cotton exchanges, to regulate the movement of interstate commerce
through the "throat" of the stockyards, and to enable Congress to
stop water at the headwaters of the river to protect the river that bore
the commerce that was within their protecting power.
E;_ere '!e feel th~t this act is brought forward for the purpose of protecting, JUSt .a~ ~Irectly, that great .commerce from the interruptions
of labor actiVIties and controversies which have caused losses of
staggering. ~ounts, ~hich of ~o~rse ~ave 8;D. effect upon commerce
enormous m 1ts magmtude and m 1ts difficulties and which we believe
are sufficiently within the connotation of the w~rd "direct" to justify
this Court in reversing the decision in this case.
(Whereupon, at 4:30 o'clock p. m. an adjournment was taken until
12 o'clock m. of the following day, Thursday, February 11, 1937.)

Therefore, we submit that the Adair and the Coppage cases are not
:a bar to this act; that whatever interference to the employee-employer
relationship .there is in saying that a man cannot be discharged because
of his association with a labor union or because of the undertaking of
the employer to destroy that union is different from that in the
Coppage and Adair cases.
It is our view that the interferences with the rights of employers
which are implicit in this act are interferences which, under the aoctrine of due process so frequently declared by this Court, are reasonable
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No. 419
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BoARD, PETITIONER
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& LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION,

RESPONDENT

ORAL ARGUMENT
WASHINGTON, D. c.,
Thursday, February 11, 1937.
The oral argument in the above-entitled cause was resumed before
the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States at 12 M.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Hon. Stanley Reed, Solicitor General of
the United States; Hon. J. Warren Madden, Chairman, National
Labor Relations Board.
On behalf of the respondent: Mr. Earl F. Reed, Mr. Charles Rosen,
Mr. W. D. Evans, and Mr. John E. Laughlin, Jr.
The CHIEF JusTICE. Proceed with the case on argument, No. 419,
National Labor Relations Board against Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corporation.

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL
CORPORATION

'

Mr. EARL F. REED. VV~ith the permission of the Court, the complaint
in this case charged the respondent with having demoted 1 individual
and discharged 12 for union activities, and the persuasive oratory of
Government cGunsel has magnified this discharge of 12 persons mto
some national calamity to stop the streams of commerce. I think
we must get back to the facts of this case and then see the application of the statute.
First I want to discuss one statement made by Mr. Madden with
respect to the objections raised by the respondent before the Board.
He stated that it objected under the first amendment. That was not
correct. The objection, however, was made in addition to those which
have been discussed, that the judicial power was vested in constitutional courts under the third article of the Constitution, and that
133
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the procedure of the Board was a deprivation of the rights of the
respondent.
·
The picture of the manufacturing operations of the respondent
given by the learned Chairman of the Board, Mr. Madden, in his
presentation of his part of the Government's case was not quite as
. full as is required to understand the attempted comparison of the
"stream of commerce" theory with that of the stockyards and the
grain exchange. The coal that comes into the plant is stored. There
are large stocks on hand at all times and a supply that would run
the mills for 2 or 3 months. The ore that comes down from the mines
by independent carriers is stored in stock piles, and there is at all
times on hand enough ore to operate the mill for 8 or 9 months. The
limestone is also brought in and stored. The manufacturing operations are in no sense a. continuous process. The coal is made into
coke first, which is not sold, but the coke is used in the blast furnaces
in the melting of pig iron.
The manufacturing process up to the production of pig iron is conducted entirely without any relation to any existing orders or chemical
analyses or anything of that kind. The first and distinct process in
the manufacture is the production of pig iron. From then on, as it
goes into the melting furnaces, there· may be specifications that are
applicable to a particular order. But the manufacturing process as
a whole is two distinct operations, and there is no similarity whatsoever to the product taken in at·one end of the mill and that which
is produced and sold.
There are some sales at various stages of semifinished material,
which the evidence shows is practically all sold in the Pittsburgh
district to other manufacturers; but in the long run, the great mass
of the production of this company is pipe and nails and sheets and
tin plate and the finished products of a steel mill.
The facts relating to the discharge of the employees.have, it seems
to me, some bearing upon the decree entered in this case. Although
the discharge related to 13, evidence was produced only with respect
to 10. Two of them were motor inspectors, one of them was a tractor
driver, three of them were crane operators, one of them was a washer
in the coke plant, and three were laborers.
As stated to you by Mr. Madden, the company, after putting in
the defense that related to its process of manufacture and its objection
that it was not engaged in interstate commerce, withdrew from the
hearing. So that the balance of the testimony and the great bulk of
the record was made in an ex-parte hearing. And yet, in spite of
that fact, the disclosure by the witnesses showed the various causes
.
for which their discharges had been made.
A man named Volpe had been discharged because he had refused to
work on Sunday. He had been laid off on numerous occasions before
because he had lifted badly loaded pipe which might have fallen
and injured people.
A man named Phillips, a motor inspector, was discharged because
he failed to answer two whistles, which was his duty when called to
inspect a motor which was out of commission. These are the statements admitted by the men themselves in an ex-parte hearing.
Cox, a crane man, was discharged . because he started his crane
without testing the stop limits. The rules were that before the operation of a crane was undertdken the limits should be tested to see
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whether or not the load might drop on the floor or strike the ceiling.,
and he said and testified at length that he knew better than the foreman what was the proper way to test a crane, and admitted tha.t he
did not do it.
A man named Boyer, who was a nail manufacturer, was discharged
because there was a large quantity of bad nails found in the buggy
in which he put his product. There was a dispute as to whether he
put them there or. his companion put them there, and t.he Board
found that the discharge was not justified.
A man named Brandy, a coal washer, was discharged because on
two separate occasions when samples of his work were taken and
tested.,they were found to be defective, and he had been laid off on
occasions before.
So that, without going through them all, I can say this, that each
man admitted that there was some cause for his discharge, and each
of them· claimed that other persons who had committed similar
offenses had not been so severely punished and that he believed, or
he felt, that it was because of his membership in the union that he
was being discharged.
·
The evidence referred to by Mr. Madden as to the intimidation
by the company was not stated in its correct atmosphere. None of
these things occv:rred after this act was passed, and the only evidence
in this case of any undue intimidation or any effort to influence the
men were some asserted statements before this act ever passed, by
the various foremen, that the union would not accomplish anything:,
or a man would not get anywhere in the union; and statements made
that the police authorities of the city, which was an independent;
municipality, had not fairly treated labor organizations, and the'
responsibility for everything that happened in the community, for
everythirig done by a police officer, was laid at the door of the company in tllis ex-parte hearing. The secretary of labor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was allowed to testify to statements made
in affidavits filed with her long before. this act passed, alleging that
the company had not been fair to union people, and they did not even
point out that that very subject matter had been heard by a prior
labor board appointed under the joint resolution of Congress, and the
company exonerated.
So that you go into the facts of this case with the finding here,
even ex parte, that the conclusion that this was done because of union
activities is based upon the flimsiest kind of evidence; and what the
petition really amounts to is that Mr. Madden and his Labor Board
did not agree with the superintendents of the company as to the
sufficiency of the causes for which they discharged the employees.
Then, the record abounds with mass of hypothetical testimony,
hundreds of pages of it. After this hearing in Pittsburgh they consolidated this hearing with that of two other companies, the Wheeling
Steel Corporation and the Crucible, and they held hearings in Washington here for days, in which various persons came forward and gave
a great deal of hypothetical testimony-labor persons who said they
believe that organized labor and national unions were a good thing
for labor. The Board took judicial notice of theses written by
professors in colleges about the advantages of union labor, of declarations made years ago-it was in evidence what Judge Gary had said
in 1892 about the unions--and all it amounted to was a vast n1ass
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of opinion evidence that national unions :would be a good thing for
workers.
And it was not confined to the steel industry. They went int{) the
producing industries. They offered colleges theses. They offered
public records. They even offered The Steel Dictator, a book written
by Harvey O'Connor, as evidence to show that the stoppage of
business. and. commerc.e was in larg-e part due to strikes.
It was on the basis of that testimony that the Board found that a
labor dispute- in the steel industry would interrupt commerce. This
company was not shut down in 1919 when the labor strife occurred.
It operated throughout. It has had no labor disturbance since 1892,
but all these other intervening labor disturbances were used to show
that they had a tendency to interrupt commerce.
The decision of the Board was mad·e; and before the company was
notified, an application for its enforcement was made to the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans, where the company had a
warehouse, although the plant was in Pittsburgh, th'e laborers are
in Pittsburgh, about 22,000 men work there, and the officers were
there-and yet the Board goes to New Orleans for a petition for the
enforcement of the act. They had to go down there and say that we
had not complied with it, but at the t.ime of the application they could
not say that we had not complied with it, because we had not even
been notified about the order· requiring the reinstatement of the men.
Now, it seems to me that there can be no doubt that the company
is entitled to a review on the jurisdictional question. It is suggested
in the petitioner's brief that since the act makes its findings on matters
of fact final, it has found that this disturbance had a tendency t.o
interrupt interstate commerce, and therefore that is conclusive.
Under the decisions Crowell v. Benson (285 U. S. 22) and St. Joseph
Stock Yards Oo. v. Un·ited States (298 U. S. 38) it seems to me there
can be no doubt that the jurisdictional question of whether or not this
company is engaged in interstate commerce is one that we are entitled
to have reviewed. I will pass that. It is cove~ed in the brief.
The National Labor Relati()ns Act, we contend, is on its face a regulation of labor and not any effort to regulate commerce among the
States or to remove obstructions to commerce among the States.
Mr. Davis the other day went over the act in quite some detail,
and I do not intend to do that again. I do want to point out one or
two things about the act which I think were perhaps :pot sufficiently
covered, which indicate that it is wholly an attempt of Congress to
intrude itself into the industrial relations of what has been traditionally regarded as a State matter. In the first place, in the legislative
history of this type of legislation the first effort that Congress made
to regulate labor matters at all was in the Railway Labor Act of 1888,
which was reenacted and enlarged in 1926 and amended in 1934.
Then in 1932 came the Norris-LaGuardia Act, which curtailed the
power of the courts on certain labor matters, and the substance of the
acts and what was attempted in the way of encouragin~ national
organization of employees throughout this train of legislation is
practically the same.
When the amendments to the Bankruptcy Act were passed in '33
and '34 they again attempted to endorse a national organization of
employees, m that they prevented funds in bankruptcy matters and
labor-organization matters being used in any way to contribute to the
support of plant or local or so-called company unions.
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Now ~t cannot be said that Congress in the Norris-LaGuardia Act
trymg to prevent the interruption of commerce by strikes, nor
m the Bankruptc:y Act. The real purpose of Congress, as shown by
the attempt to hitch those matters onto the Norris-LaGuardia Act
and the Bankruptcy Act, !illd again in the N ationn:I Recovery Act,
was that Congress was trying to regulate labor relatwns and that is
what they. are trying to do here, and it is merely a matte~ of verbiage
to try to hitch them onto them on the theory that it is really to remove
obstructions to commerce.
An. ,examination of the act itself reveals that. The closed shop is
made legal. You cannot force a man not to belong to a union but
Y'?U may force a man to join a union; and then you may not' con~nbu~e any supl?ort to a local or plant union, no matter if it has been
m eXIStence for many years, no matter if you have a contract with it
that ~ou !ll'e to pay a certain amount annually; and here is a forn1 of
organiZatw:r;t C?f e~plo:yees that h~s been successful in Europe, that
has been exiStmg m this coun~ry smce 1904, and successfully in many
P~!lces1 and yet you are forbidden under this act to make any contnbutiOn to that.
Does that indicate an effort to remove the obstructions to commerce? To .niY ID;ind, ~t il~dic~tes. an effort on ~he part of. C~ngress
to force national orgamzat10n m mdustry. It IS a clear mdication
of th~ Pl!l'pose of Congress to prevent local unions, prevent plant
organizat~o}ls, and compel emp!oyees to join national organizations.
!'he pr_ovisions about the majonty rule are for the same purpose. It
IS all nght to s.ay that a closed shop is not forced upon anybody he
must .agree to 1~, but when the act says that no minority group 'can
b~gan~ at all, It .amounts. to the s~e thing, because the minority
uwon .m a p~ant IS not g~m~g to eXISt very long if it cannot obta.in
anythmg for Its members, if 1t cannot ne~otiate with the management.
Here the determination ?f the unit IS entirely up to the Board.
Suppose. the Board determmes that the whole of the employees in
~he coalm~ust:r:y is the proper bargaining unit. You may be Situated
m a plant m which not a man belongs to that union but you are bound
by the determination of the majority because th~ Board has found
that that is the proper unit. The Bo:U.d may have found that all of
your empl~yees are the proper unit, and not one of your electrician
or mec~amcal men may belong to that unit. They may have their
own uruon. Yet you are forbidden by this act to deal with that group
because they are a minority group.
'
Did that indicate a purpose on the part of Congress to free commerce f~om obstruction? Nothing of the kind. It indicates the
con~resswna! puryo~e to force national unions upon industry, and the
act 1s sweepmg m Its language. It purports to cover all industry
and it is exactly what was intended.
'
It won't do to Sfl:Y that collective bargaining is not involved in this
case .. T~e theory Is that the ~scharge~ ~scourage organiza.tion, that
or~a~:nza_twn pro~otes c!lllec~1ve bo.rgammg, and that collective barg.ammg prevents mdustr1al disturbances. So that we do have to consider, and th~ Court ha~ to consider, ~hat is. the main and primary
purpose of this act: Is It to remove obstructiOns to commerce, or is
It t~ govern labor !fl. industry? It seems to me there can be no conclusiOn other than 1t 1s an attempt to enact sweeping broad legislation
. over the labor matters of industry generally. And tbat was the trend
~as
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of testimony in the case. The testimony throughout and all this
evidence that was offered in the joint hearing is along that very line.
The fact that the act is by its terms confined in its application to
matters affecting commerce does not change the situation. You cannot change the things which are not interstate commerce into things
whic~ are by the use of words. If you say that it must be something
affecting commerce, there is no limit. It seems to me that anything
affec.ts ~oml?lerc':, and. that the question then comes only as to the
apphcat10n m this particular case as to whether or not the connection
is direct or remote.
The fact that we receive materials in· interstate commerce or that
we ship our products out in interstate commerce cannot make any
difference. . There is no· use of my going over those cases. · That IS
true of every manufacturing industry. The fact of the matter is the
steel industry probabl:r receives its products in a rawe~ form and gives
a greater trasnformation to them when they are shipped out than
almost any other industry. ·There are hundreds. of industries in the
Pittsburgh district that take nothing but one shape of steel and turn
out another, and their incoming pro.duct is much more similar to
their outgoing product than it is in the steel industry.
1 think the language of this Court in Heisler v. Thomas Colliery Oo.
1(.260 U. S. 245) as to what woulQ. be the effect of holding that the
prior movement in interstate commerce or subsequent movement in
interstate commerce both bring it within interstate commerce covers
the situation better than any argument.
The reach and consequences of the contention repel its acceptance. If the
or, indeed, certainty of exportation of a product or artide from a
State determines it to be in interstate commerce before the commencement of its
movement from the State, it would seem to follow that it is in such commerce
from the instant of its growth or production, and in the case of coals, as they
lie in the ground. The result would be curious. It would nationalize all induatries, it would nationalize and withdraw from State jurisdiction and deliver to
Federal commercial control the fruits of California and the South, the wheat of
the 'Vest and its meats, the cotton of the South, the shoes of Massachusetts and
the woolen industries of other StateP, at the very inception of their production
-or growth, that is, the fruits unpickcd, the cotton and wheat ungathered, hides
and flesh of cattle yet "on the hoof," wool yet unshorn, and coal yet unmined,
because they are in varying percentages destined for and surely to be exported
to States other than those of their production.
pos~:ibility,

The Government argues that it is in the stream of commerce. I
shall not go into that except to point out this, that in Stafford v.
Wallace and in Board of Trade v. Olsen the evidence and the matters
before Congress showed beyond any doubt that these were select
focal points in which practically all of the commerce passed. This
mill is not in any way stationed in the stream of commerce. This plant,
into which we take coal and coke and limestone and turn out steel,
is not any mere temporary stoppage in a stream of commerce coming
from the West to the East. It is not comparable, and because Congress could regulate stockyards, it is a far cry to say that they could
regulate the labor relations of an industry like the steet industry.
The Government argues that there is the possibility. . of an intention
on the part of the strikers to obstruct interstate commerce. It seems
to me that that argument weakens the connection. In the stockyards cases, in Swift & Go. v. United States (196 U. S. 375), the
:intent to obstruct interstate commerce was clear, proven. The
:Stockyards were regulated on the theory that they might be used
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~ an instrumentality in monopoly. But here the intention that
the. Gover~ent ascribes is an inten~ion ol:l the part of the strikers
to mterrupt mterstate commerce, an mtent10n on the part of a third
party1 an intervening agency. They do not claim that in d.ischargm.g 10 men we. had any intention of creating a controversy
that nught obstruct mterstate commerce, but the fact of these discharges mig?-t lead to dissatisfaction, which might lead to a dispute
of more senous consequences, which might result in a walk-out, in
which the .strikers might have an intention to interrupt or change the
stream of mterstate coiilmerce.
Now, if that reasoning ap:plies, there is not any reason why Congress
cannot regulate every actiVIty relating to manufacture. It is just as
reasonable t~ say that, if 'Ye do not .treat the men properly with respect
to workmen s compensat10n law, 1f we do not have proper sanitary
con:ditions, or hours of labor. or of everything else, the net result of
which may be that there will be a strike, in which there will be an
intent on the part of the strikers to obstruct interstate commerce
'
such an act would apply.
Mr. Madden pointed out that one of the witnesses testified that he
was told that )le would ha.ve to pay his back rent if he joined the union.
I don't see any reason why, if this be sound, Congress cannot regulate
our rent relations with our employees, because dissatisfaction on the
part of employees who live in our houses may result in a dissatisfaction
of some kind that may result in a labor dispute where the intent may
be_present to interrupt interstate commerce
. ~ow, if we ever ge~ to the place where we are having such remote,
~direc~ ca:uses p~eva.il ~o _ena.bl.e Co~ess to regulate manufacturing
mdustnes, there 1s no bnut to 1t. This theory that the discharge of
these men can have such an effect upon interstate commerce is so
remote t~at the possibi:Jity of other means of regulation is unlimited.
yrl e raiSed the quest10n before the Board, and we raise it ih our
bnef, on the procedural sections of this statute. I do not intend to
argue it at length. It is covered in the brief.
I do want to make this observation, however, that the statute purports to give to this Board original and exclusive jurisdiction in these
D?-att~rs, and it is said that we objected before the Board and the
crrcu1t court that the Board was constituted an investigator and a
prosecutor and a judge at the same time, and the answer was made
that that was similar to the proceedings of the Federal Trade Commission. I want to point out, however, that the Federal Trade Commission does not render any decisions in private matters at all. Its
decrees ·are negative. They are only when public rights are involved,
and they leave the parties to the law to adjust their private differences.
The scope of the appended order in this case is entirely different. It
seeks to adjudicate private rights, enter a money judgment for the
back; wages, and otherwise carry out the rights between individual
parties.
We raised also before the Board, and now, the question of the violatim~ of the fifth amendment by this decision. The case of Adair v.
Un~~ed States (208 V· S. 161) decided flatly that a man had a right
to hire whom he Wished, and that a statute which forbade the discharge of an employee for union activities was unconstitutional.
The same substantive decision was made in Coppage v. Kansas
(236 U.S. 1), and now it is said that the Texas & New Orleans decision modified or at least cast some doubt as to those dP.cisions.
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There is this to be observed about the Texas & New Orleans case:
It was a case in which the railroad had voluntarily entered into arbitration and the arbitration was· proceeding before the Railroad
Mediation Board. The order made requiring the restoration of the
employees was made and seemed to be made because they had been
discharged after the voluntary mediation had begun, and the court
pointed out that there was no attempt to interfere with the ·normal
hiring or firing of employees, but that the order was being made to
require the railroad to purge itself of the contempt shown by the
discharge and the efforts that were made after the mediation started
to create and bring into existence a new labor organization which
would be more favorable to the company than the one "With which it
had begun· the mediation.
·
Now, in this case the. <?rder is made flatly that _we reinstate these
10 employees. The Solicitor General says that if they were restored
then it woul"d be a hiring at will; that the minute they came back to
work they would be working for .us at a hiring at will, when they could
be discharged for any reason or no reason.
It is difficult for me to see why, if they could have been discharged
for no reason, their restoration could be ordered because the Labor
Board did· not agree with the sufficiency of the reason for which they
were discharged.
· .
Justice SuTHERLAND. I did not quite understand the Solicitor
General to take .t~at position. I understood that his position was that
he could not be discharged because he belonged to a labor union.
Mr. EARL F. REED. I understood him to say in answer to the
Justice's question that it would be a hiring at will, that if they came
back their tenure would be at will, and I am assuming that a hiring at
will entitles the employer to discharge for any cause or no cause.
That much I may be adding myself.
Justice SuTHERLAND. I understood him to make that exception.
Mr. EARL F. REED. I should think that that exception would follow.
In other words, I certainly think that if this act is valid it means that
when the 10 men come back they cannot be discharged except for a
cause which would seem sufficient to the Labor· Board. Certainly it
does not mean that they could be discharged right away, because the
same complaint would be made again.
The fact that these men were intended to be taken back and kept
is evidenced by this unusual provision in the order. The Board
ordered not only the restoration and the payment of the back pay,
but that the company should post a notice that it ':will not discharge
or in any manner discriminate ·against members of or those desiring to
become members of Beaver Valley Lodge No. 200, Amalgamated
Association", and so forth.
Justice VAN DEVANTER. You mean that it could not discharge
them for any reasons or that they could not be discharged because of
that?
Mr. EARL F. REED. The language of the order that we were required
to post by order of the Labor ~oard was that-I am quotingwill not discharge or in any manner discriminate against members of or those
desiring to become members of Beaver Valley Lodge No. 200, Amalgamated
Association of Iron, Steel and Tin 'Vorkers of North America, or persons assisting
said organizations or otherwise engaging in union activities.

The posting of that notice in the mill of the Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corporation would have meant that all discipline and control over the
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men in that organization w:as gone. The restor~tion of 10 me~ was a
vastly more important thing than the wages mvolved. If 1t were
announced, if it were known, as it would be, to 22,000 employees, that
10 men who had been discharged over a ·period of 6 months, who belo~ed to the union, had to be taken back and put back to work and ~ad
therr positions, and could not be discharged except upon a heanng
before ·the Labor Board, all freedom of contract, all right to manage
your own business, is gone.
.
.
.
.
'fhose men, if that be the law, if they can C?~e hac~ Into this organization and go back to work for us, have a CIVIl-serVIce status. They
stand differently from any other employee, in our employ, because
they cannot be discharged without a hearing.
Suppose their department shuts down . . I suppose we have to go
back to the Labor Board and ask to reopen this decree and show that
they would not have had work if they had been working. Suppose
they are tendered some other work that they do not want. In ont: of
these discharge cases the man thought he was not equal to hand~g
the machine that he had and he asked for something else, and In
another a man had been absent a great many times. Under this
decree this money judgment goes into effect and we pay them these
back wages indefinitely, apparently.
Suppose we want to transfer him to another department. Then
I guess we have got to go to the Labor Board and show them that we
have good ground for transferring that man and we want the thing
modified so that we can put him in another department.
Suppose there is a quest~on of pro~o tion. There i~ no reason. for
not applying it to promotiOns. Daily they are making c.omplaints
that a man promoted is a nonunion man and therefore it was a discrimination. I suppose every time we wanted to promote a man ":e
would have to go back to the Board and ask them to reopen this
decree and let us promote the man.
Now, an employer has to have discretion. He cannot always give
a reason for a dis~harge. There are times when sabotage ?C~l?'s,
times when there IS theft, and he cannot fasten the respons1b1hty.
There are men who are just a disorganizing influence and have to be
transferred. There are men who have no promise of ahility, who
cannot either maintain or operate a machine, or who are a constant
menace t<> their fellow employees. Is tb e discretion of the management to be reviewed every time the man discharged happens to be a
union man? Here are 22,000 employees, and 10 of them over 6 months
discharged that happen to be members of the union, and we are hauled
into court and have to trial to show why we discharg~d those 10 men.
Is that a.n interference with the right of freedom of contract? Is that
an interference with the right to run our business as we think best?
It seems to me that the Government's argument comes down to
an economic argument. "It would be a good thing," says Mr.
Madden "If the Federal Government could control the labor reln.tions
of industry." But that is not the law, and never has been. He may
think that the States are handling it "stupdily", as he says. He
niay think that a centralized government in which the Federal
Government controls all of the labor relations of industry is desired.
That is not the law and never has been.
·
138858--37----10
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For a.century this Court has adhered to the simple, literal meaning
which Marshall found in the commerce clause, that Congress has
power to regulate commerce among the States. It ha.S given assurance
to the States when their taxing statutes have arisen that their rights
shall be as the Constitution fixes them. The taxing authority or the
police power of the States has been protected, a.nd the rights of individuals to maintain their own property have been protected.
What the petitioner is asking is that the traditions and ~recedents
of a century be cast aside and that we change the meanmg of the
Constitution by a judicial decree and say that things that for a
century have not been the business of the Federal Government are
now to be subject to regulation, because of the remote possibility that
these discharges and thiilgs of this kind may obstruct commerce.
The CHIEF JusTicE. That is all on your side. ~Anything more on
your side?
Mr. STANLEY REED. That is all, Your Honor.
(Whereupon, at 1:25 p. m.; the oral arguments were concluded.)

In the Supreme Court of the United States
~'

OcToBER TERM, 1936
No,. 420
NATIONAL LAnoR RELATIONS BoARD, PETITIONER

v.
FRUEHAUF TRAILER COMPANY, RESPONDENT
No. 421
NATIONAL LABOR RE;r.ATIONB BoARD, PETITIONER
v.
FRUEHAUF TRAILER COMPANY,RESPONDENT

ORAL ARGUMENTS.
WASHINGTON, D. c.,
Thursday, February 11, 1937.
Oral arguments in the above-entitled cause were begun before the
Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States, at 1:25 p. m.
Appearances:
On behalf of the petitioner: Hon. Stanley Reed, Solicitor General
of the United States.
On behalf of respondent: Mr. Thomas G. Long, Mr. Victor W.
ID~.

.

The CHIEF JusTICE. Nos. 420 and 421, National Labor Relations
Board against Fruehauf Trailer Co.

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER
Mr. REED. If the Court please, the Government's statement in
this case will be extremely bnef. We have already, I believe, covered
the issues as made by the briefs and as made from the facts as we
understand them.
This is another industrial enterprise in which there were activities
that were found to violate the provisions of this act. The Fruehauf
Trailer Co. is a Detroit manufacturer of the modern trailer that goes
behind the automobile. It is a typical American industry, in which
the founder was almost the sole worker in a carpenter shop or wagon
works back in the days before the automobile. Through his own
143
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industry and activity he has developed this business, which has
· grown from a small enterprise into one employing some 700 or 800
men, and is the largest producer of trailers m the United States.
The next closest produces only 37 percent as much as this particular
manufacturer.
The enterprise is, as I said, located in Detroit, and gathers into its
factory from the various parts of the country the material for its
trailers. Part of that material comes already fabricated, like tires
and wheels and the various accessories of the trailer industry. Other
materials come in the form of iron, or steel, or lumber, and are fabricated
in the shop.
This enterprise ships 80 percent of its product outside of the State.
It has 31 s~les agencies throughout the country in 12 or more States.
Its goods are consigned to those States for sale, the title to remain in
the seller until after the product is sold. It has in cooperation with
its business a financial instrumentality which finances the sales for
the purchasers until they are paid for in cash, the credit terms being
approved in the Detroit office. It has its Canadian agency which
conducts the sales there.
Something over 50 percent of its raw product comes from out of
the State.· In other words, this is a typical enterprise of large proportions in its })articular line of activity.· It is the largest trailer manufacturer, selling something over $3,000,000 worth of goods at the
time of this hea:t:ing. Its sales at this time we do not know, except
from the fact that they were rapidly increasing at the time the hearing
was held.
There are no peculiarities in regard to the industry itself. Almost
the naming of it will give Your Honors a conception of the enterprise
itself.
This enterprise had not had a.ny great labor difficulties. I believe
the record shows that there had been no strikes in the organization,
certainly not during the last few yea.rs. It cooperated with the
National Industrial Recovery Act so long as that was in effect. With
the collapse of that act, there was renewea labor activity in the factory
and an undertaking to organize the employees into a union. This
was opposed by the manufacturer as being unnecessary for the
interests of his employees for he had always been a kind employer,
t:eady to listen to the complaints of the individual employees who
might protest, or might come to him for help, in sickness or in distress.
To be assured that there should be no unwarranted development of
labor unions, this manufacturer employed a detective, who, in order
that his activities might not be known, was placed upon the pay roll.
So well did he perform his functions that he became the treasurer of
the labor uri:ion, which is the one office that has the entire list of the
employees, and he handed that list regularly to the superintendent
of the plant.
The evidenee is that the manufacturer, after being armed with the
knowledge of the names of the particular en1ployees that were rnembers, discharged many of them, sometimes for some reason-often for
no reason. The record shows that many times they were told that
they could give up either their union or the company. When I say
"many" I mean that there were many instances of statements of that
kind, but that particular phrase comes from one of t.he witnesses.
Under those circumstances we think that this case is quite similar
in all its legal aspects to those that Your Honors have had presented
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to you, and without going again into the questions of law that have
been discussed, we will await the statements of the counsel on the
-ot.her side.

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT

Mr. LoNG. May it please the Court, I would like to conect one
impression right at the start.
Justice BuTLER. I can't hear you.
.
Mr. LQNG. I will be a little louder. We are not concerned here
with the trailer that you attach to an automobile and go off touring
in, not the thing about which there is a question as to whether it is
.a house or a wagon, that· we have had up in our State. This is a
trailer .which handles merchandise, which is seen going through the
·streets, a four-wheel trailer behind a large truck, with a fifth-wheel
.arrangement. This is the two-wheeled trailer without a body. That
'is the thing that we are tal~g about here.
Now, it is obvious that the legal questions involved here are the
:Same legal questions that we have been listening to now for two days.
Your Honors have listened with great patience, and I would almost
feel that Your Honors had heard enough of them, but each case has
its own pa1·ticular facts.
·
This business, while it is the largest in the country, is, in compari:Son with Jones & La~hlin, just a small business. We employ 700
.men in the manufacturmg department and about 200 more, and that
is the extent of the business.
While our briefs rely upon all of the legal questions presented; I
:Shall endeavor to confine myself almost entirely to the interstate·commerce question, with just a little touching over onto the due·process question.
The due-process question has really two aspects, the procedural
.aspect and the substantive law aspect. This act says on its face that
the findings under it shall be conclusive, and if that is taken at its
word then we are denied an inquiry into the findings, directly contrarY,
to the case of Crowell v. Benson (285 U.S. 22).
I shall assume in what discussion I shall go into that, as to the
question whether we are engaged in interstate commerce, we are
entitled to the independent judgment of the Court upon the facts
as well as the law, and as I go along I will point out that, if there be
.any question of fact involved here which does not go to jurisdiction,
upon that question of fact the finding is arbitrary, capricious, and
without the slightest foundation in the record.
Fifty percent of the materials used by this plant come into the
'State of Michigan in interstate commerce. Eighty percent of the
product goes out of the State of Michigan, sold elsewhere. The
·seven employees that are here involved were all in production. They
had nothing to do with the purchase, receipt, or handling of the
materials. They had nothing to do with the sale and the delivery of
the product. They are in production, three of them in the frame
shop, one in the assembly shop, and three in the bo_dy shop.
This business began back in 1897. Mr. August Fruehauf had a
little blacksmith shop and a wagon shop; they almost went together
in those days. The picture of it is in the record as exhibit 2, which
shows this little shop, just a typical blacksmith shop. He went along
.on the even tenor of hiS ways, and the automobile, the motorcar came
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along, and he conceived the idea that, alo~g·with the sort of b~iness
he was qualified to do, he could make a trailer. to be put on be~d the
. truck with two wheels, or to be put on behmd a tractor, w1th four
wheel~ and that he could increase the usefulness of the truck and the
tracto~ a great deal, and thereby he could build up a business.
So he started in at that. He had a number of SOJ;l.S coming along
and he could make opportunit:y for them. He ~ould also t~k~ in !Us
.sons-in-law. So he got the business up to the;pomt where this mqmry
came along-700 men employed in productidn and about 200 others.
They had never had any labor troubles, never in the world. The
chairman asked the production manager this question:
What would be the effect upon interstate commerce of a successful strike in
those departments of your plant where these men named in the complaint work?
Answer. Well I don't know, Mr. Chairman. I can not imagine anything like
that. We have hever had a delay of any kind in our operations, and I do not know
just what the result would be.

. They pay the highest wages in the ind11stry. Between the depth of
the depression in 1933 and the tiiD;e of the hearing here it was testified
that they had fi:ve increases in wag~s, several of :vhich :vere factorywide. Not only do they :pay the highest wages In the mdustr:r., but
they furnish the most co~t1nuous ~mployment. Your Honor~ will ~ee
that the trailer industry IS not subJect to the seasonal fluctuatiOns like
other industries. It is a very stable business. So that they furnish
good employment to their men. They have gone along, as their production manager test~ed, on that b~si~, and they have _built up the
company and its ·busmess on the prmCiple that production and e~
ciency increase where employees are earning good wages and are satisfied. They have a rule in their factory that the men, even these men
that made the complaint, said they knew of and acted under-"If you
don't get satisfaction out of your foreman, come in and see the superintendent." And they admitted that was done. They admitted that
they were fairly treated in that way, and even where~ their P!ivate
lives they had problems they were encouraged to come m and discuss
them with the employer, and that they were frequently helped by the
employer in doing that.
They questioned these two men as to the treatment of them. They
said that the company had treated them fine, had treated them well.
This was the situation that had developed over the years till legislation of this nature came along. Then what developed? Outside
organizers came along, began to agitate, began to foment disturbance,
and, as counsel said, the company thought it expedient to get somebody to find out what it was all about. They had never had any
troubles, but here it came all of a sudden, concurrently with this type
of legislation, which preceded the Labor Act, and the N. R. A. Act.
In this union the claim is that they had 177 active members, and,
as the witness said, possibly 100 others who had paid some dues at
some time or other.
·
But 277 is not many out of 700 employees. So the Board, in order
to show that that is the majority, proceeded to find that we had only
400 employees, and here is the sort of testimony that was given. I
want to use this just as an instance of their arbitrary and capricious
findings. They asked one of these discharged employees:
How many employees did this company employ in the production and main-
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Answer. Well, I don't know~ Of course, I have no definite figures. I don't
see any remson why they can't find out from a better source than me, but I don't
think they have over 400, or I don't think that many employees-that is, I don't
mean bellhops or telephone operators or salesmen or people working outside the
factory or people who were not eligible for our union. I mean just the factory
workers, production workers.

And the Board finds that we had 400 employees, notwithstanding
this same witness had placed hefore the Board a statement signed by
him that there were 600, and notwithstanding the production manager
said there were 700.
Now, that runs all through the findings. They finally got down to
a meeting of this union and a common vote on whether they were
going to strike or whether they were going to stay. I thin~ but 35
of then1 voted to strike, but the rest of them voted not to strike, and
so they didn't strike.
The production manager testified that after the discharges had been
preferred there was no dissension created in ~he factpry about it. They
were going along on the even tenor of thell" ways, the same as they
did before these agitators came along.
This discharge here has one characteristic different from what has
been presented in the other cases. We did not discharge seven men
oniy. There were 72 inen discharged. A1ong in the summer of 1935,
the testimony is, and Your· Honors will remember it anyw~y, there
was a decided slackening of industrial activity, and so it became
necessary to reduce the fo~c~, a ~0-percent reduction was put throu~h,
which took out 72 men, mcluding 7 men who made the complamt
that they had been let out because they were union men.
If you are going to reduce your force, it is not a question of this man
being altogether bet~er th~ that man or the .other man worse. you
may take into collSlderation many other things-how he has lived
over the years, what family obligations he has, and all that sort of
thing, or take into consideration nothing, if you please. We had to
reduce our force.
, But here we have a situation where the Labor Board says, "Well,
yes, you had to reduce your force, but in letting these union meil go
you discriminated; but when you let the nonunion men go, why, we
find no fault with that."
The officer testified specifically that in doing this lay-off the same
·standard was applied to union as to nonun!on men, that union. ~en
were retained on the rolls as well as nonumon men, the determ1n1ng
factor being the efficiency of the workman, his cooperation, and
whether or not he appeared to have the company's best interests ~t
heart in performing his duties. On that principle they reduced therr
force by 10 percent.
.
.
Now, to sEend a few moments on this matter of JUst how we conduct our busmess: Fixst, there is the purchasing, recei:pt, and handling
of materials. Those materials, some of them come m entirely raw,
some rough, some partially finished, and some who.lly finished. '!'he
axles, for instance, come in as tough, unfinished forg~s. The bod~es,
all we get is the sheet steel and rough lumber. I Imght go on With
others, but these are typical.
When the :materials come in they are placed in the inventory or
stock, call it what you will. They stay there a period of time varying
from 1 to 4 months.
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Here is an illustration of how the Board dealt with such a question
as that. They make a finding this way [reading]:
·
So close!y are J?Urchase, wor~, and. shipments synchronized that on occasion
work or shtpment 1s delayed until requ1red parts arrive to complete the assemblv

This is th~ sort of testimony on which they base such a finding~~.
that. Here lS the question:
, Is it. not true in your case-not usually, perhaps, but is it not true that sometimes m Y!>Ur case yo~ take materials that come in from a vendor and put them
promptly mto processmg?
Answer. Yes.
,Question. In order to continue an assembly or to complete an assembly that
might have been started?
Answer. That happens.
Question. That happens?
Answer. But in rare cases.

And then he went on again:
question. Is .it not~ fact that very often a trailer job is held up for a few days
unt1I you get the J?articul!ll' brake that the customer wants on it, or the particular
wheel, or the parttcular rtm that the cus.tomer wants on it?·
Answer. It would not happen very often. .

. And he finally wind~ up by saying that it is "very unusual", and
yet they make the findmg that characterizes the business as it is conducted in order to show that there is a flow.
.Indeed, the seven men wh9 are involved here had nothing to do
wrt~ t~at part of the ~pe!at10ns. They were in the manufacture,
fashio~g1 o~ ~he~e va;10us raw materials into this product. That
?perat10n Is dtVId~d up mto a good many parts. There is an engineer. mg department With 25 or 30 men, a planning department with 20 or
30, SJ?.d a to?l departme~t of 10 or 12 who make the tools which are
used .tn ma:king the~e things, ~nd there is the machine shop with 125
men m which there 1s everything that you· ever heard of in a machine
shop. They are working on these materials. And there is the frame
shop,_ th~ assembly department. As I say, three of these men were
working m the ~r.ame shop. Possibly I should stop ·a minute to show
what was. done m the frame shop.
The~e 1t was a matter of punching, drilling, riveting, and welding
operations that took place, and putting things together.
One of these men was in the assembling department where all
these .things that have been made are brought and ptit together.
That 1s where he worked. Three of them worked in body building.
That was the largest. department, 2?0 to 300 l!len in that department.
Of course, t~ere bemg. no motor 1n our trailers, the body-building
depar~m~nt IS, necessaiily the largest department of the business.
~t 1s m the record that in this process of manufacturing these
trailers there are some 200 operations that the things have to go
through. .I don't mean .that each o~e goes through 200, but there
are. 200 different operatiOns to fashion them from these materials
which :finally come together to make a trailer.
fh~n we get to the matter of sales. There are 31 sales offices in
Michigan an_d 12 other States. Then they- also sell to distributors
and dealers m. the common way. They sell sometimes on consign!llent, for credit reasons, and yet the Board tries to show that that
Is a large part o_f the business. I don't know what differen~ it would
make whether It were a large part of the business or not. That, in
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general, is a description of the way our business is conducted, what
we do there.
Now, it strikes me that to find immediacy here is to find it practically everywhere. I do not know a business that you could not find
it in if you could find it here.
Your Honors will observe that the question which we have here is
really the old question of States' rights as against national power.
And I want in that connection to call attention to the fact, and spend
a few minutes on it, that we are here dealing with a part of the automotive industry, an industry which is peculiar to the State of ·Michigan.
The'-plants of the State of Michigan could supply the world if there
we~e none other. They have that capacity. It is all located there.
It is essentially a local industry.
I call attention to what this Court had to say about the situation of
the development of local resources back in the Minnesota Rate Oases
(230 U. S. 352) [reading]:
.
The development of local resources and the extension of local facilities may have
a very important effect upon communities less favored and to an appreciable
degree alter the course of trade. The freedom of local trade may stimulate interstate commerce, while restrictive measures within the police power of the State
enacted exclusively with respect to internal business, as distinguished from interstate traffic, may in their re:O.ex or indirect influence diminish the latter and reduce
the volume of articles tr.ansported into or out of the State .

The activity and growth of the Fruehauf Co., as I have outlined it
here, are not peculiar to the Fruehauf Co. They are typical of the
automotive industry, very typical. You could say the same thing of
the Dodges, Fords, Olds, Chrysler, Nash, and so on. They all came
up in the same way.
Now, I submit that it was for .the State of Michigan to say whether
the au·tomobile industry would be developed in the State of lVIichigan
under excessive restrictions or would be developed under freedom.
The State of Michigan has permitted the automobile industry to
develop and it has developed, to be one of the strongest industries in
the country, proven by its recent comeback from the depression,
leading all other businesses, because it has been known that it has been
free. It has been the outstanding example of good employer-employee relations, with wages the highest of any businesses, and there
never has been any trouble. Counsel who just spoke called attention
to all the statistics and the history of strikes, and so forth, which the
Government has in its briefs. They go away back. I make another
objection to their statistics. Le;t them bring in statistics as to the
automobile industry and let us see whether they will show about
interruptions and disturbances, whether it is local or whether it is
interstate.
The only one they mention in their brief is the Chevrolet strike in
1935, and that occurred after N. R. A. We had no troubles in the
automobile industry to amount to anything until this sort of legislation
began to come along, and I submit that what they are doing is interfering with the right of the State to say how businesses within itself
shall be conducted.
Counsel on the other side objects that we argue the question too
broadly; that we bring in too many provisions of the act; that we
should confine ourselves to specific instances and particular provisions.
I object, Your Honors, to the way counsel on the other side uses the
decisions of this Court. It has always been my understanding that
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the language of a court is not to be read separate and apart from the
circumstances of a particular case in relation to which that language
is used. That was one of the first things I learned when I got out of
law schoolinto the practice of the law.
Now, you take the case of Stafford v. WaU.ace (258 U. S. 495),
which related to stockyards, and they got to the point yesterday
where this Court was considering something about the sale of sausage.
Now, that was not involved in that case. That case involved stream
of commerce all right, because that case involved commission men and
dealers who were dealing with the livestock. It went into the stockyards as livestock, it came out of the stockyards as livestock, and
whether or not it was going to be made into sausage has nothing to
do with any question before this Court. And so that sort ·of thing
has no application to the situation we have here, which is no such
stream as that.
Again, they talk about Chicago Board of Trade v. Olse'n (262 U. S.
1). Now, what did this Court .say that case was all about. This
Court said [reading]:

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT-Resumed

The Chicago Board of Trade is the greatest· grain market in the world. * * *
Its report for 1922 shows that on that market in that year were made cash sales
for some 350 millions of bushels of grain, most of which was shipped from States
west and north of lllinois into Chicago, and was either stored temporarily in
Chicago or was retained in cars and after sale was shipped in large part to eastern
States and foreign countries. * * * The railroads of the country accommo·
date themselves to the interstate function of the Chicago market by giving
shippers from western States bills of lading through Chicago to points in eastern
States with the right to remove the grain at Chicago for temporary purposes of
storing, inspecting, weighing, grading, or mixing, and changing the ownership,
consignee or destination and then to continue the shipment under the same
contract and at a through rate.

Here was a statute before this Court dealing with a commodity
which was for the most _Part in the course of interstate commerce by
the very acts of the parties on through bills of lading.
. And then the only other circumstance there was that it dealt with
futures. The question of futures, as I see it, was simply this: whether
in making a contract which by its tenns called for performance upon
the Chicago Board of Trade, and could be performed upon the Chicago
Board of Trade-that whether the fact that it was not expected to be
performed upon the Chicago Board of Trade but to be settled as a
future contract, took it out of the stream of commerce, and this
Court said that it did not.
So much for the stream of commerce. Go now to the question
whether in our operations we affect commerce, as that is used.
Upon that question, the Board concluded this, and if I may not
weary Your Honors, but just take the time to read a few lines of what
the Board says to give Your Honors an idea what the Board is doing
in these cases. These are conclusions 44, 45, and 46Any cessation or obstruction of operations at the respondent's Detroit factory
necessarily has a direct, material, and substantial effect in burdening and
obstructing commerce and the free flow of commerce between the State of Michi·
gan * * * and other States in which it sells and to which it ships for sale
trailers * * *.

The CHIEF JusTICE. I think you had better continue with that
after recess.
(Whereupon, at 2 p. m., a recess was taken until 2:30 p. m. of the
same day, at which time oral arguments were resumed as follows:)
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Mr. LoNG. At the recess I was about to pass to the discussion that
we do not affect commerce, but I note that I have omitted o_n~ or two
observations further that I wanted to make on the propos1t10n that
our manufacturin~ operations are not in commerce.
.
The fact that m making these differen~ thin~. f~r these trailers,
there being about 40 different types of trailers, It 1s mten.ded to find
a market for them in other States, does not make our making of them
a part of commerce.
. . .
.
. .
Counsel on the other side In discussing that referred to Oltver Iron
Mining Go. v. Lord (262 U. S. 172) and Utah Power & Light Go: v. Pfost
(286 U. S. 165) by saying that they were tax cases. . Bu~ this Court
in the Oliver Iron case did not say, "We have put this aside because
it is a tax case," but this Court said that mining is not. c?mm.erce,
and when it came to the Utah Po'tver case, where the electricity leaves
as soon as it is made, and cannot be held, this Court ~ecided that
by saying, "It is like unto the making of good~ to spee1al ord~r for
shipment in interstate commerce." So the bas1s of the reasonmg of
this Court is precisely in point.
Another proposition that .th~ Board made mucJ: o.f was that the
parties who order the trailers mtend t~ use them_ ID .mterstate commerce. Well, obviously, that has nothing to do with 1t. They spent
a lot of time about the fact that we have registered trade marks for use
in interstate commerce, but that has nothing to do with manufac-

t~~~

they spent a lot of time about attaching the fifth wheel, .and I
just want to explain that. In our s~-wheel·arrangements, ~here we
make the two rear wheels and body, it has toattacp. to. the tr~Jler; and
it is attached by. what they call a fi!th ~bee!,.· which Is nothing more
than the old·fashioned bolster and kingpm, With a -turntable; and they
claim the fact that you have to have,~ fifth wheel and that very
frequently we do attach that fifth wheel m the other State makes the
thing interstate commerce.
. ..
.
Well Your Honors under the rule ·established by this Court as to
when the doing of s~mething at the end·· is or is not in interstate
commerce-any of Your Honors <!r I co~~ ~ttach th~t !ifth wheel;
would not have any trouble about1ir-no skill mvolved m 1t; anybody
that knows anything at all about t~e use of a wrench and .a d.r!ll c~
· attach that fifth wheel-! don't think I need spend any trme m discussing that. Bu~ there are findings on t)l.ose particular things.
So now proceeding further to the· question of whether we do affect
commerc~ and I read from finding no. 44 of the Board, and then they
go on further, in finding 45:
The aforesaid acts of the respondent caused unrest and confusion among ~he
employees in the respondent's Detroit plant, which had the effect of burdemng
and obstructing commerce and the free flow of commerce between the S~ate of
Michigan * * * and other states in which i~ sells and to which it ships for
sale trailers * * *.

And in their finding 46 they concluded that ifrtended to lead to a labor dispute burdening and obstructing commerce and the
free flow of commerce between the State of Michi~an * * * and other States
in which it sells and to which it ships for sale trailers * * * .

Now, that conclusion, as I get it, is this, that, while the ma~ufactur
ing itself may be something local in character, nevertheless, 1f a labor
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dispute were to arise and if the operations of these factories were t()
shut down as a result of the dispute, raw materials would not be
shipped in, finished products would not be shipped out; thereby there
would be a burden a.nd obstruction on the free flow of commerce, and
that unrest caused among the production employees therefore would
have the effect of burdening and obstructing commerce, because those
acts of unrest might lead to a labor dispute.
Now, that is a very, very tenuous series of ar~ments. It does not
hold together. In fact, it seems to me that (Un~ted Leather Workers v.
Herkert & Meisel Trunk Go. (265 U.S. 457) and the two OorOTWAio cases
(United Mine Workers v. Coronado Goal Go. (259 U. S. 344); CoronadoCoal Co. v. United Mine Workers (268 U.S. 295)) dispose of that sort.
of argume~t, because the only difference in the two Qoronado cases·
that I see lS-the real effect was the same, but what they tried to do
w!ts a d~erent thing, and they brought the one within and the other
Without mterstate commerce.
As to what must be the relation to bring it within .the term "affecting·
commerce" counsel on the other side make much of the use of the word
"necessary", but they omit in most of .their talk the use of the word
"direct." This Court always couples the two together. Probably
the best statement that this Court has made is in the Coronado case,.
where it said:

It does not have the intention, but it might develop, and then the
Board is to det.ermine, as they put it-
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intended to restrain commerce or has necessarily such a direct, material, and
substantial effect to restrain it that the intent reasonably must be inferred.

Now, I take it that any act has a number of incidental effects
which follow it, just as well as it has direct effects. It seems to me
that the three building cases, of which Industrial Association v.
United States (268 U.S. 64) is one, well exemplify the same. In each
of these three cases the effect of the course of action complained of
upon interstate commerce was to curtail the use in building of materials which to that time had been coming into the State and had been
used in building. In t~ first and third cases this· was an incidental
result, albeit a necessary result, of the course of action complained of,
while in the second case it was a direct result, the course of action
complained of being directed solely and exclusively at materials which
had been shipped in interstate commerce.
I ha.:ve attempted to draw together just the several expressions.
made In different parts of the Government's brief in. the Jones ~
Laughlin case, and give Your Honors an idea of the position of the ·
G<?vernment. And Your Honors will appreciate that in their brief in
th1s case they simply Sf!Y that on all questions we rely upon our discussion in the Jones~ Laughlin case and do not write an Independent
brief.
·
They discuss the question of "intent" and "necessary effect", and
they say that those are two bases of what they call the "control
power", and then they leave them away behind and proceed to push
out the Federal power to include any situation which presents; I
quote their wordsa reasonable likelihood that a strike, if it occurred, would involve an intent t()
affect commerce-

Page 14 of their brief; that is, quoting againsuch intention might reasonably be expected to develop.

the probability of the occurrence of an evil which Congress could control-

And they explain that again, whether the situation is comparable

to and of the same general type as those situations; quoting againfrom which in the past there had evolved strikes with intent to affect commerce,
or where such intention might reasonably be expected to develop.

And then they push out in still another direction and they. say that
the basis of their power is found, quotingin recurring evils which in their totality constitute a. burden on interstate

commerce--

Though such evils arise from activitiesusually of only local concern-

and this may extend to any situation, quoting againwhere the reduction in the supply of the commodity is so large that an intent
to burden and obstruct interstate commerce may be Inferred.

That is the magnitude of the effect is deemed to bring it within
the eXJ_iression "necessary effect," though in all their discussions they
recogruze that in the first Coronado case it made no difference, quotingwhether the natural result would be to keep the preponderant part of the output
of the mine from being shipped out of the State.

Now, that argument is just too tenuous to follow. It is something
like the old nursery rhyme, "For the want of a nail," we have all these
things that happen.
Now just a moment or two on the due-process question in the aspect
of a substantive right. I would not take Yo.ur Honors' time on that
but for two things. It has involved here a question in the due-process
aspect which has bothered me for many years in my study of labor
problems, and that is this: At just what point in the development of
this business did the Fruehaufs lose their right to say who they would
hire and who they would retain?
We begin back here with a little blacksmith shop, and the picture,
exhibit 2, shows four men standing there, Mr. Fruehauf and his
employees. We begin there, and he proceeds to build it up. He
worked with the men, setting the tires and making repairs to the
wagons, and so forth, and then he conceived the idea that he could
make these trailers.
Now, when he conceived that idea I don't think that was wrong,
that anybody would say it was. Then he conceived the idea that he
could build up a large business, substantial large business, one that
he could leave to his boys and his sons-in-law, for the benefit of his
daughters, and he did bUild up a business, and he continued actively
in the business, he employed his men, and I detailed this morning
how he dealt with his men in that business.
In due course, as the business developed, he furnished more and
more opportunity for more and more people to work, but I don't
think that was a wrong, to furnish opportunity for more people to
work.
But at just what point was it that he lost the right to say whom
he should have and whom he should not have in his business?
Now, as he grew older his responsibility had to shift to the boys.
They came along. The old gentleman here a yeu· or two ago passed
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away. :rhe boys have the business. They do not have the absolute
ownership. They ha~ to get some money £z:o~ the outside n_ow and
then. They had to mduce one or two mdiVIduals to stay m their
employ. But they still have a substantial control of the business and
are conducting it.
And ~ ask again, ~~"When did they lose this right to say whom they
were gm.ng to have t!l wo~k for them an4 whom they would let go"?
qarrymg on a busmess m that way, With the best of relations with
the1r ~mployees, all of a sudden they 'are set upon by these outside
orgaruzers, and the Board which could inquire into anything it pleased,
and the statute says they shall not be bound by any rules of evidence
as to t~e relevancy of what they may inquire about. No one had to
buy this product. No one had to work for them~~ They were not
obij.g~t~d. to furnish any employment to anybody. And yet it said
at this pomt they cannot say wlio they will employ and who they will
not employ. In fact, the only right which this act leaves to these
~en.tlemen, if it is to be. applied as it ~eads and if the Board is to apply
1~, !S t~at they can still talk to their employees. ·That is the only
limitatwn upon the Board. ·
There is something wrong, that .that man who builds up a business
that wa_y an~ at some point in it loses his right to say who is going to
work w1th him .
. To illustrate that, when we ..got into the question of who we could
hrre and who we could :fire, JUSt let me read two questions of the
Board. Y o!l remember that I told Your Honors this morning that
the production manager te~ti.fied that when they reduced the force,
efficiency was one of the things that they con$dered as to who they
would let go and who they would not. Here is the Board:
What is. the best evidence of efficiency that cou~d be brought in here? I don't

to obstruct the normal procedur~ o_f that Board. Here is what the
brotherhood brief itself said on thequestion:
The Railway Labor Act, in the first place, do.es not make it a crime for the
employer to hire whom he pleases or.discllarge:whom he pleases. The act does
not attempt to limit his power of ~g-or diScharging. The act provides only
tha.t those who are his employees sh,all ~ve ·the right to designate their own
representatives to negotiate with him·.con···.q.~~.·
. .·.· ~.
;.· .· ;~.riJlS. .and conditions of employment, and to be free from any effort ori'tll.e:parfj~Qf the employer to perpetrate a.
fraud upon the employees in such negot.~t\9n&~ ;'·. · ,
It must be apparent·~\~{t{~~~.!·: ·:·:

Continuing to read from the bro~~o()tl.'s brief-

It must be apparent that there is not'iii.'i~Suein the present case the basis of
the decision in the Adair case; that is; the:jj'gll.t.of the employer to hire whom he
pleases; nor is there in issue in the present~:~ the basis of the Coppage case;
that is, the right of the employer to disc~~·}!A~he pleases.

That was the brotherhood's positipJiin:.the case, that those things
were not involved. I take it it is tli,iS,;aon ~f situation: If there had
been no proceedings before the Labo:t;·:,Roir.i~ :and if, with everything
going along in normal way, the rail~y~h'ttd undertaken to discharge
some ~men, and assuming they had~dit;Gh.erged them solely because
they were union men-there was ncY--eo~bOversy-that would have
p:r:esent~d quite a different questi~i;J;~: ~~~ w)len .they say that ~he
remstatmg of these men was not baself:1!)on the discharge haVIng
been in contempt of court, every assignment of error in that record
is th~t the Com:t erred in req~,_~,~1~ging from contempt, to
do this. There lS no use of trymg to ·g-et.:aw~y from what was brought
before this Court. It was that particrilarquestion.
I thank you.
. ,,:.·:f,'r,::,·.:
Mr. REED. Nothing further' Your H~ner!'·.
(Whereupon, at 2:45 p.m., the oralax~ents
were concluded.)
~
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mean the Judgment of the foreman now, but what 1s the best factual evidence that
the company has of the efficiency of the various individuals in its plant here?
What have y~u br!Jug~t in h~re in ~he. wa~ of evidence that we could see. so we
~ho l~ok at 1t obJectively Wlthout · bemg 1n the business, from which we could
JUdge.
.

Well, no one could answer that question, so he continues:
What do YO';! have in your :files out there that would indicate to you or the
mem?ers of th1s Board what is the efficiency of the individuals who work out
there?

:W'ell, t~ey. s~id th~y didn't have 9:ny rec?rds; they had to do some
on md.iv~dualJudgment. But .unmediately the Board was going
mto that ql!est10n and they were go.mg to determine the efficiency or
lack of efficiency. They were creatmg a statute substantially equivalent to the civil service, no getting around that.
Now, at the risk of burdening Your Honors just a moment more
I will refer. to this Texas & New Orleans case. Most everybody h~
referred to It. I don't kn?w tha~ I could add any light to it, but again,
the case should be considered m the light of the facts which were
before the Court. And I caJlllot get away from the circumstance that
the railway had voluntarily gone before the Railway Board, had been
going t~ough proceedings there for more than a year before the acts
complamed of happened. So that, as this Court wen said it did not
involve the question of hire or fire of employees. It did involve a
question of submitting to the jurisdiction of the Board and then trying
~hings
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Mr. FAHY. If the Court please, I shall make a brief statement! of
the facts of the case and shall not attempt to go over the ground of
the constitutional questions which have already been discussed.
This case arose under the statutory procedure dna charge filed by
a number of the employees of the respondent that they had been discharged because of their efforts to form a local unit of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. The charges were filed by 26
employees.
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A hearing was held after the issuance of a complaint, and under
stipulation between counsel for the Board and counsel for the respondent a great de~ of testimony_ w~s introduced i? tl?-e form. of
written statements, Without contradictiOn, cross-examination havmg
been expressly waived because, a.s it appeared, respondent was anxious
· that the record be made, that his questions raised on constitutional
grounds be preserved, and the matter come on before the Board and
the courts in that manner.
Respondent introduced no testimony in ~pposition to tJ.:!at C?f t~e
Board with respect to the reasons· .for the discharges, and I think It
may be said without any dispute that respondent here does not contest the merits of the case.
The Board, however, found that only 19 of the 26 employees who
had filed charges were in fact discharged in the commission.· ~f an unfair labor practice under the act, and issued its cease and desist order
against the continuation of such interference, requiring the restoration of the men to eznployment, or offer of reinstatement, and that they
be made whole; also that a notice be published that the company had
.complied with these provisions of the order, the notice to be posted for
a period of 30 days.
.
The respondent's business is, briefly, this: It is a clot~g manu~ac
turer located in Richmond, Va. It draws 99 percent of Its matenals
from States other than Virginia .as a regular, contiJ:tuous course of
business. It sells and ships as a regular course of busmes~ 82 percS?t
of its. pro~~cts directly in interstate commerce. ~ost of Its. material
comes ongillally from New England. It goes m substantial quantities then-and this is typical of all of this industry-to New York or
New Jersey, where it is sponged, and then it goes to the manufacturing plant in Virginia, where it is made into gal'I;!lents. . .
.
The unioninvolvedisalarge7 well-knownnatim:ralorgamz!ttionha~ng
collective bargaining arrangements for the settlement of disputes With
employers in the predominant part of this industry.
I should say that one of the employees was discharged for having
filed a charge with the Board.
. .
Without going into the arguments again as to the poSltion of the
Government on the application of this act to such a~ enterprise, but
only as a factual matter, I~ simply ad~ that it is_apparentfro~ th:e
nature of this business, which I have bnefiy descnbed and which IS
elaborated upon in the record and in the brief, that the respondent as
a regular course of his business. is utterly and co~pletelY. dependent
upon interstate commerce; and It would seem that if ~ stnke occurred
at Richmond in the plant there, where, as I have sa~d, 99 percent of
the goods come from other States and 82 percent of the products
leave there for the other States, there would be a complete cessation
of his interstate commerce.
A. strike ordinarily closes an entire plant. Orders could not be
filled. Orders could not be given to carry on a ~usiness ~o closed
down. Strike clauses, as a matter of fact, are mserted m many
contracts for supplying products, in order to take care of just such a
situation.
.
It is interesting to note in passing that the president of. this respondent himself testified that, although there was no stnke as a
result of these unfair labor practices, there was a disturbance created
by the conduct of the employer among the employe~_1 and, although
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its total business is 150,000 units, as they are called, per annum, the
direct result of this controversy itself, which did not even eventuate
into a strike, was the cancelation of the order of one customer for
30 000 units, that customer not giving the order because of the fear
th~t it could not be filled.
The ~~pondent employs 800 employees. Therefore, altho_:ugh not
as large an operation, of course, a.s the Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corporation or the Fruehauf Co., it is a large manufacturer who
has grown up in Virginia as the site of its manufacturing operations,
with a national market, because of the control of the Federal Government over interstate commerce, so that it may, while located in
Virginia, without any impediment, receive its raw material from
outside the State, with a national market in which it sells without
impediment 82 percent of its products.
Thank you.
...

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT
Mr. WEINBERG. May it please Your Honors, I suppose much could
vet be said about the philosophy and the economics and the legal
theories that ate- comprehended in a consideration of this act, but, at
least at this hour, after all of these cases have been heard, I do not
desire to be charged with burdening or obstructing the free flow of the
consideration and decision of these particular cases, and therefore I
am going to confine myself entirely to .a discussion. of t!:te f.acts in ~he
two cases involved here and the particular legal ImplicatiOns whtch
we think arise from those facts.
Justice McREYNoLDS. Wbat is the differenoe in the cases? Are
the two cases different'?
Mr. WEINBERG. The two cases are identical, Your Honor, except
that one case was brought in October and the other about 10 days
later, one for about ·fo or 11 employees, and the other for 9 or 10
· other employees, the discharges having occurred in different periods
along that time. Otherwise, the facts are identical, and therefore
they were treated below and here as being one case.
A discussion such as I have indicated., I assume, would fall natUl'ally
into two parts. The first one is what this respondent is, what it does,
and what the labor relations were between it and its employees which
this Board under this act seeks to regulate and control. And.then, as
indicating the extremes to which the Board had to go in order to apply
this act to us, I shall discuss briefly the administration of the act itself
in our particular case and make a mere suggestion as to whether or not
it is applicable to ours.
.
The. respondent, the Friedman-Harry Marks Clothing Co., Is
engaged, as Mr. Fahy has said, in the business of manufacturing men:s
clothing, overcoats, and suits in the city of Richmond, Va., where It
has only one factory and where it has its only factory and ~ts offices.
It has t>een engaged in this business since 1931, succeeding a former
corporation owned by practically the same stockholders. It operates
only one factory, manufactures all o_f its product in _that_ factory. Its
plant and its offices are all located m that factory m RI~hmonq, Va.
It does, However, maintain a showroom and a sales office In the city of
New York.
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It employs in its factory approximately 800 persons-and may I
stop to say, if Your Honors please, that this factory manufactures
clothing mainly by machine. It is machine-made clothing. The
materials that it uses, of course, are woolens and cottons and silks and
silesia and thread and buttons that come from all parts of this country
and, perhaps, in some instances, even from foreign countries.
These materials it purchases, has sponged in New York or in New
Jersey, from there shipped to Richmond, Va., to its factory, where
they are first designed, then cut, fabricated, and converted and fi-tted
together, all of these materials, into overcoats and men's suits of
clothes. The entire process of that manufacture takes place in this
factory in Richmond, Va.
.
·
It then sells these products by salesmen to retailers in the United
States, and it is true that only 17 percent of its product is sold in the
State of Virginia, and the balance is sold and distributed throughout
the United States to retailers. The business of this company comprehends perhaps less than 1 percent-not that size has anything to
do with it, but so that you may what kind of' a company it is-less
than 1 percent of the clothing manufactured in the United States.
In short, if Your Honors please, this company, this respondent, is
absolutely no different in any respect from the· hundreds of thousands
of manufacturers in the United States producing apparel and furniture
and machinery and utensils and· all the myriad of articles which all of
us wear or use in our daily lives.
The unfair labor practices which are charged in this case consist
in discharging-finally found by the Board-19 of these 800 employees,
all of whom are engaged in the manufacture of clothing in this plant,
all of whom are engaged in a conversion and fabrication .which requires some 100 operations, or thereabouts, from the time the materials
arrive in our plant until they leave as a finished product.
.
For instance, just to give you an illustration of what the individual
complainants do, Robert Koch, one of them-some of them are men
and some of them are women, by the way-Robert Koch was one of a
group-because there are groups-one of a group pressing seams.
That operation means, as I understand it, that when the front and
the back of the trousers are fitted tpgether and this seam is joined by
these workers-the trousers go down what is almost an assembly
line in most of these factories-a presser presses them with an iron
or with a machine, presses that seam down the side of your trousers.
Luella Nichols, another one of the persons complaining, was what
is known as a collar feller, and I understand that to mean that she
is one of a group of girls when the collar is made and joined on the
coat, cuts the threads which are left hanging out and cleans them
off in that operation as it goes out.
.And another girl, for instance, was Reba Holder, a button sewer,
who, either by machine or by ·hand, depending on whether the pauticular clothes were being made with machine buttonholes or machine
buttons, sewed the buttons on the coat or the trousers or the vest, as
they came to her.
.
And it is interesting in passing, becau~e it does have some effectat least I would like to comment upon it later on in my discussion
with Y oll!l' Honors-it is interesting to note that in thes~ ·factories
these operators who work in groups at various operations very often
are switched from one operation to another so that, while they may be
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doing buttonholing one day, they may;hthloing:coll.ar felling or seaming the next day.
• 7~ >:u ''l ; .. ~ > ::
So, that it is apparent that these w~:aD.d..us, the employer,
like others engaged in the manufacturing,.:.:and,ev:en in the wholesale
and retail business, are doing the norma.l\tliiD.g<th.at the Court and all
of us; know occurs in a factory of thisk:in.d;.~L~loruy-'pause for a second 7
because I shall make no attempt to diSciJ,sS:¢he;lo.w, at this time of the
day and on the fourth day of this serieS.~1Qi~~-~es.,..-to suggest one
thought that does occur to me, howeverj.>:~drJi.mspectfully submit to
Your Honors that a reading of the,:actlit:ie~!(me out, that if the
Government's theory of the current and strea~ ,9f commerce-and
when they come to make the findings· in:J:thi~~ase ·they find that we
are in the current or stream of commerce1 iaa;;J:;~liall·point out, because
we get raw materials from the outside:cancl:}w~f,~eil.d the products out
from our factory after they have been.·Jaiu!iettted to States beyond
our border-that if it is on that theory~Jlii-t is to a very large
extent, because you will find in the Boarli's:da¢i8ion that they support
their findings on that theory-that. thi:S·act,4$..':,&.p.Plicable to us, then
I respectfully submit to Your Honors~'~thatt·.~e. ,same considerations
apply not orily to every wholesaler, h.ut,~wtb:.~or.e· force, it seems to
me-and I shall indicate the reason.....;.tQaiettlij~rs. .And I suppose
it is not inappropriate or a breachef·deeo~~t&.say that it would
apply to such concerns as Sears Roebuek,:~a~il\tlontgomery Ward, as
Marshall Field, or to retailers like Wanama,ker~s>or Gimbel's, Macy's;
and for this reason, Your Honors, tha~ ij.1"m~l0ur~ ease, where we take
utterly unrelated raw materials and conv:eB~;:.,d.:fabricate them, taking them out of the stream when ;theydg-et;. tQ.:.:(;)n:r factory, changing
their cha~acter an~ transforming them intO:~lf,is!lit of clothes, and they
can be said to be m the stream or cmTentitlf:~erce, because those
clothes, forsooth, go out to purchasers; b.e~.ttndi,:ttD.e State of Virginiathen how much more so can it be said-,ol·&:eo.Jieern which wholesales
products which come into it from all',overc:the·:IJnited States, indeed
from foreign countries, as Your Hono.J:'S.:kri~w.as a matter of common
lmowledge, which do not transform:tli.ase.~t~eles, and in many cases
~ell those .articles even in their originft.f,pa~g.es, a~d ~deed fl!fther,
m many mstances never even take the' :111.erchand1Be mto therr own
plants, in the case of concerns lika:,Mori.tg~mery Ward and Sears
Roebuck and other large wholesa;lem:::4ui<t,~iobbers. Certainly, in
those instances, the merch~dise,, .l·~sp6.0tfhl1.y submit, has never
been removed from the stream ol commenee.. :;
. But isn't it equally true that th:e·,aet:theri:,;ap:plies to every retailer,
if ~our Honors please, at le~t every>retaiil~r~\who do~s any £~-sized
business because, as Your Honors' well know, ·stores like Wanamaker
and Macy's, and indeed Woodward & Lothrop here in the District,
and many othersz get their merch.andisedli .completed form, not only
from every State m the Union butfxom·foreign countries. They maintain foreign buying offices everyone ,.of':us knows that. They get
that merchandise in and seJi it not only to people who live in the same
community, but they ship it by parcel p.osti. by freight, by railroad, to
purchasers without the State. • Wanamaker's, ]\llacy's- they sell
thousands and thousands and thousands ·of dollars worth of merchan·d.ise to people in New Jersey, in Pennsylv.~nia, in Maryland, in Washington, and.in the original package in which it comes into their places
of business.
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So that, ¥ this O!gument of my friends with respect to the stream of
commerce IS applicable to a manufacturer who takes raw materials
and converts them, it is equally applicable to everyone engaged in
almost every business, down to the man that runs a little hot-dog
stand out o!l ~hero~ and takes a roll and cu!'S it open and puts a
frankfurter ms1de of 1t and spreads mustard on 1t and sells it to somebody who is in an automobile, a bus, going from· one State into another
to make a homely illustration.
'
Now, if Yo~ ~onors _pie~~, I t!llnk the absurdity of the thing
demonstrates Its rmpractiCability, Without any further laboring with
the law on the subject .
I~ Your ~onor~ please, what were ~he unfair !aJ>or practices charged
agamst us m this case, and how did they ongmate?· Very briefly
they· JVere these: Early ~ the summer. of 1935. the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of Amer1ca sent orgaruzers down to Richmond to
our factory for the purpose of organizing-and there had never been
one t~ere-a local union of the A.m.algam~ted Clothing w·orkers of
Amet:l~a, and they succeeded sometime during the summer of 1935 in
recruitmg a small number of ~embe!s for th!3ir union _in our factory.
It was only our factory to wluch their attention was directed.
Charges arose against us when, during the slack season of 1935which is with all these factories about the end of August and the early
part of September-during that slack season, in accordance with the
us~al practice which occurred every year, this company laid off some
of Its employees, and among ~he employee~ laid off ~~re perhaps 29
?r 30, or less than that, whom the meantrme had JOined the union
m ~he past 4 or fJ months, during which time they had been apparently
trymg to orgamze our plant.
A.nd I make no d~f~n.se here, and I shall explain to Your Honors,
no defense of the actiVIties of these employers or what they did. God
knows, .the practice of some employers, ~d not only manufacturers
of clothing, but employers of household labor and farm labor and every
o~her kinq of labor, indulge in practices which no one could justify
eithe~ ethically or morally~ and I do not consider in this case-..-and
that IS why we took the attitude we did in the presentation of this
case--that the question here was whether or not we could justify the
actions of the company that we represent or not. That was not the
question that we conceived to be raised in the early part of last September, a month and a half after this act had been passed. We were
one o.f th~ first two or three companies proceeded against, and that
~xpla.Ins, if Your Honors please, the reason why we offered no evidence
m ~his _case and .m.ade no effort to clutter up the record with a lot of
futile, .m my opnnon, excuses as to why these people had been discharged.
·
Now, these lay-offs which occurred in September during this slack
season are the basis of the two cases which are tried here together,
and they are undefended. The record is an ex..parte record as far as
the acts themselves are concerned.
The union thereupon filed charges with the Labor Board, and the
Labor Board immediately filed a complaint against us alleging that
we had violated subsections 1, 3, and 4 of section 8 of the act, which
~our ~onors will recall. by this time !low relate to unfair lp,bor practic~s, m that they are Interferenc~ With th~ ~ght of workers to join
umons for the purpose of collective bargammg and representation·
and that in one instance we had discriminated, although we had laid
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the won1an off, the re.cord shows that t~e woman ~ad been long.before
laid off when she did file the charges With the umon; and they: there•
upon l~d another charge against us of having discharged her beeause
we refused to take her back.
The Board al,so charged in its complaint that these acts_;and
charged it in the words that "these acts" of ours had "burd'en.ed mul
obstructed the free flow of commerce.''
At no time if Your Honors please, before or since, has there ever
been any dis~rder, any in~ustrial st!ife, any strike, any sto~pagejiil,
production, any stoppage m the ship:nent of our merchandise;. and
absolutely no effect upon the productiOn or the sale o~ our m~rch~~
dise throughout the whole time comprehended by this orgam~ation
work and these discharges and down to today.
.
This thing did not even obstruct the flow of merc4andise through
our own factory, much less th_e flow of merchandise into interstate
commerce and I correct my fnend Mr. Fahy when he says that the
""president ~f this concern t_estified. He did. not testify at !l'll. .You
know yourself we put no eVIdence on. We srmply gave yo_u ~ wr1tten
form all the evidence that you demanded of us, much of It trreleva~t
and immaterial,· but there was no testimony. What happened was
that one of your lawyers, who also turD;ed o:ut to be the prosecuto~·,
had brought down to Ric~ond, ~om~tnne m the early part .of this
matter in the course of his mvest1gat10n, to see our offiCials, and he
testified on the record that the president told him that the .matter
was interfering with their production .of good~ and they were not
selling as much goods as they had formerly.
.
But the record shows-the record shows-by eve:6o'Ur own testi;;.
mony, that we produced and sold in Novembe~ 1'935, 50 percen~ more
goods than we did in 1934, and that was the t1me tha~ the testlDlf):ny
was taken, in November of 1935. So _that the tes~rmon;v of Yt?llr
attorney as to what the president told him, after all, IS belied, which
you yourself have heard.
.. ·· .
And I might say that it is not surprising if their business fe~ off,: 1f
Your Honors please. It is not surprising, because the fact 1s~~d
they followed the procedure with respect to us that they follow mth
respect to eve~body-:-that immediately that this cha:ge ha~ b~en
laid upon us this NatiOnal Labor Rel~twns Board, whi~h mamta1.ns
its own publicity department, had rmmeographed and Itself. t~ed
over to the press of the country the statement that we were vtolati~g
this act that we were unfair to our employees, and that they had' laid
charges' against us and were prosecuting us. So there is no won:der
that some of our customers wondered whether or not we would be.able
to deliver merchandise.
. .
.
·
Now, if Your Honors please, we CC?~e. to the admrms~rat10n, of ,the
act with respect to us, and I feel that It 1s mcumbe~t to d1scuss that for
a few minutes because that demonstrates how this Board att~mpted
to make the adt applicable to the Friedman-~arry Mar~s Clot~~g Co.
It shows also-! am not going t!> argue 1t-:-that t~s act Is mseparable that your claim in our case IS that by d1scharg1!lg these people
we ar~ interfering with their right to collectively bargain, compulsory,
unilateral collective bargaining it is, _if. Yo~ Honor please, and. w:e
think that· when you see by the ad~tratt.on of the act, how 1t IS
applied to us you will conclude that It IS arbitrary and unreasonable
and not a reasonable regulation under the commerce clause.
&
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Now'"! have already suggested to Your Honors in passing that this
was. one of the first cases, and that after the passage of the act because
of the unprecedented demands which· were immediately m~de upon
us, w.e d~cided .not to defen~ t!fis. case at all, except to reserve our
constitutiOnal rights-and this Is lll1portant in a moment, I submit
and I ask ~our Honors' attention to it, and attention is called to it
for only this reason, that we stated to the Board immediately in
N ?Vember t~at we, in order to expedite the hearing of this c~e
this ~as N?vember of 1935, on the 5th of November the hearing was,
and JUSt pnor to that ~e were met with a demand by this Board under
one of t~e terms of this act-I ~hall not stop to :fi~d the section right
now---:-With the demand from this Board that we disclose to the Board
and give the Board access to every bit of confidential information with
respect to the carrying on of om: business that y~u can imagine; and
when that occurre~, and not bemg able to see Its relevancy to this
matter, we dete~ed tha:t there was no use in trying to defend this
case. at all, and we nnmediately asked the Board to grant us a quick
hea:l!lg, told them we would not defend the case, asked for an adverse
deCisiOn so that we could take the matter to the United States Circuit
Court of Appea}s.for a.review o~ the case. Now this is what happened
under the administratiOn of this act and in the light of what we had
ourselves done.·
How . did .this Bo~r.d proceed? . · Follo~g its usual procedure, it
gave thiS t!llng pu~liCity. by handmg out Its own printed statements,
and then .It sent I.D,vestigators to our factory, and it made these
demands, If ~our ~onor please-and this all appears in the recordand we c~mpli~d With them under objection, reserving our .rights, but
we complied With them. It demanded a disclosure first of all of the
~ompany's private ~ecords of accounts, including th: amount of'capital
mvested by the private owners and who they were the names of all
of our employees, the names and amounts of all Of 'our pay rolls the
amounts and the character of our purchases of all material and from
whom. made, the number and the kinds of units that we were manufacturmg, the number of employees in our plant not at that time but
from 1928 up to and including 1935, the name~ and the address~ of
all our salesmen, the names and addresses of our owners with the
a;mount of stock ownership that they had, and their previo~s occupatiOns, and w~ether or not they owned stock in other corporations, in
other enterpriSes-done under the terms of this act.
. ~ow, what possible rel~vancy, if Your Honors please, even recogruzmg tha~ the act contams .a provision that there shall be no leg8.1
rules of evidence adhered tom the hearings of these cases-Justice SToNE .. Did you contest any of those demands?
. Mr. WEINBERG. Yes, sir; every one of them. I reserved our
r!ghts to every one of them. We did have under the act one alternative that we could have done, and we were threatened the Board
~hreaten~d me personally, that if we did refuse to tur'n over this
1nformat10n they would take us before the United States District
Court under the provisions of the act and force us to not only comply
but to suffer such. punishment as under that act that court had a right
to make.
·
Therefore we have given them this information. We gave it ·to them
reserving our rights in each instance.
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Now, what possible re~eva.ncy, if Your Honors plea~e--.
Justice STONE. What nghts have you except not to g1ve the informa.
tion demandetl?
Mr. WEINBERG. Well, the rights only to comment and-! think
that is wrong-.
.
.
.
. .
.
Justice SToNE. Do you think that will help us any m dec1ding this
case?
.
Mr. WEINBERG. I don't think it would have helped any, If Your
Honors please in the ultimate decision of this case, if we had· stopped
and had ourseives sent to jail in Richmond.
·
Justice STONE. I mean will your comment on that now help us?
Mr. WEINBERG. Perhaps not, except, as I suggested to Your Hono~,
and I won't persist in it if Your Honor feels th~ i~ i~ not l?roper at this
time, except to. sho~ Your Honor that tl;te aa~st~atw~, that the
abuses and the mvastons of fundamental nghts whiCh meVJ.tably :H~w,
I submit to Your Honor, from this act, in every one of its provisions-tliat is the only purpose.
.
Justice STONE~ If they are invasions and you resist them-Mr. WEINBERG. Yes, Your Honor. I beg Y~ll!-' Honor's p~rdo~?
Justice Sr;roNE. I say. the~ do not flow fr?m 1t if they are mvas1ons
and you resist them. But 1f you do not resist them, I do not see what
we can do about it.
Mr. WEINBERG. We think that there were enough things that we
did not permit them to do in this situation, if Your Honor please, that
will let you do something about it.
Justice SToNE. Those are what I want to hear about.
Mr. WEINBERG. I beg your pardon?
Justice STONE. Those are what I would like to hear about.
Mr. WEINBERG. Following this procedure, if Your Honor please,
the Board then appointed an engineer as the trial examiner to hear
and determine these questions, the question of the constitutio:t;tality of this act and the applicability of it to us, and over. our obJection again' this engineer the Board admitted into eVIdeD:ce and
based its decision upon-and we have noted our exceptiOns to
that-the most amazing mass of testimony that can be conce~':'ed
within 400 printed pages. I shall not labor the argument by detailmg
that testimony. Som~ of it has b_een ref~rred t~ i~ other cas_es~ ~orne
of the same kind of testrmony, but 1t contame~ oprmons of statistiCiaps,
of economists, of officers of unions, of con1petmg manufacturers havmg
union affiliations, of labor managers, aD:d others, with respect.to-~ot
a thing with respect to what went on. m our plant, ~ot a _thing w1th
respect to how· we conducted our busmess, not a thmg w1th respect
to how we produced or shipped our merchandise-and we h~ve
reserved our exceptions to every bit of this in the record-but With
respect to the manufacture and distribution of men's clothing generally opinions, as to the validity of this act, as to the value of
collective bargaining, testimony .bY Mr. Hillman, the presic;J.ent .of
the union, and letters from President Roosevelt congratulating hrm
upon what he had done for industry and what he was doing. for the
National Industrial Recovery Association, references by hi~ and
others to the fact that even a justice-and they n1ade great pomt ~f
itr-that ··one of the Justices of this Court had sat as an arbitrator In
a labor dispute in some other industry, and discussions by great
economists as to the evils flowing from the inequality of wages and
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working hours in all kinds of industries not ·related to ·us and not
related particularly even to this industry.
We might have made in response to that a compilation of all the
speeches that the members of the Board and their lawyers have been
making in the public press showing the bias that they have on their
side. However, none of this referred to us.
.
But an examination of the decision in the case, covering some 10
or 15 pages, pages 379-409 of the record--40 pages, I think, of
the record-shows that it was directly upon these considerations, if
Your Honors please, that this Board decided that we were engaged in
interstate commerce and that the labm· practices in question had obstructed and interfered with and directly affected interstate commerce;
and upon these findings of fact and conclusions of law the Board, after
waiting 4 months in this ex parte case, on the 28th of March passed an
order requiring the reinstatement of these employees with back pay
from the dates of their discharge, and the posting of notices for 30
days saying that we would not do it again.
And, of course, I shall not stop to argue that we think that that
decision that we cannot discharge is tantamount to depriving the
employer, under the construction of this act, as placed upon it by this
Board in this and other cases, of all control in its management of its
labor relations and of its internal business, in the promotion and the
disciplining and the demoting of ·its employees, and substitutes the
management of this National Labor Relations Board for the management of this company.
It seems to me, if Your Honors please, that it would be now a work
of supererogation to discuss at this hour the law respecting the power
of Congress under the commerce clause, when it has been settled for at
least 85 years by the decisions of this Court from Gibbons v. Ogden
(9 Wheat. 1) and Kidd v. Pearson (128 U.S. 1), down to the Carter case
in the last few months.
,
Nor will I argue the arbitrary and unreasonable character of the
order of reinstatement, although I do say that "it attacks the very
fundamentals, if Your Honors please, of the relationship between
employer and employee, and while it does not require, and cannot
require, the employee to return to work, it requires the employer
unwillingly to put the man back to work, and while the order does
not say- how long, certainly, I respectfully submit to Your Honors,
it would be an empty gesture-an empty gesture-if it meant that all
we had to do was to take him back that day and then find an excuse
to discharge him the next day.
I do not know whether we are married to the employees by a shotgun
ceremony with the Board standing over us with a shotgun forever,
or for how long, but for the first time, it seems to me, in the history of
the English and the American law, specific performance is now set
up for personal service contracts at will. ·
· And at whose will?' It must necessarily now be, after such a
decision, at the will of the Board, not the will of the employer and
the employees, the parties to the contract.
And then with respect to back pay-and I only refer to this in
passing-the order required us to pay these employees back pay up
to at that time the 28th of March. It is still continuing. · It is 18
months now, Your Honors, in a case that we asked this Board to
expedite and offered not to contest, 18 months now and the order was
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made, if Your Honors please, although the record was a six or seven
hundred page record, without this Board attempting to find out from
these employees, whom it put on the stand, in any instance whether
they were then employed, whether they had made anything since
the date of their discharge by us, whether they wanted to go back to
work for us, or even whether they could be found, whether they were·
still liVing anywhere in the neighborhood of our factory.
And how did they estimate the back pay? Because our employees
in this instance, different from most of these other cases, these employees were paid on a piece-work basis. Now how could this Board
determine how much we were to pay them? They entered into this
kind of an arrangement: They said uYou shall reinstate them with
back pay based on the average of the earnings of the other employees
in the same operation during the period of their unemployment."
Now that is open to so many criticisms, it is so absurd, that the
mere statement of it does not require, ~ respectfully submit, any
further argument.
The posting of the notice requirement I comment upon only as
being not only unreasonable in law, capricious, and arbitrary, but
vindictive. Having been brought into compliance with the act by
the decision of this Board and by its order that we must cease and
desist, why humiliate us and make us make a public apology to our
employees and post a notice for 30 days that we will be good and
accept an invitation to further complaint?
Then, if Your Honors please, I suggest to Your Honors it is worth
noting that, after waiting Uiltil the 28th of March, this Board, without any notice to us at all, although it had been the recipient of
numerous requests from us for a decision, suddenly decided these
cases and simultaneously issued another press release to the effect
that they had found us guilty, and the same day sent the caseswhere? To the United States Circuit Court of Appeals in New York,
to the second circuit, for a hearing..
And why? All of the previous notices to us, the charge, the complaint, the decision, the taking of the testimony, all had occurred
down in Richmond, which is in the fourth circuit. The plant is
located there. The company is located there. Every one of the
employees lived there. The situs of everything was in Richnwnd,
Va. But on the 28th of March, on the mere technicality that the
act provides that the Board can bring its petition for enforcement in
any circuit where the respondent may be said to be doing business,
and because we maintained a showroom and sales office in New
York, they dragged us up into New York.
So that thejl:lstice of the United States circuit court of appeals had
to ask them: Was it becaus.e. they hoped to get a more favorable forum,
or what kind of a trick, as 'they put it, was it that made them bring us
up there, when the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals was xneeting right
in Richmond at the time and its dockets were ready?
And I make that comment for this reason, if Your Honors please,
that we tried to get a hearing before that circuit, and this Board ousted
our hearing by h.olding back, because this act-and I say again it is an
arbitrary and an unreasonable and a capricious act-thiS act provides
that we cannot take an appeal until we can get that Board to certify
the record for us to the circuit court of appeals. So they refused to
certify the record for us but took it to New York themselves and ousted
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the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth District, and dragged us
up there to harass and embarrass us, merely ·because we maintained
a salesroom and a showroom up there. ·And the court held, apparently
reluctantly-! submit the court up there held reluctantly-that it
had to hear the case because we were domesticated,- within the meaning of the law, within the State of New York.
I say; if Your Honors please, that these facts as I have outlined them
briefly to Your Honors, demonstrate the abuses and the invasions of
every fundamental right that a man has that inevitably flow from this
obnoxious act and must always :flow from legislation such as this.
From all of thi!) we sub!Dlt respectfully, if Your Honors pleaseand I apologize that I have been a little heated, or if I have wandered
off the point once or twice-we submit that the ex-parte facts in this
case show conclusively that this respondent is not engaged in interstate commerce within the meaning of that phrase and that the unfair
labor :practices alleged in this case cannot be said in law to directly
affect mterstate coiiUnerce.
I am very grateful to Your Honors for the priVilege of discussing
these facts with you, and I thank you for your patienc~, and I bespeak just a few minutes on behalf of ·my associate, Mr. Green, who
has just a word or two that he would like ~o say in this case.
Thank you.

. For instance, a State statute. requiring a lu~ch hour of 1. hour. in
duration as a health measure-Without attemptmg to pass on 1ts validity at this moment-and the union makes a demand for a half a~ hour
lunch hour so that they can get home a half an )lour earlier. m ~e
evening; and the employer says: "No; I a:n: not gomg to bargain W1th
you on: that point. The State statute which goyerns me says that 1
must give an hour for lunch." And the matter IS brought before the
L~orBoard.
.
The Labor Board will naturally have to find the employer gmlty,
because he has refused to collectively bargain, despite the fact that the
State has legislated.
So much for the implications of that, but these very J?Owers sou~ht
to be exercised by the Federal Government have been powers denied
by this Court to the State governments, and I need oruy refer Your
Honors to the two Wolff cases (Woijf Packing Oo. v. Court of Industri_al
Relations (262 U. S. 522); Wolff Packing. Oo; v. Oourt of Industrwl
Relations (267 U. S. 552)). In b'oth of those cases the attempt
was very much the same. The attempt was to require the employer
to arbitrate his labor disputes. The attemp~ was made there, too,
to require the employer to take back into .his ~l!lploy any persons
that he had discharged as. a. result of a labor dispu_te. So that ~he
Federal Government is claumng over a local enterpnse powers wh1ch
the local government itself does not have.
.
. .
Now, then, in order to evade-evade-the unphcatwns there and
the rulings direct as they are, in the Garter and the Schechter cases,
the Gove~ent contends now that this is not a regulation of wages
and hours and conditions of employment; that the Garter and Schechter
caaee only related to them.
On both of those propositions the <;iove~ent, in the face of t!Ie
decisions, must be in error; .an~ there IS n~ difference bet'Yeen req~
ing the employer and employee to bargam to a concluswn, as th1s
Board has held, about wages and hours and conditions of emplo:rment,
and a cfu•ect regulation. It is the attempt here to. ac~omplish. by
indirection what has been forbidden when attempted by dll'ect actio~.
· Now then, if Your Honors please, the onl~ one o~ the three _Pro:positions raised py t~e _Govel'Illl?-ent as s,:uP.portmg thell' case which IS ~t
all germane m this mstance lS the third o:r;te. The first, _you lm~w, IS
the intent-that is, businesses and labor disputes done With the mt~nt
of affecting commerce; and the second, one o~ tho~e that. necessai?-lY
tiffects commerce. The only one at all open m this case Is the third
proposition, that the Government has the ~ght tC? regll!ate w'!tere the
labor dispute may tend to lead or lead. to mdustnal strife which may
affect commerce.
.
If Your Honors please, the indirection ?f that IS so apparent that
it need go hardly-without argument, that m orde~ to reach a connection between the labor dispute at the one end and mterstate commerce
at the other, a pr~cess of reasoning from one ste:J? to ano~her step, a.:nd
to a third step, and so on, must be follo~ed until there IS no 9uest10n
that the repercussion· felt at the end of u~terstat~ commerce, If !elt at
all is remote and distant and when applied, as It must be appli~d, to
a partiy.t?lar ~usiness and' ~o a particular _industry an?- to a particular
case, as'lli this one, there lS no repercussion of any _l~.nd or ch~acte~ ·
Now, if Your Honors please, so far as the propositiOn of law m this

FURTHER ORAL ARGUMENT ON .BEHALF OF RESPONDENT

Mr. GREEN. If it please the Court, at this late moment in the
argument of this series of cases we do believe that the real patient in
this operation of national compulsory collective bargaining should be
given some consideration. That patient, if Your Honor please, is
neither the employer nor the employee. It is the._government of the
various States of this country, from whom it is sought to carve an
integral and important function of Government.
Now, if Your Honor please, the relation of the State in this instance
is of real significance, because it is a well-established rule that once
the valid jurisdiction of the Congress of the United States under the
commerce clause attaches, the right of legislation on the part of State
governments which may in any way be inconsistent ceases.
Now, the significance of that must at once become apparent. If
this act ls valid, particularly as applied against a manufacturing concern local in its nature, and if the Federal Government has the right
to regulate the relations and the individuals in the course of what must
be admittedly a local business, then the right of the State to legislate
on that subject in a form in anywise different is ~one.
Now the proposition, inconceivable in fact as 1t may seem, must
:flow from the finding of the validitY. of this act as attempted to be
applied, becau:~e it appears at once if any dispute is presented to the
National Labor RelatiOns Board-and let us take the exunple of the
collective bargaining attempt of a union with an employer, and if the
union makes a demand on the employer for whatever it may be, he
cannot shield behind the fact that the State government has rules an_d
. regulations, and he is complying with them; but the Labor Board
must decide whether or not it has attempted to collectively·. 'bargain
the point.
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An<:! we now declare that the want of power on the part of the Federal Government ts t~e .same whether the wages, hours of service, or working conditions and
thhe bbargammg about them,_ ar~ rel~ted to production before interstate com~erce
as egun or the sale and dlstrtbutton after it has ended.

ORAL ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER
Mr. WYZANSKI. May it please the Court, with due deference to the
coun~el 'Yho spoke first for .the respondent, I wish to say that there is
not~g m t~ r~cord, and I am assured by Mr. Fahy, my associate,
there IS ~o~hing m the f~cts, to supJ?ort the statement that the Board
coerced~ any.way ~he respondent m this case into giving testimony.
There IS a st1pulat1<?n at page 71 of the record which shows that the
o~y ground upon wJ:Uch the respondent asked to question any of the --.,)
eVIde~ce. presented was on the ground of competency relevancy or
matenahty.
·
·
'
'
/
I turn now to .what I began the argument with, the discussion .....whether or not this act may be so applied as to cover all industry and
l!l-bor thrqugpout ~h~ co~try, ~nd I wish in particular to develop the
lines of poss1~le d1s~mct10n which were implicit in my opening argument but which I did not fully elaborate then.
Of course, t~e Government contends that the act may be applied
to all th~ part.Ies here !J-t .harz but if we are mistaken we wish to suggest possible lmes of distmcti'?n between the different cases.
Th~ first twC! c~~s, those mvolving the Associated Press and the
Washing:to~, ~IT~Ia & ~aryland Coach Co., were cases in which
the part~es prmmpal acpiVIty was interstate comme'rce and the employees mvolve~ ~ere eit~er in or about commerce. We feel clear
that they ~e Within the lip.e of congressional power, and I shall not
pause to dis~us_s the facts. m those cases to any greater extent, but I
....
tu~ to consider a ~ompar1son bet'!een the three manufacturing cases
w~c~ are at bar, m order that, if Your Honors disagree with our
positiOn th~t all. of the~ a:e ~t~ the scope of the act, you may
have a possible lm~ for distmgmshing. between the cases.
1.our Honors will recall that this statute is a preventive statute
designed to prevent those labor disputes which burden or obstruct
commer~e. There has been some talk at bar of the failure of Congress to mclude th~ word "directly" in the statute. Of course, Your
Honors know that l.n the Sherman Act the word "directly" is not included. I.n fact, With the exception of the ill-fated Bituminous Coal
Co~servat10n Act, I kn9w of no act of Congress relatinrr to commerce
~~ch us~~ .the word ':drr~ctlY;" in its jurisdictional amoit. The word
direct~y IS necessarily unplied by the decisions of this Court in interp~et~g all the sta~ut~s, and its omission here is, in our opinion, of
no significance, proVIded that the act is applied only to those disputes, or the causes of those c?si?utes, which directly affect commerce.
Nf!W, there !tre s~veral preliminary matters that I wish to state are
no~ mvolved In this .fi.~al discussion of the cases. At the outset I
pmnted out that q~st10n ~hether freedom of organi-ation..and freedom of representation could be protected-whether that protection
was reasonab~y. related to commerce-was deciced by Congress and
that that dec1s1on by Congress is a decision which does not ha~e to

be made again by the Board every time. The Board is entitled to
assume that the practice will lead, or has the likelihood of leadino-,
0
to a dispute.
Our position on that point is stated most clearly, I think, in the
Jones & Laughlin brief at page 36 in the footnote to the first paragraph on that page. The issue before the Board is whether or not a
dispute, if it occurs, will be likely to burden or obstruct commerce, not
wh~ther the practice is likely to lead to "the dispute. That second
issue is ·foreclosed under the terms of the statute, according to our
reading of it.
·
. There is a second point I want to make clear is not in~olved. It
is true that sometimes indulging in this practice will not lead to a
dispute. Sometimes matters will adjust themselves even if the discriminatory practice is continued; but.a preventive statute, in order
to be effective, must be addressed to ·those situations in which it is
reaso~ably to be anticipated that a dispute within the power of Congress Will occur. Until the practice has in fact spent its force nobody
can tell what its consequences will be, but:<if :there is a reasonable
likelihood that the consequence will be.a.dispute.that burdens commerce, the!! we say Congress bas the power to prevent indUlgence in
that practiCe.
·
· .· · .·
.
.
It 1.s also _true, of course, that an elimination·o.fthese,:discr!mllatory
practices will have purely local ~onsequen.ees as; well as natiOnal consequences. But the mere fact that a cause has a local consequence
as well as a national consequence does not .prevent, it being within
t~?-e power of Congress, for obvio~ly~y:cau5ei~·bc:nnidto~ave many
different effects. The only questiOn ts-whethe:rit has a national effect
within the power of Congress.
. >. .
Our position with respect to these manufA¢tm'ing cases is perhaps
stated most succinctly in the sum.mary:o.fc.o~ :argument in Jones &
Laughlin, where, from pages 10 to 18; weh&ve::tried to state as briefly
as possible the various theories upon whi~h we suggest it is possible
to apply this statute to one, two, or three :ofAihe manufacturing cases
at bar.
: :c. ,_ . ·. ,. ·, ,
As I said, there is a distinct difference liet:w,el}n·the enterprises which
are at bar. We have said that the power ofCongress clearly includes
the power to prevent a strike-rather:,:to:,P1R1i~ll"a: strike-called with
the intent o£ affecting commerce; an<kwe>ltav&~suggested that at least
in some of these cases there is a very grarve.~ap:ger that the continuance
of this discriminatory sort of practice ~;~~U:S.~a strike of that type.
Now, from pages 40 to 44 in the J{}ne~!i~:~.Laughlin case we discuss
that in some detail, and I would like:')jriell¥'it~·add a word about the
particular facts there, because l think~Ji.':tnEt"intent" argument that
Is the strongest case.
; : .~~.,. <·
Jones & Laughlin, Your Hon.ors··wiJJ;:rem.elD.ber, is an integrated
enterprise operating in many States; With' approximately 20 different
outlets, getting its raw materials fr.oDl.• ma.ny different States. Alth~mg~ the principal manl!factu.ringiiJ~On~·~e~r>Pittsburg!:t, the enterpnse 1s far-flung. If a dispute began.m-_;JQlJ.es & Laughlin, we know
with reasonable certainty that it would··.~e.Jbound to involve intentional int,e~erence with !nterstate.colmi:i~~k~,·for the people that are
at one particular focal pomt would: und,o\lbte~y e~oose to get as much
support as they could from the persons working m other parts of the
enterprise, including the peraons worldng ·on the transportation and
interstate activities of the company.
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Moreover, we know, for the record shows, or rather Exhibit 44,
which has been submitted to the Court and which is included by stipu. lation in the record--exhibit 44 shows, that the steel companies of
this country have united on a common labor policy, and though I do
not intend to discuss the merit of that policy, I merely advert to it
for the point of showing that if a dispute occurred between the employees in this company and the company itself, it is reasonable to
expect that the dispute will spread to other employees dealing with
other employers in the steel industry united in a common front with
re~ct to their labor policy.
We have said tha·t the power of Congress relates not only to strikes
with intent, but strikes where there is a necessary e:ffect, of interrupting commerce. . The scope of. the "necessary effect" principle is by
no means certam, and on this we have made a number of alternative suggestions. We have merely pointed out, as something which
we feel certain, that intent is not necessary in order·to show that a
dispute is within the· power of Congress, because, as Your Honors
have said in United States v. Patten (226 U. S. 525), if the necessary
effect of a practice is to obstruct commerce it is unnecessary to charge
a specific intent.
·
Now, when does a labor dispute have a necessary effect upon commerce? We have suggested that one' criterion may be, if the dispute
involves a substantitil amount of the commerce in a particular
commodity.
The Fruehauf Trailer Co. presents a case very much in point.
They are admittedly the largest of the companies in the trailer
business. Their nearest competitor does only 37 percent as much as
they do. If there is anything in the doctrine that we )Suggest, that
the obstruction of a substantial amount of the commerce in a commodity works such a necessary e:ffect upon commerce that Congress
can control it, it would mean that the principle would apply to the
Fruehauf Trailer Co.
It would also seem that it might apply to Jones & Laughlin, but I
am not going to spell out all the possible implications. I am just
covering in summary fashion the argument which has already been
made.
Another suggestion which we made was that a necessary effect
upon commerce might exist where there was a well-defined stream of
commerce. Now we do not rest our whole case, even with respect to
necessary effect, upon stream of commerce. Nor do we say that
necessarily every enterprise which receives and ships in interstate
commerce is in a well-defined stream of commerce. · The exact scope
of that doctrine may be broad or narrow. H it is broad, it would
cover the case of the respondent at bar, for that company admittedly
receives 90 percent of its raw materials from outside the State and
ships 80 percent of its products outside the State in which it manufactures.
·
But it is not necessary to consider stream of commerce in any such
broad way as we have urged. There is a narrower aspect of the doctrine which is open to this Court.
It may be th.at a well-defined stream of commerce exists only in
those cases where a single enterprise controls the sources of·supplies,
does the processing, and controls the outlets, so that the processing
is a "throat" with respect to that enterprise's flow of commerce. If
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such a concept be adopted it would clearly apply to the Jones &
Laughlin case·.
.ff
·
There is another situation in which a necessary e ect on co~erce
might possibly be spelled out, an~ that is where the effect of a dispute
would be to interrupt a substantial v~lume of goo~s, althoul?ih ~t:·a
substantiQJ. amount of the commerce m a· conuno~t:y. . If this 1s t~e
doctrine all the cases.at bar would s~em: to be w1thm It, ~or ·there lS
no case ~t bar in which the goodl;l mo~~rout· of the enterpnse amount
to less than $1,7501000. a year, and~ many eases ~heY. nn1o~t to
much more than that.. But I do not mtend to descnbe m ~etail. the
facts with respect to all these things. I merely suggest possible lines
·
h Soli ·
of distinction~
· There is also· a possibility which was ·deyelo.ped !>Y t e
Citor
General· in: his argument in Jones & ?aughlin·; that ts, that ~here a
practice recurs frequently, as labor·d~putes .re~ur frequently, 1t ma~
be that· Congress has th~ power to legJ.Slate Wl~h respect to those prac
•
if they bear a relat10n to commerce. .
\ lf that doctrine be accepted, it·-·is admittedly the broade~t of the
doctrines with which I have dealt. YJ e g_~ot cont~d that 1t would
apply to all the firms that. have been mentiOned oy iJ>:e r~spondent, that
is retail firms who receive son:te of their products m Interstate comU:.erce or send out some of their goods in ~terstate eolllD?-erce. We
say it would apply only to those en~rpnses a Sl}bs.tantuu part of
whose own business is either the receipt of goods 1n mterstate commerce or the shipment of goods in interstate commerce. We do not
claim that anyone who receives or ships in interstate commerce would
fall within the scope of the principle.
·
.
Now I have one more specific word to say, a~d that 18, wheth~r a
determination in this case with respect to the rtght .of .self-orgamzation freedom of representation, and freedom of assoe~at1on, f~recloses
any 'question with respect to wages, hours, or substantive working conditions. Of course, as Your Honors .are now well aware, the statute
has nothing whatsoever itself to do With wages or hours, bl?-t the question may be raised, does the principle apply? It may or 1t may not,
and we suggest that a distinction may be drawn, though we do not
necessarily press it.
&
The distinction is put forward at pages 92 and 93 of the Jones
Laughlin brief and this is the distinction whi~h we suggest.. It has
been shown by the decisions in this Court that .mterference With freedom of association and freedom of representation bears ~ reasona~le
relation to commerce, because the prot~tion of ~~ose nghts avo1ds
labor disputes. Now it may be that a :fixing of ~llllum wag~s or of
maximum hours would not in the same way ~v01d labor disputes,
because the fixing of minimum wages and of maxnnum ho~s would not
settle the field of controversy but leave a large area of conflict; whereas
this settles a large ar~a of conflict· an~ sets up a procedure for the
voluntary amicable adJustment of all disputes.
Before I conclude I want to say one very general word. I thought
the argument of the respond~nt in the Fru.ehauf case was a. ra~her
interesting one, in which he :r.omted o.ut that ~n the State of Michigan
were almost all the automobile factones, and 1t was only necessary for
the State of Michigan to determine the policy i.J:t order to ~ave th.e
commerce of the country protected. I am not gomg to refer m detail
138858--37----12
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to facts which all of us know at the present day. I merely point out
that it is well recognized that there is a national public interest in this
subject, so ~eat that no dispute of the character which he envisages
could possibly be adjusted without the cooperation both of the
parties themselves and of public authorities, and that in the past
on many occasions the Federal authorities have found it necessary
to intervene. I do not suggest that the Federal Government can
build up its de jure power merely by a series of particular de facto
interventions in disputes, but I do say that the problem itself is
obviously of such national character, at least in some of its instances,
as to justify the intervention of Congress, and I contend that where two
colossal forces are standing astride the stream of commerce threatening to disrupt it, it cannot be that this Government is without power to
provide for the orderly procedure by which the dispute may be adjusted
without interruption to the stream of commerce. ,
(Whereupon, at 4:08 p. m., oral arguments were concluded.)
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